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The first three concepts cited in the title of this book-noble lies, slant 
truths, and necessary angels-derive from Plato, Emily Dickinson, 
and Wallace Stevens, respectively. They suggest three aspects that the 
fourth-fictionality-assumes in the novels of Christoph Martin Wie-
land, where the idea of being (or at least seeming) made up pertains to 
myths sustaining political life, the obliqueness of narrative verities, 
and the human need for elevated messages. The following chapters ex-
plore these matters and explain how they are related. 
This book first began as a doctoral dissertation at Yale. Since then, it 
has been significantly revised and expanded. For readers unfamiliar 
with Wieland's novels, it includes summaries of their plots, some gen-
eral remarks on previous studies of them, and quotations that spell out 
the evidence for its thesis. For specialists, it also regards those stories, 
secondary sources, and textual proofs in greater detail. Brief passages 
of the introduction and of Chapter 2 appeared in articles listed in the 
bibliography. They are reprinted with the permission of their earlier 
publishers. 
I wish to thank Bruce Duncan, Dennis Mahoney, and Steven Scher 
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Introduction: Fictionality, Wieland, 
and the Eighteenth-Century 
German Novel 
Diese erlogene Wahrheit, die ganz allein Wirkung 
hervorbringt, wodurch ganz allein die Illusion 
erzielt wird, wer hat davon einen Begrijf? 
-Goethe, Wilhelm Meisters Lehrjahre (1795-96) 
I 
The concept of fictionality is crucial to the modern novel. Ever since 
Cervantes, there have been narratives showing concern with the fact 
that they are invented, that they describe characters and events at least 
partly imaginary, rather than real or literally true. This concern can be 
playful, but it also answers serious charges that such stories are made 
up or false. Authors, scholars, and critics accordingly have long consid-
ered the logical difficulty as well as the aesthetic appeal of distinguish-
ing creative writing from fanciful deceit in narrative prose "feigned" 
instead of corresponding to actual fact. Their arguments betray a ven-
erable ambivalence, recalling both Plato's suspicion of poets as inspired 
liars and Aristotle's claim that poetry describes what is possible and 
might happen, not what is historical and already has. Indeed, despite 
defenses of fiction as such an art of the possible, early European novels 
were often faulted for being counterfeit, rejected by learned detractors 
as delusive fabrication. Nowhere was the resulting skepticism more ex-
treme than in Germany, where novels were long decried as sinful 
flights of fancy and reading them was censured as an immoral waste of 
time. Authors such as Christoph Martin Wieland (1733-1813), who tried 
to justify the genre, therefore confronted critics and had to cultivate 
readers still unused to taking prose fiction seriously. Wieland met this 
challenge by writing nine novels that show and tell much about their 
own fictional nature. In those novels themselves, he examines the imagi-
nation needed to read and write them, their capacity to convey utopian 
ideals, and their problematic illusory effects. These topics involve fic-
tionality defined in literary as well as epistemological, ontological, and 
anthropological terms, since the nature of Wieland's storytelling closely 
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parallels his larger psychological, ethical, and social themes. The pres-
ent study suggests both that his novels cohere by treating fictionality in 
such broad terms and that they help us understand the significance of 
fictionality even now, nearly two centuries after the last of them was 
written. This suggestion combines interests in literary theory and the 
history of the German novel, hoping to prove how each can illuminate 
the other. 
Such a reading of Wieland's novels also requires combining ap-
proaches to fictionality taken in current theoretical work. Although im-
plicitly as old as Plato's and Aristotle's more or less severe definitions 
of mimesis, that concept has only fairly recently become an explicit ob-
ject of academic study. Philosophers frequently view it from semantic 
or ontological angles, investigating the meaning of fictional sentences, 
for example, or the names of fictional characters or the existence of 
fictional objects.1 Literary theorists tend to prefer historical and aes-
thetic categories established by their own notions of narratology, speech 
acts, reader reception, and similar subjects.2 The interests of these two 
camps seldom coincide, and their adherents can seem mightily at odds. 
According to one scholar on the philosophers' side, "Literary critics 
have not hesitated to use the concepts of fictionality, of truth in/of lit-
erature, truthfulness to life, etc., but the theoretical standard of critical 
discourse is rather low in this domain." 3 By contrast, it has been ob-
served that "logicians rush in where Lea vis fears to tread." 4 The depth 
of this scholarly rift may be measured by comparing Kate Hamburger's 
Die Logik der Dichtung (1957) with John Woods's The Logic of Fiction 
(1974). Despite their equivalent titles, these two books address strik-
ingly different topics. Hamburger relates her "phenomenology of fic-
tional narration" -an explanation of prose fiction according to its inher-
ent logical structure-to the traditional literary genres of epic, dramatic, 
and lyric poetry, whereas Woods proposes a "semantic structure of 
fictional discourse" that expressly ignores aesthetic considerations.5 
Studies of fictionality from either point of view, moreover, rarely inter-
pret individual literary texts. Paying close attention to Wieland's narra-
tive ways and means not only invites aesthetic as well as logical in-
quiry, then; analyzing his novels one by one also avoids a shortcoming 
common in much prior research. In tum, those novels help put that re-
search in new perspectives, implying a conception of fictionality ap-
plicable to life far beyond that of the academic mind alone. 
Such research itself has shown that fictionality has many facets. 
While analytic philosophers study its logical implications, other theo-
rists consider fictionality a literary and aesthetic issue pertinent to the 
modem novel, or recount its semiotic history, or see it in terms of lin-
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guistic communication, not necessarily between authors and readers. 
These judgments can have familiar yet far-reaching consequences. Fic-
tionality has been called both the central problem of literary semantics, 
for example, and a fundamental category of literary theory.6 It has also 
been said to imply less a negation of references to reality than an aes-
thetic consciousness of fictional texts as being self-contained imitations 
of linguistic utterances, an awareness of inauthenticity manifest in all 
modern art, that is, above all, in the novel? Baring "historical roots of 
the modern dilemma of fictionality" has shown how concepts of it have 
changed along with our religious and intellectual models of reality.8 
Fictionality has also seemed a form of communication in which read-
ers, like moviegoers, ignore artistic media, and has been traced to such 
readers' reception of literary texts as well as to authors' semantically 
and rhetorically enhanced speech acts.9 Even as such a way of produc-
ing poetic texts, however, it has been likened to Aristotle's concept of 
mimesis, for the fictional character of what those texts signify, though 
they may be aesthetic in senses other than fiction proper, determines 
their signifiers. 10 Moreover, it has recently resurfaced in a study re-
garding all representational art as fiction, a project entailing a "unified 
account of fictionality" as a property of propositions meant to be imag-
ined in games of make-believe and analogous to truth, though not a 
species of it despite our inclination to think so.l1 This attempt to recon-
cile metaphysical and aesthetic theories of fiction confirms that defin-
ing the terms "fictitious" and "fictional" helps prove the ironic, com-
plex power of imagination.l2 In these several ways, fictionality has 
seemed an important, multifarious, and promising concept. 
Reading Wieland mindful of current theories of fictionality would 
seem anachronistic, however, without a sense of its history. That his-
tory is long, and his place in it is prominent. Both authors' and readers' 
consciousness of fictionality are said to have changed over time, having 
spread since the sixteenth century and culminated in the irony of the 
German romantics. 13 This historical process started in antiquity, when 
such consciousness first emerged between the eighth and fourth cen-
turies B.C., as written literature and individual reading gradually sup-
planted the public oral tradition of Homer. 14 Awareness of fictionality 
has also been found in Neoplatonic as well as vernacular writings of 
the Middle Ages, when distinctions between epic fiction and historical 
truth were rediscovered and then reinforced the autonomy of art.l5 
Similar results have accrued from analyses of poetic terminology, tex-
tual practices, and authors' self-images in the sixteenth century.16 One 
historian of the English novel likewise suggests that such literary issues 
inform William Congreve's Incognita (1692): "In Congreve's amused 
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subversion of verisimilitude there is the groundwork for a view of 
probability as a kind of 'aesthetic' truth, aware of its own fictionality 
and detoxified of crude empiricist illusion." 17 In eighteenth-century 
Germany, such awareness was encouraged by critics like Johann 
Christoph Gottsched, Johann Elias Schlegel, and Gotthold Ephraim 
Lessing, who all helped define aesthetic autonomy by facing the prob-
lem, character, and consciousness of fictionality. Bit by bit, they ap-
preciated its import in the theater, thereby making it more respect-
able.l8 A quantum leap in this slow process was the Leibnizian concept 
of fictionality refined by Christian Wolff, Alexander Baumgarten, 
Johann Jakob Bodmer, and Johann Jakob Breitinger, who all furthered 
the notion that novels describe possible, not actual, worlds.l9 Subse-
quent theories of artistic creation developed this suggestive notion and 
did indeed culminate in romantic irony, which has been said to reflect 
fundamental conditions of fictionality. 20 As both a student of Bodmer 
and a poet often noted to be a forerunner of romanticism, Wieland as-
sumes an important position in this historical spectrum. Indeed, his 
novels are repeatedly cited, albeit only in passing, in a recent study of 
readers' consciousness of fictivity and the problem of fictionality in the 
eighteenth century.21 Talk of virtual reality and cyberspace confirms 
that the history of fictionality is far from over and that its aspects re-
vealed in those novels still concern us. 
Wieland's place in the history of fictionality may also be explained 
by comparing his novels to modernist "metafiction," twentieth-century 
texts seeming self-conscious or self-reflexive by indicating their own 
narrative artifice and thus suggesting an awareness of their shaky on-
tological status. One concise definition tells why such qualities matter: 
"Metafiction is a term given to fictional writing which self-consciously 
and systematically draws attention to its status as an artefact in order 
to pose questions about the relationship between fiction and reality. In 
providing a critique of their own methods of construction, such writ-
ings not only examine the fundamental structures of narrative fiction, 
they also explore the possible fictionality of the world outside the liter-
ary fictional text." 22 Such self-critical stories have even been said to ex-
pose "the fictionality of reality" itself.23 By contrast, most popular texts 
"suppress their own fictionality," though they can foreground a cliche 
so that "an awareness of its fictionality sets in which changes ... not 
only our reading of the popular text, but also its aesthetic function." 24 
Television, too, has been seen as a self-reflexive medium justifying "the 
fictionality and style of even its most extravagant programs." 25 To be 
sure, some modern authors dislike thus stressing the differences be-
tween artistic conventions and life, tired of stories about writers writ-
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ing stories in what seems a decadent regressus ad infinitum.26 To call 
"metafiction" nothing more than narcissism, however, is to limit its 
scope as severely as if one takes it to mean merely novels about readers 
reading other novels. A recent treatment of the German Bildungsroman, 
for example, regards the genre as metafiction because its heroes often 
act on what they read in fictional texts, but omits Wieland because he 
almost never alludes to German literature.27 The present study consid-
ers his novels "metafiction" more broadly defined. Although they are 
not as self-conscious as Pirandello's plays, say, where a character can 
realize its own fictionality/8 they do convey an awareness of their 
medium and message that is often attributed only to more recent, more 
radical literati. 
Besides Plato's and Aristotle's old definitions of mimesis, then, read-
ing Wieland's novels as studies in fictionality involves recent develop-
ments in philosophy and literary theory as well as established trends in 
the history of fictionality and the meaning of "metafiction." As the fol-
lowing chapters demonstrate, such reading raises issues that determine 
not only the extent to which serious novels constitute reality rather 
than simply reflect it,29 but also the cognitive value of many other logi-
cal and linguistic constructs. At stake, in other words, is the efficacy 
and validity of literary and other, related "fictions" as modes of knowl-
edge. Wieland's novels all pose such general questions, and the an-
swers they suggest still seem pertinent today. Finding those answers 
requires reading each of them meticulously, but doing so shows why 
they remain of more than just historical interest. Far from being clever 
games about nothing more than their narrative form, elaborate Chinese 
boxes that turn out to be empty, they display what John Hollander 
has called the "fictive character of form itself" in poems that tell 
stories about their own formal elements, about what they mean and 
what to make of them.30 They also show how Wieland dealt with all 
novelists' dilemma of fusing fiction and life, which Frank Kermode 
traces to tension or dissonance between "paradigmatic form" and 
"contingent reality." 31 In numerous ways, they prove Kermode's con-
tention that the history of their genre is one of "antinovels" writ-
ten in attempts to "evade the laws of what Scott called 'the land of 
fiction'-the stereotypes which ignore reality, and whose remoteness 
from it we identify as absurd." 32 Such generic evasion, dissonance, and 
tension often attend Wieland's sojourns in this same land of fiction, 
lending them historical import as well as lasting appeal. Using a pair of 
terms proposed by Henry James in "The Art of Fiction" (1884), one 
might say that the German novel was not naif after Wieland, who made 
it discutable. Linking his several novels to the concept of fictionality, 
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which they themselves subtly define and develop, helps show why this 
was so. 
II 
The general literary and aesthetic issues cited so far are raised in many 
remarks on fictionality avant la lettre, but they are complicated by re-
cent treatments of three specific concepts studied in terms of fictional-
ity per se: the opposition of fiction to nonfiction, the nature of fictional 
reference, and the character of fictional truth. All three may be traced 
to Aristotle, who not only drew the line between poetic mimesis and 
historiography but also found poetry graver and more philosophical 
than history, explaining that it concerned "universals" rather than the 
"singulars" examined by historians. The first has also been addressed 
in research on narratology, speech-act theory, and sociolinguistics-
important sources of inspiration for literary scholars. For Aristotle, the 
difference between approximating the general and analyzing the par-
ticular overrode the fact that poetry was written in verse and history in 
prose. Similar attempts to separate narrative fiction from nonfiction 
have been made by Gerard Genette, who notes conceptual differences 
between narrators and authors, their stories and discourse, and textual 
indices as well as "paratextual" markers in what Dorrit Cohn calls a 
search for "narratological criteria of fictionality." 33 Cohn has sought 
such signs of fictionality herself, and a few colleagues have followed 
her lead by distinguishing history from fiction, or fictionality in histo-
riography and the novel, or fictionality, historicity, and "textual au-
thority." 34 Aristotle's old distinction between two basic modes of writ-
ing has thus been refined by efforts to correct recent academic trends 
neglecting narratology, which, as Cohn observes, has been "largely dis-
regarded by modern theorists in the ongoing discussion of fiction-
ality."35 Such efforts show that Hamburger's focus on stylistic details of 
fictional dialogue and description-for example, on verbs that express 
subjective feelings and thoughts, on interior monologue, and on free 
indirect discourse-has started to enjoy a certain revival. 
The concepts of fictionality that Genette, Cohn, and others oppose 
have often been advanced in the name of speech-act theory and soci-
olinguistics. Proponents of the former maintain that literary fiction is a 
"fictive use of language" or "fictional discourse" suspending some of 
the many pragmatic assumptions shared in nonliterary communica-
tion.36 They read novels as representations of natural discourse and 
thus as fictive utterances, so "the essential fictiveness of novels ... is 
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not to be discovered in the unreality of the characters, objects, and 
events alluded to, but in the unreality of the alludings themselves." 37 
Some claim that "fictivity" is not exclusively or directly literary, hold-
ing that literature can be defined "without reference to literariness or 
fictionality." 38 Others say that the extent of fictionality in nonliterary 
instances depends on attitudes taken by the speakers and listeners who 
evoke and perceive it.39 Similarly, fictionality is sometimes thought to 
be a matter of linguistic or aesthetic convention. It is a socially deter-
mined and relative phenomenon, that is, a pragmatic game played by 
interlocutors who observe a general "fictionality convention," 40 which 
has been explained as "a dynamic concept where contextual factors have 
to be regarded in terms of semantic conventions pertaining to social 
groups of actors behaving in fictional discourses." 41 Thus stressing the 
contexts of everyday language often neglects or rejects traditional aes-
thetic concerns, as it does in a study lamenting that debates about fic-
tionality are confined to literature.42 Research on readers' reception of 
fiction, though, defines such concerns in new ways. Johannes Anderegg 
has written that the term "fictionality" denotes ways of communicating 
in a "functional aesthetics," for example, and he also distinguishes 
merely playful fictions from more aesthetic experience, developing in-
sights into the alienating, fictive frame of reference that texts can estab-
lish for their readers.43 Christian Berthold similarly differentiates be-
tween fictivity-the assumption and modality of being invented -and 
fictionality-an attitude that makes internal coherence seem paramount 
and any text the potential object of "fictional reading." 44 Fictionality 
has also seemed to result from a rhetorically guided reading of figura-
tive language.45 The issue of dividing fiction from nonfiction thus per-
sists, pitting some ideas of fictionality against others. 
Another issue recently raised together with fictionality concerns ref-
erence. It, too, lends itself to various scholarly treatments. Introducing 
a volume of Poetics Today entitled "Reference and Fictionality," Peter 
Brooks notes that we are no longer innocent about what literature 
refers to and how we can know such a referent, two questions that he 
finds neglected in narratology, with its focus on formal elements.46 That 
recent research on this issue is indeed not simple may be gleaned from 
one study explaining how literary texts have not only internal fields of 
reference that they simultaneously construct and refer to, but meanings 
tied to external fields of reference as well, whence fictionality is not 
just a matter of invention and "literature is not simply art in language 
but, first of all, art in fictionality." 47 Another result of tying fictionality 
to reference is accounts of how fictional texts refer to themselves. Ac-
cording to Dieter Henrich and Wolfgang lser, the organizers of a think 
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tank that has studied this and other, related aspects of fiction, self-
referentiality is indispensable to fiction, in which the fictive must be rec-
ognized as such.4H Others reject the idea that literary fiction refers to it-
self or else to nothing at all, citing the greater or lesser extent to which 
it borrows items from the outside world as proof that fictionality is a 
question of degree and that every text is characterized by more or less 
of it, by a certain "taux de fictionalite." 49 Degrees of reference are dif-
ficult to assess in "mixed" discourse, however, which mentions fic-
tional characters and events along with historical ones. Fictionality can 
also seem a result of an author's aesthetic competence, since "the 
fictionality of literary works dealing with real events ... is connected 
with the skill the author exhibits in using the events he chooses to de-
scribe in such a way that a meaningful imaginary world is created," 
and distinctions between the inner and outer references of a literary 
work do not always involve the "fictionality of its report sentences," 
statements about the world beyond it. 5° Like questions of how writing 
fiction differs from reporting facts, the issue of its shadowy referents 
thus divides scholars who consider its fictionality. 
The idea that fictional literature refers to imaginary worlds is far 
from new, moreover, but it nonetheless informs many recent efforts to 
explain reference in terms of fictionality. Some scholars even propose 
a semantics of "possible worlds," a notion especially useful, as noted 
above, for reading Wieland. Lubomir Dolezel predicts that mimetic se-
mantics will be replaced by "possible-worlds semantics offictionality," ar-
guing that fictional worlds are sets of possible states of affairs, that the 
set of such worlds is unlimited and maximally varied, and that they are 
accessible from the actual one via semiotic channels opened by literary 
texts. 51 This model"legitimates the sovereignty of fictional worlds," he 
adds, so literature is no more restricted in theory than in practice sim-
ply to imitating the actual one. 52 As Dolezel comments, such a possible-
worlds semantics revives a Leibnizian idea also cited by others who 
note its significance for literature such as novels.53 Such fiction de-
scribes worlds that do not exist, Leibniz wrote, in the sense that God 
did not choose to realize them. Events recounted in novels could thus 
be regarded as possible, even though they do not occur in the actual 
world. In Fictional Worlds (1986), Thomas Pavel similarly proposes a se-
mantics of fictionality that does not measure fiction against the real 
world but rather reflects both internal workings of fiction and readers' 
understanding of it. This "flexible definition of fictionality" includes 
semantic and pragmatic as well as stylistic and textual factors, he ex-
plains, adding that fictionality is not always a matter of textual seman-
tics, as in the case of myths that are regarded as fictional only when no 
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longer believed, proof that "fictionality is in most cases a historically 
variable property." 54 Pavel also notes that texts "always flirt with the 
self-referential temptation and the intoxicating games of higher-order 
fictionality," games that contribute to the "playful fictionality" of nar-
ratives such as Jorge Luis Borges's The Garden of Forking Paths (1941) 
and Artifices (1944).55 Current interest in possible-worlds semantics, 
then, helps relate Wieland's novels to modernist "metafiction." 
In addition to figuring in studies that distinguish fiction from non-
fiction and define reference, fictionality also informs recent work on a 
third issue: truth. Fiction and truth often seem mutually exclusive since 
fiction cannot, strictly speaking, correspond to actual incidents, ob-
jects, or people. If it is nonetheless true, some say, its truth must be 
considered together with its aesthetic character, rather than measured 
against external reality. What to call that truth, however-historical, 
logical, moral, empirical, or internal, for example-is a difficult ques-
tion. In Fiktion und Wahrheit (1975), Gottfried Gabriel tries to reconcile 
the extremes of fiction and truth, explaining how important it is to 
grasp each of them separately. To decide whether and how literature 
can claim to be true despite being fictional, he writes, one must first de-
termine what constitutes its fictionality, then clarify how that claim is 
to be understood. He does so himself by using a semantic method de-
rived from both analytic philosophy and speech-act theory to define 
the concept of fictional discourse and then to compare the "truth 
claim" made by fictional literature with that of science. He argues that 
literature rightly claims to be true, that its truth is more than just an 
emotive or rhetorical effect, even though it consists of fictional dis-
course, which lacks certain characteristics of assertions and referential-
ity. He insists that literature cannot be reduced to this truth claim, 
though, and in the end his argument turns on literary realists' ideas of 
showing the general or universal in the particular. In this attempt to 
bridge the gap between analytic philosophy and literary theory and to 
demonstrate how fiction can convey knowledge, the only literary text 
that Gabriel discusses at length is Wieland's Agathon (1766-67), a novel 
that he commends for its explicit defense of empirically verifiable 
verisimilitude, which it claims to offer in place of historical truth. This 
selection confirms that Wieland's novels are key to discussing liter-
ary truth in terms of fictionality, though the preliminary remarks that 
Gabriel quotes from Agatlwn are hardly Wieland's last word on their 
relationship. 
Fictionality and truth are also closely connected in Michael Rif-
faterre's Fictional Truth (1990), an "analytical approach to the fictional-
ity of fiction" noting how "fiction emphasizes the fact of the fictionality 
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of a story at the same time it states that the story is true." 56 Regard-
ing the semiotic codes and arbitrary conventions of verbal mimesis, 
Riffaterre examines narrative signs "pointing to the fictionality of fic-
tion," thereby correcting research on narratology that he thinks has ne-
glected "the coincidence between textual features declaring the fiction-
ality of a story and a reassertion of the truth of that story." 57 Those 
signs include figures and tropes inconsistent with narrators' or charac-
ters' specific situations as well as stylistic traits such as humor. Literary 
form, he explains, "being obviously contrived, betrays the hand of its 
maker and signals fictionality." 58 Form thus draws attention to the gap 
between narrative verisimilitude and real factuality, indirectly pointing 
to truth beyond flawed fictional mimesis. In other words, Riffaterre's 
indices of fictionality both expose artifice and presuppose the real, 
since even ironically speaking about an object assumes its existence. 
Following such ambiguous signs, moreover, readers perform a herme-
neutic task, creating a "metalinguistic" frame of reference, so the truth 
of fiction is semiotic and symbolic, a matter of linguistic perception 
prompted by literary texts. As Christopher Norris has cautioned, the 
history of fictionality prior to postmodernism makes at least some such 
judgments about textual reference and truth seem passe. Semiotic fis-
sures between signs and their referents have been part of self-conscious 
fiction all along, Norris warns, and fiction has always been "more or 
less aware of its own fictionality." 59 Riff a terre's argument that fiction 
points to truth by exposing and transcending its own figurative lan-
guage is also reminiscent of Friedrich Schlegel's remarks on irony. W ie-
land's novels are further proof that fictionality was known long before 
it became a poststructuralist preoccupation. Reading them should 
therefore help correct critical myopia about its close ties to fictional 
truth. 
The foregoing survey of recent research demonstrates how the con-
cept of fictionality helps decide what is fiction, what it refers to, and 
how it can be true. Scholars also debate how widely that concept can be 
applied, not only to literature but also to other arts and to life. Ham-
burger restricts the probability described by Aristotle to literary fic-
tion, calling it an aesthetic question only in the realm of fictionality, 
from which she excludes the fine arts along with lyric poetry. Only nar-
rative and dramatic texts, she insists, include the category of fictivity. 60 
Others admit that the lyric and novel share "a common fictionality," or 
they find different kinds of fictionality in novels and plays, which 
makes such generic distinctions less restrictive, for "a novel can usu-
ally be transformed into a drama (and vice versa) without fundamental 
difficulties, and this will not change the fact of fictionality but obvi-
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ously only the kind of fictionality involved." 61 A few cast fictionality in 
even broader terms. Dolezel, for example, approaches fictional worlds 
in ways potentially useful for discussing "fictional existence in other 
semiotic systems and for the problem of fictionality in general." 62 Such 
a synthetic conception recalls Hans Vaihinger's Die Philosophie des Als 
Ob (1911), the neo-Kantian phenomenological study of theoretical, 
practical, and religious fictions-artificial logical constructs, that is, 
that human beings use to orient themselves in reality, which is other-
wise unknowable. Vaihinger himself recognizes the value of such ideas 
posited to meet human intellectual and ethical needs, accounting for 
empirical facts as well as abstract ideals with an idealistic positivism 
based on this concept of fiction. His subject is the fictive activity of the 
logical function, he states, and the products of that activity are fic-
tions.63 Proving the fictivity of such heuristic constructs does not di-
minish their usefulness, since unlike hypotheses meant to be tested, 
they are known to be false but are nonetheless accepted. They thus re-
semble legal fictions: assumptions of facts that may not be true, made 
to advance the ends of justice. In this nominalistic sense, which Vaihin-
ger derives not only from Kant but also from Nietzsche, fictionality in-
volves philosophical fictionalism. 
Such encompassing concepts of fictionality are sometimes rejected, 
but precisely their scope makes them suggestive for reading Wieland's 
novels. Vaihinger says surprisingly little about literary fiction, and his 
remarks on it are downright philistine, but Kermode suggests that such 
fiction is much like Vaihinger's "consciously false" mental structures.64 
Citing the human need for fiction, moreover, Iser adds that literary 
fictionality has profound anthropological implications since it conveys 
the "ec-static" and duplicitous human condition.65 Fictions like Vaihin-
ger's play a major role in knowing, acting, and living in the world, he 
explains, while literary texts differ from such general, larger fictions, 
which are often not acknowledged as such, by exposing their own 
fictionality. 66 The extent of such fictionality has also been limited by re-
jecting the confusion of narration with metaphysics and by pragmati-
cally arguing that "in the relevant sense, fictionality resides in a special 
kind of institutional and rule-governed relation between writer, text 
and reader." 67 Nonetheless, "fiction" is a term that has been taken to 
mean both the fictitiousness of entities created in fictional narration 
and the fictional character of that narration itself.68 This ambigu-
ity suggests why even limited ideas of fictionality cannot ignore its 
larger implications. Wieland's novels constantly explore such implica-
tions. While reading them does not solve abstruse problems of modal 
logic nor resolve disputes about the nature of fictional entities, they do 
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involve issues such as "ethical pan-fictionalism." 64 At the same time, 
they all address the three fundamental questions here adduced from 
recent research concerned with fictionality: What is fiction and what is 
not? How and to what does it refer? How can it be true? Wieland an-
swers such questions in ways showing how well he had learned the 
"art of framing lies" first defined in Aristotle's Poetics and mastered in 
so many arresting ways ever since. Indeed, his novels reward close 
reading because they pose such questions in engagingly broad terms. 
III 
Grasping the full importance of fictionality in Wieland's novels re-
quires knowing not only both its general and specific connotations but 
also its role in the history of the German novel and its significance in 
others' studies of his work. During the first half of the eighteenth cen-
tury, that history had been one of theory rather than practice. The reli-
gious, moral, and aesthetic climate of the Enlightenment seldom fa-
vored fiction. Older romances were rejected, their stories of fanciful 
adventures set at aristocratic courts being considered sinful, depraved, 
and improbable. Such books were thought to be dangerous and to dis-
tract their readers from religious belief as well as historical truth. Only 
gradually did new ways of defining fiction overcome their opponents' 
qualms and reservations. Such qualities were recognized as critics' 
thinking evolved from a normative concept of mimesis, defined in neo-
classical poetics as imitating nature, into a more refined aesthetics of 
fictional illusion, which left more room for writers to use their imagi-
nation. This evolution depended less on German novels than on more 
progressive French and English ones, however, and German narrative 
practice prior to Wieland lagged considerably behind the theory ad-
vanced to make it more modern. Indeed, it has been noted that "he had 
almost to create the genre of the German novel in which he was to work 
so successfully." 70 This was not an easy task. As late as 1767, even a 
Lessing could not praise Agathon without apologizing for calling it 
a Roman.71 By 1774, however, Friedrich von Blanckenburg ranked it 
as the supreme model of the modern novel.72 The innovative form 
that Wieland gave the genre has also been related to Hegel's dictum 
that novels oppose poetry of the heart to prosaic reality?' At any rate, 
a reviewer writing in 1791 agreed that Wieland helped make the 
German novel more than just a means of killing time?4 Other Ger-
man authors had hinted at the fictivity of their novels, and simplistic 
concepts of fictionality distort their accomplishments, but their prag-
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matic concerns ignored its complexity, which Wieland was the first to 
convey.75 
The strong resistance that he encountered may be gauged by recall-
ing the religious strictures and moral limitations imposed on novels in 
the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries. Grave doubts were 
expressed by Gotthard Heidegger, who had inveighed against novels 
from a Calvinist's point of view in his Mythoscopia romantica (1698). 
Novels were all lies, he argued, citing a biblical passage (1 Tim. 4: 7) to 
support his ban on reading such old wives' tales.76 Heidegger rejected 
novels so flatly because they were so popular, and he abhorred their se-
ductive appeal. One of his critics was subtler, careful to distinguish be-
tween speaking falsely and speaking mendaciously, between making 
up (fingere) and lying (mentiri). 77 Even pietism, however, which en-
couraged its followers to record their contrition and thereby paved the 
way for the novel as autobiography, dismissed the genre as telling in-
authentic, godless lies. Gottsched proved slightly more tolerant, admit-
ting that novels were a kind of poetry but limiting them to teaching 
unmistakable lessons in virtue.78 Like Heidegger, he borrowed such 
notions of the novel from Pierre-Daniel Huet's Traite de l'origine des ro-
mans (1670). Huet, too, thought novels effective vehicles for conveying 
moral values, and Gottsched wrote that they must show virtue re-
warded and vice punished. He made such rules according to rational 
assumptions about verisimilitude, which he elaborated in his Versuch 
einer Critischen Dichtkunst (1730)_79 Establishing the close similarity of 
fiction to nature requires demonstrating its causality, he explained, and 
novels seem more credible if they conform to historical likelihood. 
Wieland probably learned this lesson in his youth, when Gottsched, for 
a time, was his literary idol.80 
Other critics were more attuned to the effects of fiction and its read-
ers' psychology. Wieland's Swiss mentor, Bodmer, together with Brei-
tinger, for example, defined verisimilitude and historical truth in ways 
far more conducive to imaginative fiction. Bodmer, too, thought that 
fiction should correspond to nature, but he found its apparent failure 
to do so a pleasant surprise, since readers perceived that correspon-
dence more clearly after overcoming their initial confusion. He also 
thought that novels could approximate historical truth, which he re-
garded as less than absolute.81 Defining historiography, too, in terms of 
probability, he cast the difference between it and novels as one of de-
gree. Poetic truth could never be as certain as that of history, he admit-
ted, but the gap between them could be put to good use since it gave 
• the initial appearance of falsehood that made novels seem marvelous 
and more rewarding. Novels could therefore compete with history, 
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moreover, as a means of learning about life. By also positing a logic of 
suppositions-a special "Logik der Vermuthungen" 82-Bodmer re-
laxed Gottsched's rules for imitating nature, and by having fiction dif-
fer intentionally from history he encouraged poetic creativity. His claim 
that fiction should seem marvelous (wunderbar) also resembles Brei-
tinger's general aesthetic comments. Like Gottsched, Breitinger re-
garded art as mimesis, but he extended its scope, as noted above, to in-
clude the imitation of worlds that God had not made. By respecting 
laws that nature conceivably might have decreed, even though they did 
not actually obtain, good fiction was simply a history (Historie) or nar-
rative (Erziihlung) from another, possible world.83 Breitinger was still 
convinced that fiction had to be true, declaring that the marvelous 
should not be mixed with lies, but he also defined the marvelous as 
verisimilar, as something new and thus suited to catch judicious read-
ers' attention. Such substitution of possible worlds for historical truth 
has been said to make a virtue of fictionality. 84 
Wieland's debt to Bodmer and Breitinger has often been acknowl-
edged, especially as it affected his general views on art and poetry and 
his work in genres other than the novel. How aesthetic innovations like 
theirs also pertain to his prose, though, is a question that has sparked 
disagreement. He is said to have conceived of art less as imitation than 
as imagination, as something creating reality rather than imitating na-
ture, an attitude that at once harks back to Bodmer's and Breitinger's 
poetics and looks forward to the concept of aesthetic autonomy fa-
vored during German classicism and romanticism.85 Indeed, his novels 
have been hailed as the turning point in the emancipation of artistic 
Phantasie since they show reality to result from subjective imagination, 
though they also give mimetic accounts of its intellectual products.86 
His novels also seem prime examples of rhetorical imitatio, and his con-
ception of fiction appears to require writing according to rules.87 While 
his fairy tales and verse epics give freer reign to fancy and the mar-
velous, however, his artful mix of irony and illusion transcends specific 
genres.88 What is more, his narration can be studied in those tales and 
epics, and tension between fictional facts and characters' consciousness 
found in his verse is also at work in his novels.89 The playful attitude 
that he takes toward fiction in his tales, moreover, has been called 
symptomatic of the shift from enmity to irony that occurred as aware-
ness of fictionality increased in the eighteenth century.90 His comic po-
ems similarly are said to convey irony that shatters his fiction and 
keeps his readers conscious of it and that parodies yet also justifies 
narrative fancy. 91 The marvelous in his novels likewise appears both 
confined to characters' subjective views and meant to protect them 
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from the leveling clutches of reason,92 and his gift for describing it has 
seemed to belie his own enlightened principles.43 That he uses creative 
writing to criticize flighty imagination has seemed a fatal paradox, in 
fact, and he is said to have abandoned his Swiss mentors and embraced 
an empirical poetics.94 Similarly, that he turned to writing novels has 
suggested that he came to regard reality along the lines of the natural 
sciences.95 Nonetheless, the forms that poetic fantasy takes in his work 
make him seem a precursor of romanticism,96 and his narrative skill is 
said to have raised readers' consciousness of fiction as an art form, as 
do his own introductions to his novels, where he often makes a show of 
citing purely fictional sources.97 Eighteenth-century novels like his ac-
cordingly suggest the psychological and social effects of fictional, other 
realities.98 
Similar differences of opinion mark the few previous studies that 
treat more than one or two of Wieland's novels. These studies seldom 
mention fictionality as such, though their authors occasionally imply 
its significance. Heinrich Vormweg has considered Wieland's narrative 
treatment of time, a topic related to the present study only insofar as 
his novels reveal levels of human existence less transient than plot in 
dialogue constructed to obscure its own fictionalness (Fiktionshaftig-
keit).99 Gerd Matthecka has examined the precursors and principles of 
Wieland's theory of the novel, explaining how his personal narrators 
disappear in his later novels, which are related more directly, yet no 
less subjectively, by characters who communicate in dialogues and let-
ters. Matthecka thus demonstrates a logical development and a unity 
of form and content in Wieland's writing, linking its aesthetics and 
epistemology, but also observing that he "capitulated" when faced 
with contradictions between ideals and reality.100 Jurgen Jacobs has 
praised Wieland's novels as civilizing influences, finding their fiction-
ality exposed in an ironic game played with readers whose manners 
and social graces he tried to refine.l01 Jan-Dirk Muller has studied the 
narration and narrated reality of Wieland's last three novels, which he 
reads as fiction rather than philosophy, seeing in their subjectivity and 
ironic attitude toward anything supernatural an attempt to transcend 
the limits of reason while remaining within them.102 Finally, John Mc-
Carthy has demonstrated the interplay of fantasy and reality in three of 
Wieland's novels, illuminating the intuitive aspect of his epistemology 
and the lofty enthusiasm of his heroes, complex subjects that his narra-
tive style conveys.103 In spite of McCarthy's insight that Wieland there-
fore resembles some German romantics, the idea that he embraced 
empiricism persists in a more recent study of "fictional readers" in 
his novels.104 While some studies suggest the power of fiction itself in 
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those novels, then, others limit it to an ancillary role in Wieland's life. 
By broadly applying the concept of fictionality, one can resolve such 
disputes. 
The historical and scholarly moment of fictionality in Wieland's nov-
els would thus seem obvious, but it remains to be fully explained. To be 
sure, some mention of fictionality is made in studies limited to only 
one or two of those novels. Such studies will be quoted below, when-
ever appropriate. Its recurring urgency in all of them, however, re-
quires taking a longer and more inclusive view. His treatment of it does 
not consist of merely playful irony, resigned aestheticism, or hope that 
falls short of philosophical rigor, as one can read in remarks by literary 
scholars who-oddly enough-appear hostile to fiction themselves. 
Instead, he makes coherent statements and uses consistent techniques 
that help suggest its larger ramifications. Some of the foregoing com-
ments on the concept of fictionality help put his novels in such chal-
lenging perspectives. The theoretical and epistemological kind of ap-
proach taken by Matthecka and McCarthy also seems worth pursuing. 
According to McCarthy, the fictional reality shown in Wieland's novels 
is a "mixture of fantasy and reality, just as each individual perception 
of the world is an intermingling of the two." 105 Current research on 
fictionality helps explain such narrative facts. Jan-Dirk Muller, more-
over, writes that Wieland betrays his oblique idealism by drawing 
analogies between events described in his novels and art. 106 This in-
sight will likewise be developed in the chapters that follow, which ex-
amine how his thoughts on fictionality often emerge in passages about 
painting, sculpture, music, and the theater. Those thoughts confirm 
what Michael Beddow has written about Agathon as well as other Bil-
dungsromane: "The narrative of the hero's experiences, precisely insofar 
as we perceive it to be a piece of fiction, offers insights into human nature 
which could not be adequately conveyed either in the form of discur-
sive arguments or through a rigorously mimetic, non-self-conscious 
fictional work." 107 Offering further insights thus sharpened by an 
awareness of fiction itself, Wieland's other novels, too, show why they 
need to be understood in such general terms of fictionality. 
IV 
The forms that the concept of fictionality takes in those several novels, 
as well as the consequences that they all imply it has, are also sug-
gested by three of Wieland's essays: "Unterredungen mit dem Pfarrer 
von ***" (1775), "Ober die Ideale der Griechischen Kiinstler" (1777), 
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and "Versuch iiber das deutsche Singspiel" (1775). He initially pub-
lished all three under slightly different titles in his Der teutsche Merkur 
(1773-1810), one of the most successful literary journals in eighteenth-
century Germany. Wieland also wrote many other essays on philo-
sophical, literary, and political topics, of course, showing himself to be 
not only a consummate stylist but also an astute observer of current 
events, especially of the French Revolution. His essays on literary mat-
ters include "Briefe an einen jungen Dichter" (1782-84), which dis-
cusses poetic gifts such as a vivid imagination as well as the often 
strained relationship between poets and their readers, and "Uber die 
Rechte und Pflichten der Schriftsteller" (1785), which argues that polit-
ical reporting should be truthful and impartial, and that authors 
should enjoy freedom of the press. The former essay has been called a 
major document in German literary history, though Wieland had al-
ready raised some of its subjects in an earlier lecture titled "Theorie 
und Geschichte der Red-Kunst und Dicht-Kunst" (1757).1°R These treat-
ments of poets and authors from a sociological angle, moreover, attest 
to Wieland's didactic concern with his audience. As McCarthy has ob-
served, "An acute awareness of the need to teach readers how to read 
via the writing process itself permeates all of Wieland's journalistic and 
essayistic writing." 109 The three essays cited here help tell how this 
need to teach includes refining common notions of fictionality, and 
they do so in remarks on three issues associated with that concept in 
Wieland's novels: imagination, ideals, and illusion. 
Imagination is paramount in "Unterredungen mit dem Pfarrer von 
***," which examines it from readers' as well as authors' standpoints. 
The essay specifically defends Wieland against the charge that his sala-
cious Komische Erziihlwzgen (1765) undermined their readers' morals, 
but the ethical and aesthetic questions that it raises also pertain to his 
novels. Wieland poses such questions in two rambling conversations 
between a certain "W**," who apparently speaks for him, and an un-
named country parson who objects to all literature written without a 
clear moral purpose. Wieland thus submits himself to a test that W** 
calls an "Untersuchung der Giite und Niitzlichkeit meiner Schriften" 
(30 :435).110 In the first of the two conversations, W** maintains that his 
writings are moral, claiming that he would have burned the Komische 
Erziihlungen, had he known that their rococo eroticism would inflame 
some readers' imagination. He denies responsibility for all such ill ef-
fects, though, adding that neither those stories nor his heroic-comic 
poem "Idris" (1768) could harm the imagination of readers belonging 
to the beau monde, albeit he would not give either to his own daugh-
ters. The parson is dissatisfied with these dubious arguments, and he 
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censures products of the imagination (Einbildungskraft) that he thinks 
would surely tempt even the coldest fancy (Fantasie). W** nonetheless 
excuses giving lewd descriptions as a fault easy to commit when 
one has an ardent imagination: "Wie leicht kann einem Dichter von 
warmer Einbildungskraft so etwas begegnen! ... wie leicht kann eine 
lebhafte Einbildung mitten im Feuer der Komposizion den Dichter da 
oder dort ein wenig tiber die Grenzen der Vorsichtigkeit wegfiihren, 
womit moralische Schilderungen dieser Art verfertigt werden sollten!" 
(30:479-80). A poet's vivid imagination, that is, can inadvertently ex-
ceed the aesthetic limits imposed by a prudent sense of morality. Such 
reasoning notwithstanding, W** remains on the defensive, and he ends 
the first conversation by admitting that he and the parson have failed to 
solve tricky "aesthetic-moral" problems. Such problems result from 
fiction that seems more powerful than is good for its readers, who-
like its authors-sometimes get carried away by their imagination. 
Both the parson's moral qualms and W**'s self-defense recall a tradi-
tion of polemics surrounding the European novel, but W** also relies 
on notions of fiction that legitimate authorial imagination by limiting 
its scope. When absolving authors of blame for their readers' misinter-
pretations, he echoes Huet, who had defended them similarly over a 
century earlier.111 He also explains their writing in terms borrowed 
from more recent research in the natural sciences, which he thinks such 
authors of fiction should emulate to describe characters true to real life. 
Indeed, he favors a taxonomic kind of fiction that requires showing 
people as they really are, rather than as some moralist would simply 
like them to be. True "historians" must even report events occurring in 
dissolute times and places, he adds, so as to make their readers better 
and wiser. Their writing itself is not at all immoral, though it must 
show causes and effects of characters' actions in detail sufficient to 
achieve its didactic purpose. Professing good intentions, W** thus de-
fends the fictional kind of "history" related in novels like Agathon. In 
his second conversation with the parson, W** reinforces this defense of 
fiction, which he ties to recent developments in the European novel. 
The two men differ when they discuss what kind of fiction is morally 
most useful. The parson prefers Samuel Richardson's Charles Grandison 
(1753-54), but W** wants to describe people as they really are-"wie 
sie sind" -and therefore rejects such books, which he thinks show them 
merely as they should be-"wie sie seyn sollten" (30:491). Instead, he 
proposes Henry Fielding's Tom Jones (1749), which he regards as more 
realistic. When the parson objects that fictional figures must be good to 
improve readers' morals, moreover, W** answers that the effect of du-
bious ones is sometimes better, alluding to Claude Prosper Jolyot de 
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Crebillon's tale Les egarements du coeur et de l'esprit (1736), thereby 
confirming his faith in down-to-earth "historians." Such writers seem 
more useful to him than enthusiastic "Prometheuses," a name for the 
angry young men of German letters whose charges of moral laxness 
prompted Wieland to write this essay. The restrained imagination that 
it recommends is also less exalted than the irrational kind they liked. 
The moral and aesthetic criteria of fiction noted by W** seem perti-
nent to Wieland's novels and suggestive for reading them as intersec-
tions of his own and his readers' imagination. Moral accusations have 
been leveled at those novels from many quarters. Nearly a century 
later, their racy scenes were faulted for being lewd and effeminate and 
offending the best minds of his day. 112 This low opinion was shared by 
the scholar J. G. Robertson, who wrote that Wieland appeared to ap-
prove of hedonism, thus revealing "the absence of ... an ethical back-
bone" behind Wieland's "cynical delight in depicting the highest ideals 
and virtues succumbing to the charms of sensuality." 113 These moralis-
tic criticisms show why Johann Heinrich VoB was not alone when he 
labeled Wieland's poems smutty Buhlgesiinge.l 14 Wieland tried to out-
flank such attacks by not relying on literary evidence alone. His W** 
draws support from the visual arts, too, defending William Hogarth's 
satirical portraits. This tactic underscores Wieland's similarity to Field-
ing, who likewise cited Hogarth to justify the "comic" prose of Joseph 
Andrews (1742). Wieland's parson says that illustrations (Abbildungen) 
like Fielding's advocated by W** are often caricatures that distort hu-
man nature and neither amuse nor instruct their readers. W**, too, 
objects to outright distortions of human nature, but he labels them 
"grotesques," and he reserves "caricature" for likenesses that are either 
recognizably true or only slightly exaggerated. His point is that Ho-
garth's drawings are accurate caricatures, not distorted grotesques, and 
that human nature-as shown by artists and writers alike-can be 
ugly yet true. 115 The parson has higher hopes for humanity, and he 
firmly rejects grotesques as products of a wild imagination, but he un-
derstands that W**'s defense of Hogarth applies to authors, too, and he 
goes home persuaded that readers themselves are to blame if they mis-
construe fiction like W**'s. He thus sets a docile example for Wieland's 
real readers, but W** himself finds that the "aesthetic-moral problems" 
of their first conversation remain unsolved. W** also observes that 
artists like Hogarth involuntarily idealize their subjects, so his apol-
ogy for comic fiction raises as many questions about imagination as it 
answers. 
The stakes of the debate about human nature and artistic ideals 
staged in "Unterredungen mit dem Pfarrer von ***" are raised in "Uber 
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die !deale der Griechischen Ki.instler." This second essay also treats 
imaginariness in terms more conducive to fictionality. W**'s defense of 
caricatures opposes the parson's observations on untlattering portraits 
by Hogarth that were reproduced in Johann Caspar Lavater's Physiog-
nomische Fmgmente (1775-78), and Wieland's remarks on Greek artists 
disagree with the enthusiasm for the ancient Greeks and their art that 
Lavater himself expresses in the fragment entitled "Ober !deale der Al-
ten; schone Natur; Nachahmung." 116 Echoing Johann Joachim Winckel-
mann's similar paeans, Lavater asks why the beauty of Greek sculpture 
surpasses that of all other art. His answer is simple: Either the ancient 
Greeks had far loftier ideals and imagined more perfect human beings 
than any other nation, or they lived in a nature itself more perfect than 
ever existed elsewhere. In other words, their artworks are either prod-
ucts of their own, nobler imagination or imitations of a nature itself 
much more beautiful then than now. Lavater emphatically embraces 
the latter explanation, calling Greek sculpture a faithful reproduction 
of human beings who outdid all others in beauty. Assuming that art 
naively mirrors nature, he reduces the activity of artists to a minimum, 
conceding that nature must inspire them for art to occur, but also in-
sisting that their genius simply transforms ingredients given in its sur-
roundings. Artists' ideals are merely the sum of their visual experience, 
then, and art cannot make nature more beautiful than it already is. 
Such statements reveal the empirical, Lockean definition of experience 
and imagination that underlies Lavater's views on art, aesthetic ideals, 
and the Greeks. Moreover, just as he saw in human faces visible evi-
dence of hidden characteristics, outward proof of inner moral qualities, 
Lavater views art as a transparent sign of its sitter's physique and of 
physical traits typical of an entire civilization. His thinking is thus con-
sistent with his dubious science of physiognomies. 
Wieland disputes Lavater's idyllic view of the Greeks and disproves 
his notion that their art more or less slavishly mimicked nature. 
Wieland, too, admires the Greeks, but he argues that they were neither 
better nor more beautiful than eighteenth-century Europeans. The high 
ideals embodied in Greek art are therefore not copies of more perfect 
people or more beautiful nature, he writes, but poetic creations that 
never existed, except in artists' imagination. He knows that not all an-
cient Greek art was so abstract, but he thinks that the very best of it 
must have been: "W enn ich also von den so genannten idea len der 
Griechischen Ki.instler als dichterischen Werken oder Geschi::ipfen ihrer 
Imaginazion spreche, so ist meine Meinung: daB einige ihrer Werke 
weder Kopien 11och Karrikaturen der im Einzelnen sie umgebenden Natur 
gewesen, sondern Nachbildungen von Urbildern, die auj\er der [magi-
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nazion des ersten Erfinders nirgends in der Natur soda gewesen; und von 
diesen Werken allein behaupte ich, daB sie einen Grad von Schonheit, 
oder GroBe und Majestat gehabt haben, dessen kein einzelnes men-
schliches Wesen sich riihmen konnte" (24:148-49). Wieland does not 
deny that the Greeks and their artists both saw and made strong con-
nections between art and nature, but he insists that nature can be no 
more than an occasion or a model for ideas embodied in artworks and 
that the source or archetype of such ideas is always imaginary. Thus 
stressing imagination instead of imitation, Wieland construes the rela-
tionship of art to nature more loosely than Lavater, refuting Lavater's 
simplistic concept of visual art along with his specious reasoning about 
the ancient Greeks. This stress on artistic creativity has led some schol-
ars to see in Wieland's plea for imagination an aesthetic idealism also 
pertinent to his novels, but others are more reserved.117 In two related 
essays-"Uber eine Stelle des Cicero, die Perspectiv in den W erken der 
griechischen Mahler betreffend" (1774) and "Die Griechen hatten auch 
ihre Teniers und Ostaden" (1777)-he himself explains ancient por-
traits in technical terms and describes how the Greeks themselves 
sometimes tired of idealistic art. 
Three points made in "Uber die !deale der Griechischen Kiinstler" 
leave no doubt, however, that the essay has larger aesthetic implica-
tions. First, Wieland argues that nature and art are not strictly op-
posed, since human subjectivity limits the perception of both: "Die 
Natur, von der diese ganze Zeit tiber die Rede war, ist ja wahrlich nicht 
die Natur selbst, sondern bloB die Natur, wie sie sich in unsern Augen ab-
spiegelt-und dieB riickt Natur und Kunst urn ein betrachtliches naher 
zusammen" (24:219-20). Nature itself, that is, can never be known im-
mediately. Second, he explains that imagination-especially artists' 
and poets'-is obscure and unfathomable. One can never know the 
causes and forces at work in it: "Die Imaginazion eines jeden Men-
schenkindes, und die Imaginazion der Dichter und Kunstler insonder-
heit, ist eine dunkle Werkstatt geheimer Kriifte, von denen das Abcbuch, 
das man Psychologie nennt, gerade so viel erklaren kann, als die Mo-
nadologie von den Ursachen der Vegetazion und der Fortpflanzung. 
W ir sehen Erscheinungen-Veranlassungen-Mittel-aber die wahren 
Ursachen, die Kriifte selbst, und wie sie im Verborgenen wirken,-iiber 
diesem allen hangt der heilige Schleier der Natur, den kein Sterblicher 
je aufgedeckt hat" (24:228-29). Third, Wieland respects modern ar-
tists, unlike Lavater, who dismisses them as hopelessly inferior. Find-
ing the decisive factor in art to be imagination, not nature, Wieland 
thinks that modern artists might use their own to equal and even 
exceed the achievements of the ancients. He thus not only deflates 
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Lavater's Graecomania and its aesthetic corollary but also sees new 
possibilities for creating modern art. Such high regard for imagination 
hardly seems compatible, though, with the empirical kind of fiction 
that W** favors in "Unterredungen mit dem Pfarrer von ***." To be 
sure, Wieland defines many levels of Greek ideals, all less elevated 
than the one noted here. He nevertheless seems to allow modern visual 
artists greater conceptual liberties than their literary colleagues. Do his 
thoughts on nature and imagination therefore differ according to artis-
tic medium? 
Apparent contradictions between verisimilar writing and idealistic 
art seem resolved by Wieland's remarks on aesthetic illusion in "Ver-
such tiber das deutsche Singspiel." He wrote this third essay in the 
spirit of Christoph Willibald Gluck, who attempted to reform Italianate 
opera along the lines of ancient Greek drama. Gluck called for simplic-
ity of expression and the unity of text and. music, criteria established by 
his opera Alceste (1767). Wieland welcomes such reform, and his state-
ments on German Singspiele-musical dramas with spoken dialogue, 
like Mozart's Entfiihrung aus dem Serail (1782)-can be considered part 
of his literary aesthetics. After all, arguments for and against opera and 
novels were largely interchangeable in his day.ll8 Gottsched dismissed 
opera as sheer nonsense, for example, an attitude that Wieland tries to 
change. He corrects the mistaken notion that opera seria is a kind of 
fairy tale, saying that its subjects do not need to be drawn from the 
realm of the marvelous. Like Bodmer, however, he recommends using 
the marvelous for aesthetic effect. The stories of Greek heroes seem for-
eign in Singspiele, he explains, and they excite "ein Geftihl des Wunder-
baren" (26:264) that allows a modern audience to overlook the improb-
able fact that such heroes sing rather than speak on stage. Far from 
merely incredible, then, the marvelous can paradoxically help prevent 
the collapse of verisimilitude. Wieland himself tried to achieve such ef-
fects in collaboration with the composer Anton Schweitzer (1735-87). 
Following Gluck, he wrote the text for a Singspiel titled Alceste, which 
Schweitzer set to music and which was first performed at Weimar 
in 1773. Their effort, though short-lived and rather inconsequential, 
was widely acclaimed.119 "Briefe an einen Freund tiber das deutsche 
Singspiel Alceste" (1773-74), in which he explains his deviations from 
Euripides, prompted Goethe's satiric Cotter, Heiden und Wieland (1774), 
moreover, but both authors sought to raise the Singspiel to a higher lit-
erary level. 120 Such links between music and literature confirm the ap-
propriateness of "Versuch tiber das deutsche Singspiel" as a key to 
Wieland's novels. 
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Its significance for reading them lies in its stress on aesthetic illusion. 
Opera charms its listeners with pleasant Tiiuschungen, Wieland ob-
serves, illusions produced by musical and dramatic imitation. Such en-
chantment and the art that induces it are explained in the aesthetic con-
tract that he describes when noting how authors, actors, and their 
audiences cooperate: "Jede Schauspielart setzt einen gewissen beding-
ten Vertrag des Dichters und Schauspielers mit den Zuschauern voraus. 
Die letztern gestehen jenen zu, daB sie sich, in so fern man ihnen nur 
wahre Natur ... darstellen werde, durch nichts andres, was entweder 
eine nothwendige Bedingung der theatralischen Vorstellung ist, oder 
bloB des mehrern Vergniigens der Zuschauer wegen dabey einge-
fiihrt worden, in der Tauschung storen lassen wollen, welche jene 
Darstellung zu bewirken fahig ist" (26: 247). Audiences thus accept cer-
tain theatrical conventions, submitting to an artistic illusion as long as 
it seems true to nature. Authors and actors do not expect their art to 
pass for nature itself, content instead with illusion that moves such 
audiences at decisive moments: "Wir verlangen nicht von euch, daB 
ihr poetische, musikalische und dramatische Nachahmung, und ein 
dadurch entstehendes Ideal fiir die Natur selbst halten sollt ... W enn 
wir es in gewissen entscheidenden Augenblicken bis zur Tauschung 
eurer Fantasie bringen, euer Herz erschiittern, eure Augen mit Thra-
nen erfiillen,-so haben wir was wir wollten, und verlangen nichts 
mehr" (26:248). Authors and actors can thus create temporary illusion, 
which their audiences, too, recognize as such. What is more, their art 
can have greater effects than nature itself, according to the terms of 
Wieland's tacit aesthetic contract: "Das Singspiel setzt ... einen 
stillschweigenden Vertrag zwischen der Kunst und dem Zuhorer vor-
aus. Dieser weiB wohl, daB man ihn tauschen wird; aber er will sich 
tiiuschen lassen. Jene verlangt nicht filr Natur gehalten zu werden; 
aber sie triumfiert, wenn sie mit ihrem Zauberstab noch groBere und 
schonere Wirkungen hervorbringt als die Natur selbst" (26:260-61). 
People who listen to Singspiele want to be deceived, that is, and 
Wieland describes illusion induced by contractual catharsis. 
Such illusion is an aesthetic state of mind also recommended by 
other eighteenth-century writers, and some of their remarks help us 
appreciate its import for reading Wieland's novels as studies of fiction-
ality. To Bodmer and Breitinger, it meant temporary deception of the 
lower mental faculties, which caused the suppression of critical reflec-
tion. Wieland's emphasis on its emotional effect seems more reminis-
cent of Lessing, however, who once explained how a poet "deceives" 
an audience to touch and thereby teach it: "Er will uns tauschen, und 
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durch die Tauschung riihren." 121 Discussing the performance of female 
roles by men as well as the truth and verisimilitude of works of art, 
moreover, Goethe liked self-conscious aesthetic illusion in the the-
ater.122 Likewise, Schiller famously urged readers of Walleflstein (1800) 
to thank his muse for openly destroying the kind created there, for an 
alienation effect-to use Brecht's term-that resulted from rhymed 
verse and that kept his art from being confused with literal, less serene 
truth: 
Ja danket ihrs, daB sie das diistre Bild 
Der Wahrheit in das heitre Reich der Kunst 
Hiniiberspielt, die Ti:iuschung, die sie schafft, 
Aufrichtig selbst zerstort und ihren Schein 
Der Wahrheit nicht betriiglich unterschiebt, 
Ernst ist das Leben, heiter ist die Kunst.l23 
Wieland's concept of Tiiuschung has psychological, didactic, and the-
atrical connotations, then, tied to the awareness of literary artifice that 
figures so often in recent discussions of fictionality. Indeed, the concept 
of aesthetic illusion has been called a result of thinking about the phe-
nomenon of the fictional and fictive in art, and its mental causes and 
emotional effects are related in an account of his poetics.124 Fictionality 
has also been equated with "aesthetic illusion as a production of senses 
of the real." 125 "Versuch iiber das deutsche Singspiel" thus is useful for 
reading Wieland in terms of fictionality implied by his contemporaries. 
Like "Unterredungen mit dem Pfarrer von ***" and "Uber die !deale 
der Griechischen Kiinstler," it raises an issue that often recurs in his 
novels, suggesting what they can teach us. Those novels themselves, 
however, reveal imagination, ideals, and illusion to be issues tied to 
fictionality considered not only as an aesthetic concept but also as an 
actual, literary way of life. 
Part I. The Early Novels: Imagination 

1. Der Sieg der Natur 
iiber die Schwiirmerey, 
oder die Abentheuer des 
Don Sylvio von Rosalva (1764) 
Were it needful, I cou'd put your Lordship in mind of 
an Eminent, Learned, and truly Christian Prelate 
you once knew, who cou 'd have given you a full 
account of his Belief in Fairys. And this, methinks, 
may serve to make appear, how far an antient 
Poet's Faith might possibly have been rais'd, 
together with his Imagination. 
-Shaftesbury, A Letter Concerning Enthusiasm (1708) 
Imagination is the issue tied to fictionality most readily apparent in 
Wieland's first two novels, Don Sylvia and Agathon. It figures in the 
plot, the telling, and the suggested reception of both, a complex role 
clear from the actions as well as the attitudes of the characters, narra-
tors, and readers who populate each. In part, the two texts share such a 
strong concern with imagination because Wieland's work on them 
overlapped. He started to write Don Sylvia in early 1763, a few months 
before signing a contract to publish Agathon, which he had begun at 
least two or three years earlier. He had not yet finished the latter, but 
his publisher Salomon Ge13ner had already accepted it, and religious 
censors in Zurich had seen enough of it to prohibit its scheduled ap-
pearance there. He failed to deliver the rest of his manuscript, though, 
so Don Sylvio was published first, in 1764, and not even a tentative ver-
sion of Agathon came out until later, in 1766-67. More important than 
this coincidence of their composition is the thematic connection be-
tween these early novels. Like the essays on comic prose, artistic ideals, 
and opera in which Wieland discusses it, Don Sylvia and Agathon show 
imagination to be an ambiguous attribute, both a curse and a blessing, 
that turns out to be essential to readers as well as writers of fiction, 
even in the Enlightenment. The quixotic hero of Don Sylvia proves 
more serious than he seems, confusing life with fairy tales in ways that 
recall and rekindle historical debates about the marvelous and possible 
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worlds. His vivid imagination also differs in degree, but not in kind, 
from that needed by Wieland's narrator and fictional readers. Some of 
the recent theoretical studies noted above, moreover, help clarify the 
remarks on fictionality made in prior research on his story. The two 
early novels differ insofar as Don Sylvia thus stresses the imagination of 
readers, while Agathon focuses more closely on that of writers, but this 
shift of emphasis simply indicates how well they augment each other. 
Taken together, in fact, they present imagination as an issue doubly 
bound to fictionality. 
The plot of Don Sylvia is simple and entertaining. Wieland's protago-
nist is a pubescent Spanish nobleman who reads fairy tales with such a 
lively imagination that he seems silly and immature. Like Don Quixote, 
that is, his literary forebear, Don Sylvia overreacts to the everyday 
world because he experiences it according to fantastic fiction. Indeed, 
he is weaned on the same romances of chivalry that lead Cervantes's 
hero astray. He enjoys a childhood described as "romanhaft" (11: 16-
17), stands to inherit a considerable collection of "Ritterbiichern und 
Romanen" (11 :9), and reaches adolescence guarded by a greedy aunt 
who tries to inculcate in him the chivalrous virtues praised in such 
books. Romances do not distract Don Sylvia as much as Feenmiirchen, 
though, fairy tales that he secretly reads for amusement. Inspired by 
their stories of supernatural beings, he one day sets out in search of a 
blue butterfly but finds instead a small locket containing a pretty 
young woman's portrait. He mistakes her for a fairy princess in distress 
and-over the objections of the earthy Pedrillo, his Sancho Panza-
decides that he must rescue her. After a series of mishaps and adven-
tures showing how comically his reading conditions his behavior, he 
and Pedrillo stumble on Donna Felicia, a wealthy young widow who 
looks like the portrait that Don Sylvia worships, but Don Sylvia cannot 
understand that she herself is the object of his desire, rather than some 
marvelous princess. To set him straight, Donna Felicia's brother Don 
Gabriel tells him the "Geschichte des Prinzen Biribinker," a fairy tale so 
scurrilous and patently fictitious that it parodies both the Feenmiirchen 
dear to Don Sylvio and his readiness to take them at face value. Made 
to see that those tales as well as his fantasies about them are merely the 
products of an extravagant imagination, Don Sylvia learns that real life 
differs from such literature, and after acquiring further polish on a long 
grand tour, he is able to marry Donna Felicia. Don Sylvio thus relates 
the excesses and ostensible cure of a reader of fiction who seems too 
gullible for his own good. 
Closer reading, however, reveals Don Sylvia's story to be far more 
complicated than its straightforward plot suggests. To be sure, the cure 
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effected in the end is said to show nature replacing imagination as his 
epistemological rule. Wieland's narrator writes approvingly of "die 
Natur, die ihre Rechte nie verliert, und am Ende doch allemahl den 
Sieg iiber die Einbildungskraft davon triigt" (12: 42), and Don Sylvia 
himself finally comes to suspect that fancy might be the sole source of 
the marvelous, "daiS die Fantasie vielleicht die einzige und wahre Mut-
ter des Wunderbaren sey, welches er bisher, aus Unerfahrenheit, fur 
einen Theil der Natur selbst gehalten" (12:306-7). The catalyst in this 
salutary process is Donna Felicia, whose obvious beauty dispels and 
displaces all thoughts of less tangible women. Don Sylvia grasps this 
fact, too, only long after the narrator has made it plain. Near the end 
of the novel, he finally understands how he feels about Donna Felicia 
and tells her how she has put out the fire of his fanatical imagination: 
"Was ich empfinde, seitdem ich Sie sehe, ist unendlich weit von den 
Schwiirmereyen einer erhitzten Fantasie unterschieden. Ihr erster An-
blick hat das ganze Feuer meiner Einbildungskraft ausgeloscht" (12: 
317). The narrator much earlier gives this same sober summary of what 
went on in Don Sylvia's mind the first time he saw her: "Seine Einbil-
dungskraft, unfiihig etwas vollkommneres zu erstreben als was sich 
seinen Augen darstellte, wurde nun auf einmahl ihrer vorigen Macht 
beraubt, und diente zu nichts als den Sieg der Empfindung vollkommen 
zu machen" (12:45). The long delay between their respective insights 
results in much humorous irony, but the Empfindung that conquers Don 
Sylvia's imagination means "sentiment" as well as "sensation." Don 
Sylvia grows up to be a man of feeling, that is, one finally moved by so-
cially sanctioned emotion. What is more, Donna Felicia turns out to be 
descended from the fictional hero Gil Blas. She thus has a literary lin-
eage hinting that Don Sylvia's progress hardly extinguishes an imagi-
nation fueled by fiction, but rather refines and tempers it. Arguing only 
that he learns to be reasonable would therefore vastly oversimplify 
his story. 
The close relationship between Don Sylvia's mature, "real" life and 
his naive belief in literary fiction has often been noted, and it has sug-
gested that Wieland scorned the rationalistic concept of verisimilitude 
favored during the Enlightenment and accepted even by his own, more 
flexible Swiss mentors. Don Sylvia has seemed an ironic distortion of 
that concept, for example, for showing life imitating literature instead 
of the other way around.1 Wieland's "souffle" of fiction and reality has 
also cast doubt on the moral of his story: "Never ... was a moral repro-
bation closer to the wrong-headed course of conduct which it was sup-
posed to be correcting." 2 Wieland drives out the marvelous by dishing 
up more of the same, that is, an example of how his poetic practice 
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seems at odds with his enlightened psychology.3 He is similarly said to 
demonstrate Don Sylvia's confusion of reality and fantasy, yet also to 
concoct Donna Felicia's literary family tree, thus openly declaring even 
the "real" setting of Don Sylvia to be a literary fiction.4 Accordingly, the 
novel is also regarded as an aesthetic-literary construct having its own 
autonomous, imaginative reality.5 Indeed, the reality of fiction is said to 
be its poetological problem, its ironic account of the marvelous to char-
acterize a "Kunstrealihit" between the extremes of exaggerated imagi-
nation and the everyday world.6 As McCarthy describes this ironic cre-
ation, a "real" world meant to be believed but revealed as fictitious, 
"The fictional reality (Romanwirklichkeit) in Don Sylvia is the simultane-
ous projection of the real and the imaginary in their polarity." 7 The 
presence of such complexity within the novel itself has also suggested 
a consciousness of fiction, if only as part of a superficial stylistic game,H 
but Wieland's irony has deeper meaning, given its historical import. It 
is said to oppose the notion of verisimilitude found in Enlightenment 
poetics, for example, to parody unpoetic "verisimilitude fanatics," and 
to defend the marvelous and the fantastic instead.9 Don Sylvia has also 
seemed to show Wieland liberating himself from Bodmer by legiti-
mating the marvelous.10 His biographer Friedrich Sengle likewise 
comments on this rupture, calling Wieland's acknowledgment of the 
marvelous as subjectively real, albeit objectively chimerical, a sign of 
"rococo-romanticism." 11 At any rate, the "reality" of Don Sylvia's sur-
roundings is not cut off from fiction, the fictive found in his fairy tales 
recurs at the end of his story, and he finds himself in the "reality of 
fie tion." 12 
This literary dimension of Don Sylvia's story is especially clear when 
one observes his dealings with other characters. He is not the only one 
smitten by fiction, nor is he always as naive as he appears. His aunt 
is similarly well-read, displaying an "erstaunliche Belesenheit in Kro-
niken und Ritterbiichern" (11 :9), not to mention Prince Biribinker's 
"hiibsche Belesenheit in den Poeten" (12: 198). Don Sylvio and Pedrillo 
often correct each other, moreover, each showing how the other con-
fuses his reading with real life. Paradoxically, for example, Don Sylvio 
shows that he knows his Cervantes when he scolds Pedrillo for trying 
to tell him that trees are giants: "Ich glaube, zum Henker! du willst 
einen Don Quischot aus mir machen, und mich bereden Windmiihlen 
fiir Riesen anzusehen?" (11: 144). He also has sense enough to see that 
Pedrillo's imagination is spoiled, and he incisively links poetry and 
puppy love when Pedrillo mistakes Donna Felicia and her maid for 
fairies: "Du bekommst ja ganz poetische Einfalle! Was die Liebe nicht 
thut!" (11: 280). He fails to see that this diagnosis also holds for himself, 
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though, blinded by his romantic imagination, by "der romanhafte 
Schwung seiner Einbildungskraft" (11 :321). Donna Felicia likewise 
shows a certain "romanhaften Schwung ihrer Fantasie" (11 :234). In 
fact, her first marriage had been calculated to gain the wherewithal 
needed to lead a poetic life about as absurd as Don Sylvia's: "Die 
Dichter hatten in ihrem Gehirn ungefahr den nehmlichen Unfug an-
gerichtet, wie die Feenmahrchen im Kopf unsers Heiden ... Sie hatte 
sich den frostigen Armen eines so unpoetischen Liebhabers, als ein 
Ehemann von siebzig Jahren ist, a us keiner andern Absicht iiberlassen; 
als weil die Reichthi.imer, iiber welche sie in kurzem zu gebieten hoffte, 
sie in den Stand setzen wiirden, alle die angenehmen Entwiirfe aus-
zufiihren, die sie sich von einer freyen und gli.icklichen Lebensart, nach 
den poetischen Begriffen, machte" (11: 234). Donna Felicia was once a 
gold digger, then, who wanted to live according to poetic principles. 
Even the wife that Don Sylvia takes once he is supposedly cured thus 
models her life on literary whims, a circumstance confirming the fic-
tionality of his surroundings. 
Proof that this fictionality pervading his new world also has histori-
cal and theoretical implications lies in Don Sylvia's most direct en-
counter with Wieland's other characters: the group discussion that 
follows Don Gabriel's "Geschichte des Prinzen Biribinker." Far from 
merely making fun of acting as if fairies were real, and thus showing 
what Don Sylvia does wrong, Don Gabriel's satire also prompts serious 
debate about the aesthetics of fiction. A female listener who turns out 
to be Don Sylvia's long-lost sister Jacinte-and who, in the first edition 
of Don Sylvia, admits that she used to think and act like a fictional hero-
ine herself-starts by saying that Don Gabriel intends to discredit her 
brother's belief in fairies: "Don Sylvia mi.iiSte gar zu glaubig seyn, wenn 
er nicht schon lange gesehen hatte, daiS Ihre Absicht ist, die Peen urn 
allen ihren Kredit bey ihm zu bringen" (12: 278). Her own life, reminis-
cent of Richardson's Pamela, 13 casts such ideal creatures in a dubious 
light. Less strictly, her escort, Don Eugenio, replies that fairy tales lie 
beyond the pale of nature and therefore can be judged only by their 
own peculiar logic: "Das Land der Feerey liegt aujJerhalb der Grenzen 
der Natur, und wird nach seinen eigenen Gesetzen, oder richtiger zu 
sagen, ... nach gar keinen Gesetzen regiert. Man kann ein Feenmahrchen 
nur nach and ern Feenmahrchen beurtheilen" (12: 278). Don Sylvia 
himself develops this second, lenient argument. When asked if he 
thinks the marvelous things mentioned in fairy tales to be both natural 
and possible, he answers that there must be more to nature than meets 
the eye: "Ohne Zweifel ... wenn wir anders nicht den unendlich kleinen 
Theil der Natur den wir vor Augen haben, oder das was wir alle Tage 
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sich zutragen sehen, zum MajJstabe dessen was der Natur moglich ist 
machen wollen" (12: 283). This subtle reasoning recalls the claims for 
possible worlds made by Leibniz and his disciples. As noted above, 
Breitinger thought that poetry imitates nature not only in the real but 
also in the possible-in other words, nature not only as it appears in 
the actual world. Don Sylvia's remarks thus echo ontological defenses 
of the marvelous as the stuff of novels. Accordingly, even his silly antics 
seriously pertain to defining the concept of fictionality. 
In the debate about "Biribinker," reason appears to carry the day 
when Don Gabriel announces that tales about spirits such as fairies 
should be presumed untrue, like everything else not corresponding to 
the normal course of nature or to human beings' customary experience. 
His skepticism seems extreme, however, when he tells why the possi-
bility often accorded the marvelous cannot make it more than a chi-
mera until its existence is proven beyond reasonable doubt: "Ob wir 
gleich allen den Wunderdingen, womit die Geschichtschreiber und die 
Dichter die Welt angefiillt haben, oder doch dem groBten Theil davon 
eine bedingte Moglichkeit einraumen konnen: so sind sie doch darum 
nichts desto weniger bloBe Schimiiren, so lange nicht bis zur Oberzeu-
gung der Vernunft erwiesen werden kann, daB sie wirklich existieren 
oder existiert haben" (12:287). Apparently ignorant of the concept of 
verisimilitude, Don Gabriel insists on being told the literal truth here. 
The phrase "bedingte Moglichkeit," however, recalls a passage about 
that concept in Gottsched's Critische Dichtkunst. Gottsched there defines 
two kinds of verisimilitude: "unconditional" (unbedingt) and "condi-
tional" (bedingt). The latter, which he calls "hypothetical," too, can ob-
tain even if the former, strictly speaking, does not. 14 This clause makes 
theoretical room for the talking animals found in Aesop's fables as well 
as for the trees that choose a king in a biblical parable (Judg. 9: 8-15). 
While Gottsched rules out cmites des fees like Don Sylvia's because the 
marvelous in them lacks allegorical meaning, his strict definition of 
verisimilitude thus allows some unlikely stories. Don Gabriel's grant-
ing the marvelous "bedingte Moglichkeit," then, alludes to.fictional be-
ings acceptable even to Gottsched. Not only does Don Eugenio observe 
that fairy tales have a logic all their own, thereby recalling the spe-
cial "Logik der Vermuthungen" that Bodmer posited to account for 
the marvelous; not only does Don Sylvio unknowingly invoke the 
possible-worlds semantics first proposed by Leibniz; Don Gabriel also 
uses a term that denotes legitimately stretching the limits of verisimili-
tude beyond the empirical world. He has the last word on "Biribinker," 
but he overstates his case by sounding even more hostile to fictionality 
than Gottsched. 
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The debate about "Biribinker," then, as some previous studies sug-
gest, is part of Wieland's ironic yet sympathetic commentary on fiction 
itself, the final chapter of a satirical fairy tale that leaves the genre con-
sisting of other texts like it largely intact and thus hints at a preference 
for poetry over reason. It also displays considerable imagination. A 
playful attitude toward fiction was generally admired during the ro-
coco, the irreal objects of fairy tales making that attitude particularly 
ironic, and the discrepancy between Wieland's frivolous storytelling 
and the moral lesson that Don Eugenio tries to draw being a witty par-
ody of the usual "rapport entre les maximes et le conte." 15 Don Sylvia has 
also been thought to reveal the artifice of fairy tales, since it exposes 
both the purely poetic character of "Biribinker" and the absurdity of 
the genre.l6 Similarly, its interruption by the remarks of Don Sylvia's 
hosts pokes holes in the poetic illusion that it creates. 17 While Wieland 
thus seems to parody the fantastic and falsely marvelous, "Biribinker" 
also appears to debunk fairy tales only as Don Sylvia wrongly imag-
ines them, not in general, and actually to express the freedom of poetic 
imagination.l8 Indeed, "Biribinker" has been called anything but a 
satire on fairy tales, and though Don Sylvia learns that it is absurd, he 
is said to possess traits of a poet and to "poeticize" the world.19 By 
maintaining a critical distance between reality and fiction, moreover, 
"Biribinker" is said to keep the dialectic of the Enlightenment alive-to 
express skepticism about the Enlightenment itself.20 In sum, the events 
and ensuing discussion of "Biribinker" expose as well as excuse what 
one could call its own fictionality. Mocking excessive faith in the mar-
velous by writing a fairy tale himself, Wieland hardly discredits such 
products of a poetic imagination. According to Julie von Bondeli, his 
onetime fiancee, the episode even attested to his own: "Die Episode 
von Biribinker macht Ihrer zi.igellosen Imagination Ehre." 21 Despite 
taking Don Sylvia's credulity ad absurdum, "Biribinker" reinforces 
such esteem for imagination. Like both the eccentric literacy of W ie-
land's other characters and their historically resonant debate, then, 
some prior research on this extravagant tale helps show why imagina-
tion and fictionality are so closely connected. 
While both the thickening of Wieland's plot and "Geschichte des 
Prinzen Biribinker" link the concepts of fictionality and imagination, 
Don Sylvia also goes beyond the conclusions cited so far to explain their 
relationship. Its further ramifications become apparent when one pays 
closer attention to imagination on three related levels: those of W ie-
land's main character, his "authorial" narrator, and the readers whom 
the latter addresses. On the first, explanations given for Don Sylvia's 
reading habits show at once how wild his imagination is and why it can 
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nonetheless be excused. Those habits are indeed extreme. His aunt 
likes his eagerness to act according to his reading, "die auBerordent-
liche Begierde, wovon er brannte, den erhabnen Mustern nachzuahmen, 
von deren groBen Thaten und Heldentugenden er bis zur Bezauber-
ung entzi.ickt war, und womit er seine Einbildungskraft so vertraut 
gemacht hatte, daB er sich endlich beredete, es wi.irde ihm nicht mehr 
Mi.ihe kosten sie auszuiiben, als er brauchte sich eine Vorstellung davon 
zu machen" (11: 12). In this desire to imitate the heroes whom he imag-
ines, Don Sylvio resembles Don Quixote, and Wieland's narrator adds 
psychological observations accounting for their shared delusions of 
grandeur. Imagination and the marvelous are false, the narrator writes, 
but easily confused with feeling, nature, and truth: "Unvermerkt ver-
webt sich die Einbildung mit dem Gefiihl, das Wunderbare mit dem 
Natiirlichen, und das Falsche mit dem Wahren" (11: 14). It therefore is 
understandable that Don Sylvio fails to distinguish merely fictional be-
ings from those found in nature: "Seine Einbildung faBte also die 
schimarischen W esen, die ihr die Dichter und Romanschreiber vor-
stellten, eben so auf, wie seine Sinne die Eindri.icke der nati.irlichen 
Dinge aufgefaBt hatten" (11: 14). Imagination thus takes the place of his 
senses, moreover, and Don Sylvio mistakes poetic fantasies for the real 
world: "Solcher Gestalt schob sich die poetische und bezauberte Welt 
in seinem Kopf an die Stelle der wirklichen" (11: 15). Psychologically 
speaking, then, the narrator is sympathetic, explaining that Don Sylvio 
performs mental operations parallel to those of his senses, on fictional 
instead of actual phenomena. 
Although Don Sylvio's imagination is presented simply as an in-
stance of general psychological laws, its unusual liveliness in the case 
of fairy tales shows its specific force, which is quixotic but far from fa-
tal. The narrator remarks that the enthusiasm fueling this imagination 
results from the same observation of nature that ought to prevent such 
excesses: "Die Natur selbst, deren anhaltende Beobachtung das sicher-
ste Mittel gegen die Ausschweifungen der Schwarmerey ist, scheint auf 
der andern Seite durch die unmittelbaren Eindri.icke, die ihr majestati-
sches Schauspiel auf unsere Seele macht, die erste Quelle derselben zu 
seyn" (11: 15). Nature itself is thus the primary source of Don Sylvio's 
confusion, rather than being a fixed point of mental reference, and its 
ambiguity helps explain why he believes fairy tales. They, too, make a 
mixed and powerful impression: "Die Lebhaftigkeit, womit seine Ein-
bildungskraft sich derselben bemachtigte, war auBerordentlich: er las 
nicht, er sah, er horte, er fi.ihlte. Eine schonere und wundervollere 
Natur, als die er bisher gekannt hatte, schien sich vor ihm aufzuthun, 
und die Vermischung des Wunderbaren mit der Einfalt der Natur, 
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welche der Karakter der meisten Spielwerke von dieser Gattung ist, 
wurde fur ihn ein untriigliches Kennzeichen ihrer Wahrheit" (11 :21). 
Far from pejorative, this description of avid reading hints that Don 
Sylvia is consistent in his own way. Given his circumstances and dis-
position, in fact, the narrator sees no reason why his hallucinations 
should not make sense to him, though they seem absurd to us. The nar-
rator displays Don Sylvia for diagnosis, then, rather than simply ex-
pose him to ridicule, even when he takes imagination to extremes. 
Wieland sounds equally sympathetic in remarks on Don Quixote. In 
1773, he overlooked the elder don's foolish chivalry, finding him other-
wise just as admirable as any actual hero: "Don Quischotte war freilich 
ein Narr, was den Punkt der irrenden Ritterschaft anbetraf, aber seiner 
Narrheit ungeachtet, ein so edelmiithiger, frommer, und tugendhafter 
Mann, als irgend eine wahre Geschichte einen aufzuweisen hat." 22 
Wieland added that few books deserve to be read as seriously andre-
peatedly as Cervantes's novel, and his, too, seems to have a hero whose 
imaginative folly does not make him frivolous. 
With his favorable comments on Don Quixote, Wieland also takes 
sides in a literary battle waged beyond Don Sylvia. Gottsched and Bod-
mer were enemies in this struggle, and their respective, vastly differ-
ent opinions of Cervantes's latter-day knight reinforce the theoreti-
cal import of Wieland's story. In the same paragraph of his Critische 
Dichtkunst that faults contes des fees for utterly lacking verisimilitude, 
Gottsched dismisses Don Quixote, too, calling him the model of a su-
perstitious simpleton: "Die Welt ist nunmehro viel aufgekliirter, als vor 
etlichen Jahrhunderten, und nichts ist ein groBeres Zeichen der Einfalt, 
als wenn man, wie ein andrer Don Quixote, alles, was geschieht, zu 
Zaubereyen machet." 23 Given the enlightenment that Gottsched here 
respects, a taste for the fiction that Don Sylvio reads so omnivorously 
seems atavistic. Indeed, Gottsched praises Cervantes for discrediting 
epics and romances exactly like those that Don Sylvio stands to inherit. 
Bodmer takes a different tone in the essay "Von dem Charakter des 
Don Quixote und des Sancho Pansa," part of his Critische Betrachtun-
gen iiber die Poetischen Gemiihldc der Dichter (1741). Distinguishing Don 
Quixote from earlier romances, he explains that reading it requires see-
ing things from its protagonist's point of view: "In den Romanzen 
bezieht das Wahrscheinliche sich unmittelbar auf den Leser ... ; in Cer-
vantes Roman bezieht dasselbe sich alleine auf Don Quixoten, und es 
muB von uns so betrachtet werden, wie es ihm vorkommt; es hat 
keinen mehrern Grad der Wahrheit nothig, als was in dem Gesichts-
punct des Ritters ein solcher ist." 24 Like the narrator in Don Sylvia, Bod-
mer here relates verisimilitude to a fictional hero's psychology. Don 
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Quixote is a sophomoric combination of foolishness and wisdom, he 
explains, and by understanding both human nature and Cervantes's 
art, readers should judge him marvelous but within acceptable limits 
of verisimilitude. Don Quixote's logic is strange, but it is consistent, 
and he finds sufficient reason for the truth of his adventures in his 
skewed imagination. Bodmer regards Cervantes's don as a psycho-
logical case study, then, showing greater insight and tolerance than 
Gottsched. 
By explaining Don Sylvia's reading habits and excusing his behavior 
in much the same way that Bodmer defends Don Quixote, Wieland's 
narrator recalls the wider reevaluation of Cervantes's novel that oc-
curred during the eighteenth century. This shift has been linked to 
Fielding's David Simple (1744), which describes Don Quixote as being 
"at once amiable, ridiculous, and natural," no longer a comic fool but 
rather a humorous representative of human nature.2" Bodmer's similar 
rehabilitation of the don has been linked to Wieland's vision of human-
ity in Don Sylvia and to the conflict between imagination and reason 
that permeates his other works as well.26 Given such larger implica-
tions, it seems strange that Don Sylvia was once considered a superficial 
imitation of Cervantes's masterpiece.27 More recent studies argue that 
Wieland's opposition of fantasy to sentiment differs from Cervantes's 
antithesis of fantasy and reality, that is, the assertion of such sentiment 
from the preponderance of actuality, a distinction that matters since it 
concerns the motivation for illusionistic fictions and their narrative 
justification, which has seemed to be Wieland's aesthetic task and ac-
complishment in the noveJ.28 The experience of fictional literature in 
Don Sylvia has likewise seemed both a psychological and a poetological 
problem that makes Wieland's ostensible satire a legitimation of fairy 
tales and of the fantastic and thus a forerunner of romanticism as well 
as a work in the style of Don Quixote.29 Regarded as a scion of Don 
Quixote, then, Don Sylvio has signaled increased tolerance for ignoring 
the fictionality of what one reads. Indeed, he learns to take his fairy 
tales with the proverbial grain of salt, but by ending up in a "real" 
world derived from romances of chivalry, he has simply passed from 
one sort of fictional realm to another, returning to the relatively realis-
tic kind of place described by Cervantes, too.30 His maturation thus in-
volves a difference of degree, a distinction between more and less cred-
ible genres of fiction. Don Quixote, it has been written, "represents for 
Wieland the kind of ambiguity in a hero which he himself strives to 
present. His heroes suffer from differing degrees of quixotic follies but 
are, nonetheless, good." 31 With his extreme but excusable imagination, 
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Don Sylvia is ambiguously quixotic indeed, apparently a fool who is 
more respectable than not. 
Don Sylvia associates the concepts of fictionality and imagination not 
only by making its title character's fantasies seem understandable but 
also by revealing the attitude that its narrator takes toward reality and 
writing. In spite of his professed dislike for remarks ad spectatores, the 
narrator constantly comments on his story. He often sounds ironic, as 
when he explains why modern readers doubt the marvelous. Tongue in 
cheek, he bemoans the fact that magnifying glasses have made it 
difficult to believe in invisible spirits: "Seit der Erfindung der Ver-
groiSerungsgUiser haben die unsichtbaren Dinge ein boses Spiel, und 
man braucht nur ein Geist zu seyn, urn alle Miihe von der Welt zu 
haben, die Leute von seinem Daseyn zu iiberzeugen" (11 :83). This nod 
to science notwithstanding, he sounds sincere when he adds that there 
exists a dual reality, "eine zweyfache Art von Wirklichkeit" (11 :84). He 
means that things can be either material or mental-either objective or 
subjective, that is-and that the latter have equally strong effects and 
usually motivate humankind, for better and for worse: "So wie es 
nehmlich, allen Egoisten zu Trotz, Dinge giebt die wirklich aujJer uns 
sind, so giebt es andre die blotS in unserm Gehirn existiren. Die erstern 
sind, wenn wir gleich nicht wissen daiS sie sind; die andern sind nur, in 
so fern wir uns einbilden daiS sie seyen. Sie sindfiir sich selbst-nichts; 
aber sie machen auf denjenigen, der sie fiir wirklich halt, die nehm-
lichen Eindriicke, als ob sie etwas waren; und ohne daiS die Menschen 
sich deswegen weniger diinken, sind sie die Triebfedern der meisten 
Handlungen des menschlichen Geschlechts, die QueUe unsrer Gliick-
seligkeit und unsers Blends, unsrer schandlichsten Laster und unsrer 
glanzendsten Tugenden" (11 :85). This ontological insight helps ex-
plain Don Sylvia's strong reaction to fairy tales, so it is no surprise that 
the narrator writes favorably of chivalric romances, too, which he 
thinks infinitely more useful than tasteless and immoral "Romans du 
Jour" (11: 10-11 n. 1). Like the literariness of "real" life in Don Sylvia, 
the narrator recommends one genre of fiction over another here, reject-
ing fashionable pulp for an older, lesser evil and later defending the 
subjective validity of "things" such as its fictional referents. 
That the narrator respects subjective imagination and literary fiction 
is also apparent from his statements about his own writing. Comparing 
Don Sylvia and its hero to other fairy tales and theirs, he admits that 
it, too, is strange and marvelous, but he is serious about its verisimili-
tude, insisting that his story corresponds to the usual course of nature 
and relates events that happen all the time, or at least could: "Aber 
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ungeachtet unsre Geschichte so seltsam und wunderbar ist ... so wird 
man uns doch nicht vorwerfen konnen, daiS wir unserm Heiden je-
mahls ein Abenteuer aufstofSen lassen, welches nicht vollkommen mit 
dem ordentlichen Laufe der Natur iibereinstimmte, und dergleichen 
nicht alle Tage sich zu ereignen pflegen oder sich doch ereignen konn-
ten'~ (12:6). In this sense, Don Sylvio's story is truthful as well as cred-
ible, better than narratives by "historians" who misleadingly embellish 
their reports or add a touch of the marvelous. Indeed, the narrator 
claims to make it known not for the sake of empty entertainment, but 
rather for the common good and his readers' well-being of body and 
soul: "Wir wiinschten, daiS man von vielen beriihmten Geschicht-
schreibern mit eben so gutem Fuge sagen konnte, daiS sie von der be-
triigerischen Neigung, ihre Gemahlde und Karakter zu verschOnern, 
oder ihren Begebenheiten einen FirnifS vom Wunderbaren zu geben, 
so entfernt gewesen seyn mochten als wir, die wir uns bey der 
Bekanntmachung dieser wahrhaften und glaubwiirdigen Geschichte 
nicht etwa ... eine eitle Belustigung, sondern das gemeine Beste, und 
die BefOrderung der Gesundheit unsrer geliebten Leser an Leib und 
Gemiithe zum Endzweck vorgesetzt haben" (12:7). The narrator con-
fesses that Don Sylvia is made of whole cloth, then, but stresses both its 
verisimilitude and its therapeutic effect. The novel is made up, in other 
words, but the marvelous is confined to Don Sylvio's fantasies, which 
Wieland's narrator rationally explains. Indeed, the latter's asides con-
tain logical reasons for all that Don Sylvio does, thereby demonstrating 
the sense of Wieland's subtitle, which announces that everything in 
Don Sylvia occurs naturally. A rational romancer, Wieland thus has his 
cake and eats it, too. 
The narrator's remarks on writing and reality also imply a parallel 
between his own storytelling and Don Sylvio's fantasies. Just as those 
fantasies are purely subjective yet persuasively real, his story about 
them is invented but truthful. Broadly speaking, both are fictions. The 
narrator knows what he is doing, conscious of his art, of course, but he, 
too, turns out a product of literary imagination. The difference between 
him and Don Sylvio thus involves their respective senses of fictionality, 
and is one of degree, not kind. Some previous studies help show why 
his style and attitude lend Don Sylvia this literary depth. The "skilful 
application of the technique of authorial intrusion used by Cervantes 
and Sterne" has been called Wieland's most striking achievement in the 
novel, and this same technique has made the narrator seem its focal 
point.J2 Indeed, he has been said to dominate its story and be its liveli-
est character, one who is subjective himself but possesses superior ra-
tionality.33 His subjective, playful treatment of fiction has been called 
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an explicit psychological concern of Wieland's novel, moreover, and 
such supplemental activity has seemed to detach Don Sylvia from a 
genre of narrative discourse to which it nonetheless belongs.34 Wolf-
gang Preisendanz has even noted a dialectic of the narrator's subjectiv-
ity and Don Sylvia's, proof that the problem of imagination in the novel 
extends to all kinds of alternative realities. 35 Footnotes added to the 
second edition of Don Sylvia, which appeared in 1772, reinforce this re-
lationship between Wieland's narrator and title character, for thenar-
rator there displays no mean knowledge of fairy tales himself. His 
storytelling is also tied to Don Sylvia's visions at the very end of his 
tale: "Wir haben nunmehr ... die Geschichte unsers Heiden bis zu 
einem Zeitpunkte fortgefiihrt, wo sie aufhort wunderbar zu seyn, oder, 
welches eben so viel ist, wo sie in den ordentlichen und allgemeinen 
W eg der menschlichen Begebenheiten einzuschlagen anHingt, und also 
aufhort zu den Absichten geschickt zu seyn, welche wir uns in diesem 
W erke vorgesetzt haben" (12: 338). As soon as Don Sylvia's story stops 
being marvelous, it no longer interests the narrator. In one sense, this is 
because no error remains to be explained; in another, though, the nar-
rator implies that ordinary events are not worth his while. Like the ex-
tensive footnotes, his intentions thus suggest a penchant for fiction par-
allel to Don Sylvia's. 
Those intentions may also be inferred from Wieland's correspon-
dence, which helps show how his novel legitimates imagination. It pro-
vided comic relief as well as financial support during difficult years for 
him, and he often noted that it was meant to make people laugh. He 
wanted it published because he needed money, describing its origin as 
a "debauche d' esprit" that took his mind off trouble given him by fel-
low senators at home in provincial Biberach and by those of its citizens 
who disliked his having an affair with a local girl.36 He also expected 
friends to be surprised that he could write such an entertaining book 
amid such trying circumstances and told his publishers that heartfelt 
laughter was its true purpose. Like "Biribinker," it would make the 
wise as well as the foolish laugh, he thought, though he also hinted at 
philosophical substance beneath its frivolous surface, at a critique of 
enthusiasm (Schwiirmerei) and superstition. He noted that those two 
states of mind are part of human nature and that each has beneficial ef-
fects, but that the extremes of both have always been ridiculed, this be-
ing his own intention as well: "Der Scherz und die Ironie sind nebst 
dem ordentlichen Gebrauch der fiinf Sinnen immer fur das beste Mittel 
gegen die Ausschweifungen von beiden angesehen worden; und in 
dieser Intention ist ... die Geschichte des Don Silvio geschrieben." 37 
Wieland also calls Don Sylvia an honest fantast, though, so the laughter 
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recommended by him must have been gentle and not aimed too di-
rectly at his hero's sincere reveries. His remarks on enthusiasm recall 
Locke and Shaftesbury, moreover, who likewise explained its power-
ful, even noble effects. In an essay that McCarthy links to Shaftes-
bury's Letter Concerning Enthusiasm (1708), a similar "apology against 
narrow enlighteners," Wieland also distinguished Enthusiasmus from 
Schwiirmerei.38 What is more, Don Sylvio's Schwiirmerei has been said 
to save him from his spinster aunt, who tries to marry him off to a 
hideous but well-heeled girl whose uncle would then satisfy the aunt's 
own desire to be coupled. Without that inspiration, he would be de-
fenseless against her economic and erotic greed.39 Similarly, his belief 
in fairy tales has seemed worthwhile for helping him find happiness in 
true love.4° For both Don Sylvio and his author, then, such imaginary 
"debauchery" seems a saving grace. 
Wieland's subtle legitimation of fictions and imagination in Don 
Sylvio's psyche as well as his narrator's storytelling is buttressed by ef-
forts made to ensure that it holds for his readers' responses. Consider 
such readers' role in the elaborate Quellenftktion, the account of Wie-
land's bogus source appended to the first edition of the novel but omit-
ted in its second of 1772 and third of 1795, the last published as part of 
his Siimmtliche Werke. As in Don Quixote, his narrator claims to edit a 
manuscript actually written by someone else, here a "Don Ramiro von 
Z***," then translated and copied before coming into his possession. 
The narrator knows that this account of his source might sound hard to 
believe, and he invites readers to doubt his own confidence in it: "Ich 
mufS es dem guten Willen der Leser iiberlassen, ob sie glauben wollen 
oder nicht, daiS dieses Buch den Don Ramiro von Z*** ... zum Ver-
fasser habe. Ich meines Orts gestehe, daiS ich die spanische Hand-
schrift nicht selbst in Handen gehabt; allein mein Freund, der Herr Ue-
bersetzer, erzahlt mir ... eine so umstandliche und wohlzusammen 
hangende Geschichte der besagten Handschrift und ihrer seltsamen 
Schicksale, ... daiS ich mir die Miihe nicht geben mag, an der Wahrheit 
seiner Erzahlung zu zweifeln." 41 The truth of his tale thus left up in the 
air, albeit implied by the seeming coherence of its transmission, the 
narrator likewise lets his readers themselves decide how they will react 
to it-with laughter, smiles, scorn, derision, or tears. Nonetheless, he 
recounts how he, his wife, and their domestic servants all laugh out 
loud at Don Sylvio. Even passersby on the street notice such infectious 
laughter, which thus seems the response suggested to Wieland's actual 
readers as well. These humorous and explicit details seem meant to 
overcome objections that the novel is a satire on religion, a logical im-
plication of Don Sylvio's Schwiirmerei. One cleric quoted in the Quellen-
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fiktion condemns it as a godless and dangerous book, but another re-
verses such censure, remarking that the book is meant to amuse its 
readers and thereby seconding Wieland's own opinion. Stressing skep-
tical lightheartedness, his account of the phony source of Don Sylvia 
thus spurs actual readers to enjoy it-as a literary fiction. 
That Wieland encourages laughter and allays religious fears so that 
his fiction might be appreciated as such also seems likely since his let-
ters mention "austere" readers sure to dislike Don Sylvia and wise ones 
whom "Biribinker" did not scandalize. The former would fail to find 
the novel amusing, it seems, because they lacked the imagination 
needed to read it properly. Comments later in the novel make plain this 
shortage and try to relieve its cause. The narrator knows that society 
would benefit from humorous writings, books that tell the truth with 
a smile and that he recommends instead of earnest, moralistic ones 
that simply bore their readers. As in "Unterredungen mit dem Pfarrer 
von***," this plea for a little levity involves caricatures modeled on vi-
sual art. The narrator does not cite Hogarth here (though Wieland once 
did so in a letter referring to "Biribinker") ," 42 but in a chapter titled 
"Ein Gemahlde in Ostadischem Geschmack" -an allusion to the Dutch 
genre painter Adriaen van Ostade (1610-85)-he gives an unflattering, 
graphic description of Don Sylvia's ghastly fiancee. While listing her 
misshapen charms, he expressly tries to make his readers imagine her: 
"Wir wollen einen Versuch wagen, ob wir die Einbildungskraft unsrer 
Leser in den Stand setzen konnen, sich einige Vorstellung von ihr zu 
machen" (11: 97). Having compared the effect of the more comely 
Donna Felicia to the electric current caused by a magnetic field, the 
narrator likewise urges his readers to take this analogy as far as they 
like: "Wir iiberlassen es dem Scharfsinne des geneigten Lesers, die Al-
legorie so weit zu treiben als er will, odcr als sie gehen kann" (12: 7 4). 
Such encouragement lessens the irony apparent in passages such as the 
narrator's advice to readers who might reject his sober explanations of 
Don Sylvia's visions, to fans of the marvelous inclined to trust Don 
Sylvio himself when he explains what he saw in person. Although the 
narrator ridicules excessive faith in the marvelous, he leaves even this 
"allegory" entirely up to his readers. Here, too, they must decide what 
to make of his story. So often invited just to imagine its humorous 
scenes and characters, they are repeatedly urged to use their own 
imagination, and they seem meant to do so wisely but also more liber-
ally than not. 
Prior research on readers in and of Don Sylvia confirms that both 
seem meant to play an active role in its interpretation, though most 
attempts to describe their relationship-the connection of fictional to 
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actual readers-also reveal disagreement. As is clear from its Quellen-
fiktion, the effect of the novel on fictive readers sets an example for real 
ones.43 The effect of this example itself, however, has seemed debat-
able. According to some, it makes actual readers aware of their own 
Schwiirmerei.44 Like Don Sylvio, that is, such readers should be disillu-
sioned, disenchanted, and become more sober.45 On this view, thenar-
rator's concern is "the education of his reader to a correct perception of 
reality," a process that involves developing such readers' reason.46 To 
others, this process seems more complex. The narrator has received 
high marks for being sensitive to different kinds of readers, for ex-
ample, and for letting them decide for themselves what to believe.47 
Similarly, Don Sylvia is said to destroy readers' reasons for naively 
identifying with literary fiction and to teach them to be more distanced 
and conscious of their role in constituting it.48 They are expected at 
once to recognize the excessive enthusiast in Don Sylvio and to submit 
to his author's more controlled fantasies, suspending their disbelief 
and agreeing to play along in his game of fiction.49 W. Daniel Wilson 
has made this argument most trenchantly. For him, Don Sylvia is a 
"book about reading, about scepticism and aesthetic illusion, and it 
forces us to examine our own behaviour as readers." 50 Accordingly, the 
novel is both a satire of gullible readers who cannot tell fact from 
fiction and itself too blatantly fictional to be mistaken for satire alone. 
In this complex sense, Wilson explains that "Wieland's intention ... 
was to train his readers to read properly," that is, to understand that 
Don Sylvia justifies Schwiirmerei and the reality of fiction, not in the 
sense of rationalistic verisimilitude but rather in that of romantic aes-
theticism.51 As shown above, Wieland's fictional source and narrator 
reinforce such training by inspiring readers' imagination. It thus seems 
no coincidence that Wilson often notes the self-conscious fictiveness of 
Don Sylvia. 
One can only speculate about the effect that the novel has had on 
most of its actual readers, of course, but reactions to its initial publica-
tion show why Wieland was so concerned with educating them in the 
ways of fiction. Even though it met with general approval, few re-
viewers seem to have fathomed its aesthetic import. The Giittingsche 
Anzeigen von Gelehrten Sachen regretted that it had not appeared forty 
years earlier, when fairy tales had enjoyed their greatest vogue, and 
that its author had simply copied Cervantes.52 Similarly, one Swiss 
journal lamented that its apt ridicule of fanatics suffered from being 
mixed with indecent and immodest episodes that no respectable reader 
could approve, "les Contes indecens ... et les Situations plus qu'im-
modestes qui gatent son ouvrage et qui ne seront approuves ni des 
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honnetes-gens ni de ceux qui respectent les moeurs." 53 Wieland felt 
that this suggestion of impropriety ignored his satire, but others saw 
satire everywhere they looked. The Erlangsche gelehrte Anmerkungen 
und Nachrichten called Don Syl'vio a satire on the female sex, its childish 
admirers, national governments, and articles of faith, too, wondering 
why wit so often disparaged religion.54 Writing in the Allgemeine 
deutsche Bibliothek, Thomas Abbt gave a better appraisal of Wieland's 
motive for showing how a person could rise to the height of folly: "Der 
Verfasser ... scheint auch Philosoph genug zu seyn, urn sich in den Un-
sinn eines schwachen Kopfes hinein zu denken, damit er ihn nachher 
vemiinftig behandeln konne." 55 None of these reviews, though, hints 
at the importance of imagination obvious on the several levels of Don 
Sylvia examined here. Not until twenty years later did such a review 
appear-in Le cabinet des f!ies, a Swiss collection of fairy tales including 
a French translation of Don Sylvia. The novel, it says, shows how such 
fiction can be enjoyed without misleading one's imagination: "Le ro-
man de don Silvio . . . apprend aux jeunes personnes qui lisent ces 
sortes d' ouvrages, dans quel esprit elles doivent les lire, & comment 
elles peuvent s'en amuser, sans egarer leur imagination." 56 Don Sylvia 
does indeed seem at least intended to be read in such a sanely imagina-
tive spirit. 
The issue of fictionality is illuminated, then, by being closely linked 
to that of imagination, not only in Wieland's ironically intertextual plot 
and the theoretically informed discussion of "Biribinker," but also in 
the actions and attitudes attributed to his title character, narrator, and 
readers. Recognizing this pervasiveness helps one pursue that issue be-
yond prior research on Don Sylvia. Such research seldom mentions 
fictionality as such, though a few studies do suggest its significance. It 
has been noted that even in Wieland's day there could be no doubt 
about the fictionality of Don Sylvio's fairy tales, that his fellow charac-
ters are of one mind about their fictivity, and that recognizing this same 
fictionality is the key to his disillusionment. 57 The narrator's account of 
Wieland's bogus source, moreover, is said to thematize the fictionality 
of both the events reported in Don Sylvia and their production. 58 Simi-
larly, Donna Felicia's purely literary provenance is said to highlight the 
fictionality of all that Wieland describes, just as "Biribinker" does, 
demonstrating the novel to be a product of imagination and thus aes-
thetically educating its readers.59 Pedrillo's speeches are also marked 
by many humorous slips of the tongue, and such malapropisms have 
been said to stress "the fictionality of the invented realm" by altering 
details of Don Sylvio's world of fairy tales.6° Friction between the two 
characters' points of view and their differing kinds of imagination thus 
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not only has harmless and comical effects, but also advocates tolerance 
by showing unavoidable subjectivity and the relativity of judgment.61 
Finally, as noted above, Wilson cites the self-conscious fictiveness of 
Don Sylvia, stressing its "emphasis on its own fictionality" and the 
"tendency of the novel to point out its own fictiveness" as part of 
its narrative strategy.62 Such examples of "fictive extravagance" indi-
cate both the artificiality of such fiction itself and the ambiguity of 
Wieland's attitude toward illusion, not only in literature but also in 
life.63 Previous remarks on fictionality in Don Sylvio thus suggest that it 
involves aesthetic and epistemological principles that apply to Wie-
land's characters, narrator, readers, and to Wieland himself. The eman-
cipation of fiction in the novel has seemed related to his own needs, in 
fact, not just to the notion of aesthetic autonomy.64 Indeed, his first bi-
ographer wrote that the novel concerns the Don Quixote that he 
thought he had been himself. 65 
Some of the theoretical work considered earlier helps put such re-
marks in an even broader perspective, for many of the issues raised in 
that work recur in Don Sylvia. Given that Wieland does not root out 
imagination once and for all, but only shows how Don Sylvio takes it to 
extremes avoided by both his narrator and ideal readers alike, his novel 
demonstrates the kind of differences between the erroneously fictitious 
and powerfully fictional, the vaguely imaginary and more concretely 
fictive, described by Iser and by Luiz Costa Lima. In other words, 
Wieland draws Kermode's distinction, noted above, between "indul-
gent mythologies of fancy" and "strict charities of the imagination," 
thus furnishing evidence of both the basic "dilemma of fiction and real-
ity" and of the history of "antinovels." 66 In fact, from his narrator's 
fictional source to "Geschichte des Prinzen Biribinker," from Don 
Sylvio's avid reading to his ironic cure, Wieland delivers what now 
would be called "metafiction," probing the fictionality of the world 
along with that of a literary text. One recent theory claims that fictional, 
projected worlds can be true to only one person's point of view, a 
thought that might help explain Don Sylvia's subjective bliss.67 Vaihin-
ger's more comprehensive fictionalism suggests a less solipsistic inter-
pretation, one tied to the locket that Don Sylvio finds. The portrait that 
it contains proves to be a likeness of Donna Felicia's grandmother, not 
of Donna Felicia herself. Although this portrait is a variation on a tra-
ditional literary motif,68 it thus also works like Vaihinger's "as-if" 
fictions, heuristic constructs that do not directly match the actual 
world but nonetheless serve as pragmatic guides to it. Just as Vaihinger 
remarks that such fictions do not lose their validity when recognized as 
such, Don Sylvio attributes his happiness to the portrait, whose true 
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sitter he learns in the end but that he still esteems for leading him to her 
descendant. In almost the same breath, he values his former belief in 
fairies, calling them products of imagination that prove beneficent be-
cause they inspired him to seek his heart's desire. He turns out to be a 
literary idealist, then, who openly professes serious fictionalism. 
Regarded in current terms of fictionality, the triumph promised in 
the title of Don Sylvio-Der Sieg der Natur uber die Schwiirmerey-thus 
sounds ironic indeed. The trouble with Don Sylvia is his hyperactive 
imagination, which his story cures, but only in the sense of making it 
more seasoned, a refinement of more than just his simple overreaction 
to fictional literature. Wieland's problem in the novel has been thought 
to lie in defining the role, legitimacy, and function of imagination, in 
fact, and his mimetic account of Don Sylvio's fantastic but productive-
synthetic kind has seemed to make the novel come alive.69 Don Sylvia is 
also said to demonstrate both the productivity and the necessity of 
imagination, and Wieland's novels are likewise cited as proof that the 
Enlightenment did not lack imagination, despite rooting it in a moral 
realism: "The philosophes' attack on fancy was not an attack on imagi-
nation but on thought ungrounded in life." 70 One might even argue 
that Don Sylvia defends imagination by grounding fictionality in life. 
Wieland makes its hero's, its narrator's, and its readers' imagination an 
issue, treating the theme of figments and fabrication on several levels 
of his story. Not only does Don Sylvia end up in a fictional world 
strongly reminiscent of older romances; not only does "Biribinker" 
raise aesthetic questions that preoccupied Wieland's contemporaries; 
Don Sylvia's ravings are also presented as psychologically plausible, 
while the narrator relies on imagination himself, and Wieland's readers 
seem meant to suspend their disbelief. For these reasons, Don Sylvia is 
a classic study of fictionality. It poses basic questions about the exis-
tence, referents, and truth of fictions, textual and otherwise. Such ques-
tions are most often put in traditional literary terms, prompted by the 
fact that fictional characters, settings, and descriptions are made up, 
but the give and take apparent in the discussion of "Biribinker" also 
makes their fictionality seem a matter of consensus, something socially 
accepted rather than ontologically given. In this way, Don Sylvia intro-
duces even larger issues of fictionality repeatedly raised -and much 
more problematically-in Wieland's subsequent novels. 
2. Geschichte des Agathon 
(1766-1767) 
It is the part of a poet to humour the imagination in 
its own notions, by mending and perfecting nature 
where he describes a reality, and by adding greater 
beauties than are put together in nature where he 
describes a fiction. 
-Addison, "On the Pleasures of the Imagination" (1712) 
As in Don Sylvia, the issue tied to fictionality most tellingly in Agathon, 
the next novel that Wieland published, is imagination not attuned 
to actual life. Agathon does not examine such imagination from the 
reader's point of view so humorously embodied in young Don Sylvia, 
however, but from the writer's so earnestly debated in the essay "Un-
terredungen mit dem Pfarrer von***." In this novel, too, Wieland ad-
dresses the problem of identifying fictions as such and deciding both 
what they refer to and how they can be true, but he takes that problem 
more seriously. Like Don Sylvia, Agathon has "intertextual" links to 
other fictional literature that raise this problem indirectly. In the guise 
of another authorial editor, however, Wieland also poses it expressly, 
above all in opening remarks on verisimilitude, truth in fiction, and the 
existence of fictional characters, thereby sketching a theory of fictional 
"history" modeled on Fielding's Tom Jones. In the course of his story 
proper, he elaborates that theory in asides on his fictional source, on 
differences between sober Geschichte and fantastic Romane, and on 
many pleasures of the imagination enjoyed by both his characters and 
himself. Loath to accept ethics as prosaic as his style, though, Wieland 
envisions a didactic end at odds with his means. As a result, he contra-
dicts his own narrative rules and ignores his own advice for writ-
ing convincing fiction. Indeed, he eventually recants his theory of 
Geschichte and redefines his initial notion of narrative veracity. The 
principles of Wieland's narration thus change along with the events 
that he describes. He, his narrator, and his hero all face the problem of 
fictionality, a problem broadly defined and then resolved quite differ-
ently in each of the three versions of Agathon: the first, fragmentary edi-
tion of 1766-67; the second, revised one of 1773; and the third, which 
he completed to open his Siimmtliche Werke in 1794. Far from the play-
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fulliterariness that suffuses Don Sylvia, then, the sincere moral devel-
opment shown in Agathon is only gradually acknowledged to be a mat-
ter of ethical fictionalism. Since it thus concerns fictionality not only as 
an attribute of purely literary entities and their narration but also as a 
property of moral ideals much like Kant's, this second novel stresses 
bqth halves of the term Bildungsroman. 
As the etymology of its title character's name implies, Agathon tells 
the story of a young Greek "good" in the sense of "virtuous." He makes 
his way in a world that tests his skill at politics, shakes his faith in phi-
losophy, and debunks his constancy in erotic clinches. Banished from 
ancient Athens by envious political rivals, he is captured by pirates and 
sold into slavery in Smyrna, where his sophistic master Hippias tries 
to convert him from his Platonic idealism to hedonistic enjoyment of 
life. Frustrated by Agathon's steadfastness, Hippias enlists the hetaera 
Danae to help seduce him. She eventually succeeds, though not with-
out embracing Agathon's Platonism along with his handsome person. 
Advised of her profession, he soon abandons her, then vainly tries to 
reform the tyrant Dionysius in Syracuse. Badly disillusioned by such 
harsh experience, Agathon finally retires to the ideal republic of Taren-
tum, where Archytas, its sage ruler and his mentor, reveals to him the 
enlightened wisdom needed both to live virtuously and to govern well. 
Agathon thus learns to set the very example of virtue and wisdom 
promised in Wieland's subtitle, a passage taken from Horace's Epistles: 
"Quid Virtus et quid Sapientia possit I Utile proposuit nobis exem-
plum." Several subplots complicate this story line, which begins in me-
dias res with Agathon's flight from Athens. Some-his early youth, the 
tale of his sister Psyche, and the travails of the generous but jilted 
Danae-emerge in narrative flashbacks, while others-the intrigues at 
Dionysius's court, for example-simply unfold as Agathon himself 
goes along. Considerable space is also taken up by debates on the ethi-
cal, political, and personal problems that he encounters. Major or mi-
nor, all of these episodes are subjected to close scrutiny by Wieland's 
narrator, who offers a running commentary on the moral lesson meant 
to be conveyed by his story itself. It has been noted that Wieland plays 
with well-worn motifs, elements of plot that had become cliches,l in-
cluding devices borrowed from novels of antiquity as well as purple 
patches meant to parody outmoded romances.2 At the level of plot, it is 
said, he corrects or rejects such fictional stereotypes to establish the 
truth of his own narration.3 Indeed, one nineteenth-century reviewer 
wrote that he thereby rebuilt "rude and forgotten fabrics of fiction." 4 
The twists and turns of his plot thus suggest theoretical problems 
raised by writing such literature. 
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The significance of Wieland's plot for reading A8athon as a study of 
such fiction itself is especially clear from its "intertextual" links to 
other literary works. One such work is Euripides' tragedy Ion (394 B.c.), 
which Wieland mentions in "Uber das Historische im Agathon," a pref-
ace added to the second edition of the novel. His protagonist does not 
resemble the ancient tragedian named Agathon, he writes, despite 
their shared traits. The actual model for his fictional hero may be found 
instead in Euripides' title character, an Athenian boy portrayed as the 
forebear of all Greeks subject to the empire later ruled by his city-state: 
"Wiewohl nun dieser historische Agathon einige Zuge zu dem Karak-
ter des Erdichteten geliehen haben mag, so ist doch gewif.S, daB der Ver-
fasser das eigentliche Modell zu dem letztern in dem Ion des Euripides 
gefunden hat" (1: 13). Many specific connections between Wieland's 
and Euripides' texts show how closely the two young men are related. 5 
Like Wieland's, lines spoken by Euripides' chorus express concern like 
Wieland's with the ethical problem of fairly rewarding good behavior, 
for example, and both Agathon and Ion contain numerous references to 
their heroes' strong but hidden Dionysian traits-among them, their 
repressed orgiastic beginnings. Discrepancies that distinguish Agathon 
from Ion shed equally suggestive light on Wieland's storytelling. De-
spite their similar beginnings-both grow up ignorant of their rightful 
lineage at the temple of Apollo in Delphi-the two take contrasting 
routes to manhood, and Ion displays neither the physical and spiritual 
beauty nor the sensitivity, imagination, and noble enthusiasm that 
Wieland thinks they have in common. Wieland also rings what seems 
an Oedipal change on Euripides' story, having Agathon-not his fa-
ther-lead the Athenians against their rebellious Greek colonies. Both 
the presence and the marked absence of such parallels thus suggest 
how the ethical lesson as well as the narrative form of Agathon need to 
be understood in terms of other literature. Its plot frequently turns on 
Wieland's subtle use of patterns set in related kinds of literary fiction, 
not only on the empirical definition of verisimilitude given and de-
fended in "Unterredungen mit dem Pfarrer von***." 
Indeed, another Ion-Plato's dialogue-comes close to stating the 
problem of fictionality posed by Wieland's story. This comparison 
might seem odd, given how Wieland's narrator chides Plato for writing 
dialogues seeming more forthright than they actually are and for only 
appearing to be as noble as Archytas, but Agathon nonetheless revolves 
around the issue of whether real life can be lived according to Platonic 
ideas of virtue, an issue with narrative implications that its similarity to 
Plato's Ion helps explain. Plato's title character is a popular rhapsodist 
taken to task by Socrates since he, Ion, cannot account for his own sue-
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cess reciting Homer. Socrates calls his gift for doing so divinely irra-
tional, like poetic inspiration itself. No mere rational art or trade, 
Socrates observes, poetry and its recitation seem more like a magnetic 
force. Socrates sounds ironic at times, but he is serious about Ion's tal-
ent, and he is skeptical of any attempt to explain the narration of fic-
tional literature in terms of experienced facts. With this sympathy for 
befuddled Ion's plight, Plato reflects on the broad question posed in the 
telling of Agathon: How can narration resulting from poetic imagina-
tion be empirically justified? This question is answered differently in 
each of Wieland's versions, but the parallel with Plato is clear from his 
initial plot, for Agathon is a rhapsodist like Ion. News of his knack for 
reciting Homer recurs at decisive moments in his early life. His duties 
as a slave to Hippias consist of such recitation, and his rhapsodizing 
helps cause three scenes central to Wieland's ethical scheme: It almost 
leads to his seduction by a fallen priestess at Delphi, it helps him and 
his father recognize each other after many years of separation, and it 
launches his meteoric political career in Athens.6 That both Ion and 
Agathon are rhapsodists whose Schwiirmerei seems the divine right of 
poets suggests that Wieland wrestles with the same extremes of mun-
dane knowledge and poetic inspiration noted by Plato. This intertex-
tuallink, in fact, hints that his story, like Plato's, examines poetic con-
sciousness and aesthetic communication and that such literary issues 
are intertwined with its moral lesson. 
More explicit reasons for reading Agathon with regard to such gen-
eral questions can be found in its comments on the sources and truth of 
fiction. Those comments make for much narrative static, beginning 
with its foreword. Wieland's narrator, once again posing as the editor 
of a manuscript, doubts that readers will credit such a bogus source, . 
and he himself seems no less skeptical of it than solicitous of them: 
"Der Herausgeber der gegenwartigen Geschichte siehet so wenig 
Wahrscheinlichkeit vor sich, das Publikum zu iiberreden, daB sie in der 
That aus einer alten Griechischen Handschrift gezogen sey; daB er am 
besten zu thun glaubt, tiber diesen Punkt gar nichts zu sagen, und dem 
Leser zu uberlassen, davon zu denken was er will" (1 :ix). This ironic 
concession to readers' reservations presages just as cavalier an attitude 
toward the fictionality of Wieland's source as the one struck in Don 
Sylvia, where readers are similarly invited to decide for themselves 
whether to believe that such a document exists. Wahrscheinlichkeit, 
though, is the key word here, for it means not only "likelihood" but 
also "verisimilitude," and the narrator's further remarks about his du-
bious source raise serious questions about such general qualities of 
fiction. The actual existence of manuscripts does not mean much, he 
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adds, since Agathon's story-even if he had really lived and it were 
written down -would not be worth reading if it told of nothing more 
important than what usually happens to people: "Gesetzt, daB wirklich 
einmahl ein Agathon gelebt hatte, daB sich aber von diesem Agathon 
nichts wichtigers sagen liefSe, als was gewohnlich den lnhalt des 
Lebenslaufs aller alltaglichern Menschen ausmacht: was wiirde uns be-
wegen konnen, seine Geschichte zu lesen, wenn gleich gerichtlich er-
wiesen werden konnte, daB sie in den Archiven des alten Athens ge-
funden worden sey?" (1 :ix-x). Not documentary evidence, but the 
extraordinary importance of the events surrounding Agathon should 
thus legitimate his story. Wieland here suggests that fiction not be mea-
sured by history, starting his novel by alluding to Aristotle's notion that 
the former is more philosophical for relating "universals" rather than 
the "particulars" studied by historians. 
Although the narrator rejects an unexceptional Lebenslauf as the stuff 
of literary fiction, he embraces the empirical Lauf der Welt as the crite-
rion of fictional truth, which he expressly defines as agreement with 
the normal course of events in the world: "Die Wahrheit, welche von 
einem W erke, wie dasjenige ist, so wir den Liebhabern hiermit vor-
legen, gefodert werden kann, bestehet darin: daB alles mit dem Laufe 
der Welt iibereinstimme" (1: x). He means that characters in novels like 
Agathon must be drawn from nature, rather than arbitrarily invented 
by their author, and be developed in a way that makes them both gen-
eral representatives of inner human nature and individuals shaped by 
specific external circumstances. Observing these rules ensures that 
events described in such novels could actually have happened, "daB 
alles so gedichtet sey, daB sich kein hinlanglicher Grund angeben lasse, 
warum es nicht gerade so, wie es erzahlt wird, hatte geschehen kon-
nen" (1 :xi). Wieland's narrator claims that the resulting kind of truth, 
which he promises to tell, is all that makes books about the human con-
dition useful: "Diese Wahrheit allein kann ein Buch, das den Menschen 
schildert, niitzlich machen, und diese Wahrheit getrauet sich der Her-
ausgeber den Lesern der Geschichte des Agathon zu versprechen" 
(1 :xi). Paradoxically, the narrator relies on this concept of truth to meet 
objections to Agathon's sometimes improbable thoughts and deeds, 
noting that life can be more unlikely than fiction: "Es ist etwas be-
kanntes, daiS im wirklichen Leben oft weit unwahrscheinlichere Dinge 
begegnen, als der ausschweifendste Kopf zu erdichten sich getrauen 
wiirde. Es wiirde also sehr iibereilt seyn, die Wahrheit des Karakters 
unsers Heiden defSwegen in Verdacht zu ziehen, weil es zuweilen un-
wahrscheinlich seyn mag, daB jemand so gedacht oder gehandelt habe 
wie er" (1: xii). Since one cannot prove that a person in Agathon's posi-
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tion could not think or act the way he does, moreover, readers are ex-
pected to take the narrator at his word: "So glaubt der Verfasser mit 
Recht erwarten zu kbnnen, daB man ihm auf sein Wort glaube, wenn er 
zuversichtlich versichert, dafl Agathon wirklich so gedacht oder gehandelt 
habe" (1: xiii). Agathon sometimes seems strange, in other words, but is 
always true. 
To introduce Agathon as a character out of the ordinary yet true to 
life is also to make conflicting claims, however, and Wieland's fore-
word is accordingly fraught with contradictions. Some are apparent in 
the narrator's attempt to cast his fiction in terms of history. When he ex-
plains how Agathon ought to seem true to life in spite of acting im-
probably at times, he invokes historians such as Plutarch, who cite 
similar cases: "Zu gutem Gliicke finden sich in den beglaubtesten 
Geschichtschreibern, und schon allein in den Lebensbeschreibungen des 
Plutarch, Beyspiele genug, daB es moglich sey, so edel, so tugendhaft, so 
enthaltsam, oder ... so seltsam, eigensinnig und albern zu seyn, als es 
unser Held in einigen Gelegenheiten seines Lebens ist" (1: xiii). Such 
credible corroboration notwithstanding, the narrator also hints that 
Agathon is autobiographical, a fact that not only guarantees the truth 
of his fellow characters, too, but also makes them essentially more "his-
torical" than tales told by some other historians: "Da er selbst gewiB zu 
seyn wiinschte, daB er der Welt keine Hirngespenster fur Wahrheit 
verkaufe, so wahlte er denjenigen [Karakter], den er am genauesten 
kennen zu lernen Gelegenheit gehabt hat. Aus diesem Grunde kann er 
ganz zuverlassig versichern, daB Agathon und die meisten iibrigen 
Personen, welche in seine Geschichte eingeflochten sind, wirkliche Per-
sonen sind, und daB ... alles, was das W esentliche derselben ausmacht, 
eben so historisch, und vielleicht noch urn manchen Grad gewisser 
sey, als die neun Musen des Vaters der Geschichte Herodot, oder die 
Rbmische Historie des Livius, oder die Franzbsische des Jesuiten 
Daniel" (1 :xi-xii). While the narrator relies on Plutarch to confirm the 
existence of figures such as Agathon, he thus also suggests that first-
hand knowledge of him is more certain than some nonfictional histo-
ries. The point is not only that fiction can be truer than history, how-
ever, or that some historians are more believable than others, but that 
adhering to the empirical course of nature turns out to be a matter of 
subjective scrutiny. The truth of fiction thus seems something far more 
personal than the narrator initially implies. 
Moral scruples similarly complicate the narrator's seemingly straight-
forward definition of fictional truth. Like his claim that he describes the 
character whom he knows best, those scruples show his concern with 
making fictional characters seem real. He reveals them when preparing 
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readers for Agathon and Hippias. Agathon is not a paragon of virtue, 
he writes, "kein Modell eines vollkommen tugendhaften Mannes" (1: xiv), 
but the world is already filled with didactic books whose heroes think 
and act too much like moral puppets. Agathon is more like the tragic 
kind preferred by Aristotle, heroes whose weaknesses make them 
seem more human. No better in print than in person, he can be recog-
nized as an image of real people: "Damit Agathon das Bild eines wirk-
lichen Menschen ware, in welchem Viele ihr eigenes und Alle die 
Hauptziige der menschlichen Natur erkennen mochten, durfte er ... 
nicht tugendhafter vorgestellt werden, als er ist" (1 :xiv). Explaining 
Hippias, though, the narrator refuses to set too much stock by such 
shortcomings of human nature. The eloquent sophist's arguments are 
not without merit, he concedes, but they should not be mistaken for 
his-the narrator's-own. Indeed, he brands Hippias's philosophy im-
moral and irreligious, a rhetorical web that would ruin society if most 
people could be snared in it, "ein Gewebe von Trugschliissen ... , 
welches die menschliche Gesellschaft zu Grunde richten wiirde, wenn 
es moralisch moglich ware, daB der grofSere Theil der Menschen darin 
verwickelt werden konnte" (1 :xvii-xviii). That the narrator implicitly 
rejects this possibility indicates that Hippias represents no more than a 
moral minority, but he nonetheless speaks for most men and women of 
the world. This sad fact-that "der groflte Theil derjenigen, welche die so-
genannte grofle Welt ausmachen, wie Hippias denkt, oder doch nach seinen 
Grundsiitzen handelt" (l:xix)-means that showing the effect of Hip-
pias's principles is consistent with the "moral intentions" of Agathon. 
Standing for much of human society after all, however, Hippias poses a 
problem. While the truth of Agathon is assured by its hero's faults, its 
narrator admits, but cannot also accept, the larger lack of virtue in the 
world as a whole. 
Such ethical and narrative vacillation implicit in Wieland's foreword 
is a sign of similar ambivalence in the novel proper. The fictional 
source cited but dismissed in the foreword, for example, is repeatedly 
mentioned in the course of his story, where it not only prompts irony 
but also betrays unease, mixed feelings toward the fictionality of his 
tale. Indeed, the narrator clings to that transparently fictional source 
long after confessing that readers will hardly believe it. Relating one 
long conversation that Agathon has with himself, he traces his own 
knowledge of such interior monologues to a diary that Agathon kept, 
according to the author whose manuscript he claims to edit. The narra-
tor's citing this source and its supposed credibility allows him to keep 
up the appearance of telling "historical" truth: 
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Da wir uns zum unverbri.ichlichen Gesetze gemacht haben, in 
dieser Geschichte alles sorgfaltig zu vermeiden, was gegen die his-
torische Wahrheit derselben einigen gerechten Verdacht erwecken 
konnte; so wi.irden wir uns ein Bedenken gemacht haben, das 
Selbstgesprach, welches wir hier in unsrer Handschrift vor uns 
finden, mitzutheilen, wenn der Verfasser nicht die Vorsicht ge-
braucht hatte, uns zu melden: daB seine Erzahlung sich in den 
meisten Umstanden auf eine Art von Tagebuch gri.inde, welches 
(sichern Anzeigen nach) von der eignen Hand des Agathon sey, 
und wovon er durch einen Freund zu Krotona eine Abschrift er-
halten habe. Dieser Umstand macht begreiflich, wie der Geschicht-
schreiber wissen konnte, was Agathon bey dieser und andern 
Gelegenheiten mit sich selbst gesprochen; und schiitzt uns vor den 
Einwiirfen, die man gegen die Selbstgesprache machen kann, 
worin die Geschichtschreiber den Poeten so gerne nachzuahmen 
pflegen, ohne sich, wie sie, auf die Eingebung der Musen berufen 
zukonnen. 
(1: 51) 
This swipe at "historians" who wax poetic by reporting characters' in-
ner thoughts without proper documentation appears to be ironic proof 
of the narrator's own reliability. He does not always cite his source 
ironically, however, as is clear from how often and earnestly he else-
where refers to it. It turns up again in the last book of Agathon, which 
opens with a chapter whose title announces how Agathon becomes his 
own biographer in order to reveal himself to Archytas. Such conspicu-
ous stress on the fictional source is reinforced when the narrator tells 
how Agathon bares his soul to Archytas in a written confession, "die 
von Agathon selbst aufgesetzte geheime Geschichte seines Geistes und 
Herzens, welche nach aller Wahrscheinlichkeit die erste und reinste 
Quelle ist, woraus die in diesem W erk enthaltenen Nachrichten ge-
schopft sind" (3:362). Like earlier references to Euripides' Ion, the echo 
of the title of Crebillon's Egarements du coeur et de l' esprit audible in this 
passage hints that the model for that source is a literary fiction, but the 
narrator is at pains to add how one of Agathon's subsequent dialogues 
with Archytas survived as an appendix to Agathon's manuscript, and 
Danae's similar conversations with her mistress Aspasia are likewise 
said to be written down. The narrator insists on noting documentary 
evidence, then, apparently reluctant to admit that his story is simply 
fiction. Not as ironic as he seems, he refuses to give up the pretense that 
Agathon is not invented. 
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This ambivalence toward the fictionality of the events described in 
Agathon apparent from both contradictions in the foreword and their 
causes or results in the novel itself has often been overlooked. Most 
previous studies treat the narrator's citations of the fictional source as a 
clear case of irony, for example, and though some critics appreciate its 
aesthetic import, too, his underlying quandary is seldom mentioned. 
The source is said to be a mere fiction that unmasks itself as such, 
though it also establishes trust between the narrator and his readers? 
In other words, its own fictionality is ironically conceded while pure 
factuality is rejected, which makes the narration of Agathon transparent 
and thematic.8 According to Gabriel, the narrator's citing this source is 
ironic through and through.9 His ironic quotations of it are also said to 
make truth seem relative and to reveal the world to be one of mere ap-
pearance.l0 Retaining the ostensible fiction of editing a manuscript 
throughout the novel, moreover, allows the narrator to distance himself 
from his story and to discuss it. 11 That fictional source has likewise 
seemed not only to comment ironically on the authentication of the 
novel but also to create a "ruptured fiction" that allows the narrator to 
distance himself at will from both the objects that he describes and 
their description itselfP It is also said to legitimate fiction, however, in-
sofar as it makes aesthetic closure possible without neglecting the nar-
rator's realistic cast of mind.13 As Friedrich BeiBner remarks, Wieland's 
attention to that source reveals his sense of narrative order as well as 
his concern with the verisimilitude of his tale. 14 Indeed, it is said that 
the Quellenfiktion not only shows Agathon to be fictitious, but destroys 
its illusion of literal truth in order that readers recognize its general va-
lidity and hypothetical nature.l5 The fictional source of the novel is rou-
tinely regarded as part and parcel of Wieland's ironic commentary, 
then, but it also betrays his sincere concern with narrative verisimili-
tude and truth, and it thus seems more than just an ironic gag. The 
foreword to Agathon has similarly been said to make an ironic issue of 
fiction and to establish a new concept of it, 16 but the narrator's ambiva-
lence toward fictionality itself still needs to be explained. 
Reasons for his mixed feelings are suggested by "Ober das His-
torische im Agathon," which defines the relationship of Wieland's 
fiction to history. As in the foreword, his goal of moral utility is linked 
to the likeness that his fictional characters and events bear to actual 
ones, but he expressly connects this similarity to imagination, a theme 
more fully developed in the novel itself. The narrator notes that 
Agatlwn resembles Xenophon's Cyropaedia less than Fielding's Tom Jones 
since Xenophon described the Persian ruler Cyrus as he ideally should 
have been instead of how he actually was. Wary of all writers whose 
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characters thus embody pure wisdom and virtue, the narrator declares 
his intention to describe Agathon as he would have been, according to 
the laws of human nature, had he actually lived in the circumstances 
assigned him. This sober technique is meant to make Agathon a "his-
tory" rather than just a product of imagination: "A us diesem Gesichts-
punkte hoffet der Verfasser von den Kennern der menschlichen Natur 
das ZeugniB zu erhalten, daB sein Buch ( ob es gleich in einem andern 
Sinne unter die W erke der Einbildungskraft gehort) des Nahmens einer 
Geschichte nicht unwiirdig sey" (1: 5). The narrator does not deny that 
his story often deviates from the historical record, but he insists that its 
fiction agrees with its basis in fact. The historical models for his charac-
ters did not all live at the same time, for example, but he claims to have 
made them seem neither better nor worse than they really were, thereby 
limiting fiction to fleshing out details of actual events: "Man hat der 
Erdichtung nicht mehr verstattet, als die historischen Begebenheiten 
niiher zu bestimmen und volliger auszumahlen, indem man diejenigen 
Umstiinde und Ereignisse hinzu dichtete, welche am geschicktesten 
schienen, sowohl die Hauptperson der Geschichte, als den bekannten 
Karakter der vorbennanten historischen Personen in das beste Licht zu 
stellen" (1: 21 ). Adding that such restricted use of fiction is also the best 
way to achieve the overriding moral purpose of Agathon, the narrator 
both limits and discounts the role of imagination in writing such "his-
torical" literature. 
The narrator likewise constrains imagination when he distinguishes 
his kind of history (Geschichte) from mere romances (Romane). Like his 
fictional source, this distinction is cited throughout Agathon, where it 
reveals contradictions in his initial concept of fiction. While his long 
preambles define Geschichte as fiction faithful to the everyday course of 
the world, fiction ironically shown to be invented but still limited to 
elaborating on history, the novel itself unfolds along narrative fault 
lines caused by tension between his empirical method and his ethical 
ideals. Such lines emerge even as the narrator reinforces his disdain for 
purely fictional Romane. He describes Agathon's chastity as strange 
but true in a chapter whose title leaves no doubt that it might seem 
invented (erdichtet), and he later states his own narrative obliga-
tions sternly: "Unsre Pflicht ist zu erziihlen, nicht zu dichten" (3:231). 
With this circumspection and scorn for poetic license, the narrator 
sets himself apart from "Romanendichter," romancers whose shame-
lessly fantastic style and overt moralizing contradict the natural and 
impartial writing of "Geschichtschreiber," historians who truthfully 
record objects and explain events according to natural laws of cause 
and effect. The senses seldom obey the heart as completely as some 
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"Romanschreiber" assume, he explains, and feigning such heroic con-
stancy makes their writing easier than the more reliable accounts given 
by "Geschichtschreiber": "Wie groB ist in diesem Stucke der Vortheil 
eines Romanendichters vor demjenigen, welcher sich anheischig ge-
macht hat, ohne Vorurtheil oder Parteylichkeit, mit VerHiugnung des 
Ruhms, den er vielleicht durch Verschonerung seiner Karakter und 
durch Erhebung des Natiirlichen ins Wunderbare sich hatte erwerben 
konnen, der Natur und Wahrheit in gewissenhafter Aufrichtigkeit dur-
chaus getreu zu bleiben!" (1: 251). The narrator draws this distinction 
to excuse describing Danae's temptation of Agathon, and he here re-
spects writing that tells such hard truths, skeptical of fiction that 
glosses over them by relying on the marvelous instead. 
Such skepticism also informs the narrator's further remarks on how 
Geschichte differs from Romane, but he implies that these extremes are 
not always dissimilar. A mere romancer has an easier time winning the 
approval of moralistic readers, he notes, especially when such a writer 
is taken with the products of his exalted imagination, "verliebt in die 
schonen Geschopfe seiner erhitzten Einbildungskraft" (1: 253). Readers 
suffer, however, when fiction affects them too strongly. Having con-
versed at length instead of first fleeing their kidnappers, Agathon and 
Psyche regret that they waste time "nach dem Beyspiel der Liebhaber 
in Romanen" (1 :49), and Hippias cannot comprehend why Agathon 
later remains devoted to Danae "mit romanhafter Treue" (2:175). Ro-
mantic in this sense of acting like some fictional lover, Agathon is just 
as quixotic as Don Sylvio. By contrast, the narrator professes "histori-
cal" fidelity for sticking to the unflattering facts of Agathon's story: 
"Wir werden mit der bisher beobachteten historischen Treue fort-
fahren seine Geschichte zu erzahlen, und versichern ein-fiir allemahl, 
daB wir nichts dafiir konnen, wenn er nicht allemahl so handelt, wie 
wir vielleicht selbst hatten wiinschen mogen, daB er gehandelt hatte" 
(2:217-18). Here the narrator uses such empiricism as an excuse to de-
scribe Agathon as less than ideal. Moreover, as in the foreword, he else-
where claims that life can seem stranger than fiction, history even less 
likely than Romane, since connections between things are often imper-
ceptible: "Daher scheint es zu kommen, daB die Geschichte zuweilen 
viel seltsamere Begebenheiten erzahlt, als ein Romanschreiber zu dich-
ten wagen diirfte" (1:28-29). The narrator thus justifies singular char-
acters and events, blurring his sharp distinction between normal 
Geschichte and outlandish Romane. His hope that his audience will read 
Agathon's story less cursorily than "einen efemerischen Roman" (2: 198) 
therefore recalls similar criticism of "Romans du four" (11:12-13 n. 1) 
by the narrator of Don Sylvia, who openly prefers chivalric romances 
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instead. The history attempted in Agathon is likewise one kind of fiction 
recommended over another, from which it differs only in degree and 
not in kind. 
That Gcschichte and Romane seem more closely related than their ap-
parent difference allows can be explained by noting that Wieland cites 
the former term in accordance with eighteenth-century usage. He once 
wrote that poets should not care how a historical event actually hap-
pened, only how it would have had to happen in order to be pleasant, 
entertaining, or touching. 17 Praising more credible writers, though, he 
called truth arrived at through one's senses "historical": "Die Wahrheit, 
zu deren Erkenntnis man ... durch die Sinnen gelangt, ist die his-
torische Wahrheit." 18 This kind of truth was considered "pragmatic" in 
novels as well as historiography. One of Wieland's favorite authors, the 
Greek satirist Lucian, liked Thucydides for writing history without 
rhetorical or poetic embellishments.19 The historiography of Wieland's 
day was not so much historical as pragmatic in this sense-concerned 
with describing, discussing, and improving human nature-and its 
style and substance were suited to novels like Agathon.20 Both types of 
writing belonged to the epic genre, and both showed psychological 
causality that obviated traditional criticisms of fiction.21 In Agathon, 
then, Wieland uses "history" in the sense of a hypothetical fiction,22 
one that describes probable and typical events, taking the term to mean 
"not ... that the events he relates happened once, but that they might 
happen at any time." 23 While Agathon suggests a poetics opposed to 
the idea of possible worlds, and though Wieland's preference for histo-
rians over romancers seems to refute his Swiss mentors' aesthetics/4 it 
thus seems wrong to equate Geschichte with "antinovel." 25 Wieland's 
use of historical facts makes such judgments seem hasty. He has been 
said to exemplify the attitude toward history taken by the Enlighten-
ment, clothing his psychological accounts of human beings in historical 
costume without altering their invariable moral nature.26 In Agathon, 
such general affinities between antiquity and the eighteenth century 
are offset by aesthetic distance that demonstrates the utopian character 
of its story.27 In his ancient setting, for example, Wieland can define 
sexual politics differently than in a contemporary one.28 Proper names 
that he uses do not refer to specific historical figures, moreover, but do 
have general associations for his readers, an example of how historical 
facticity authenticates the fictionality of Agathon.29 Like many of his 
contemporaries, he thus approaches Geschichtc much as Aristotle did 
poetry. 
The narrator's sincere ambivalence toward the fictionality of his 
story reflects the ambiguity of the term Geschichtc, then, which can 
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mean either nonfictional "history" or a made-up "story." More re-
vealing, however, are remarks about imagination made by Agathon, 
Danae, Hippias, and the narrator himself, which show his complex 
similarity to these three main characters. Such remarks show Agathon 
to be a self-conscious Don Sylvio. He, too, has an imagination fueled 
since his early youth and downright romanhaft, as Hippias tells him: 
"Die Einsamkeit deiner ersten Jugend und die morgenlandischen 
Schwarmereyen ... haben deiner Fantasie einen romanhaften Schwung 
gegeben" (1 :95). Far more reflectively than Don Sylvio, however, 
Agathon analyzes his own penchant for the marvelous, sharing his 
psychological insight into notions of ideal beauty: "So viel ich unsre 
Seele kenne, daucht mich, dafS sich in einer jeden, die zu einem merk-
lichen Grade von Entwicklung gelangt, nach und nach ein gewisses 
idealisches Schone bilde, welches ... unsern Geschmack und unsre sitt-
lichen Urtheile bestimmt, und das allgemeine Modell abgiebt, wonach 
unsre Einbildungskraft die besondern Bilder dessen, was wir grofS, 
schon und vortrefflich nennen, zu entwerfen scheint" (2: 7 -8). Agathon 
knows that such heady idealism derives from mere sense impression, 
but he also observes that it can nonetheless make human beings hap-
pier than can any other state of mind. This assessment of how imagina-
tion works includes its ability to open up new worlds like those that 
Don Sylvio and Don Eugenio cite in defense of fairy tales. As Agathon 
says to Danae, "So seltsam es klingt, so gewifS ist es doch, dafS die Kriifte 
der Einbildung dasjenige weit i.i.bersteigen, was die Natur unsern Sinnen 
darstellt ... kurz, sie erschafft eine neue Natur, und versetzt uns in der 
That in fremde Welten, welche nach ganz and ern Gesetzen als die uns-
rige regiert werden" (2: 16-17). His attraction to her helps him discover 
the natural source of this apparent magic, however, this "scheinbare 
Magie der Einbildungskraft" (2:17), and he wants to enjoy for real the 
ideal perfection that he could, for so long, only imagine. By the time he 
becomes Danae's live-in lover, Agathon thus speaks of imagination as 
wisely as the newlywed Don Sylvio. 
Discussing Danae herself, the narrator reinforces both Agathon's re-
semblance to Don Sylvio and the importance of imagination for relat-
ing Agathon's affair with her. Danae is able to cure Agathon's enthusi-
asm for the same reason given to explain the healing of frustrated 
imagination at the end of Don Sylvia: "weil er bey ihr alles dasjenige ge-
funden, wovon er sich vorher nur in der hochsten Begeisterung seiner 
Einbildungskraft einige unvollkommene Schattenbegriffe habe machen 
konnen; und weil es nati.i.rlich sey, dafS die Einbildungskraft zu wirken 
aufhore, so bald der Seele nichts mehr zu thun i.i.brig sey, als anzu-
schauen und zu genieflen" (2:144). Despite putting such an abrupt end 
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to his fantasies, the strong impression that Danae makes on Agathon 
comes from the capacity of imagination to substitute the ideal for the 
real. This mental process is described more precisely here than in Don 
Sylvia: "War nicht dieses zauberische Licht, welches seine Einbil-
dungskraft gewohnt war tiber alles was mit seinen Ideen tiberein-
stimmte auszubreiten; war nicht diese unvermerkte Unterschiebung des 
Idealen an die Stelle des Wirklichen die wahre Ursache, warum Danae 
einen so auBerordentlichen Eindruck auf sein Herz machte?" (2: 222). 
Imagination and the real seem similarly related when the narrator 
writes that Agathon is better able to reflect on escaping Danae's realm 
of the senses because he was really there, whereas the narrator would 
first have to imagine it, "da er sich wirkliclz in dem Faile befand, in 
welchen wir uns erst durch Htilfe der Einbildungskraft setzen mtiBten" 
(2: 200). As in the explanations given for Agathon's idealism, imagina-
tion serves a higher purpose here, however, where reality is ascribed to 
fictional circumstances that the narrator claims he can only imag-
ine. Ironic as this claim may be, it underscores the fact that telling 
Agathon's story takes considerable imagination. Indeed, it suggests 
that imagination alone can provide access to Wieland's fictional world. 
Like Agathon, the narrator thus seems to indulge necessarily in what 
Danae thinks suggestive "Vergntigungen der Einbildungskraft" (2: 151), 
pleasures of the imagination that transcend the real. 
Such pleasures and their poetic character are resisted by Hippias, 
who opposes them in favor of a more sensual hedonism, but imagina-
tion nonetheless interests him. His house is surrounded by gardens so 
elaborate, for example, that they are similar to fanciful landscapes 
imagined by poets, "diesen Spielen einer dichterischen und mahleri-
schen Fantasie, welche man erstaunt ist auBerhalb seiner Einbildung zu 
sehen" (1: 80-81). Hippias helps account for this circumstance when he 
calls his sophistry the art of controlling other people's imagination, 
"die Kunst tiber die Einbildungskraft der Menschen zu herrschen" 
(1: 142). Not only does he cultivate imagination both on his property 
and in his lucrative philosophical business, though; he also analyzes its 
effect on Agathon (now called Kallias, a name that conveys how Hip-
pias prefers beauty to goodness), who he thinks possesses such a 
charming, poetic quality to a degree extreme in real life: "Dein Ubel, 
Iieber Kallias, entspringt von einer Einbildungskraft, welche dir ihre 
Geschopfe in einem tiberirdischen Glanze zeigt, der dein Herz ver-
blendet, und ein falsches Licht tiber das, was wirklich ist, ausbreitet; 
von einer dichterischen Einbildungskraft, die sich beschaftiget schonere 
Schonheiten und angenehmere Vergntigen zu erfinden als die Natur 
hat; einer Einbildungskraft, ohne welche weder Homere, noch Alkamene, 
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noch Polygnote waren; welche gemacht ist unsre Ergetzungen zu ver-
schonern, aber nicht die Fuhrerin unsers Lebens zu seyn" (1: 111-12). Criti-
cal of the supernatural pleasures that it affords, Hippias here limits 
"poetic imagination" to literary and visual artists, finding it too mis-
leading in life. When he adds that such pleasures either recall or 
heighten sensual ones, he echoes Joseph Addison's "On the Pleasures 
of the Imagination" (1712). Addison traces all aesthetic pleasures to the 
sense of sight, though he also observes that one can never see anything 
that measures up to one's highest ideas. He mentions describing gar-
dens more perfect than those found in nature, moreover, as an example 
of how poets should humor imagination. Indirectly, the sense as well as 
the setting of Hippias's skeptical lecture thus suggest Addison's more 
receptive view of imagination and its ideal, literary pleasures. 
The narrator regards imagination much as Hippias does, citing the 
extraordinary pleasures that it affords as well as the errors of judgment 
that too much of it can cause. While he explains Platonic love in terms 
of such dubious pleasures, though, he also encourages readers of 
Agathon to enjoy them, revealing his dilemma as a narrator of fiction 
who questions the same mental capacity needed to appreciate it. He 
confirms Hippias's diagnosis of Agathon in a chapter whose title an-
nounces that imagination can be extremely dangerous. A vivid imagi-
nation not only enables its possessor to feel pleasures and delights un-
known to other mortals, he writes, but also leads to excesses and pain 
stronger than virtue and wisdom, the very qualities that, according to 
Wieland's subtitle, are supposed to be exemplified in Agathon: 
W enn eine lebhafte Einbildungskraft ihrem Besitzer eine unend-
liche Menge von Vergnugen gewahrt, die den ubrigen Sterblichen 
versagt sind; wenn ihr zauberischer EinfluB alles Schone in seinen 
Augen verschonert, und ihn da in Entzuckung setzt, wo andre 
kaum empfinden; wenn sie in glucklichen Stunden ihm diese Welt 
zu einem Paradiese macht, und in traurigen seine Seele von der 
Scene seines Kummers hinweg zieht, und in bessere Welten ver-
setzt, welche durch die vergr6Bernden Schatten einer vollkomm-
nen Wonne seinen Schmerz bezaubern: so mussen wir auf der 
andern Seite gestehen, daB sie nicht weniger eine Quelle von 
Irrthumern, Ausschweifungen und Qualen fUr ihn ist, wovon er, 
selbst mit Hulfe der Weisheit und mit der feurigsten Liebe zur Tu-
gend, sich nicht eher los machen kann, bis er (auf welche Art es 
nun seyn mag) dazu gekommen ist, die allzu groBe Lebhaftigkeit 
derselben zu maBigen. 
(1: 197-98) 
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Thus weighing the pros and cons of a lively imagination and, in the 
end, favoring moderation, the narrator reinforces Wieland's own re-
marks on curing enthusiasm like Don Sylvio's. Not only does he here 
discount pleasures of the imagination no less exclusive than those cited 
by Addison, though; he also qualifies better worlds that could be com-
pared to the possible ones suggested by Leibniz. Such close links be-
tween Agathon's psychology and the aesthetics of fiction seem particu-
larly clear when the narrator invites his readers to imagine Danae's 
country estate. He leaves its details to their imagination, which he prods 
by referring them to a similar scene in Torquato Tasso's Gerusalemme 
liberata (1575): "Wir widerstehen der Versuchung eine Beschreibung 
von diesem Landgute zu machen, urn dem Leser das Vergnugen zu 
lassen, sich dasselbe so wohl angelegt, so prachtig und so angenehm 
vorzustellen als er selbst will. Alles was wir davon sagen wollen ist, 
daiS diejenigen, deren Einbildungskraft einiger Untersttitzung nothig 
hat, den sechzehnten Gesang des befreyten Jerusalems lesen miifSten, urn 
sich eine Vorstellung von dem Orte zu machen" (1:226). Some plea-
sures of the imagination are here expressly reserved for readers of 
Agathon itself. Nonetheless, the narrator reveals the natural causes of 
the similar pleasure felt in a state of Platonic love, an attraction that he 
traces to imagination: "Die Quelle der Liebe ... ist das Anschauen eines 
Gegenstandes, der tmsre Einbildungkraft bezaubert" (1 :232). Analyzing 
Agathon's life, the narrator thus explains as well as seems bound to 
deflate many pleasures of the imagination much like the ones provided 
by Wieland's fictional literature. 
When compared to Wieland's three main characters, then, his narra-
tor seems torn between indicting and indulging in pleasures of the 
imagination. As skeptical as Hippias, and as self-conscious as Agathon, 
he nonetheless seems as suggestive as Danae, who seduces Agathon by 
appealing to his imagination, not just to his senses. The narrator's psy-
chological lesson accordingly is at odds with the mental means by 
which he and his readers enter his fictional world. This ambivalence is 
further compounded in remarks on imagination made by as well as 
about Wieland himself, by early reviewers of Agathon, and in some pre-
vious studies of the novel, but its import has not been fully appreci-
ated. In the 1760s, Wieland was said to have found Agathon too imagi-
native to be a complete philosopher, yet he himself seemed guided 
wholly by his own imagination.30 Moreover, he was later hailed for 
moving "the world of imagination at his will" in Agathon,31 though its 
first reviewers routinely argued that there were two sides to his story. 
While they admired the imagination needed to write it, a poetic quality 
that they thought he possessed in abundance, they faulted its frank 
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morality, which hardly seemed suitable for inexperienced readers.32 As 
Isaak Iselin put it, "Oberhaupt mochte man fast sagen, daB urn ein ni.itz-
liches Muster ... den Menschen darzustellen die Form eines Romans 
die unbequemste und die geHi.hrlichste sey." 33 More recently, Agathon 
has been said to disallow Wieland's imaginative fabulating as well as to 
show his insistence on the existence of imagination as a psychological 
principle indifferent or even hostile to reason.34 Wieland's imagination 
has also seemed to fall short of his psychological knowledge, though 
his notion of Einbildungskraft has been likened to Roman Ingarden's 
phenomenological concept of poets' production as well as readers' 
concretization of fictional worlds in literary texts.35 Imagination has 
also seemed the motive for Agathon's idealism, Hippias's pleasures, 
and the writing of the former's autobiography,36 its scope said to in-
clude entire Weltanschauungen, which Wieland presents by putting it 
to narrative use.37 Most tellingly, Monika Schrader has argued that 
Agathon tries to integrate a new aesthetics of illusion into an old con-
cept of mimesis and thus turns on competition between poetic and 
mimetic qualities of imagination.38 Schrader remarks that this issue of 
imagination causes tension both at the level of Wieland's plot and at 
that of his narration, since the interdependence of imagination and 
reflection characteristic of his narrative form may also be found in his 
constellation of characters. Whereas his narrator relates imitation and 
illusion by means of irony, she writes, Agathon is unable to rise above 
a "disjunction of fantasy and experience." 39 As shown above, though, 
the narrator's irony hardly keeps him from feeling mixed about the fic-
tionality of his story. 
The narrator not only betrays ambivalence, and thus contradictions 
in Wieland's concept of fiction, however, but also tries to resolve them. 
Nowhere are his efforts more revealing than at the end of Agathon. In 
all three of its versions, Agathon's story turns out the same, but each 
shows a decidedly different attitude toward the fictionality that charac-
terizes not only its literary medium but also its moral message. 
Agathon always finds final refuge in Tarentum, but the narrator frames 
this happy ending differently each time. The last book of the first edi-
tion begins with a long "Apologie des griechischen Au tors," in which 
the narrator denies responsibility for the neat denouement about to oc-
cur, assigning it instead to the Greek author whose manuscript he os-
tensibly only edits. The problem is that Agathon's disillusionment does 
not warrant such a rosy outcome. He has grown older and wiser, but 
only at the expense of ideals like those embodied by Archytas. Thenar-
rator expressly links this ethical dilemma to the rules for writing fiction 
set forth in the foreword: 
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Bis hieher scheint die Geschichte unsers Heiden, wenigstens in 
den hauptsikhlichsten Sti.icken, dem ordentlichen Lauf der Natur, 
und den strengesten Gesetzen der Wahrscheinlichkeit so gemaJS 
zu sein, daJS wir keinen Grund sehen, an der Wahrheit derselben 
zu zweifeln. Aber in diesem eilften Buch, wir mi.issen es gestehen, 
scheint der Autor aus dieser unsrer Welt, welche, unparteiisch von 
der Sache zu red en, zu allen Zeiten nichts bessers als eine W erkel-
Tags-W elt ... gewesen ist, ein wenig in das Land der Ideen, der 
Wunder, der Begebenheiten, welche gerade so ausfallen, wie man 
sie hatte wi.inschen konnen, und urn alles auf einmal zu sagen, in 
das Land der schonen Seelen, und der utopischen Republiken 
verirret zu sein. 40 
The narrator here thinks that the utopian conclusion of Agathon flatly 
contradicts the principles of verisimilitude and empirical accuracy that 
assure the truth of fictional Geschichte. He adds, however, that it seems 
cruel when sympathetic fictional characters meet a tragic end, espe-
cially since authors can easily spare their readers the pain caused by 
such products of a melancholy, misanthropic imagination. Indeed, he 
excuses the highly unlikely set of circumstances surrounding the final 
reward of Agathon's virtue: "Wie soli sich ein armer Autor helfen, der 
(alles wohl i.iberlegt) nur ein einziges Mittel vor sich sieht, aus der 
Sache zu kommen, und dieses ein gewagtes? Man hilft sich wie man 
kann, und wenn es auch durch einen Sprung aus dem Fenster sein 
sollte." 41 The narrator leaves no doubt that he dislikes the end of 
Agathon, though, since it is not supposed to be a novel, "da dieses Buch, 
in so fern der Herausgeber Teil daran hat, kein Roman ist, noch einer 
sein soll." 42 His apology is thus made for the patently fictional charac-
ter of Wieland's conclusion. By turns critical, lenient, and distanced, 
the narrator remains skeptical of indulging imagination, especially to 
wrap up a story whose hero seems to outgrow it. 
That Wieland tried to resolve this contradiction between the stern 
style and the happy ending of Agathon is clear from emendations made 
in its second edition, most notably the addition of Danae's autobio-
graphical "Geheime Geschichte der Danae." She tells this story of her 
life to Agathon in Tarentum, where she happens to turn up long after 
he leaves her to run off and play philosopher-king in Syracuse. At the 
level of plot, their reunion is inconsequential, leading merely to vows 
of friendship, not to marriage. Judged by its narrative form, however, 
her account of her life fundamentally alters the acceptance of fiction in 
Agathon. That account, too, is Geschichte insofar as it relates a plausible, 
"pragmatic" series of events. As autobiography, though, it is held to 
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a different standard of truth. The narrator reverses himself when he 
assesses the credibility of such first-person narratives. In an earlier 
episode, he notes that Danae fails to follow his own rules for writing 
"history" when she gives Agathon a selective version of her former life: 
"Dief5 ist gewif5, daiS Danae in der Erzahlung ihrer Geschichte mehr die 
Gesetzen des Schonen und Anstiindigen, als die Pflichten einer genauen 
historischcn Treue, zu ihrem Augenmerke genommen" (2: 166). Agathon 
himself is hardly more candid, and the narrator rejects all autobiogra-
phers as egoistic "Geschichtschreiber ihres eignen werthen Selbsts" 
(2: 167). He soon accepts Danae's story after all, however, siding with 
her against her many detractors: "Sie sah natiirlicher Weise ihre Auf-
fiihrung, ihre Schwachheiten, ihre Fehltritte selbst, in einem mildern, 
und (lasset uns die Wahrheit sagen) in einem wahrern Licht als die 
Welt" (2:178). This statement does not seem ironic, and the narrator 
has a similar change of heart just before Danae begins her "private his-
tory." He is still skeptical of autobiography, but authors like her, who at 
least want to tell the truth, now seem believable enough: "Aber uns 
daucht, man kann mit dem Grade von Glaubwiirdigkeit zufrieden 
seyn, der daher entspringt, wenn der Erzahler seiner eignen Geschichte 
die Wahrheit sagen will" (3: 245). Here, narrative truth seems suffi-
ciently guaranteed by an autobiographical author's sincere intentions. 
This difference between the first and second versions of Agathon, be-
tween the criteria of credibility applied in "Apologie des griechischen 
Autors" and in "Geheime Geschichte der Danae," signals increasing 
comfort with the fact of fictionality.43 In part, this shift occurs because 
Agathon itself is autobiographical. Wieland did not hide this fact, often 
drawing comparisons between himself and his hero that leave no 
doubt about their similarity. He explained, for example, "Ich schildere 
darin mich selbst, wie ich in den Umstanden Agathons gewesen zu 
seyn mir einbilde." 44 To be sure, this similarity is complex, and the 
irony so plain at the end of the first edition has struck many scholars as 
anything but an artistic flaw. It has been noted that the fictional source 
mediates between Wieland's own life and Agathon's autobiography 
and that Wieland uses the antique setting of his novel to treat its auto-
biographical problematic objectively.45 He also toned down his refer-
ences to himself in the second edition and has been said to tell the inner 
truth of pragmatic autobiography, which can be found in fiction and 
nonfiction alike.4" It is also argued both that the open-ended structure 
of the novel conveys dissatisfaction with Agathon's status quo as well 
as its utopian alternative in Tarentum and that Wieland deftly uses the 
fiction of being merely an editor to distance himself from his forced 
conclusion.47 The openness of the conclusion, which exposes his resolu-
tion as a fiction, has been thought to confirm the modernity of Agathon, 
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moreover, and the first version has been praised for thereby conveying 
the honest truth of an unfinished fragment.48 The "Apologie des 
griechischen Au tors" introduces a utopia, then, but one narrated ironi-
cally, with clear indications of its fictionality.49 As Walter Erhart ar-
gues, the fictionality of the ending is ironic yet necessary in the ethi-
cal scheme of Agathon, a novel that shows poetic justice stripped of 
its metaphysical import thanks to the admission of its fictionality.50 
Equally significant, though, is Franz Stanzel's insight that the fictional-
ity of first-person narrators was recognized earlier than that of their 
third-person counterparts.51 Knowing this insight helps us see that by 
accepting Danae's autobiography as true, the narrator recognizes 
fictionality as being characteristic of a credible literary mode. 
In addition to being related to Wieland's own biography, the narra-
tor's shift from mostly ironic to more sincere remarks about the truth of 
fiction like Agathon occurs because the moral lesson of the novel im-
plies such acceptance of fictionality in broad terms. Accepting literary 
fiction as such, in other words, is much like subscribing to the ethical 
ideals embodied by Archytas. This parallel emerges clearly in the third 
edition of the novel, which adds an account of his philosophy, the emi-
nent "Lebensweisheit des Archytas." In conversations with Agathon, 
Archytas disdains the empiricism practiced so cynically by Hippias, 
arguing that reason should not be subject to the senses, a circumstance 
that only degrades the human intellect. The inner world that he prefers 
is less illusory: "Doch la£5 es auch seyn, da£5 in der sichtbaren Welt das 
Meiste fiir uns Tiiuschung, alles nur Erscheinung ist ... : liegt nicht in un-
serm innern Sinn eine unsichtbare Welt in uns selbst aufgedeckt, deren 
Grenzen noch kein Sterblicher erflogen hat?" (3:381-82). Such rejec-
tion of visible phenomena in favor of an ideal world that is more than 
mere appearance, and therefore the site of lasting truth, not only sets 
Agathon straight after his many ethical lapses. It also transcends the 
limits of fiction defined as mundane Geschichte. The ideal world that 
Archytas posits does have practical consequences for governing Taren-
tum, but it is not bound by the empirical constraints imposed in the 
narrator's initial concept of fictional prose. The third version of Agathon 
thus exposes a flaw inherent in that concept all along: Adhering consis-
tently to the workaday world, as the narrator plans, would make him, 
in literature, what Hippias is in life, a cynic whose system proves the 
folly of high moral ideals. As Samuel Johnson once summed up this 
problem of narrating fiction meant to edify, "knowledge of the world 
will be found much more frequently to make men cunning than 
good." 52 To avoid thus undermining his own didactic purpose, thenar-
rator accepts the fictionality of Agathon's story along with that of 
Archytas's ideals. Broadly speaking, Wieland's message and his means 
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are both fictions, a fact that makes them seem well suited to each other 
in the end. 
Wieland does not make seeing this fundamental connection easy, 
but it is clear when he describes what Agathon learns from Archytas. 
The language chosen to convey Agathon's new knowledge reverses the 
terms that define fictional truth in the foreword. Those terms first 
resurface when the narrator remarks that Agathon will not be as ideal-
istic when reforming Dionysius as he had been when earlier run out of 
Athens: "Er hatte ... diesen Unterschied der Menschen um uns her, von 
dem was der Mensch an sich ist und seyn soll, bereits zu gut kennen ge-
lernt, urn seinen Plan auf Platonische Ideen zu griinden" (3:54). Here the 
narrator still presumes moral strictures consistent with his plans for 
writing concrete Geschichte. Agathon later sees something ideal in 
Archytas, though, an urge that the narrator explains with surprising 
nonchalance: "Die Ursache ist ganz einfach: weil dieses Idealische 
nicht in seinem Gehirne, sondern in dem Gegenstande selbst lag" 
(3: 188). Archytas here represents precisely the kind of ideal that the 
narrator initially shuns by writing like Fielding, not Richardson. To be 
sure, Archytas himself later warns against the penchant for the mar-
velous encouraged by mystical poets, and he tells Agathon not to take 
ancient fables literally, "auch die ehrwiirdigsten Fabeln des Alterthums 
fiir-Fabeln zu halten" (3:411). He thus encourages being more 
conscious of fictional literature, though, not simply reviling it, and 
Agathon soon takes a grand tour that confirms Archytas's idealism by 
reversing the relative merit of the terms used to define Geschichte. The 
way people should be is now more edifying than how they are: "Seine 
Beobachtungen vollendeten, was der Umgang mit Archytas und anhal-
tendes Nachkdenken iiber seine eigenen Erfahrungen angefangen hat-
ten: sie iiberzeugten ihn, daB die Menschen, im Durchschnitte genom-
men, iiberall so sind wie Hippias sie schilderte, wiewohl sie so seyn 
sollten, wie Archytas durch sein Beyspiellehrte" (3 :419). This ultimate 
lesson could not be conveyed by unflinching Geschichte, and the ethics 
that Archytas teaches by precept as well as example thus suggest 
greater respect for narrative fictionality in novels such as Agathon. 
Seeing how the fictionality of Agathon's story dovetails with that of 
Archytas's ideals helps reevaluate the ending of the third version, the 
relationship between that final version and the first, and the role of 
fictionality in Agathon as a whole. Agathon's sudden salvation in Taren-
tum has often seemed unconvincing. It is said to be as bombastic as an 
operatic finale, so artificial and unsuited to Wieland's own imagination 
as not to be worth considering. 53 It has likewise been called an ironic 
and impossibly utopian fiction, one that does not blur the line between 
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fiction and reality as decisively as Borges's Ficciones.54 It has also been 
called no more than a heuristic construct, however, and Archytas's wis-
dom has seemed to represent an ideal that could be realized only in the 
future, to set a utopian example whose hypothetical quality the narra-
tor makes plain. 55 Scholars similarly differ on the issue of whether the 
third version improves on the first. It has been argued, for example, 
that Archytas's wisdom unfortunately persuades Agathon not to at-
tempt the social change logically required by the rest of Wieland's 
novel.56 Wilson notes, however, that Wieland tried to meet Horatian 
demands for artistic unity in the third version, even though the narra-
tor rejects such classical aesthetic precepts in the first. 57 While the end 
of the third version displays Wieland's attempt to overcome tension be-
tween the real and the ideal, moreover, this contradiction left over from 
the first is said to be one that he could not resolve. 58 Erhart argues that 
the various versions of Agathon do not try to solve this problem but 
rather examine narrative possibilities that preserve the difference be-
tween the constructs of fiction and the contingency of life. Both the first 
and the third, he says, contain a "metareflection" on the legitimacy of 
literature in general.59 Such insights by others involve fictionality, too. 
In addition to comments made on that concept in connection with 
Wieland's fictional source and the "Apologie des griechischen Au-
tors"-comments noted above-Klaus-Detlef Muller writes that the 
fictivity characteristic of utopian Tarentum informs the "historical" 
passages of Agathon as well, and Horst Thome observes that Wieland's 
admission of the fictionality of his utopian ending is not unique, since 
Don Sylvia and Diogenes similarly thematize it.60 The general notion 
persists, though, that Agathon is naive when he acts according to 
"fictions" such as gratitude, generosity, and pity.61 Reasons for relating 
his ethics and story to the concept of fictionality can thus be found in a 
few previous studies, but such reasons have not been given as a cogent, 
coherent interpretation. 
Any such reading needs to note that the view of fictionality taken in 
Agathon resembles Vaihinger's, whose comprehensive fictionalism -as 
cited above in the introduction-considers ethical ideals a kind of 
fiction, a logical construct that serves a practical purpose, even though 
its fictivity is known. Kant, of course, posited three such heuristic prin-
ciples: the soul as substantial and permanent, the world as a causally 
related totality, and God as absolute perfection-three "transcendental 
Ideas" put to "immanent" or "regulative" use, even though no objects 
correspond to them. The neo-Kantian Vaihinger, with his Nietzschean 
nominalism, thinks Kant's insights through to purely pragmatic con-
clusions in his philosophy of the "as-if," and Agathon combines their 
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complementary arguments. Like Kant, through Archytas, it defines ra-
tional postulates that make Agathon's moral knowledge possible. Like 
Vaihinger, it also regards such postulates as fictions, an angle implied 
by the explicit fictionality of its story. The ethical lesson of the novel 
loses none of its force for thus being conceptually bracketed by its nar-
rative form. Indeed, their relationship proves Agathon to be serious 
fiction -serious about the fictionality that pervades both its message 
and its medium. To interpret the novel this way is to clarify Wieland's 
connections to Kant and its similarity to Kant's epistemology. Kant's 
ideas of enlightenment and humanity have been called a major theme 
of Wieland's novels, but Kantian philosophy has also seemed utterly 
foreign to Wieland.62 He was familiar with that philosophy thanks to 
his son-in-law Karl Leonhard Reinhold, who expounded it in letters 
published in Wieland's Teutscher Merkur in 1786-87, and he expressly 
criticized Kant, though only after Fichte, who seemed to take Kant's 
ideas to extremes, succeeded Reinhold as professor of philosophy in 
Jena.63 Moreover, he was pleasantly surprised to find that he had car-
ried the seeds of a Kantian kind of philosophy within him when first 
writing Agathon, and the Danish poet Jens Baggesen considered the 
end of the novel proof that Wieland was "Kant in der Poesie." 64 While 
some scholars equate Archytas's moral philosophy with Kant's, argu-
ing that Agathon demonstrates Kant's concepts of the ego/'5 others dis-
cern no more than a general similarity, observing that Kant himself op-
posed showing ideals such as Archytas realized in novels.66 Moreover, 
although Tarentum has seemed a "regulative idea" in Kant's sense, 
Wieland is said to have favored Archytas's Kantian ethics only briefly, 
and though there are close parallels between Wieland's and Kant's 
moral assumptions, the empirical narration attempted in Agathon has 
seemed to rule out accepting Kant's pragmatic, "as-if" fictions. 67 Ac-
cordingly, it has been argued that Kant's philosophy, not literature like 
Wieland's novels, conceived of the productive functions of imagination 
as such.68 Adducing Vaihinger's neo-Kantian fictionalism resolves such 
disputes and avoids such conclusions by helping present the concept of 
fictionality as characteristic of Agathon's ideals and his story alike. 
To argue that ethical and aesthetic aspects of fictionality make each 
other more credible in the course of Agathon is also to rethink its status 
as a Bildungsroman. Overlooking the Kantian concept of fictionality in-
herent in it might lead one to conclude that Wieland's story is deeply 
flawed, that its moral lesson is not commensurate with its narrative 
form. One might judge it solely by the rules explained in the foreword, 
thinking that it devalued fictionality in ways consistent with the sober-
ing drift of most Bildungsromane. After all, the narrator there defines a 
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kind of writing-Geschichte-that seems well suited to describe BiZ-
dung, such maturation often being construed as an idealistic young 
man's compromise with the outside world. By the end of the final ver-
sion of the novel, however, both the narrator's style and his message 
change. Neither he nor Agathon remains within the empirical limits set 
at the beginning of their respective ventures: writing true Geschichte 
and undergoing moral refinement. Each shows more imagination than 
at first thought proper, and both therefore turn out quite differently 
than intended. Agathon initially seems meant to foreswear imagination 
in much the same way that the narrator already has, but the ethical les-
son that he ultimately learns from Archytas reinforces ideals seldom 
found in real life. Agathon's hard knocks have disproved the narrator's 
claim that regarding people as they really are will further morality by 
furnishing useful examples. The scheming Hippias seems anything but 
an anomaly, virtuous people like Archytas turn out to be exceptions, 
and Agathon's own dalliance with Danae seems to reflect poorly on the 
moral potential of humankind. Nonetheless, Archytas's idealism pre-
vails, and the narrator takes an accordingly different tone in defense of 
its fictionality. If one failed to note this coincidence, Agathon might 
seem to reflect an attitude toward moral ideals almost as cynical as 
Hippias's. The novel might also seem to show its own hero outgrowing 
imagination not unlike the kind needed to read his story as more than 
an empty gesture. Its narration and ethical lesson might seem mutually 
exclusive, its irony and idealism utterly incompatible, its story no more 
than an impressive failure. 69 
Such skeptical arguments are indeed often found in studies of 
Agathon as a case of fictional Bildung. Its story is sometimes thought to 
contradict that concept, and remarks more receptive to the way in 
which fictionality informs its literary as well as its moral lesson are 
rare. In part, this circumstance results from dim views of Agathon's de-
velopment itself, according to which he, at best, ends up back where he 
started. His goal is said to be a return to his initial beliefs, purged of 
emotional excess and purified by reason.7° This circularity also appears 
to prove his lack of development, though, and Agathon has seemed not 
to be a Bildungsroman at all, largely because it progresses from certain 
knowledge to an unsolved problem, not vice-versa.71 Both such skepti-
cism and a more generous assessment of Agathon's Bildung can be 
found in the work of Jiirgen Jacobs, who has written widely on that 
genre. Jacobs notes that the utopia needed to save Agathon's morality 
contradicts basic principles of the Bildungsroman, which should instead 
describe productively coping with disappointment in real life.72 He 
does not deny that Agathon shows a moral aporia typical of the genre, 
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however, and the apparent contradiction that he cites seems resolved 
by his later remark that Agathon does undergo Bildung, as long as one 
does not define that term too narrowly. 73 Others have found that the ex-
plicit narration of the novel educates its readers, occasionally beyond 
the level attained by Agathon himsel£. 74 Beddow even praises Wieland 
for aptly perceiving that "prose fiction was uniquely fitted to explore 
the full reality of human nature, because it was capable of conveying at 
one and the same time both imaginative aspirations and empirical real-
ity, thus occupying a mediating position between purely imaginative 
art and purely factual history." 75 Wieland helps "reveal truths about 
human nature through reflections on fictional plausibility," Beddow 
adds, thus confirming and clarifying Martin Swales's conclusion that 
Agathon is "a novel which makes traditional novel fiction (and its atten-
dant expectations) explicitly thematic and challenges them." 76 As ar-
gued here, such favorable judgments are further reinforced by noting 
the ever greater respect for fictionality shown in the successive ver-
sions of Agathon. 
Wieland's second novel, then, teaches a fundamental lesson about 
the concept of fictionality. Its plot, its foreword, its kind of fictional 
"history," its passages on imagination, and its various endings all give 
reasons for defining that concept broadly, for they tie his general con-
cern with moral examples to specific questions of literary genres. At 
the level of plot, Wieland debunks literary conventions and forges 
"intertextual" links to Euripides and Plato, inviting interpretation of 
Agathon as a study in the writing of fiction itself. His definition of veri-
similitude as distinct from actual fact yet true to both the way of the 
world and human nature, moreover, revises strictly rationalistic con-
cepts of literary mimesis to establish a more refined, Aristotelian art of 
fiction. His autobiographical and moral motives seem at odds with his 
intention to write accurate Geschichte, however, and tension between 
his high ideals and sober style becomes increasingly apparent in the 
course of the novel proper. His narrator's mixed feelings about his 
fictional source show that his attitude toward fictionality is not always 
ironic, and ambivalence about pleasures of the imagination like those 
described by Addison betrays that narrator's affinity to his three main 
characters. The three versions of Agathon accordingly reach different 
conclusions, suggesting a gradual acceptance of its fictionality, a char-
acteristic shared by its story and its ethical ideals. Such high ideals 
themselves are products of the human imagination and likewise re-
quire a leap of faith in fictionality. To argue that Wieland's ethical les-
son and its narrative vehicle are thus related by their common fiction-
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ality is to apply that concept in the broad sense of Vaihinger's neo-
Kantian fictionalism. If Agathon is a Bildungsroman, then, it both depicts 
and provides an aesthetic education that pertains to actual life as well 
as fictional literature. Indeed, as a "self-conscious" novel, it defines its 
ethical lesson as a useful fiction, thereby showing greater respect for 
the genre of the novel itself. The concept of fictionality should therefore 
no longer be neglected in studies stressing its psychological, sexual, 
political, religious, or intellectual import.77 Wieland's broad acceptance 
of fictionalism might well seem abrupt, moreover, if one considers 
Agathon in isolation, but he examines fictionality in his other novels as 
well, most of which he wrote between publishing the first and final ver-
sions of Agathon. To understand how he got from starting Don Sylvia to 
finishing Agathon-from modifying Cervantes to accepting Kantian 
"fictions"-one thus needs to consider those several other novels, too. 

Part II. The Middle Novels: Ideals 

3. Sokrates Mainomenos, 
oder die Dialogen des 
Diogenes von Sinope (1770) 
Hegesias having asked him to lend him of his 
writings, Diogenes said, "You are a simpleton, 
Hegesias; you do not choose painted figs instead of 
real ones; and yet you pass over the true training 
and would apply yourself to written rules." 
-Diogenes Laertius, Lives of the Eminent Philosophers (A.D. 200-250) 
Imagination remains an important theme in all the novels that Wieland 
wrote in addition to Agathon and Don Sylvia, but it is subsumed there 
by the two other issues related to the concept of fictionality in his es-
says: ideals and illusion. His concern with cultural and artistic ideals 
like those defined in "Uber die Ideale der Griechischen Kiinstler" is es-
pecially strong in his four middle novels, beginning with Sokrates Mai-
nomenos oder die Dialogen des Diogenes von Sinope (1770). Like the other 
three-Der goldne Spiegel (1772), Danischmend (1775), and Die Abderiten 
(1781)-Diogenes links such ideals to utopian notions of social reform, 
both describing those notions with the vocabulary of visual art and 
conveying how persuasively literary fiction can present them. Wieland 
there refers to the art of painting in numerous ways, for example, that 
circumvent the irony characteristic of his writing, thus suggesting con-
siderable sympathy for Rousseau, whose life and opinions partly re-
semble those of his odd protagonist. Moreover, the irony apparent in 
Wieland's wry account of his fictional source is compounded by that 
character's being a writer himself, and painting is shown to be a luxury 
that leads to injustice, but many scenes and descriptions pertaining to 
that sister art-a parallel drawn in reviews of Diogenes as well-betray 
sincere respect for Rousseauean possible worlds. The other middle 
novels similarly attempt to overcome the impasse so obvious at the end 
of the first version of Agathon, where Wieland's mundane style proves 
unsuited to his lofty lesson. Agathon and Don Sylvia, too, contain re-
marks on painting and sculpture, thereby relating images to imag-
ination in ways reminiscent of essays by Bodmer and Breitinger.1 In 
the four middle novels, though, such scattered remarks become more 
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systematic. Indeed, Wieland there reflects on writing as well as reading 
fictional literature in terms of visual art, which he invokes not only to 
explain his own narration but also to guide and correct his readers' re-
sponses. As such "self-conscious" statements about their origin and ef-
fects, his middle novels anticipate-and sometimes surpass-more re-
cent treatments of the concept of fictionality. 
Diogenes links that concept to Rousseauistic ideals in a hodgepodge 
of anecdotes, soliloquies, daydreams, tales, and treatises assembled to 
restore the reputation of the Cynic philosopher Diogenes of Sinope 
(c. 412-323 B.c.). These biographical bits and pieces are related in the 
first person by the title character, who concludes them with a "Repub-
lik" not unlike Plato's. As Wieland explains in yet another extensive 
foreword, again pretending to be the editor of an ancient manuscript, 
Diogenes' detractors were wrong to malign him. Plato labeled him 
"Socrates gone mad," for example, for exaggerating the principle that a 
wise man should be as free as possible from material wants. Diogenes' 
extreme asceticism and self-sufficiency, however, reflected his spiritual 
opposition to what he thought the corrupting influence of luxury, plea-
sure, and desire. Although he actually wrote a Republic attacking con-
vention, moreover, he also declared himself a citizen of the world. He 
has been dismissed as a glutton who often misbehaved, but Diogenes 
Laertius describes him more dispassionately, and both Arrian and Lu-
cian give favorable and sometimes glowing accounts of his life and 
teachings.2 Wieland relies on these last two authors for philological 
support, but he also cites two modern authorities, Johann Jakob Brucker 
and Christoph August Heumann, who likewise held Diogenes in high 
esteem. In thus making Diogenes' cynicism seem harmless, Wieland 
belongs to a modern tradition including works such as Diogenes Cyni-
cus Redivivus (1638), a school play by the Czech humanist Jan Amos 
Comenius, and Diogene fabuliste, a one-act comedy in verse by L. H. 
Dancourt, first performed in Paris in 1782.3 Wieland's title character 
has been called distinctly rococo/ in fact, and he himself admits that he 
has made the scurrilous Cynic seem ideal, "ein ziemlich idealischer Dio-
genes" (13, Vorbericht: 23-24). As a result, his Diogenes appears to be 
quirky yet decent, a well-meaning and thoughtful critic of much hu-
man folly: "Dieser ist zwar ein Sanderling, aber ein so gutherziger, 
frohsinniger und ... so vernunftiger Sanderling als es jemahls einen 
gegeben haben mag" (13, Vorbericht: 29-30). 
Thus idealizing Diogenes meant much more to Wieland than simply 
rehabilitating the notorious Cynic, however, for he thereby addresses 
the controversial life and works of Rousseau as well. In his foreword, 
he notes that Rousseau, too, acquired an undeservedly poor reputation 
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merely by seeming eccentric and defying accepted moral conventions: 
"Man miiBte wenig KenntniB der Welt haben, wenn man nicht wiifSte, 
daB etliche wenige Ziige von Sonderbarkeit und Abweichung von den 
gewohnlichen Formen des sittlichen Betragens hinli:inglich sind, den 
vortrefflichsten Mann in ein falsches Licht zu stellen. Wir haben an 
dem beriihmten Hans Jakob Rousseau von Genf (einem Manne, der 
vielleicht im Grunde nicht halb so sonderbar ist als er scheint) ein 
Beyspiel, welches diesen Satz ungemein erlautert" (13, Vorbericht: 
22-23). By defending Diogenes, Wieland thus seems to offer an apol-
ogy for Rousseau as well. Indeed, he takes this tactic of comparing the 
two philosophers a step further by having Diogenes share Rousseau's 
social philosophy. Diogenes speaks of a social contract, natural law, 
and the distribution of wealth as if he has read Rousseau's seminal 
works on these subjects. He explains, for example, how one wealthy 
young Corinthian's private revenues actually accrue from the state, 
since they are the result of a long-standing social contract: "Sie sind 
dein Eigenthum, es ist wahr; aber nur kraft des Vertrags, welcher zwi-
schen den Stiftern der Republik getroffen wurde, da sie die erste 
Giithertheilung vornahmen" (13: 103). Diogenes alludes to Rousseau 
more directly when he likewise cites "der gesellschaftliche Vertrag und 
die daher flieBenden burger lichen Gesetze" (13: 104), a social contract 
and civil laws binding thanks to the explicit or tacit agreement on 
which he says society rests. He himself likes living beyond the pale of 
such jurisdiction, obeying only naturallaw-"nach dem Gesetze der 
Natur" (13: 103)-but this circumstance will be universal, he explains, 
once the state withers and dies: "So bald der Staat ein Ende hat, fangt 
der Stand der Natur wieder an, alles fallt in die urspriingliche Gleich-
heit zuriick" (13: 108). Diogenes' interlocutor probably does not learn 
this lesson, but its sources certainly lie in Rousseau's Discours sur !' ori-
gine et les Jondements de l'inegalite parmi les hommes (1754) and Du contrat 
social (1762). Indeed, like these two works, Diogenes has been called re-
quired reading for the Illuminati in prerevolutionary France.5 
Nonetheless, Diogenes does not sound very sympathetic to Rous-
seau's argument that progress in the arts and sciences corrupts primi-
tive virtue, and he derides the idea of the noble savage. In fact, his 
satiric "Republik des Diogenes" describes a utopia where primal inno-
cence is shown to be so much wishful thinking and where returning to 
nature is exposed as an unworkable dream. Intended as a happy land 
where "alles natiirlich zugehen soli" (13: 178)-the same phrase that 
serves as the subtitle of Don Sylvio-Diogenes' republic is no less ironic 
a fiction. Indeed, Diogenes imagines it as "eine Republik nach meiner 
Fantasie" (13: 125), a place that he expressly posits with the help of a 
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magic wand and that can later be saved from corrupt Europeans only 
by disappearing, which is what he ultimately has it do, intending it as 
no more than a mere chimera. Wieland thus mocks pipe dreams of-
fered not only by Rousseau but also by Plato, whose own Republic is the 
explicit butt of Diogenes' scorn. Diogenes criticizes Plato's ideal state as 
a republic, "die aus Iauter Ideen zusammen gesetzt ist, und lauter Ideen 
zum Endzweck hat!" (13:177-78). This opposition to airy abstractions 
shows Diogenes' larger anti-Platonism, but he is hardly hostile to social 
ideals as such, as is clear from his attitude toward art. Although he has 
no use for overrefined and decadent art, he bans painters and sculptors 
from his republic only reluctantly, approving of the arts and sciences as 
long as they restore corrupt civilization to its natural simplicity. He 
even hails certain pictures and portraits as masterpieces showing ideal 
beauties that elevate the mind to concepts of sublime perfection. Such 
faith in intellectual beauty, in fact, is what moves Diogenes to write his 
"Republik," a task that he undertakes after seeing Alexander the Great 
set out to change the world for real. As he informs that young king, "Du 
hast ... den Entwurf von einem allgemeinen Reiche gemacht, und gehst 
hin ihn auszufi.ihren!-Ich sehe dich von der hohen Schonheit deiner 
Idee begeistert" (13: 155). Beneath his ironic crust, Diogenes thus seems 
to admire grand designs for reforming society after all, though he has 
doubts about putting ideals like Rousseau's into practice. 
This reluctance to think like Rousseau is not surprising, given the 
reservations expressed in two essays that Wieland wrote about the 
Swiss philosopher, both of them published the same year as Diogenes. 
In those essays, Wieland professes respect for Rousseau, and he implic-
itly likens him to Diogenes, but he also disagrees with Rousseau's con-
clusions, especially the idea that the original state of mankind was one 
of blissful ignorance and splendid isolation. In "Betrachtungen i.iber J. J. 
Rousseaus urspri.inglichen Zustand des Menschen" (1770), Wieland 
calls Rousseau strange yet sincere, a Cynic whose imagination leads 
him to hypotheses that would seem ironic coming from anyone else. 
Specifically, Wieland argues that human beings were never cut off 
from each other and that nature itself helps civilize them, "daB die 
Menschen aller Wahrscheinlichkeit nach von Anfang an in Gesellschaft 
lebten-und von allen Seiten mit naturlichen Mitteln umgeben sind, die 
ihnen die Entwicklung ihrer Anlagen erleichtern helfen" (14: 142). Simi-
larly, in "Uber die von J. J. Rousseau vorgeschlagenen Versuche den 
wahren Stand der Natur des Menschen zu entdecken" (1770), he adds 
that the highest perfection or refinement of human life is just as natural 
as the simplicity praised by Rousseau. Rousseau also figures in other 
writings by Wieland, but his influence is strongest in Diogenes, for 
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which the significance of such remarks is still debated. The novel has 
been considered an echo of Wieland's earlier Rousseauistic leanings, 
for example, while Diogenes' satirical judgment of Rousseau has 
seemed one-sided, and Wieland's polemic against him misplaced, not 
least due to the idealistic method, applied in Wieland's essays as well, 
of divorcing Rousseau's writings from his personallife.6 Diogenes has 
also been called a gentle parody of Rousseau, one that discredits his 
radical ideas of social reform by means of poetic fictions that take ad 
absurdum plans for realizing them. 7 Given Diogenes' weakness for 
ideals instilled by art, though, and Wieland's implicit defense of fic-
tionality in his earlier novels, such claims need to be examined more 
closely. 
The role of fictions in Diogenes is tied to its fictional source, which is 
cited in a clearly ironic Quellenfiktion. The "editor" writes that he has 
loosely translated a manuscript that he discovered in an abbey where it 
was simply gathering dust. This origin has been called a fiction aimed 
at clerical ignorance,8 and it prompts mock worries about his convinc-
ingness, as well as many admissions and reminders that his story is 
made up. For example, the editor fears that his account of finding a 
sympathetic librarian in the abbey will seem so extraordinary as to 
make all else he tells suspicious, and a footnote to only the third page 
of the text proper reveals a playful lack of concern with historical accu-
racy: "W ir konnen es keinem Kenner der Griechischen Sitten und Ge-
brauche in den Zeiten des Diogenes verdenken, wenn er an der Acht-
heit dieser Stelle zweifelt. Freylich ist es nicht die einzige in diesem 
W erke, die zu einem sole hen Zweifel AnlaJS giebt-Aber desto schlim-
mer! werden die Kenner sagen" (13:5 n. 1). Not even pretending to 
write accurate Geschichte here, the editor later regrets that a lacuna 
mars the manuscript, thereby underscoring the fictionality of its loca-
tion: Diogenes' "Republik." The author of that manuscript claims to 
have translated it from Arabic into Latin, moreover, so the editor 
guesses that Moors brought it from Baghdad to Salamanca, accounting 
for the transmission of its Greek original by a circuitous route that 
combines the antique and the Spanish varieties of fictional sources 
found in Agathon and Don Sylvia. This conclusion reinforces its fiction-
ality when the editor tells how he identified his manuscript by imagin-
ing this mere possibility of its source to be real: 
Und nun brauchte ich nichts weiter als von den Regeln der Ver-
wandlung des Moglichen ins Wirkliche einen kleinen Gebrauch 
zu machen, urn mir einzubilden, daJS diese Dialogen ohne Zweifel 
unter den Griechischen Handschriften gewesen seyen, welche der 
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beriihmte Kalif Al-Mamon zu Bagdad mit graBen Kosten zusam-
men suchen und ins Arabische i.ibersetzen liefS. 
(13, Vorbericht: 14) 
Diogenes himself takes this same logical leap when he enacts his dis-
like of abstract ideas. Appalled that an Athenian crowd should let itself 
be swindled by a sham metaphysician, he goads it by similarly dis-
coursing on the man in the moon. This spoof on philosophical certainty 
starts with feigned hesitation about which comes first, the real or the 
possible: 
Aufrichtig zu reden ... so seh' ich mich doch in keiner geringen 
Verlegenheit, ob ich von der Wirklichkeit des Mannes im Mond, 
oder von seiner Moglichkeit zuerst reden soll. Denn damit er wirk-
lich seyn konne, muB er moglich seyn, und damit er moglich seyn 
konne, muB er wirkliclz scyn. Hier liegt der Knoten! 
(13: 133-34) 
Diogenes cuts this logical knot simply by assuming that the man in the 
moon exists, a solution narratively important because the editor gives 
it, too. The editor's text, that is, and Diogenes' example of a metaphysi-
cal mirage share the quality of being a deliberate fiction. The editor re-
peatedly cites the fictional source ironically, then, and irony seems to 
pervade Diogenes' plans as well. 
Together with satire and skepticism, irony is accordingly the concept 
that crops up most often in research on Diogcnes. The novel is said to be 
complex in ways that both display Wieland's socially critical intentions 
and determine how binding his fiction is on its readers, questions often 
closely linked to its fictional character. Scholars cite Diogenes' skepti-
cism toward idealistic plans for social reform, call his skeptical irony 
the defining trait of Wieland's social criticism, and note that the fic-
tional conversations in the novel are meant to be taken as satire on its 
readers' own times.9 It has even been argued that Wieland satirically 
encourages hatred for the evils of capitalism.10 Less dogmatic critics 
discern a "dual perspective" that accounts for Diogenes' skepticism 
and irony as well as his idyllic dreams of a simple life, or they see a 
"double refraction" in Wieland's ironic connection to his ironic protag-
onist, asserting that the substance of Wieland's moral message is not di-
luted by the fictionality of its playful, open narrative form. 11 The most 
detailed analysis of Wieland's irony in Diogenes, by Hans-Joachim 
Mahl, ties it to conscious reflection on the hypothetic character of all 
utopias such as Diogenes' "Republik." This narrative awareness not 
only casts doubt on the truth of such utopian fiction but also calls for 
reflecting on its nature and narration. Wieland's irony, that is, shows 
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the conditions of the possibility of utopia as well as of utopian narra-
tion being reflected in such fiction itself. 12 Mahl doubts that eighteenth-
century readers appreciated this irony toward both the form and the 
content of Wieland's fiction, posing the same kind of question about its 
validity earlier raised in another study that stresses the role of readers 
in making sense of Diogenes, a role supposedly assigned them by Wie-
land's ironic style.B 
Wieland himself likewise suggests that satire and irony best describe 
both his intentions in Diogenes and most readers' reactions to it. In his 
correspondence, he explains his similarity to Diogenes, his blithe inspi-
ration, and the modernity of his satire, which many readers misunder-
stood. He told Sophie von La Roche that his own philosophy resembled 
that of Diogenes, for example, and though he disliked the cynicism of 
Wilhelm Heinse, who he thought paid too little heed to propriety, a 
few months spent at the stuffy court in Weimar later moved Wieland to 
prefer a tub or barrel like the one in which the frugal Diogenes lived.14 
In Erfurt, where he wrote Diogenes during his stint as a professor of 
philosophy, he called it a work conceived in a capricious spirit and 
written on a philosophical whim like that of Laurence Sterne's Yorick, a 
frivolous "baggatelle" consisting of several "bons morceaux" and some 
"jolies vignettes." 15 While he also distinguished himself from his fic-
tional character, denying responsibility for Diogenes' use of an un-
named dirty word, he called Diogenes' "Republik" his own best effort 
(a high opinion that he hardly tempered later in life), adding that its 
satire, like that of the episode about the man in the moon, was aimed at 
targets other than those explicitly named in it but was often lost on his 
muddle-headed readers: "A mon avis, elle est mon chef-d'oeuvre. La 
plupart des lecteurs sont des tetes-comme des tetes de choux, surtout 
parmi le peuple savant. Tous ces gens-la admirent la harangue sur 
l'homme de la lune;-comme une satyre contre les anciens Sophistes, et 
la n~publique de Diogene comme une belle satyre contre les repub-
liques ala Platon. Et ce sont des personnages, qui se croyent biens fins 
avec cette decouverte la." 16 Objections raised by such benighted read-
ers did not ruffle Wieland, though, who dismissed them by quoting an 
ancient Greek inscription rendered into German as "Sie sagen von mir 
was sie wollen; mogen sie doch! was ki.immerts mich?" 17 This same in-
scription is pondered in his "Gedanken tiber eine alte Aufschrift" 
(1772), an essay defending misperceived geniuses like Diogenes. Wie-
land there warns that writers should not always welcome popularity, 
since many an admiring reader misses their irony: "Bey genauerer 
Nachfrage zeigt sich, daiS es eine Ironic war, die er fur Ernst nahm" 
(13:239). 
The issue of Wieland's own ironic intentions is complicated, how-
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ever, for Diogenes himself is shown to be a writer, one whose apparent 
independence has struck some critics as a more or less appealing ideal. 
He encounters problems writing at the outset of Wieland's story, which 
begins with his search for something on which to scribble. Lacking 
metal or stone, and refusing to write in the sand, he decides to inscribe 
the walls of his tub. Later, his patron Xeniades gives him a costly writ-
ing tablet, which he is supposed to fill and return. Both of these sur-
faces have been assigned narrative meaning. Klaus Bappler argues that 
Diogenes' writing on his tub-in effect, on his own four walls-
demonstrates his intention to describe and interpret himself, an intro-
spective focus similarly cited by Peter Michelsen, who notes that such 
writing is not an attempt to communicate with the outside world.18 By 
contrast, Diogenes' use of the writing tablet does seem such an at-
tempt, one made by an oddball like Sterne's Yorick, a character repeat-
edly mentioned in discussions of Wieland's debt to the English hu-
morist.19 Bappler observes that anything written on such a tablet can be 
erased, a fact that he thinks releases Diogenes from binding narrative 
structures, and he explains that Diogenes' reluctance to right any ac-
tual wrongs shows the impotence of socially concerned intellectuals.20 
This parallel between Diogenes' writing and his social influence has 
been drawn most sharply by Wilson. Diogenes' use of the expensive 
writing tablet is an exception to his strict avoidance of luxury, so it be-
lies his philosophy and compromises his independence. Wilson relates 
the attendant failure of a would-be social critic to Wieland's own frus-
trated ambitions in Erfurt, reading Diogenes as a comment on ideals of 
political patronage: "The novel is not only a work of social criticism, it 
is a probing examination of the origins of social criticism, a metacri-
tique of the preconditions of a free and critical existence for the intel-
lectual." 21 In this complex sense, though he also notes their differences, 
Wilson confirms earlier claims that Diogenes was a model for Wieland 
or an idealized self-portrait.22 
The most revealing clue to Wieland's and Diogenes' roles as social 
critics, however, lies less in what either reveals about the profession of 
writing than in their remarks on the related art of painting. As noted 
above, visual art in Diogenes is both a source of the decadence censured 
by Rousseau and a vehicle for ideals sincerely embraced by Diogenes. 
This apparent discrepancy of visual voluptuousness and intellectual 
beauty is actually a sign of Wieland's attempt to overcome the irony 
that he, his fictional editor, and Diogenes all demonstrate in their re-
spective writing. Irony seems an inescapable part of their literary 
prose, which cannot transcend its own fictionality. In painting, though, 
a more receptive attitude toward the social ideals described in Diogenes 
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seems possible. This difference may be due to the semiotic contrast be-
tween "arbitrary" signs of language and "natural" ones of visual art, a 
distinction that had only recently been developed in Lessing's Laokoon 
(1766). It can be traced more directly to works by Wieland's mentors in 
Zurich, however, especially to Bodmer's Critische Betrachtungen iiber die 
poetischen Gemiihlde der Dichter (1741) and Breitinger's Critische Abhand-
lung von der Natur den Absichten und dem Gebrauche der Gleichnisse (1740). 
These works analyze the effect of poetry on its readers, describing 
similes, metaphors, and rhetorical figures as poetic "Gemahlde" or 
"Bilder," and Wieland likewise relates visual images and literary imagi-
nation. In a note to Diogenes in his Ausgabe letzter Hand, for example, he 
explains that the location of his Latin manuscript can no longer be 
found: "Zur Steuer der Wahrheit konnen wir nicht verhalten, daB seit 
den 25 Jahren, da alles hier gesagte historische Wahrheit war, ... die 
Gestalt der Sachen sich so machtig geandert hat, daB es dem inquisi-
tivsten Reisenden unmoglich seyn wiirde, das ehmahlige Urbild von 
dem hier aufgestellten Gemahlde ausfiindig zu machen" (13, Vor-
bericht: 4 n. 1). Wieland uses similar terms in "Gedanken tiber eine alte 
Aufschrift," urging his readers to see people in a proper light, their true 
colors, and the right perspective-not "in einem falschen Licht, und mit 
and ern als ihren eigenen Far ben" (13: 225). As in his essay on Greek 
artists, these terms suggest models and matters of perception not con-
fined to the imitation of nature. 
Reading Diogenes aware of the imaginative vision thus suggested by 
Wieland's talk of art demonstrates that irony is not his last word on 
ideals like Rousseau's. The novel includes several episodes that men-
tion painting and sculpture, revealing such visual art to be a rhetorical 
means of making Wieland's story seem more than ironic satire. Most of 
those episodes involve an evil character named Charea, a wealthy col-
lector of art who ignores the human suffering caused by indulging in 
such an expensive habit. Diogenes rails against the social inequality 
that he thinks enables visual artists to thrive when he describes one of 
Charea's paintings. It depicts what he calls "ein recht poetischer Ort," a 
pastoral landscape that enthuses even him, "de[n] unpoetische[n] Dio-
genes" (13: 33). Thus linking painting to poetry, he expresses his feel-
ings at the sight of such an idyllic scene, exclaiming that it is "ein 
liebliches Gemahlde" (13:33), a painting that he wishes his own read-
ers could see illustrated (ausgemahlt) as vividly as he imagines it. Only 
after letting his female readers know that his imagination can be ex-
tremely erotic does he admit that his written description is no more 
than a copy of an actual painting. He thus deflates what seems a purely 
imaginary ideal, and he goes on to rebuke Charea for having paid too 
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much for the painting and simply driven up the price of frivolous art 
instead of spending his money to relieve poor people's misfortune. 
Such combined aesthetic and social criticism is less severe, however, 
when Diogenes meets one of Charea's tenant farmers, who laments that 
his cruel master refuses to ransom his kidnapped daughter. Diogenes 
does not know whether the farmer is really the missing girl's father un-
til the old man's account of her removes all doubts. Here, too, Diogenes 
calls such a description a painting: "Ich erkannte den Vater in der 
Warme des Gemahldes" (13:37). Despite cursing the painters whose 
art, thanks to Charea, causes the farmer's distress, Diogenes is deeply 
moved by this touching "Gemahlde." 23 It elicits a sincere, ethically 
sound response from him, so his dim view of painting does not mean 
that such art cannot sometimes be put to good use. Expressed in words, 
at least, its effects seem socially justified. 
Another, related scene similarly shows visual images cited for rhe-
torical effect. Diogenes not only responds sincerely to verbal "paint-
ings," but also makes effective use of them himself. Charea complains 
that he does not feel like defending his old friend Lamon, who has been 
wrongly accused of embezzling public funds. Lamon's wife once 
begged his help, but instead of aiding her, Charea says he only saw the 
artistic potential of her awkward position: "Die Scene war ri.ihrend; ich 
hatte funfzig Minen urn einen guten Mahler gegeben, der mir auf der 
Stelle ein Gemahlde daraus gemacht hatte" (13:26). Shocked by such 
callousness, Diogenes asks how Charea could possibly have had such 
thoughts, but Charea simply replies that a painting of Lamon's wife 
would have been well worth the money. When Diogenes then chides 
him for propositioning her, Charea answers that he is in no mood for 
moralizing and wants to go visit a looser woman instead. He invites 
Diogenes to accompany him, once again linking lasciviousness to 
painting: "Willst du mit mir zur Thryallis gehen?-Mein Mahler nimmt 
das Modell zu einer Venus Kallipyga von ihr.-Es wird ein treffliches 
Stuck werden!" (13:28). Rather than tag along, Diogenes publicly 
speaks up for Lamon, whose release he succeeds in winning. The 
rhetoric that he uses is inspired by Charea, though, whose scene of the 
weeping wife and her sons is the climax of Diogenes' speech to La-
mon's judges. As Diogenes later reports, "Ich sprach mit aller der 
Warme, die mir die Idee der schonen Frau und der zwey lieblichen 
Kinder mitgetheilt hatte . . . Ich vollendete meinen Sieg mit dem 
Gemahlde der schonen Frau, und der zwey kleinen Jungen, die ich zu 
ihren FuBen hinwarf und fur ihren ehrlichen Vater bitten lieB" (13 :31). 
This example of justice served proves the power of verbal art. Accord-
ing to Wilson, Diogenes is an "artist in words," whose saving of La-
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man's wife and children shows the "proper, critical and moral use of 
art," art produced to achieve virtuous social ends, that is, instead of 
being consumed as soft pornography.24 Given how Bodmer and Brei-
tinger relate visual art to figurative language-and thus to their 
possible-worlds semantics as well-such scenes should also be under-
stood as comments on the fictionality of both the referents suggested 
by literary prose and the moral idealism preached in Agathon. 
Further scenes in Diogenes pertaining to painting and sculpture re-
veal that such art is indeed a key to Wieland's literary as well as moral 
fictions. Those scenes show how Diogenes learns to resist the erotic ef-
fects of art like Charea's, a lesson neatly tied to Diogenes' own narra-
tion insofar as it concerns spiritual beauty. One kind of person who 
could use Charea's help, he explains, is the innocent woman who must 
pose for certain painters' libidinous portraits, "die unschuldige Schon-
heit, welche du von der Schmach, einem Parrhasius zum Modell seiner 
leichtfertigen Tafelchen zu dienen ... befreyen koni1test" (13:41). As a 
young man, Diogenes once made a fool of himself when tempted by a 
woman looking at such a painting, "eine Leda von Parrhasius" (13:18). 
Later in life, when he saves a beautiful lady from drowning, however, 
Diogenes can face such temptation with equanimity: "Aber ein Mann 
von funfzig Jahren, der seit mehr als zwanzig von Salat, Bohnen und 
Wasser lebt, darf eine jede schone Statue ansehen, sie mag nun aus 
den Handen eines Alkamenes oder der Natur selbst gekommen seyn" 
(13: 71). He also takes revenge on a woman who has slandered him, de-
spite both her picturesque young slave, "der einem Mahler die Idee 
zum schonsten Bacchus gegeben hatte" (13: 81), and her own ever more 
picturesque appearance, her increasingly "mahlerischeres Ansehen" (13: 
83). Diogenes even likens his own writing to visual art when he falls in 
love with Laidion, a woman whose checkered past includes modeling 
for a sculptor. He gets carried away when he tells how he and Laidion 
first met, apologizing to his readers and calling his description of her a 
copy of a beloved original: "Aber in der That, ich bitte euch urn Verzei-
hung; ich vergesse, dafS ich dieses Nachbild eines Originals, an dessen 
kleinste Zi.ige ich mich mit Vcrgni.igen erinnere, nicht fur mich selbst 
mache" (13 :45). The young Laidion is so attractive to Diogenes because 
her beauty is more than merely physical. Indeed, she is a "beautiful 
soul," a concept that assumes, for him, almost Rousseauean artlessness: 
"Wie? es sollte also nicht auch schone Seelen geben, wie es schOne Ge-
sichter giebt, die der Kunst nichts schuldig, und gerade darum nur desto 
schoner sind?" (13:42). An ideal like the "belle arne" possessed by 
Rousseau's Julie d'Etanges in La Nouvelle Heloise (1761) thus seems cen-
tral to Diogenes' art of verbal depiction. 
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That such art did not go unnoticed in Wieland's day may be gleaned 
from the initial reception of Diogenes. Reviewers often praised Wie-
land's style as verbal painting, calling his prose "picturesque" (mah-
lerisch) and his scenes "paintings" (Gemiihlde). The Allgemeine deutsche 
Bibliothek gave the novel an often mixed but ultimately favorable re-
view, recommending its "mahlerische Schonheiten" in general and one 
chapter in particular as "das feinste satyrische Gemahlde." 25 The re-
viewer observed that tasteful readers would distinguish Wieland's in-
decent ambiguities from his "anstandigen Gemahlden," commending 
him for making Diogenes' thoughts seem so charming: "Wir bewun-
dern den Dichter, welcher den Gedanken des Philosophen mit so 
vielen mahlerischen und sittlichen Reizen ausgezieret hat." 26 The Er-
langsclze gelehrte Anmerkungen und Nachrichten similarly used the vo-
cabulary of painting to describe his Diogenes: "Herr Wieland mahlt 
uns ihn als den liebenswurdigsten W eltweisen, der nur jemals gelebt 
hat." 27 Even Goethe compared Wieland's writing to painting. In a letter 
thanking Wieland's publisher Philipp Erasmus Reich for a copy of Dio-
genes, Goethe expressed mixed feelings, "die ... Wieland so susse 
mahlen kann." 2H To some extent, this common thread running through 
reviews of Diogenes may be due to a failure to distinguish writing from 
painting on semiotic grounds. As noted above, Lessing's Laokoon had 
only recently appeared. Wieland himself, however, the student of Bod-
mer and Breitinger, seems unlikely to have simply confused these sister 
arts. He would not publish his essay on the ideals of Greek artists for 
another seven years, but Diogenes already associates social ideals with 
their art, which Wieland considered related to literary imagination. As 
a result, the novel is fraught with tension between ironic writing con-
spicuously done on all of its several levels-that of Wieland, the editor, 
and Diogenes himself-and visual art conceived as a more immediate 
means of narration, one that can convey social ideals more sincerely. 
Despite its ironic commentary, that is, Diogenes introduces idealistic 
concepts in scenes about painting, an art presented as more persuasive 
than hyperconscious literature. 
Although it describes a Cynic, then, Diogenes is anything but a cyni-
cal novel. Wieland's remark that Rousseau's ideas would sound ironic 
coming from anyone else only seems to set the tone of his story, where 
Diogenes stands for the Swiss philosopher, representing him more sub-
tly than its irony implies. One wonders if Wieland knew of Frederick 
the Great's strikingly similar comparison of Rousseau and Diogenes, 
which the monarch made in a letter that recalls Wieland's monastic 
Quellenfiktion: "lch glaube, daB Rousseau seinen Beruf verfehlt hat; er 
war ohne Zweifel geboren, ein groBer Klosterbruder zu werden ... 
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aber jetzt wird man ihn nur als einen sonderbaren Philosophen anse-
hen, der nach zweitausend Jahren die Sekte des Diogenes erneuert." 29 
In any case, Wieland himself describes Diogenes as an eccentric crank 
in his poem Musarion (1768), where the famous Cynic connotes thread-
bare clothes and an unkempt appearance. As Musarion asks the down-
and-out Fanias, "wozu die AuBenseite I von einem Diogen?" (9:23). 
Kleanth, the disgraced Stoic of the poem, moreover, sheepishly steals 
away, ''vielleicht in eine Tonne" (9: 101), into a tub like the one that 
housed Diogenes, and Musarion alludes to this same odd dwelling 
when she chides moralists who make a virtue of forgoing things that 
they cannot have in the first place. To her, Diogenes represents this phi-
losophy of frustration: 
"Was, meinst du, bildete der Mann im Fafi sich ein, 
Der, groB genug Monarchen zu verachten, 
Von Filipps Sohn nichts bat, als freyen Sonnenschein?" 
(9 :95) 
She soon adds that Fanias should not dismiss all castles in the air that 
are constructed this way, however, reminding him that Platonic com-
pensation for earthly pleasures is serious dreaming-and not only for 
its idealistic creator: 
"Ein Schlag mit seinem Zauberstab 
HeiBt Welten urn uns her bey Tausenden entstehen; 
Sind's gleich nur Welten a us Ideen, 
So baut man sie so herrlich als man will; 
Und steht einmahl das Radder auBern Sinne still, 
W er sagt uns, daB wir nicht im Traume wirklich sehen? 
Ein Traum, der uns zum Cast der Cotter macht-" 
(9: 96) 
Musarion here refers to the same kind of magic wand that Diogenes 
wields when narrating his "Republik," and it, too, seems justified by 
this eloquent defense of fictional worlds. At any rate, Diogenes' sincere 
relation of social ideals in writing conceived, described, and under-
stood as painting implies that fictionality is a characteristic conveyable 
by visual as well as verbal representation. This implication not only an-
ticipates the "unified account of fictionality" noted above, in contrast 
to other, stricter definitions; it also is developed, and with clearer nar-
rative consequences, in Wieland's other middle novels. 
4. Der goldne Spiegel, 
oder die Konige von Scheschian 
(1772) 
f'ai vu et parcouru Usong, mais je ne l'ai pas lu; 
raison pourquoi? c' est que je me suis endormi a Ia 
7me page. 
-Wieland, in a letter to Sophie von La Roche, 
on Albrecht von Haller's Usong (1771) 
As in Diogenes, social ideals like Rousseau's are the subject of the other 
novel that Wieland wrote in Erfurt, Der goldne Spiegel, oder die Konige 
von Scheschian (1772). Here, too, such ideals seem presented ironically 
in a highly "self-conscious" narrative frame but related sincerely in 
scenes and terms tied to visual art. The explicit narration and verbal 
"painting" of Der goldne Spiegel, however, reveal how Wieland tried to 
go beyond Diogenes' skepticism, beyond adding a purely utopian "Re-
publik" to Diogenes' story as an afterthought, that is, as an ideal that 
could be envisioned but never realized. Wieland now develops such 
ironic idealism more fully, discussing not only its general import but 
also its specific implementation. His "true history" is set somewhere in 
Asia and traces the weal and woe of a fictional line of kings, whose 
most distinguished member finally embodies the ideal of enlightened 
despotism. Wieland also tells how well literary fiction instills such 
ideals, both in the course of this "history" itself and in remarks by char-
acters who read it in his frame story, which takes place sometime later 
and recalls Arabian Nights. Further remarks are added in footnotes, os-
tensibly by translators said to have rendered the manuscript recount-
ing that history from the language of Hindustan into Chinese, Latin, 
and German. With his usual tongue-in-cheek citations of such a 
fictional source, Wieland poses serious questions about the fictionality 
of literary media as well as social morality, questions that recur on all 
levels of his novel. His story proper, narrative frame, and footnotes all 
show or discuss both the use and the abuse of imagination, for exam-
ple, while his depiction of utopian social ideals and of debates about 
their usefulness suggests not only good government but also the best 
way to translate fiction into action. He conveys that applying concepts 
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learned from novels is not easy, but such pragmatic concern with the 
objects and effects of narrative fiction understood to be neither pure 
fantasy nor merely personal satire is what Der goldne Spiegel literally 
reflects. 
The title of Der goldne Spiegel indicates this broad concern with the is-
sue of fictionality, but it does so indirectly, holding a mirror up to life 
not in the sense of the literary reflection often noted in studies of nine-
teenth-century realism but rather in that of Fiirstenspiegel like Xeno-
phon's Cyropaedia, works that describe and try to inculcate qualities of 
an ideal leader, often glossing over unpleasant historical facts. Wieland 
had attempted such a work once before, his Cyrus (1759), in which he 
announces didactic aims characteristic of the genre: 
Und Ihr, horet mich, Freunde der unentheiligten Musen 
Und der Tugend, vor andern Ihr kiinftigen Herrscher der Volker, 
Deren jugendlich Herz die Gewalt der Wahrheit noch fi.ihlet: 
Hort mich, und lernt von Cyrus die wahre GroBe der Heiden! 
(16:7-8) 
Der goldne Spiegel is similarly didactic in intent, tacitly addressed to 
Joseph II in Vienna, though it secured Wieland the job of tutor to Karl 
August in Weimar. Just as Xenophon's Cyropaedia is said to be the ar-
chetypal Fiirstenspiegel, in fact, Der goldne Spiegel has been called the 
high point of the genre, one that typically cloaks its social criticism in 
the costume of oriental lands like Wieland's "Scheschian." 1 Walter Ben-
jamin notes, though, that Wieland's novel differs from its predecessors 
by subordinating its plot to the lively conversation that takes place in 
its frame story, a narrative technique also praised for striking a perfect 
balance between a satire and a utopia.2 This technique has similarly 
been hailed as an acceptance of the challenge posed by all Staatsromane, 
hailed for relating the reception of the genre, that is; but not all scholars 
judge it so favorably, saying that it either relativizes the Staatsroman or 
criticizes the genre by taking its inherent aporia to extremes.' This dif-
ference of opinion may be due to the fact that the genre itself was long 
taboo or that even present-day theory cannot make much of Fiirsten-
spiege/.4 At any rate, the generic questions posed by Der goldne Spiegel 
lend themselves to answers framed in terms of fictionality that apply to 
visual as well as verbal representation. 
Such terms are implicit in Wieland's dedicatory preface, where the 
education of an imperial reader is related to the language of visual art 
and the logic of Wieland's fictional source. This "Zueignungsschrift" is 
attributed to the Chinese translator, who knows that simply addressing 
royal listeners, as Wieland does in his Cyrus, is not the same as actually 
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getting them to live up to heroic ideals. The translator regrets that good 
intentions are difficult to carry out, even for his patron: "Wie gli.icklich 
mi.ifSten Sie selbst seyn, Bester der Konige, wenn es gleich leicht ware, 
ein Volk gli.icklich zu wiinschen, und es gli.icklich zu machen! wenn Sie, 
wie der Konig des Himmels, nur wollen di.irften, urn zu vollbringen, nur 
sprechen, urn Ihre Gedanken in Werke verwandelt zu sehen!" (6:vii-
viii). This gap between proposing and disposing is faced by rulers and 
writers alike. The former can learn from the annals of human history, 
one reads, including the checkered past of the kings of Scheschian, 
which the latter relay in "mirrors" described in terms of visual art, mir-
rors "worin sich die nati.irlichen Folgen der Weisheit und der Thorheit 
in einem ... starken Lichte, mit ... deutlichen Zi.igen und mit ... war-
men Farben darstellen" (6:xviii-xix). Such strong, clear, and vivid ac-
counts are necessary because virtue and vice as well as truth and deceit 
are often indistinguishable, "tragen einerley Farbe" (6:xi), that is, es-
pecially when tinged by scheming courtiers. Indeed, verbal"mirrors" 
must clear away "den falsch gefarbten Duft ... womit sie die wahre 
Farbe der Gegenstande i.iberzogen haben" (6:xiv). This literally color-
ful language recalls the rhetorical use of visual art in Diogenes, where 
Wieland describes social ideals as poetic images, the figurative Bilder 
recommended by Bodmer and Breitinger. What is more, the dedication 
ends with the news that the text to come is a translation and with a 
footnote in which the Latin translator apologizes for a lacuna in his 
Chinese manuscript, further reminders that Der goldne Spiegel is a tall, if 
useful, tale. From the outset, then, Wieland's gilded Fiirstenspiegel is 
presented as a matter of persuasive fiction. 
That this matter will not be easy is clear from the introduction to the 
novel, which follows its dedication and displays strong ambivalence 
toward the concept of fictionality. Wieland there establishes the narra-
tive frame within which the history of Scheschian serves as a royal 
civics lesson. He begins by tracing the ancestry of the sultan meant to 
learn that lesson, one Schach Gebal, the fifth in a line of rulers whose 
most notable trait is their extreme reaction to fairy tales. Their patri-
arch, Schach Riar, is the despot entertained by Scheherezade in Arabian 
Nights, and though one knows little about his son, Schach Lolo, his 
grandson Schach Baham follows his example and turns out to be an un-
controllable fan of fairy tales, a great "Liebhaber von Mahrchen" (6:5). 
Schach Baham's tutor teaches him that the ancients draped their wis-
dom in such tales, and he is as full of folksy sayings as Sancho Panza. 
His son Schach Dolka, however, is so sick of hearing fairy tales that he, 
like Plato, bans poets from his republic, "ein erklarter Feind von allem, 
was einem Mahrchen gleich sah" (6:7). Schach Gebal is equally averse 
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to such fiction, but he seems susceptible to more refined musing. He 
has no patience with Arabian Nights, so opposed to such tales that one 
cannot tell them in his presence. For him, stories have to be less dubi-
ous, more reliable, and not the least bit marvelous: "Er erklarte sich, 
daB er keine Erzahlungen wolle, wofem sie nicht, ohne darum weniger 
unterhaltend zu seyn, sittliclz und anstiindig waren: auch verlangte er, 
daB sie wahr und aus beglaubten Urkunden gezogen seyn, und (was er 
fur eine wesentliche Eigenschaft der Glaubwurdigkeit hielt) daB sie 
nichts Wunderbares enthalten sollten; denn davon war er jederzeit ein 
erklarter Feind gewesen" (6:29). These moral, epistemological, and 
aesthetic criteria, which were applied by eighteenth-century readers as 
well, link Schach Gebal to larger issues of fictionality. Indeed, he likes 
to discuss the best of all possible ways to set his finances straight and 
would take offense at troubles started by the man in the moon, quali-
ties that tie him to Leibniz's possible-worlds semantics and to the epi-
sode in Diogenes that mocks metaphysics in the same language of the 
possible and the real used to describe Wieland's fictional source there. 
Mixed feelings about fictions are related to the spurious source of 
Der goldne Spiegel, too, both in Wieland's introduction and in research 
about the multiple narrative levels of the novel. The introduction ex-
plains that Danischmend, court philosopher to Schach Gebal, and 
Nurmahal, the latter's concubine, read the history of Scheschian aloud 
to put their master to sleep. The German translator adds, though, that 
his Chinese colleague provided only excerpts of the original manu-
script containing this unusual cure for insomnia. He also leaves readers 
free to doubt the Chinese translator's claim that Schach Gebal's inter-
ruptions and interjections are authentic, though he finds them plau-
sible and hardly thinks it fair to expect them to be as witty and enter-
taining as Schach Baham's. Wieland thus ironically makes his frame 
story sound credible, inviting readers to take one fictional figure as the 
measure of another. Research on the structure and significance of Der 
goldne Spiegel similarly notes the ironic yet plausible force of Wieland's 
narration. By combining various levels of fiction-his history and its 
frame-he is said to show the difference between an idea and reality, 
ironically diffusing his political lessons.5 This strategy has also been 
called a reflection on the relationship between utopia and reality, a nar-
rative game that demonstrates the difference between rational and em-
pirical concepts of mimesis.6 As Peter Uwe Hohendahl expresses it, 
Wieland recognized the formal problematic of the utopian novel and 
found an appropriate solution. By thematizing the difference between 
reality and fiction in fiction itself, Hohendahl explains, Wieland can 
describe a utopia and simultaneously maintain the verisimilitude of his 
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story? More recently, scholars have found Wieland's story of an ideal 
king a reasonable and respectable fiction meant to be matched by real-
ity, relating such remarks to its "fictional transmission." 8 According to 
some, that fictional narrative makes a theoretical legitimation of royal 
authority unnecessary, though others argue that theoretical politics 
alone result from thus realizing Wieland's ideals only in a fictive realm." 
Finally, Scheschian has seemed true precisely because it is fictive and 
thus corresponds to general laws of human nature.l0 Like his own in-
troduction, such remarks reveal conflicting views of fictionality itself. 
The process of describing and presenting utopian notions to readers, 
moreover, also links the feelings about fictionality expressed in Wie-
land's introduction to the events of his novel proper. Those events oc-
cur on two narrative levels, the fictional kings of Scheschian being 
closely related to the characters in the frame story. Each generation of 
those kings shows a different attitude toward ideals and imagination, 
topics also explored in Nurmahal and Danischmend's interspersed dis-
cussions with Schach Gebal. In this way, Wieland makes notions of so-
cial reform parallel the reception of fictional literature, urging the ac-
ceptance of fictionality in both. This structural strategy emerges as 
soon as Nurmahal starts to read the early history of Scheschian. Uni-
fied by a neighboring king who rules it as an absolute monarch, that 
imaginary land enjoys increasing comforts and amenities under the 
reign of Queen Lili, who refines its customs by following the path onto 
which she is led by "eine wolhistige Einbildungskraft" (6:73). Such in-
dulgence of her imagination worries some of her subjects, who think 
that it will lead to sloth and decadent daydreaming, but wise elders 
dismiss this danger, noting that the progress of man is a product of na-
ture, which works via imagination, "indem sie durch die Bediirfnisse 
seine Einbildungskraft und durch die Einbildungskraft seine Leiden-
schaften spielen macht" (6:71-72). Wieland similarly attributes civi-
lization to nature itself in his essays taking issue with Rousseau, but 
Schach Gebal is hardly disposed to think so highly of imagination. He 
likes neither fairies nor satires, and he falls asleep whenever Wieland's 
"history" seems either too much like a fairy tale or too moralistic and 
critical of the divine right or dissolute habits of kings like himself. 
Nurmahal observes that most nations trace their origins to prehistori-
cal legends, a reliance on narrative fictions reinforced when Wieland 
tells his readers that Nurmahal does not always strictly adhere to the 
text she reads, either deleting episodes or adding her own reflections or 
altering the author's tone, so that one never knows whose narrative 
voice one hears. This circumstance is said to be unimportant, though, 
and readers are assumed able to judge it for themselves. Thus re-
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minded that Wieland's source is purely fictional, such readers should 
not agree with Schach Gebal when he chides Danischmend for being 
well versed in fairy tales. 
A generation later, Lili's son Azor affords another example of Wie-
land's subtle link between narrative fiction and the corruption criti-
cized by Rousseau. Poetically inclined, Azor is a weak king. He quickly 
learns to appreciate "die Schonheiten der Dichtung" (6:157), and 
though his own accomplishments in this art amount to no more than a 
taste for rhetorical flourishes, his poetry helps him become the patron 
of starving poets, and he entertains romantic notions-"romantische 
Begriffe" (6: 159)-about the value of his crown. This fan of the mar-
velous-"Freund des Wunderbaren" (6:201)-is controlled by Ala-
banda, a consort who has him build expensive fairy castles, fueled by 
her inexhaustible imagination and helped by some poetically minded 
courtiers. Like Lili, Alabanda achieves such success thanks to her in-
ventive fancy, also called a "voluptuous imagination." Schach Gebal 
likewise seems ready to learn from marvelous fiction, apparently over-
coming his initial skepticism, but he fails to act on his urge to emulate 
the princes who Danischmend says fulfilled the duties of a king. Such 
princes worked for the common good, Danischmend explains, by striv-
ing to match an intellectual ideal: "Sie strebten hierin nach Erreichung 
eines gewissen Ideals, welches sie sich in ihrem Geiste entworfen hat-
ten" (6:162). Schach Gebal desires a catalogue of such kings, a sign of 
interest as well as doubt. A story about his youth reveals that willing 
chambermaids loosed his own imagination at an early age, and now a 
similar nymph arouses it and keeps him preoccupied for days. Such 
susceptibility to mental images explains why Schach Gebal plans to in-
spect his domains and promises to tear down some of his palaces for 
the sake of his subjects, two projects described in Danischmend's story. 
He never carries out either project, though, so his imagination seems 
malleable only in the voluptuous sense of Lili's and Alabanda's. Con-
tent that he is generous in thought, if not in deed, Schach Gebal here 
confirms Danischmend's fear that good impressions made on sultans 
by wise advisors are quickly erased. At this stage, Schach Gebal him-
self thus exemplifies the cultured indolence that results from an imagi-
nation like Azor's. 
The religious strife that marks Azor's reign affords a similar parallel 
between the events of Wieland's "history" and their narrative frame. 
Like the influence of Alabanda and Schach Gebal's harem, this strife in-
volves manipulating imagination, a tactic also used by Danischmend to 
improve the dubious sultan, though Danischmend himself takes com-
fort in flights of fancy. The king who first conquers Scheschian knows 
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that monarchs have no power over their subjects' imagination, so he 
does not try to change their religion. Trouble starts when contentious 
clerics oppose his tolerance by picking a fight about the color of the ape 
that they worship. The resulting satire on religious schisms criticizes 
the power of priests such as the Jesuits, but it also pertains to the aes-
thetics of literary fiction. Rumors spread by priests sound plausible, for 
example, largely due to commoners' penchant for the marvelous, and 
such rumors also seem believable because they are embellished with 
made-up details. Danischmend similarly insists that his story is cred-
ible, a concern raised by Schach Gebal's objection that defending the 
freedom of reason, wit, and imagination-even though such freedom 
can be abused, as in this religious case-is fine when talking about 
utopias filled with ideal people, but not when a particular, real-life 
state is at issue. Danischmend demurs, admitting that the actual history 
of most nations is depressing, but explaining a way out of the resulting 
dilemma in the same terms of visual art, fictional worlds, and abstract 
ideals that also occur in Wieland's essays: 
Fiir einen Menschen, der an den Schicksalen seiner Gattung wah-
ren Antheil nimmt, ist es Pein, bey diesen ekelhaften und grauen-
vollen Gemahlden zu verweilen. Das Herz des Menschenfreundes 
schauert vor ihnen zuriick. Angstlich sieht er sich nach Scenen von 
Unschuld und Ruhe, nach den Hiitten der Weisen und Tugend-
haften, nach Menschen, die dieses Nahmens wiirdig sind, urn; und 
wenn er in den Jahrbiichern des menschlichen Geschlechtes nicht 
findet, was ihn befriedigen kann, fliichtet er lieber in erdichtete 
Welten, zu schonen Ideen, welche, so wenig auch ihr Urbild unter 
dem Monde zu suchen seyn mag, immer Wirklichkeit genug fiir 
sein Herz haben, weil sie ihn ... in einen angenehmen Traum von 
Gliickseligkeit versetzen. 
(6:296-99) 
Such an uplifting escape from the same annals of humankind earlier 
cited as the source of edifying examples for kings, here cast in language 
that Wieland so often uses to discuss the general issue of fictionality, 
firmly links the message and the medium of Der goldne Spiegel. Like his 
religious satire, the narrative philanthropy of Wieland's mouthpiece 
Danischmend makes fictions seem problematic but potent. 
Just how difficult it can be to control imagination fired by such 
fictions is clear from the damage done by Azor's son Isfandiar and the 
reaction that the latter elicits from Schach Gebal. Here, too, social ideals 
and their narration are related via visual art. Isfandiar is taught that 
virtue is arbitrary, not an obligation, and he keeps his subjects from 
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knowing that he and they are bound by a social contract. Such crimes 
are compounded by the art that Rousseau thought caused them. Like 
Charea, Isfandiar spends huge sums on paintings and other morally 
suspect pastimes. To him, moreover, the best painter is a man who 
treats frivolous subjects erotically, and the best singer a woman whose-
ductively evokes suggestive images in her listeners' fancy. Isfandiar is 
aided and abetted by Eblis, a priest who ruthlessly exploits his people's 
hopes and fears but who is killed after he miscalculates the power of 
imagination. He fails to understand that the force of religion depends 
on popular beliefs, and his decision to spread news of rebels' punish-
ment has the opposite of its desired deterrent effect on the Scheschians' 
imagination. A better advisor would have been the author Kador, who 
derides caricatures of humankind in a manner much like Danisch-
mend's. Schach Gebal does not want a satire on sultans, and Danisch-
mend denies ever intending one, but the latter's irony is clear. Still, he 
rejects Eblis's ugly images of the people, "seine haJSlichen Gemahlde 
von der Bosartigkeit des Volkes" (7:50), and his own opinion of human 
nature betrays what he calls the rosy color of his fancy. Schach Gebal 
uses a similar vocabulary to praise Danischmend's own vision: "Wie 
du mahlst, Danischmend! ... und wehe dem Sklaven, dem ich die Sorge 
fur meine Unterthanen anvertraut habe, in dessen Bezirk ein Urbild 
deiner verfluchten Mahlerey gefunden wi.irde!" (7:49). Schach Gebal is 
so impressed, in fact, that he orders Danischmend himself to investi-
gate the need for reform in Scheschian. Like Eblis, Danischmend thus 
learns that steering others' imagination can have unintended effects. 
Danischmend's thanks for the job of having to practice what he 
preaches are left to the imagination of Wieland's readers, a gambit like 
the one that Danischmend himself uses when telling the story of Tifan, 
the king who succeeds Isfandiar and rescues Scheschian. Tifan is not 
only taught Rousseauean social ideals by a mentor better than Isfan-
diar's Eblis; he also embraces, embodies, and enacts them. Unaware of 
his lineage, he is raised in rural isolation by a man named Dschengis, 
who imparts to him sublime ideas of civil society, the human race, na-
ture, the universe, and its creator, ideas that Dschengis says are the 
measure of ethical perfection. Such concepts are not the whims of 
philosophical hermits, he explains, a claim that sets his lessons apart 
from those of the odd Diogenes. Dschengis also outlines concepts re-
sembling the rights of man, and he has already filled Tifan's head with 
tales of innocent customs, stories of a poetic golden age that are refined 
when love fuels Tifan's urge for fantastic new ideas and that take a reli-
gious turn as soon as Dschengis teaches him about the ideas of an 
infinite spirit and divinity. Like Agathon, however, Tifan soon learns 
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that everything is other than it should be, unlike beautiful ideas of 
innocent people and golden ages. Like Agathon, moreover, he also 
learns the difference between how people ideally should be and how 
they really are. Danischmend suggests how ethics and narrative fiction 
nonetheless combine in this education when he calls Tifan's desire to 
do good romantic, "etwas Romanhaftes," but nonetheless the passion 
of great souls and the source of beautiful ideas. Tifan himself seems 
such an ideal when Danischmend hails his "stille GrojJe" (7: 187) and 
"edle Einfalt" (7:243), terms connoting the ideal calm of Winckelmann's 
ancient Greeks. 11 Tifan has also been likened to Rousseau's Emile, an 
example of education meant to counter Rousseau's own cultural skepti-
cism. Wieland ostensibly turns this example into a "fiction of a ple-
beian king" that is impracticable but ontologically true.12 
What most distinguishes Tifan, however, is the effect that his life and 
works have on Schach Gebal. Like Schach Gebal, Tifan is a nephew of 
the king who came before him, and he sets an example that Wieland's 
sultan appreciates, even though it seems suited only to novels, and that 
therefore shows how closely the social content of Der goldne Spiegel par-
allels its narrative form. At first, Schach Gebal doubts Dschengis's re-
port that Tifan neither looked nor acted better than his rustic neigh-
bors, and he threatens to punish the poets and romancers who would 
make him believe such things. He soon grows curious, however, ap-
proving and envious of Tifan as well as· impatient to hear more of 
Danischmend's story, even though his skepticism of fictionality per-
sists: "Bisher klang der groBte Theil deiner Erzahlung so ziemlich wie 
eine Geschichte aus dieser Welt ... Aber ich hasse alles, was einem 
Mahrchen ahnlich sieht, Danischmend!" (7:169). This allusion to the 
Leibnizian definition of novels as histories set in other worlds becomes 
more explicit when Schach Gebal's liking for Tifan leads him to wish he 
could emulate such a fictional character: "Es ist wahr, man merkt je 
Ianger je mehr, daB er nur der fantasierte Held eines politischen Ro-
mans ist. Aber, beym Bart des Profeten! man kann sich nicht erwehren 
zu wunschen, daB man dreyfSig Jahre jiinger seyn mochte, urn eine so 
schone Fantasie wahr zu machen!" (7: 174). Schach Gebal remains criti-
cal of fairy tales, but he is not too proud to learn from Tifan's example, 
especially when Titan brings mischievous clerics to heel. To be sure, 
the sultan's requests for copies of Tifan's correspondence and book of 
rights and responsibilities all lead nowhere, and his desire for a book 
containing Tifan's maxims is not too serious, since he only plans to put 
it next to his pillow. Such gentle reminders of Wieland's fictional source 
no longer seem ironic, however, when Schach Gebal decrees that 
Danischmend is free to fill lacunae in his fictional manuscript: "Schon 
wieder eine Lucke! ... Ich erklare hiermit, daB ich dieser Lucken 
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auBerst iiberdriissig bin ... Wenn eine Lucke in deinen Handschriften 
ist, so magst du sie erganzen wie du kannst" (7:290). 
This striking, if grudging and gradual, acceptance of Danischmend's 
story at the same time that Schach Geballearns to like Tifan confirms 
that fictionality informs both the literary medium and the social mes-
sage of Der goldne Spiegel. It does not resolve, however, the closely re-
lated problem of actually realizing ideals thus conveyed in novels. That 
this problem bothers Schach Gebal seems clear from his contradictory 
interjections. Despite his desire to emulate Tifan, he objects that the 
young king's economic policy is possible only in an ideal state, yet he 
also wants Tifan's portrait painted, expressing his admiration in the 
same language of visual art that denotes such ideals in Diogenes: "Ich 
muB schlechterdings sein BildniB haben. Ich will es in allen ersinn-
lichen GraBen und Stellungen mahlen lassen" (7:266). Danischmend 
has gone to great lengths to evoke such enthusiasm, making clear that 
Tifan represents more than a passing fancy: "Mein Herz sagt mir, daiS 
die Idee eines solchen Fiirsten, die ich in diesem Augenblick, wie durch 
eine Art von Eingebung, auf einmahl in meiner Seele fand, kein 
Hirngespenst ist" (7:140). Danischmend admits that Titan's story 
seems to come from another world, but this hint of fictional semantics 
occurs in the same breath as an emphatic plea for its normative force: 
"Tifan ist kein Geschopf der Fantasie: es liegt dem ganzen Menschen-
geschlechte daran, daiS er keines sey" (7: 170). Schach Gebal himself 
finally comes around to this way of thinking, but he botches things 
when he appoints Danischmend prime minister. Reluctantly, the ideal-
istic philosopher battles the evil priests whom Schach Gebal wants to 
be more pliable, a wish expressed in terms that take Tifan's lesson too 
literally: "Du hast das Recept, wie man sie machen kann; warum sollte 
in Indostan nicht moglich seyn was in Scheschian moglich war" 
(7:286). This equation proves too simple. Not only does Schach Gebal 
probably never read his philosopher's plan for reforming corrupt 
priests; his clergy also brings about Danischmend's downfall, finally 
managing to have him banished in disgrace. In episodes added in 
Wieland's Ausgabe letzter Hand (partly because he had switched pub-
lishers),u Tifan's kingdom, too, declines, further evidence that putting 
ideals into practice is difficult. 
The effect of fictions is a subject that Wieland raises, though, not only 
by having his "history" and frame story treat it on parallel levels, but 
also by explicitly commenting on it in footnotes, an episode, and a fore-
word that show how to avoid Schach Gebal's mistakes. Most of W ie-
land's footnotes suggest that Der goldne Spiegel is fiction, attributed as 
they are to its Chinese, Latin, or German "translator," who all find fault 
with their source, show off their learning, and humorously interrupt 
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the narrative flow of the novel. Other notes are anonymous and often 
offer defenses of fictional literature and pleas for the efficacy of ideals. 
When Danischmend describes fictional worlds as a refuge from the 
horrors of history, a note warns not to exaggerate his penchant for ro-
mances and fairy tales but hardly dismisses everything that takes the 
form of fiction: "So gewiB indessen der hohe Werth der Geschichts-
kunde ist, so ist doch nicht zu laugnen, daB die gerumpfte Nase, womit 
gewisse Geschichtsforscher auf alles, was die Form der Erdichtung hat, 
herab sehen Unbilligkeit und Hkherliche Pedanterey ist . . . und 
empfindsame Seelen werden ... sich nur allzu oft genothigt fUhlen, mit 
dem weisen Danischmend in die moglichen Welten der Dichter zu 
fliehen" (6:298 n. 28). A second note implies this same preference for 
the possible worlds of poetry over history when it tells how Tifan's 
story lacks historical truth, as does a third admitting that lone individ-
uals are unlikely to change the real world but defending such quixotic 
quests: "Und gleichwohl ist nichts wahrscheinlicher, als daB ein Dut-
zend Don Quichotten, die sich mit einander verstanden, und ... auf die 
Feinde des menschlichen Geschlechtes mit eben dem Muthe, mit welchem 
der Held von Mancha seine schimarischen Gegner bekampfte, (nur 
freylich mit einem gesundern Kopfe als der seinige war) los gingen,-
die Gestalt unsrer sublunarischen Welt binnen einem Menschenalter 
machtig ins Bessere verandern wurden" (7:152 n. 1). Here citing Cer-
vantes to justify Tifan's social agenda, Wieland argues for action in-
spired by improbable literary fiction no less urgently than he does in a 
fourth footnote, one addressed to royal readers of his novel: "Sollt' es 
moglich seyn, das unter allen kiinftigen Regenten ... auch nur Einer 
ware, der, nachdem er diesen Tifan kennen gelernt, den Gedanken er-
tragen konnte, einen solchen Karakter ein bloBes Ideal bleiben zu 
lassen?" (7:201 n. 1). 
In answer to this rhetorical question about the effect of his own 
fiction, Wieland does not oversimplify its suggestive force, expressing 
caution also encountered in studies of Oer goldne Spiegel. A further foot-
note concedes that Tifan's rules and regulations would not work in all 
circumstances, especially since actual states are not ideal: "In einem 
idea/en Staate kann man alles einrichten wie man will; in einem wirk-
lichen ist der groBte Monarch nicht allezeit noch in allen Stucken Herr 
uber die Umstiinde" (7:246 n. 1). Some scholars have voiced similar 
reservations, relating such awareness of political necessity to the narra-
tive form and the normative value of Wieland's story. The emphatic 
connection of fiction and social ideals, both in Danischmend's out-
bursts and in Wieland's footnotes, has been thought to betray fading 
hopes for royal enlightenment, a pessimism put bluntly by W. H. Bru-
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ford, who observes with regard to the rulers of Weimar: "It is hard to 
believe that [Der goldne Spiegel] can ever have been of the slightest prac-
tical value to Anna Amalia or anyone else." 14 Paradoxically, such judg-
ments often seem to result from praise for Wieland's narrative ven-
triloquism. The "polyphonic chorus of narrative voices" in his novel 
sometimes makes all that it says seem merely relative, nothing more 
than a game played with hypotheses.15 Similarly, the novel has been 
dismissed as a nonbinding conversation, and the force of its lessons has 
seemed dubious or limited, its satire mixed with skepticism about the 
effect of literature, and its narrative validity problematic.l6 Its ironic 
reflection on the possibility of the utopia that it describes has accord-
ingly been reduced to a subjective "utopian emphasis," but the func-
tion of Wieland's utopia has also been called an "encouragement ef-
fect" that complements concrete plans for reform with an aesthetic, 
imaginative vision.17 The most utopian episode in Der goldne Spiegel 
confirms that this latter explanation makes more sense when consider-
ing Wieland's social ideals in general. 
That episode describes Rousseauean children of nature-"Kinder 
der Natur" -happy inhabitants of a remote mountain valley much like 
Diogenes' isolated island. In the language of visual art so often used by 
Diogenes, too, the episode makes its own depiction of such an ideal ex-
plicit, and it also occasions a spirited debate about the effect of all 
fiction like it. With this narrative intermezzo-which serves a purpose 
similar to that of "Geschichte des Prinzen Biribinker" in Don Sylvio-
W ieland demonstrates the usefulness of Der goldne Spiegel as a whole. 
The episode is cast as fiction from the very start, recalling Don Sylvia 
when Danischmend assures Schach Gebal, "daB alles so natiirlich darin 
zugehen soli, als man es nur wiinschen kann" (6:75). When Schach 
Gebal objects that the beginning of the episode sounds like a fairy tale 
and threatens to have Danischmend whipped, an echo of Diogenes is 
audible as Danischmend admits that his source is a Greek poet who 
embellished the truth to make his paintings, "seine Gemahlde" (6:84), 
more interesting. The concepts of fictionality and visual art are like-
wise associated in the idyllic community itself, where the wise Psam-
mis and his followers have returned to nature from corrupt modern 
life. The principles informing their code of conduct are embodied in 
three marble images, which are said to be symbols of love, innocence, 
and pleasure-"Simzbilder der Liebe, der Unschuld, und der Frcude" 
(6: 104-5). Inhabitants of Psammis's ashram are required to observe na-
ture and fill their imagination with ideas of beauty, and they are taught 
to see their own image in all human beings. Social ideals and visual art 
are also closely connected in the general impression left by Psammis 
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and his brood: "Alles zusammen machte ein lebendiges Gemiihlde, dessen 
Anblick die Giite der Moral des weisen Psammis besser bewies, als die scharf-
sinnigsten Vcrnunftgriinde hiittcn tlzun konnen" (6: 124). As in Diogenes, 
the art of painting is cited here to convey social ideals more directly 
than reason could. In fact, the ethics underlying Wieland's utopia are 
demonstrated here in a literary tableau vivant. 
This explicit depiction of Wieland's "Kinder der Natur" is followed 
by an equally deliberate debate about the effect of such utopias. Aware-
ness of fictionality plays an important part there, as it does in the 
telling of those children's tale by an emir who strays into their valley. 
The emir possesses the same knowledge of fairy tales that marks Da-
nischmend, and at first he assumes that what he sees is some kind of 
magic. Like Don Sylvia, moreover, the emir thinks himself pursued by 
magicians and fairies. Later, he returns to his own country, where he 
becomes such a dour moralist that he forbids all sensual pleasures, in-
cluding those of the imagination, "Vergniigungen der Einbildungs-
kraft" ( 6: 126) like those indulged in Agathon. The emir thus goes from 
one extreme to another, overreacting to his stay in a utopia by later 
rooting out every kind of fantasy. A similar reaction occurs in the en-
suing debate between Danischmend and Schach Gebal's imam, who 
doubts that peoples like the "Kinder der Natur" exist, and, if they do, 
says that news of them should be suppressed because such depictions 
(Schilderungen) of ideal people only lead to laziness among the working 
classes. Danischmend refutes this attack, calling Psammis's ethics a 
matter of valid principles, not fictions: "Die Crundsiitze des weisen Psam-
mis ... sind keine Erdichtungen" (6: 131). He explains how people might 
wish they lived in such utopian worlds but would soon tire of merely 
dreaming about them and instead do what they could to change their 
own. When Schach Gebal objects that the "Kinder der Natur" amount 
to a fairy tale and notes that Psammis's laws would not work in a large 
nation, Danischmend admits that any plan to render luxury harmless 
in such nations would be a chimera, but this hint of Diogenes' chimeri-
cal "Republik" does not keep him from insisting that his story still af-
fords a few basic maxims useful in such situations. As usual, Schach 
Gebal likes such fantasies and does nothing to make them law, but 
Wieland's lesson seems clear: Read for the ethical principles informing 
their ideals, utopian narratives can afford practical pleasures of the 
imagination. 
It is curious how often this seemingly obvious lesson was lost on 
scholars who described the ideals of Der goldne Spiegel in the nineteenth 
and early twentieth centuries. The "Kinder der Natur" had been as-
sessed more astutely in one of the initial reviews of the novel, and sub-
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sequent studies discussing those ideals likewise mention it favorably. 
In between, however, the episode often prompted dismissiveness, 
scorn, and disgust. While some praised the idealism of· Der goldne 
Spiegel as high-minded, others found the "Kinder der Natur" a polemic 
aimed at Rousseau by a good but less than original hack, someone 
whose sober realism betrayed the contradictory views of a tendentious, 
spineless philistine. Such contradictions in Wieland's views were 
traced to his ostensibly "soft" and unstable character.18 Even Bernhard 
Seuffert's otherwise incisive remarks on Wieland's ideals, describing 
Tifan as a model for Joseph II, dismiss the "Kinder der Natur" as a he-
donistic fantasy. 19 Joseph von Eichendorff's history of the German 
novel in the eighteenth century contains the most damning criticism, 
lambasting the pursuit of happiness shown in the episode as proof of 
Wieland's irreligious sensuality. All would agree, Eichendorff huffed, 
that such prosaic contentedness, which is perfectly happy with the 
fleshpots of Egypt and earthly "plunder" and displays no longing for 
the promised land, was certainly not Christian.20 A more tolerant as-
sessment had appeared in a review of Der goldne Spiegel written by 
Johann Heinrich Merck in 1772 for the Frankfurter gelehrte Anzeigen. 
Merck questioned Wieland's style, not Psammis's morality, grateful for 
the latter, with which he wholeheartedly agreed.21 Merck also mar-
veled at Wieland's belief in authors' influence, a topic raised by Wilson, 
too, who argues that Der goldne Spiegel is less about political ideals than 
an ideal of patronage that preserves intellectuals' independence.22 Oth-
ers claim that the "Kinder der Natur" represent a personal ideal, not a 
political one, or that such ideals have only "orientational meaning." 23 
Wieland himself left no doubt about the effects that he wanted Der 
goldne Spiegel to have. Writing as its editor, he even explains how and 
why it should have them, making clear that they depend on accepting 
its fictionality. In his foreword to the third part of the novel, omitted in 
its revision for the Ausgabe letzter Hand, he describes two methods of 
teaching readers practical philosophy. The first works deductively, cit-
ing general observations, theories, and proofs a priori. The second 
works inductively, by giving examples. Both have their pros and cons. 
The first is conceptually clearer and more thorough, but it also seems 
dry and unpleasant to most people, who therefore seldom read or un-
derstand treatises written according to it. The concepts that such works 
convey, moreover, are seldom apprehended or applied correctly. The 
second affords a more intuitive kind of knowledge, one that is more en-
tertaining and has more emotional effects: "Wir fiihlen das Wahre, wir 
lieben das Schone und Cute, wir verabscheuen das Unrecht, das Laster, wir 
beten die Tugend an." 24 This second method thus furthers truth, beauty, 
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and virtue, but it also leads to misunderstanding, since readers seek the 
original model (Urbild) for any well-drawn fictional character among 
their own acquaintances. Such identifications are an unavoidable abuse 
of that method, Wieland adds, "wiewohl ein MiBbrauch, der auf Seiten 
des Schriftstellers unmoglich anders vermieden werden kann, als wenn 
er auf den edelsten Teil seines Amtes Verzicht tun wollte." 25 In other 
words, Wieland not only finds fiction more moving than discursive 
prose but also regards creating fictional characters as an author's high-
est calling. Some authors do write personal satires, he concedes, but 
most ordinarily intend only to show the results of thinking and acting 
like their fictional models (Madelle) or to make their readers respond 
appropriately to virtue, merit, weakness, and evil. Wieland does not 
give his own reasons for writing fiction rather than history in the strict 
sense of the word here, but in a separate advertisement for his novel he 
reveals that authors of fiction should not miss their chance to be even 
more "pragmatic" than actual historians.26 
Such an explicit defense of the ethical force of fiction-indeed, of 
fictionality itself as an author's most effective means of bringing about 
moral improvement-spells out the literary lesson implicitly taught 
over the entire course of Der goldne Spiegel. The novel encourages skep-
tical readers like Schach Gebal to accept the useful fictionality of stories 
like Danischmend's, that is, to accept that literary fiction can be some-
thing other than either the pure fantasy indulged in fairy tales or the 
personal attacks thinly veiled in satire. Wieland thereby tries to instill 
social ideals that themselves should be understood as symbolic, useful 
fictions. To argue that fictionality is thus the definitive feature of 
Wieland's narration and social ideals alike is not to deny that his novel 
is satirical in its ironic attacks on kingly corruption and despotic iner-
tia. Despite later recalling it as a "sweet dream" that he had wished to 
realize, he himself doubted that he could have written Der goldne 
Spiegel after living in Weimar, which was hardly as ideal as Sche-
schictn.27 As earlier letters to, from, and about his patrons in Vienna and 
Weimar reveal, however, his hopes of fashioning a young prince ac-
cording to those ideals were high indeed. Wieland often called himself 
or compared himself to Danischmend, and even Karl August wished 
that Wieland would accept Anna Amalia's invitation to come to Wei-
mar as such a sage, "als Philosoph, u. Leib Danischmende." 28 Wie-
land's faith in the ideals shown in Der goldne Spiegel, in fact, went so far 
that he supposed certain tribes in Africa and the inhabitants of Tahiti 
still to be unspoiled "Kinder der Natur." 29 He expressed his delight at 
this thought to Johann Ludwig Wilhelm Gleim, and though he knew 
that German peasants were too oppressed ever to be turned into such 
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happy children, he gave Gleim permission to try edifying less unfortu-
nate segments of the rural population with the corresponding episode 
in his noveP1 Even though he warned that the episode would need to 
be emended for this purpose, Wieland thus had enough faith in his so-
cial ideals that he both assumed they were realized in other parts of the 
world and agreed they might be adopted even in Europe. For all the 
hesitation that he expresses in Der goldne Spiegel about the effect of 
fictions on society, he thus seems to have meant what he wrote in a let-
ter to Sophie von La Roche: "Und dann ist am Ende doch gewifS, daB 
durch solche Bucher wirklich gutes in der Welt gestiftet wird, so un-
merklich es auch ist." 31 That is, imperceptible as it may be, such books 
do some good, a claim investigated by his showing the incremental, 
limited effects of fictions throughout Der goldne Spiegel itself. With its 
suggestion of workable ideals, the novel thus combines the extremes of 
empirical and ideal fiction noted above, in the first and third versions 
of Agathon. 
5. Geschichte des Philosophen 
Danischmende (1775) 
The Descriptions are singular, the Comparisons 
very quaint, the Narration various, yet of one 
colour: The purity and chastity of Diction so 
preserved, that in the places most suspicious, not 
the words but only the images have been censured. 
-Pope, The Dunciad (1728) 
The same pragmatic idealism so clearly and cleverly tied to the issue of 
fictionality in Diogenes and Der goldne Spiegel is also the most pressing 
concern of Wieland's Geschichte des Philosophen Danischmende (1775). He 
published this novel serially, in eleven monthly installments of Der 
teutsche Merkur, and later expanded it for his Ausgabe letzter Hand. It too 
discusses utopian social ideals and imagination that is linked to literary 
fiction, reinforcing the connections between Rousseauean "Kinder der 
Natur" and Wieland's narration forged in his first two middle novels. It 
also develops those connections beyond the artful irony of Diogenes 
and the frustrated didacticism of Der goldne Spiegel. The rhetorical use 
of visual images is even more explicit in it than in Diogenes, for exam-
ple, and it shows effects of manipulating imagination even stronger 
than those felt by Schach Gebal in Der goldne Spiegel. The risk of mis-
construing such images and abusing imagination has increased as well, 
though, and consequences of the misuse that Wieland thought readers 
make of a novel when they fail to grasp its fictionality are accordingly 
clearer. Danischmend, that is, hints at how fictions can be a balm for 
readers' imagination and a boon to society, but it also shows how ma-
nipulating imagination is socially ambiguous, something done for bet-
ter or worse, for good as well as evil ends. To illustrate this point, the 
novel relates imagination to the joy of fathering children, the horror of 
suffering rape, and the intricacy of ensuring sexual loyalty. Wieland's 
selective use of his literary and artistic sources in such episodes seems 
manipulative itself, but his narrator directly addresses readers to clarify 
such matters arising between authors of literary fiction and their audi-
ence. Subsequently subtitled Ein Anhang zur Geschichte von Scheschian, 
Danischmend is indeed a sequel to Der goldne Spiegel, then, thanks not 
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only to its social theme and title character but also to the ways in which 
both are related to its author's broad concept of fictionality. 
The social significance of the novel emerges over the course of its 
plot, which develops events described in the frame story of Der goldne 
Spiegel. Danischmend tells of a paradise lost and regained, showing how 
a utopia like those dismissed as chimerical in Diogenes and depicted for 
the sake of abstract maxims in Der goldne Spiegel can not only exist but 
also survive the moral corruption caused by modern civilization. After 
being deposed by the sly clerics of Indostan, Danischmend asks Schach 
Gebal to let him found a small colony of happy human beings. The du-
bious sultan derides such plans as fairy tales, Wieland's general term 
for implausible fiction, but he agrees to finance them, if only to see 
whether Danischmend, whose reforms seem unworkable in populous 
Indostan, has better luck with a small band of rough but unspoiled 
"Sohne und Tochter der Natur" (8:12). These "children" are like the 
ones posited in Diogenes and Der goldne Spiegel, and Danischmend re-
tires to raise them in "Jemal," an aptly named never-never land some-
where in the mountains separating Kashmir from Tibet. Strictly speak-
ing, any geographical location would indicate that Danischmend's 
community is not u-topian at all, and his concerns do seem more lim-
ited than his grand design for Tifan. He marries Perisadeh, herself a 
simple "daughter of nature," but is driven by his desire for "hiiusliche 
Gliickseligkeit" (8:19-20), domestic bliss that he recommends as the 
best guarantee of civil and social order. He enjoys such bliss only until 
the arrival of a "Kalender," one of three mendicant and mendacious fri-
ars who briefly appear in Der goldne Spiegel. This Kalender, Alhafi, in-
sists that his monastic order resembles that of the ancient Greek Cynics, 
thus suggesting that he is similar to Diogenes. His schemes, however, 
are not as speculative as Diogenes' "Republik." Although he defines a 
Kalender as a "son of nature," he also introduces manufacturing that 
destroys innocence and virtue in Jemal by cultivating its inhabitants' 
taste for refinement and luxury. Danischmend is driven away by the 
Kalender, but he later returns to revive the simple virtues of his spoiled 
"children," restoring a state of nature in a novel that thus seems Wie-
land's most sympathetic comment on Rousseauean social ideals. 
Like Agathon as well as Wieland's other middle novels, Danischmend 
conveys its social message in a narrative form that shares certain quali-
ties of fictionality with the ideals that it describes. Here too Wieland's 
narration itself therefore reveals much about its subject and vice versa. 
Prior research has suggested such reciprocity by citing structural par-
allels in Danischmend and Der goldne Spiegel, above all their liberal use 
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of footnotes by various hands, which is more extreme in the later novel 
and there implies a perspectivism far more radical in its epistemologi-
cal and aesthetic consequences. Both have been called prime examples 
of an "open" narrative form able to integrate elements of all kinds.l 
Such disparate elements include the humorous footnotes to Danisch-
mend, which are attributed to a host of historical and fictional figures, 
among them Pliny, Epictetus, Hume, Tristram Shandy, "P. Oncefalus," 
and "M. Skriblerus," to name but a few. Wieland borrowed this strat-
egy from Pope's Dunciad (1728), and it has met with shifting critical fa-
vor. Jean Paul found the "Notenprose zu seinem 'Danischmend"' proof 
that Wieland's novels were a poor imitation of Sterne, but the notes 
have also been cited to praise his learning and literary skill.2 Herman 
Meyer regards them as part of Wieland's "playing with the fictive," a 
game blurring the limits of literary fictivity and part of Wieland's 
larger, ideological perspectivism.3 Danischmend has similarly been said 
to show reality splintered into a plethora of perspectives, its multiper-
spedival notes to make Wieland's satire seem relative for being tied to 
subjective points of view.4 Truth lies somewhere in the middle of his 
competing commentaries, that is, as something construed by readers 
rather than an authorial narrator.5 His narrator has struck scholars not 
only as whimsical and imaginative, however, but also as sincere about 
Danischmend's sentimental ideal of an idyllic, natural life a la Rous-
seau.6 As in Diogenes, irony and idealism thus sound thoroughly mixed 
in the narrative voices of Danischmend. Wieland's storytelling and his 
social criticism accordingly seem at odds here too, bound only by com-
plex and significant tension. 
As in Der goldne Speigel, however, Wieland here relates his social 
message and his literary medium in a series of episodes about imagina-
tion. Danischmend does not retain all of his earlier frame story, in which 
Schach Geballearns to like narrative fiction along with the ideal of an 
enlightened despot; instead, it describes more immediate effects of ma-
nipulating mental images. Such effects seem obvious in a conversation 
about conceiving children. "Kinder der Natur" are not the only chil-
dren mentioned in the novel-Danischmend's own figure in it, too. The 
circumstances of their conception are discussed at length, an echo of 
Tristram Shandy that involves imagination and that Wieland associates 
with such literary fiction. Danischmend explains that his children turn 
out so well because he knows when his imagination is conducive to 
making babies. He means that one's imagination should not be colored 
by petty irritations, an issue that Wieland's narrator raises as well 
when he cites medical benefits of properly impressing people's hearts 
and minds. Such concern with the imagination of others is literally cast 
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in terms of color. The narrator regards "eine rosenfarbne oder himmel-
blaue Fantasie" (8: 33) as essential to success in human affairs, advocat-
ing rosy notions like Danischmend's in Der goldne Spiegel. A reader ob-
jects that siring children does not depend entirely on "die Farbe der 
Einbildung" (8: 34), but the narrator replies that doing so is risky if a 
man is distracted by cares "die ... seine Fantasie mit Kapuzinerbraun 
austapezieren" (8:35). The narrator also lists a whole palette of colors 
suited to various states of mind, giving a prescription for psychoso-
matic ills that includes the two most famous examples of "metafiction": 
"W ie viele korperliche Ubel zeugt, nahrt und verschlimmert eine 
kranke Fantasie! Wie oft wiirde eine riihrende Musik, eine scherzhafte 
Erzahlung, eine Scene aus dem Shakspeare, ein Kapitel aus dem Don 
Quichotte oder Tristram Shandy, das gestorte Gleichgewicht in unsrer 
Maschine eher wieder herstellen ... als irgend ein Recept im Neu-
verbesserten Dispensatorium!" (8:32). Danischmend's healthy home life 
thus seems closely linked to the aesthetics of Cervantes's and Sterne's 
"self-conscious" novels. 
Danischmend does not always describe a vivid imagination as bene-
ficial. It also shows how tinkering with imagination can do serious psy-
chological and social damage. This danger is clear in an episode about 
three fakirs, ascetics like the Kalender, who cause trouble with reli-
gious trinkets that they bring to Jemal. The Kalender once dealt in such 
amulets and talismans, which he calls "herrliche Arzneyen fiir eine 
krarike Fantasie; Dinge, die an sich nichts sind, aber durch den Glauben, 
den man an sie hat, zuweilen wunderthatig wirken" (8:80). Like thenar-
rator, the Kalender here refers to imagination in medical terms, but he 
turns superstition into a wonder drug. The fakirs play on such irra-
tional belief by distributing pendants shaped like a lingam, the phallic 
symbol of the Hindu god Shiva. Women in Jemal wear these pendants, 
and neither they nor their husbands see any harm in them until one of 
the fakirs, pretending to be Shiva, forces himself on a guileless wife. 
She screams, her husband discovers them, and he cuts off the culprit's 
actual lingam, but the symbolic kind have sown seeds that Danisch-
mend tells the Kalender are not so easily rooted out: "Glaubst du, die 
Lingams, weil wir sie mit groBem Pomp und allgemeinem Beyfall ver-
brannt haben, seyen auch in der Einbildungskraft unsrer W eiber und 
Tochter im Rauch aufgegangen? Sey versichert, sie leben und weben, 
glanzen und funkeln dort noch immer, und vielleicht mehr als jemahls" 
(8: 199). Although no physical rape occurs, the Jemalites' imagination 
is no longer unsullied and chaste, a fact convincing Danischmend 
that other fakirs will succeed where the first three failed: "Unsre Fan-
tasie wengistens wird bald mit ihnen unter der Decke spielen, und die 
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Folgen werden am Ende die nehmlichen seyn. Fur eine verdorbene 
Fantasie ist alles Lingam" (8:200). Indeed, the women have fallen so far 
in their husbands' estimation (Einbildung), that Danischmend would 
preserve his people's way of life in large part to calm their imagina-
tion-"ihrer Einbildung wieder einen festen Ruhepunkt zu geben" 
(8:211). Important in the development of their own religion as well, the 
effects of imagination in Jemal thus seem ambiguous. 
Such ambiguity recurs in a third episode about sex, in which the ma-
nipulation of imagination is most deliberate but also does the most 
good. Driven out of Jemal, Danischmend returns to Dehli thirteen years 
after relating his long "fairy tale" about the kings of Scheschian. He and 
Nurmahal teach Schach Gebal a lesson again, but just as Danischmend 
now finds happiness at home, the lesson is personal rather than politi-
cal. The episode, which Wieland added in his Ausgabe letzter Hand, 
turns on Aruja, the beautiful young wife of a merchant named Sadik. 
Schach Gebal desires Aruja and enlists Danischmend to offer the aging 
Sadik money in return for relinquishing her. The sultan knows that 
Danischmend can imagine his plight, telling how he is smitten by his 
mental image of her: "Eine Einbildungskraft wie die deinige, Danisch-
mend, bedarf ... keiner umsti:i.ndlichern Schilderung des Gemuthszus-
tandes, worin die schone Aruja mich zuruck lieB ... mit jedem Morgen 
steht Aruja's Bild frischer, warmer und glanzender vor meinen Augen" 
(8:385-86). Danischmend does such an odious errand unwillingly, ex-
presses relief when the couple refuses to part, and reports that Aruja is 
driven by the notion (Einbildung) that only she can make Sadik happy. 
When Danischmend's failure to woo her only fuels the sultan's lust, 
this emphasis on images and imagination is even stronger. The title of 
Chapter 49 announces a means of curing sultans of such fantastic pas-
sions. At first, Nurmahal shrugs off Schach Gebal's urge for Aruja as a 
passing fancy, "nur eine von den Fantasien . . . deren ihm schon 
manche eben so Ieicht vergangen als gekommen waren" (8:446). She 
soon feels threatened, though, and she tries to obscure his image of 
Aruja by putting a more immediate one in its place: "Sie muBte nehm-
lich dem Bilde der schonen Aruja, welches allen diesen Unfug in der 
Fantasie Sr. Hoheit anrichtete . . . eine andere Schonheit entgegen 
stellen, die durch den gegenwartigen Eindruck, den sie unversehens 
auf den Sultan machen wurde, das Bild der abwesenden Geliebten zu 
verdunkeln fahig ware" (8:448). A slave girl serves this seductive pur-
pose, diverting Schach Gebal until he forgets Aruja. 
Nurmahal's maneuvering is cited to prove how easily kings can be 
controlled by those who exploit their weaknesses, but it seems an 
equally revealing comment on the power of literary fiction, since its 
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source contains no such substitution of one image for another and tells 
a story subtly tied to the aesthetic concerns raised in Der goldne Spiegel. 
That source is "Histoire de la belle Arouja," a Persian tale describing 
a fictional sultan no less smitten than Schach Gebal but better able 
to master his passions and much less inclined to commit an injustice. 
Twenty years after first seeing and then forgoing Arouja, moreover, he 
cannot get her out of his mind: "Je suis sans cesse occupe de son 
image." 7 Nurmahal's manipulation of Schach Gebal's imagination to 
make Aruja disappear thus seems all the more deliberate, a twist that 
Wieland added after reading fiction much like the fairy tales that the 
same sultan detests in Der goldne Spiegel. What is more, the first-person 
narrator of "Histoire de la belle Arouja" is Sultan Lolo, a fictional 
figure also found in Wieland's "Schach Lolo" (1778). This "morgen-
Hindische Erzahlung," an oriental tale, sharply criticizes the divine 
right of kings and tells of revenge by a spumed advisor like Danisch-
mend. Schach Lolo is the sole ancestor of Schach Gebal noted but not 
described in Der goldne Spiegel. Here, wise Duban heals him with a tal-
isman like those used by the fakirs and the Kalender, a stick that works 
simply by making the lazy monarch exercise. The ungrateful Lolo later 
beheads Duban, who gets revenge by having given the sultan a book 
that kills him when he licks his finger to turn its poisoned pages. 
Cursed as a "kl1nigliche[s] Vieh" (10:323) and a "nickende Pagode" 
(10:350), Schach Lolo thus not only embodies all that is bad about ab-
solute rulers, but also reads a book that fatally changes his life, thereby 
reinforcing the literary aspect of Aruja's story. Nurmahal influences 
Schach Gebal because his image of Aruja fades faster than Sultan Lolo's 
impression of her namesake, both this sultan and the "belle Arouja" be-
ing characters in the kind of fiction that Schach Gebal rejects. If Schach 
Gebal were more receptive to such fiction, he might know and follow 
the example set by that cautious sultan, instead of being countered and 
duped as easily as his far less fortunate ancestor Schach Lolo. 
The ambiguity of imagination shown in Danischmend has to do not 
only with handsome children, cult rape, and despotic desire, however; 
it also figures in a debate about other social behavior. Like Agathon 
and Hippias, Danischmend and the Kalender disagree about human 
nature and idealistic attempts to improve it. The Kalender has no truck 
with the fictional and utopian, not the kind of man to lie around 
dreaming "von Feenschlbssern und Schlaraffenlandern und goldnen 
Zeiten und schl1nen See len" (8: 99). Instead, he exclaims, judging hu-
man nature depends on knowing facts. Danischmend is less skepti-
cal, arguing that such facts are often a matter of perspective, actually 
more hypothetical than not: "Fakta sind alles, was man dar a us machen 
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will ... : aus jedem neuen Augenpunkte scheinen sie etwas anders; und 
in zehn Fallen gegen Einen ist das vermeinte Faktum, worauf man mit 
groBer Zuversicht seine Meinung gestiitzt hatte, im Grund eine bloBe 
Hypothese" (8:103). Meyer reads this passage as proof of Danisch-
mend's idealistic perspectivism, but the notion of perspective also re-
calls the visual arts and images so important in Wieland's other middle 
novels. Here too such images are related to social ideals and to the gen-
eral concept of fictionality. The Kalender claims that wise men do not 
try to help humanity until they are sure that their wishes can be carried 
out. By contrast, enthusiasts might try to enact their ideas but soon 
settle for mere contemplation. Their idea of virtue is such a fantastic 
concept of moral beauty that it could never work in the real world, he 
explains, citing the same "Lauf der Welt'' that measures the truth of 
fiction in Agathon and Don Sylvia. In response, Danischmend defends 
such "Enthusiasten der Tugend" (8: 124), enthusiasts whom he thinks 
justified even if they do no more than envision such moral and aes-
thetic ideals and thereby assure the endurance of the most precious 
possession of humanity.8 In this debate alluding to fairy tales and the 
truth of fiction, imaginative "virtuosi" thus seem impractical but im-
portant in the terms of visual art and figurative language that connote 
fictionality in Wieland's previous novels. 
Such terms are also used in several episodes that explicitly mention 
visual art and literally illustrate the social message of Danischmend. 
Danischmend's sons and daughters are a pleasure to behold, unlike 
caricatures and grotesques-"Karikaturen und Grotesken ... wie man 
sie aile W erkeltage in Menge sieht" (8: 28)-and Alhafi becomes a 
Kalender after a friend "paints" a very pretty picture of the order and 
its vows: "Er mahlte mir die Pflichten desselben sehr leicht und an-
genehm vor" (8:92). Listing Aruja's charms, moreover, Schach Gebal 
omits many small details and brush strokes, "eine Menge kleiner Ziige 
und Pinselstriche" (8:380), and one of the Jemalites comes to Dehli and 
tells Danischmend what has happened back home, narrating what 
seems a painting true to life, a "Gemahlde nach dem Leben" (8:421). 
The best example of how such images convey ideals is a "Familienstiick" 
(8: 129), a genre painting actually acted out, which Danischmend 
shows the Kalender to settle their argument about human nature. Far 
from merely describing his ideal family values, Danischmend also dis-
plays them. He and the Kalender hide near a cottage in Jemal, where 
they observe a young couple getting engaged, a scene that the narrator 
calls "eine so schone Gruppe, als jemahls von einem Mahler in Athen, 
Paris oder Peking gezeichnet, gemahlt oder gesudelt worden seyn mag" 
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(8: 130). This "painting" turns out to be just that, an artistic image trans-
lated into words. In one of Wieland's footnotes, an engraver bets that 
the author of Danischmend has stolen it from the French painter Jean 
Baptiste Greuze (1725-1805): "lch wollte gleich alles wetten, daB der 
Autor dieB Gemahlde dem Greuze abgestohlen hat" (8:130 n. 1). As 
Meyer has found, the scene does more or less match an actual painting 
by Greuze, L'accordce du village (1761).Y The expert who opines in a fur-
ther footnote, though, notes that the narrator omits one of the bride's 
sisters, which he thinks is an attempt to conceal such theft: "Der leib-
hafte Greuze!-Aber warum hat man die andre Schwester weggelassen, 
die hinter des alten Vaters Stuhl hervor guckt, und den Brautigam und 
ihre gli.ickliche Schwester mit so neidischen Augen anklotzt, daB man 
ihr gleich ein paar Ohrfeigen geben mochte?-Vermuthlich hoffte man 
durch solche Weglassungen den Diebstahl desto eher zu verbergen?" 
(8:131 n. 2). Wieland thus not only borrows but also alters the visual 
art most graphically expressing the domestic goodness that Danisch-
mend embraces as his highest social ideal. 
This suggestive use of visual art is even more selective than the 
noted "expert" says, for the missing sister is not the only change that 
Wieland's narrator makes. Greuze's scene does not take place in the 
open air on a beautiful summer morning, as the narrator reports. In-
stead, it is set inside a house that hardly looks like the happy abode de-
scribed by the narrator. Moving the engagement outdoors, into a rosy 
bower, he makes it seem more idyllic. Even more striking is the absence 
of the money bag that Greuze places in the hands of the fiance. Pre-
sumably containing a dowry, this bag makes lucre a motive in an en-
counter that Danischmend wants to prove the virtue of human nature. 
Conspicuously absent too is a somber figure, apparently the fiance's fa-
ther, who humorlessly holds a sheaf of papers in his hand. Like his 
son's awkward grip on the money bag, his own firm hold on what 
seems a marriage contract makes human nature seem a good deal less 
spontaneous and unselfish than Danischmend thinks. Indeed, such 
changes show the ideal of human nature represented in this episode to 
be even prettier than an already sentimental picture. What is more, the 
effects of the scene are powerful but ambiguous. Even the Kalender ad-
mits that the image is moving: "Ich muB gestehen, ... was wir da gese-
hen haben, macht kein gleichgiiltiges Gemahlde" (8: 136). His cynicism 
keeps him from being as carried away as Danischmend, though, and 
his sexual lust for the bride is not at all what the philosopher means to 
make him feel. The overt strategy of this scene appears to backfire, 
then, moving the Kalender, but in an unintended way. Even though 
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mundane details given by Greuze are removed, the effect of such im-
ages seems as slippery here as it is in the episode about the fakirs' sym-
bolic lingams. Danischmend still likens those images to painting, how-
ever, when he explains why he cannot finish telling how badly off the 
people in this scene would be in a land where rajas and sultans op-
pressed them: "Ich kann das abscheuliche Gemahlde nicht vollenden" 
(8: 140-41). Despite its demonstrated moral ambiguity, the art of paint-
ing thus remains closely associated with that of verbal narration. 
The narration of Danischmend itself is often shown to be as selective 
as its only partial account of Greuze's painting. Its narrator makes his 
authorial presence felt throughout the novel, addressing readers to 
whom he explains his deliberateness. Most of these exchanges concern 
the Kalender. After the Kalender's first encounter with Danischmend, 
the narrator remarks that he has forgotten to tell his readers anything 
about this strange figure: "Ich habe einen Fehler begangen, Iieber Leser, 
den ich erst jetzt gewahr werde. Da bring' ich einen Kalender auf die 
Scene, laB' ihn reden und disputieren, und habe nicht gesagt, wann 
und wie und warum und von wannen er kam, und wer er ist, und was 
er will" (8: 48). Perhaps Wieland simply could not think of a better way 
to correct a mistake made in an earlier chapter of a novel published in 
monthly installments, but his narrator claims that concealing it would 
alter the plan of Danischmend, and there is indeed more to this conspic-
uous confession. Trying to tell a lady reader how the Kalender looks, 
the narrator regrets that he lacks the help of a painter or an engraver: 
"Es wird schwer seyn, Madam, Ihnen ohne Hi.ilfe eines Mahlers oder 
Kupferstechers einen anschauenden Begriff davon zu geben, wie ein 
Kalender ... aussieht" (8:51). This citation of visual art in connection 
with verbal description occurs in a passage prodding the reader's 
imagination when the narrator adds that she can picture the Kalender 
by mentally removing the beard that a monk or a hermit would wear: 
"Schneiden Sie diesem Kapuziner oder Waldbruder seinen ... Bart ... 
ab,-oder befehlen vielmehr Ihrer Fantasie es fur Sie zu thun" (8:51).10 
Such emphasis on activating readers' imagination is mixed with equally 
clear signs of the narrator's arbitrariness. In a chapter titled "Ein Dialog 
zwischen dern Leser und dem Au tor" (8: 66), the narrator tells a fictional 
reader that he could make his story about the Kalender much longer 
and that the reader would still be obliged to read it, but he later makes 
a point of omitting further details. Readers expressly told to use their 
own imagination are thus shown to be at the mercy of the narrator's. 
Such lopsided dealing in literary detail makes Danischmend itself 
seem much like the ideal of family life shown in the narrator's selective 
view of L'accordee du village, and even like Nurmahal's scheme to take 
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Schach Gebal's mind off Aruja, attempts to manipulate images and 
imagination. The narrator's frank exchanges with fictional readers, 
however, reveal his own manipulation as such. He also takes pains to 
remove such readers' doubts about the "inner truth" of his story. Some 
might wonder why Danischmend tolerates the evil Kalender, he ex-
pects, a circumstance that he explains by citing the Kalender's seeming 
kindness to Danischmend's children. Danischmend thus includes proof 
that its fiction is psychologically plausible. Children figure in the fore-
word to the novel as well, a brief introduction ironically called "Keine 
Vorrede." Like the long accounts of fictional sources in Wieland's other 
novels, this short opening statement pertains to the fictionality of his 
characters. Its author mentions children when writing that he cannot 
help readers who need a foreword to make sense of his sultans and 
clerics: "Schaffe mir Kinder, oder ich sterbe, sagte .Rahel zu Jakob ihrem 
Manne. Bin ich denn Gott? antwortete der Erzvater.-Dief.S ist gerade 
der Fall eines ehrlichen Autors, den unverstandige Leser zwingen 
wollen, ihnen Verstand zu geben" (8:4). This denial that Wieland's char-
acters have satiric connotations is disingenuous, but it is also a re-
minder that narrative fiction is lost on readers who lack imagination as 
vivid as Danischmend's when he begets his brood. Recalling that the 
notes to Danischnzend are modeled on Pope's Dzmciad, one might argue 
that no author can manipulate dullards. Whereas "Keine Vorrede" is 
ironic, moreover, there really are no notes in the nineteen chapters of 
the novel that Wieland added to its original thirty-one in his Ausgabe 
letzter Hand. His story of how Jemal lost but then regained its Rous-
seauean virtue thus seems a case of faith in utopian social ideals that 
forbids interrupting readers' concentration. Wieland's narrator, fore-
word, and discontinuation of his footnotes thus all show his own ma-
nipulation of readers in Danischmend to be explicit, limited, and benign. 
Danischmend makes literary fiction seem manipulative, then, no less 
ambiguous than the libidinous imagination and idealistic images so 
closely related to it throughout the novel, but much less likely to be 
abusive in its ends. Both the ambiguity and the potential for abuse of 
such fiction seem greater than in Wieland's previous novels because his 
description here of a successful social utopia assumes stronger faith in 
fictionality, a quality common to his narration as well as his social 
ideals. In this respect, Danischmend anticipates the third version of 
Agatlzon. Danischmend is sadder and wiser than in Der goldne Spiegel, 
moreover, but happier too, in the end, when his dream of dwelling 
among "Kinder der Natur" comes true. This difference between the 
two novels is apparent in the more immediate use made of visual art to 
convey social ideals in Danischmend. The emir who stumbles on such 
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children in Der goldne Spiegel later writes that he once saw wise Psam-
mis's laws embodied in a "lebendiges Gemiihlde" (6:124), but Danisch-
mend and the Kalender regard such a tableau vivant themselves. As 
noted above, Wieland alters this visual source of his story, omitting 
details included by Greuze that make human nature seem less ideal 
than Danischmend thinks. Wieland similarly alters one of his literary 
sources, improving Danischmend himself even more remarkably. In 
"Histoire de la belle Arouja," Danischmend is not an avuncular family 
man, but a brutal seducer, one of the several lechers whom Arouja ap-
proaches for help. Compared to this namesake, Wieland's philosopher 
cuts a far better figure, resembling Wieland's idealized Diogenes. Per-
haps such improvement is due to Danischmend's being a poet at heart, 
a thinker who prefers fairy tales and romances. Wieland's so-called 
"Handbuch" of 1774 contains notes for a future novel about Danisch-
mend, notes describing the philosopher's love of poetry, his career as 
an author writing prose as well as verse, and his study of metaphysics 
and morality in Arabian Nights. Such literary tastes seem the result of 
his penchant for reading frivolous fiction: "II ne lit que de romans, et de 
livres frivoles." 11 Although hardly frivolous, Wieland's novel named 
for this sympathetic character is steeped in the ethos of fiction itself, 
further reinforcing comparisons that its author elsewhere draws be-
tween the expressly fictive and the vaguely imaginary, between narra-
tive and other kinds of fictionality. 
6. Die Abderiten (1781) 
Das Kunstwerk kann den Menschen so an sich 
ziehen, daft eben diese Leidenschaft die andern 
Kriifte und Neigungen aus der Faflung bringt, 
und so wird die Wuth des Geschmacks, wie 
jede andre Wuth, Fallstrick. 
-Herder, "Ursachen des gesunknen Geschmacks bei den 
verschiednen Volkern, da er gebluhet" (1775) 
Like Wieland's first three middle novels, his fourth and last, Die Ab-
deriten (1781), raises the issue of fictionality by relating social ideals to 
artistic imagination. It too examines social life apparently corrupted by 
refinement in the arts, citing visual arts to tie such Rousseauean no-
tions to the fictional nature of its own story. Whereas Wieland presents 
a Rousseauean utopia as a patently unattainable ideal in Diogenes, a 
distant pedagogical goal in Der goldne Spiegel, and a dream privately 
fulfilled in Danischmend, however, he treats its ostensible opposite, a 
distinctly dystopian city, with humorous satire in Die Abderiten. Like 
Danischmend, most of Die Abderiten first appeared serially in Der teutsche 
Merkur, beginning in 1774, and it too reveals how duping imagination 
can disrupt communal life but still be relatively harmless in Wieland's 
storytelling. Indeed, Die Abderiten shows none of the ironic cynicism, 
impractical plans, and disappointed hopes that mark his earlier middle 
novels. Instead, it often discusses artistic taste and aesthetic beauty, 
matters that it connects to the kind of comical figures described by 
Fielding and depicted by Hogarth. Wieland thereby links the fictional-
ity of verbal and visual art to give a singular lesson in reading satirical 
literature. Episodes about the theater reinforce that lesson, urging the 
acceptance of aesthetic illusion also described, as noted above, in his 
"Versuch iiber das deutsche Singspiel." His silly title characters help 
show how this same lesson holds for reading Die Abderiten itself. As so-
cial and political animals, they are ridiculous, and Wieland pokes fun 
at their poor taste in plays, too, but their simple submission to theatri-
cal illusion when they finally see a compelling performance also makes 
them seem aesthetic "Kinder der Natur," an audience whose receptive 
example readers of fiction would do well to follow. Rousseau's social 
contract thus becomes an aesthetic one in this novel concerned with the 
kind of illusion created by literary fiction. 
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This metamorphosis of the social agenda apparent in Wieland's 
other middle novels takes different forms in the five books of Die Ab-
deriten. All five show why Abdera deserves its ancient reputation for 
harboring dense inhabitants. In Book 1, the Abderites meet the philoso-
pher Democritus, himself a native of Abdera, but one who has traveled 
for many years and therefore returns to his hometown far wiser than 
his fellow citizens. He is more respected there than Diogenes in 
Corinth, but his studies in natural science are similarly misunderstood. 
In Book 2, a greedy relative goes so far as to doubt Democritus's sanity 
and try to have him declared incompetent. This scheme to disinherit 
him involves summoning Hippocrates, but the eminent doctor proves 
to be just as enlightened a cosmopolite as Democritus, so he pro-
nounces the Abderites themselves sick in the head. In Book 3, the Ab-
derites encounter a third Greek luminary, Euripides, whose tragedy 
Andromeda is performed twice-once by local hams who leave no 
doubt that the Abderites' national theater is absurd, and then by Eu-
ripides' own troupe, which shows them how powerful such plays can 
be when properly done. Book 4, "Der PrcizeB urn des Esels Schatten," 
spoofs a litigious society. Venal lawyers twist facts and bend rules, 
slow-witted judges stall the wheels of justice, and dubious friends of 
both parties bribe and bully the mob-all to settle the meaningless 
question of whether a man who rents an ass to ride can also sit in its 
shadow. Book 5 is a similar farce about religious superstition, which 
forces the Abderites to abandon their city when they can think of no 
better way to keep from being overrun by frogs sacred to their patron 
goddess. In part, these five books of Die Abderiten are products of 
Wieland's own experience as an author writing for the German na-
tional theater in Mannheim, as a senator in his hometown of Biberach, 
and as a professor at the Catholic university in Erfurt, but their rough 
treatment of science, medicine, art, law, and theology has also been 
called a parody of the academic canon. 1 At any rate, the legendary ship 
of fools seems to have landed smack in Wieland's Abdera. 
Much prior research on Die Abderiten stresses its urban setting, con-
flicts that distance Democritus from his compatriots, and how Wieland 
transforms history into fiction. Called the first comprehensive account 
of urban life in eighteenth-century German fiction, the novel has also 
been said to describe a civic community turned upside-down.2 Simi-
larly, it has been hailed as the first German novel about mass society, 
though the mass of Abderites has seemed to embody all that bourgeois 
thinkers such as Democritus feared and disliked.3 When writing Die 
Abderiten, however, Wieland no longer seems to have wanted to change 
the world, and cosmopolites like Democritus have often been called an 
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enlightened ideal.4 Moreover, Democritus's troubles as a creative indi-
vidual living in backward Abdera appear similar to Wieland's own in 
Biberach, and his relations with the Abderites have seemed like Wie-
land's with humankind at large.5 Just as Wieland and his apparent hero 
in Die Abderiten thus show complex concern with the role of the intel-
lectual in society, a role played by Diogenes and Danischmend as well, 
Wieland's innovative use of Greek history reveals the artistic quality of 
his fiction. It has been argued that the novel reflects his realistic con-
ception of the ancient Greeks, whose folly and foibles seem more im-
portant than his allusions to the eighteenth century.6 While Wieland 
does seem to have flirted only briefly or intermittently with the idealis-
tic notion of the Greeks entertained by Winckelmann, his novel has 
also been said to be only loosely connected to the historical Abdera? 
Indeed, he has seemed to offer a playful fiction of historicity, the fiction 
of having a historian for a narrator, and authorial truth that is itself a 
fiction.R In fact, his narrator has been thought to mix up reality and 
imagination no less than the Abderites, albeit consciously, and Die Ab-
deriten has seemed ample proof of Wieland's own inexhaustible imagi-
nation.9 Finally, the novel has also been said to take an ironic attitude 
toward its fictionality. 10 Narrative features of the novel thus sug-
gest that it, like his others, explores the issue of fictionality on multiple 
levels. 
What distinguishes the "self-conscious" fiction of Die Abderiten from 
that of Wieland's other novels is its specific satirical edge. Just how 
specific such satire is, however, remains as crucial a question in recent 
research on the novel as it was in Wieland's day. At issue is the way in 
which any satirical novel refers directly or obliquely to people alive 
and events current at the time of its writing, the extent to which its tar-
gets can seem particular individuals as well as universal types. Some 
argue that Wieland's satire is aimed at his own contemporaries. Die Ab-
deriten opened the genre of German novelistic satire in the Enlighten-
ment, it is said, a genre including clear references to reality and even 
concrete instructions meant to inspire its initial readers.l1 The novel is 
not a timeless story of foolishness, it has been claimed, but one with 
clear parallels as well as more abstract links to German bourgeois soci-
ety in the eighteenth century.12 As models of human error still being 
committed, Wieland's Abderites have similarly been thought to show 
sociopolitical faults of early, bourgeois capitalism.l3 By contrast, those 
characters have also often been understood more generally, as standing 
for more than just Wieland's fellow Germans. Instead of bourgeois so-
cial order, one scholar remarks, general laws of group behavior are 
Wieland's subject in the noveJ.l4 Abdera is a paradigm, not a cipher, 
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that is, a fictional city unlike any actually existing in Germany around 
1770.15 Respect for the fictionality of Wieland's novel is likewise clear in 
Matthecka's claim that it conveys a higher reality than the one given 
in empirical experience.16 Wieland's satire is directed against a type, 
Matthecka argues, an opinion elsewhere shared to the extreme of find-
ing readers who see in the Abderites no more than Wieland's neigh-
bors as stupid as those fictional buffoons themselvesY Such emphasis 
on the generality of Wieland's satire reinforces a view taken by the pre-
eminent German satirist prior to him, Gottlieb Wilhelm Rabener, who 
wrote in 1751 that ridicule like his own was not meant personally: "Ein 
Schriftsteller verspottet die Liicherlichen, ohne darauf zu denken, ob 
diese oder jene unter die Lacher lichen gehoren." 18 
Rabener relates animosity toward satire to an ignorance of irony 
and a lack of taste, two shortcomings shared by Wieland's Abderites, 
whose significance for reading satirical fiction itself also emerges in the 
foreword to his novel. Often taking an ironic attitude among them, 
Democritus tells his compatriots tales that he does not believe. What-
ever he says ironically, however, they take literally. The foreword, 
though, hints that such apparently poor judgment is not always as bad 
as it seems. Readers who want to convince themselves that the events 
and characteristics cited in Wieland's story are true, his narrator writes, 
can consult the articles on Abdera and Democritus in Pierre Bayle's 
Dictionnaire historique et critique (1697), which will show that the Ab-
derites are not true in the sense of Lucian's fantastic True History, but 
rather in that of fidelity to nature, which outweighs all other sources. 
Such narrative adherence to nature is said to make Die Abderiten neither 
more nor less than what all history books should be if they would dis-
tinguish themselves from mere legends and fairy tales. The truth that 
Wieland tells may indeed be learned by actually reading Bayle and Lu-
cian. In Gottsched's translation, Bayle's Dictionnaire recounts how the 
Abderites suffered from erratic imagination, above all in their heated 
reaction to a performance of Euripides' Andromeda: "Weil ihre Einbil-
dungskraft von dem Trauerspiele ganz eingenommen war, so stellte ih-
nen die Phantasie, welche durch das Fieber erregt wurde, nichts an-
ders, als die Andromeda, den Perseus, die Medusa, und was darauf 
folget, vor; und erweckte die Bilder von diesen Gegenstiinden, und das 
Vergni.i.gen der Vorstellung dergestalt, daB sie sich nicht halten konn-
ten ... Verse herzusagen, und zu agiren." 19 The source of this incident 
is Lucian's treatise on how to write history-which Wieland later 
translated-but Lucian has more in mind when he mentions the Ab-
derites' "fever" than a unique case of imagination run wild. He thereby 
mocks historians who take rhetorical liberties, but he hardly dispar-
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ages poetic enthusiasm. He even notes that historians would not be 
crazy at all if they, too, were fascinated by good poetry.20 In Lucian's 
original context, then, the Abderites' histrionics do not seem simply 
demented. 
Defending the Abderites' extreme response to Euripides and con-
necting them to the truth of Wieland's fiction, however, require atten-
tion to their general fondness for art. Their drollery after seeing An-
dromeda is only one instance of a mania for the muses that seems 
outrageous but raises serious aesthetic questions. Numerous episodes 
in Die Abderiten concern this same artistic urge, which is tied to literary 
fiction from the very outset of their story. The origins of Abdera lie "in 
der fabelhaften Heldenzeit" (19:3), its narrator remarks, a phrase sug-
gesting fabulation noted again when he relates the Abderites' geneal-
ogy. Their forebears were Athenians who settled in Ionia, a place called 
the seat of modem fiction: "Die Milesischen Fabeln (die Vorbilder unsrer 
Novellen und Romane) erkennen Ionien fur ihr Vaterland" (19:8). At 
first, such proof that the muses favored the Abderites' ancestors seems 
refuted by the Abderites themselves. They fancy themselves enthusias-
tic connoisseurs-"feine Kenner und schwarmerische Liebhaber der 
Kiinste" (19:12) and "Enthusiasten der schonen Kiinste" (19:17)-but 
their folly often concerns fine art and belies such appellations. A foun-
tain that they commission from a famous sculptor proves useless be-
cause they lack enough water to make it work, for example, and they 
acquire a statue of Venus by Praxiteles but put it on a pedestal so high 
that the goddess is all but invisible. Such arts thrive at the same time 
that the Abderites flee their sacred frogs, but this hint that Rousseau 
was right to link refinement and decline needs to be understood in con-
nection with the issue of fictionality. Imagination gets the better of the 
Abderites' reason as soon as they leave Ionia, so much so that it makes 
them the laughing stock of Greece. Theirs is so lively, in fact, that their 
logic seems to derive from hearing fairy tales as children. They also 
find Democritus's experiments marvelous (wunderbar), and they ask 
him what marvelous things he saw abroad. Democritus answers that 
he had no time for the marvelous and that he observes nature instead of 
indulging his imagination, as metaphysicians and poets would. On his 
trips and in his science, he thus applies the same criterion noted to as-
sure the truth of literary fiction in Wieland's foreword. 
The Abderites' significance for reading fiction lies not only in their 
penchant for imagination and the marvelous, a trait that they share 
with Don Sylvio, but also in their remarks on artistic taste and beauty. 
The narrator raises the issue of taste when he explains that the Ab-
derites lack it, despite their remarkable passion for the arts. This lack of 
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taste keeps their city from being a second Athens, a fictional fact espe-
cially clear in the case of music. In Abdera, the best singer has always 
been chosen "Nomofylax" -guardian of the laws, that is-and there is 
no separation of art and state. Ethics, politics, theology, cosmology, and 
medicine are all founded on musical principles there, but the Abderites 
do not deserve the respect accorded the similarly speculative Orpheus, 
Pythagoras, and Plato. Instead of feeling moved by music, they prefer 
pretty but meaningless sounds, which the narrator thinks consistent 
with their general lack of taste: "Diese Widersinnigkeit erstreckte sich 
tiber alle Gegenstande des Geschmacks; oder, richtiger zu reden, mit 
aller ihrer Schwarmerey fUr die Kunste hatten die Abderiten gar keinen 
Geschmack; und es ahndete ihnen nicht einmahl, daB das Schone aus 
einem hohern Grunde schon sey, als wei! es ihnen so beliebte" (19 :22-23). 
This belief that beauty is more than a matter of arbitrary whim applies 
not only to outward appearance but also to inner goodness, the two be-
ing combined in the notion of kalokagathia, a Socratic concept best real-
ized by cultivating taste: "Die Bildung des Geschmacks, d. i. eines 
feinen, richtigen und gelehrten Gefuhls alles Schonen, ist die beste Grund-
lage zu jener beruhmten Sokratischen Kalokagathie oder innerlichen SchOn-
heit und Cute der Seele, welche den liebenswurdigen, edelmuthigen, 
wohlthatigen und gliicklichen Menschen macht" (19: 16). Wieland was 
qualified to make such sweeping claims, having edited Bodmer and 
Breitinger's Sammlung der Zurcherischen Streitschriften zur Verbesserung 
des deutschen Geschmacks (1753), a volume of polemical pieces on the 
topic of taste that the two Swiss critics aimed at Gottsched and his dis-
ciples as part of their larger feud with him about figurative language 
and literary mimesis. 
The importance of narrative fiction is likewise implicit when the Ab-
derites defend their taste for beauty. They scoff at Democritus's news 
that people in Ethiopia find each other attractive, and they laugh at his 
story of an Ethiopian woman whose beauty he says caused no less 
strife than Helen's. That black could be beautiful strikes the Abderites 
as ludicrous, even though Democritus explains that the light-skinned 
people who seem most beautiful to them do so only because they re-
semble them most closely. One Abderite argues that Ethiopians must 
have no concept of beauty, but Democritus answers that since the 
Ethiopian Helen was desired by everyone, she must have matched 
their common ideal, the "Idee von SchOnheit ... die jeder in seiner Ein-
bildung fand" (19:47). Ethiopians agreed that the woman was beauti-
ful, though Greeks might find her ugly, he adds, and both might well 
be right. The Abderites howl at this hint of relativism, which they ex-
aggerate ad absurdum: "Und wenn-und wenn ein Wahnwitziger Pfer-
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deapfel fur Pfirschen aBe?" (19:57). Their daring Democritus to "crack 
open" such hypothetical horse apples, which they "serve up" but he 
can barely "get down" or "swallow," wittily underscores the sense of 
this scene as a lesson in taste. Its wider import lies in its similarity 
to statements by three of Wieland's contemporaries. Friedrich Justus 
Riedel, Wieland's friend and colleague in Erfurt, argued that concepts 
of beauty are relative in his Theorie der schonen Kunste und Wissen-
schaften (1767), a thought that he elsewhere suggested Wieland demon-
strate by describing a beautiful black woman, 21 and such relativism has 
been praised as a kind of perspectivism constituting the poetic struc-
ture of Die Abderiten.22 The narrator's show of ignorance about the 
Ethiopian woman and her relationship to Democritus, moreover, re-
calls similar disingenuousness in Tristram Shandy.~~ Finally, like Dem-
ocritus, Addison noted how concepts of beauty could differ: "Every 
different Species of sensible Creatures has its different Notions of 
Beauty, and ... each of them is most affected with the Beauties of its 
own kind." 24 Addison makes this remark in "On the Pleasures of 
Imagination," mentioned above in connection with Agathon. Wieland's 
disputation on beauty thus raises aesthetic questions subtly related to 
"metafiction" and literary imagination. 
Wieland answers those questions by referring to visual art, technical 
terms of which he uses to explain his satirical intentions in Die Ab-
deriten. In the episode just discussed, he refers to Hogarth, though for 
reasons different than those that move him to defend the English artist 
in "Unterredungen mit dem Pfarrer von ***." In that essay, published 
shortly after the early books of Die Abderiten, his mouthpiece W** calls 
Hogarth's caricatures accurate depictions of all-too-human human na-
ture. Here, realizing that the Abderites cannot comprehend the concept 
of black beauty, Democritus simply laughs out loud. They soon join 
him, most laughing so hard that some cannot help publicly urinating. 
The ensuing chaos, the narrator remarks, causes a scene worthy of 
Hogarth's stylus: "Alles diefS zusammen machte eine Scene, die des 
Griffels eines Hogarth wiirdig gewesen ware, wenn es damahls schon 
einen Hogarth gegeben hatte" (19: 61). This mention of Hogarth hardly 
seems coincidental, since his Analysis of Beauty (1753) addresses the 
same problem of fluctuating taste posed by the Abderites' debate with 
Democritus.25 Hogarth often likened his drawing to writing, moreover, 
and opposed the established hierarchy of genres in both media. The 
Abderites' antics here show Wieland's similarly generic concern, since 
their seeming so worthy of being drawn by Hogarth is best explained 
by way of Fielding, who shared Hogarth's high opinion of low genres 
in both verbal and visual art. As noted above, Fielding distinguishes 
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"comic" prose, which he confines to imitating the ridiculous in nature, 
from "burlesque" writing, which shows what is monstrous and un-
natural.26 Comic prose seems like comic painting, he notes, while bur-
lesque writing resembles painters' caricatura. Although he accordingly 
holds comic authors strictly accountable to nature, Fielding goes on to 
warn that his novel Joseph Andrews should not be misunderstood. W or-
ried that some readers will link its fictional characters to particular, real 
people, he explains that it mocks an entire species, not individuals. 
Defining his fiction in terms of painting, then, Fielding foresees snags 
in its reception by readers who take comic prose too literally. 
Wieland, too, refers to specific kinds of painting to help explain 
fiction that he expects readers will misunderstand. Like Fielding, 
moreover, he does so to stress that he ridicules kinds of people rather 
than individuals, showing the same concern with human folly in gen-
eral that Rabener regarded as appropriate to satire. "To prevent ... ma-
licious applications," as Fielding put this concern in Joseph Andrews, "I 
declare here once and for all, I describe not Men, but Manners; not an 
Individual but a Species." 27 Related remarks occur in "Der Schliissel 
zur Abderitengeschichte," the key that Wieland appended to Die Ab-
deriten in 1781, ostensibly for readers seeking its double, hidden mean-
ing. That key, however, reveals neither the real identity of its fictional 
characters, nor the sort of allegorical meaning that learned commenta-
tors commonly find in epic poems, as later came to be expected of all 
satirical novels, "als ob ein jedes Buch, das einem satirischen Roman 
ahnlich sieht, mit einem versteckten Sinn begabt sey; und also einen 
Schliissel nothig habe" (20:295). Posing as the editor of the Abderites' 
story, Wieland instead quotes its author, who tells how he gave his fan-
tasy free rein, describing those old fools as imaginatively as he could so 
that no one would mistake his writing for satire referring to other peo-
ple. Readers' responses, though, proved him wrong: "Der Erfolg be-
wies, daB ich unschuldiger Weise Abbildungen gemacht hatte, da ich 
nur Fantasien zu mahlen glaubte ... und woman sie [Die Abderiten]las, 
da wollte man die Originale zu den darin vorkommenden Bildern gese-
hen haben" (20: 300). Speaking in such terms of visual art again, the au-
thor also recounts how he controlled his imagination to avoid invent-
ing further caricatures .. Wieland was certainly not this innocent of 
alluding to his contemporaries-he confessed that Mannheim, Biber-
ach, Nuremberg, and Weimar all inspired Abdera -and many of them 
actually did refuse to believe that the Abderites were fictional.28 Rather 
than explain his novel as a roman a clef, moreover, a label that he felt 
slighted his creativity, his Schliissel seems to parody the baroque "keys" 
that it describes.29 It thus seems written in the spirit of his mentor Bod-
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mer, who dismissed such devices as unnecessary: "Der einzige Schlus-
sel eines moralischen W erkes, das gewisse Namen gebrauchet, das 
Laster oder das Lobenswurdige damit zu belegen, ist der lasterhafte 
oder der ehrliche Mensch, weil dieser das einzige Original ist, nach 
welchem seine Charakteren geschildert sind ... Die Personen ... beste-
hen nur in der Einbildung, in wiihrender Zeit das Laster oder die Tu-
gend ... ganz real ist." 30 
This advocacy of characters understood to be fictional, though they 
embody real vices or virtues, also occurs in remarks on Die Abderiten 
that Wieland printed in Der teutsche Merkur along with initial install-
ments of the novel but did not include in his subsequent Schliissel. Like 
Fielding, he addresses this matter of fictional prose by distinguishing 
various kinds of painting. His specific concern is that his fictional his-
tory should not be mistaken for personal satire, which he expresses by 
comparing authors to painters who produce ideals, portraits, or gro-
tesques: "Ein Maler kann !deale, Bildnisse, oder Grotesken machen, je 
nachdem es ihm gefiillt; aber !deale und Grotesken sind keine Bild-
nisse; und wenn es sich zutrifft, daB sie jemanden iihnlich sehen, so hat 
vermutlich Natur oder Zufall die Schuld daran." 31 Wieland here raises 
an issue of decorum: portraits should always seem like their sitters, 
while ideals and grotesques seldom do. Thanks to this distinction, he 
has been numbered among eighteenth-century theoreticians of the 
grotesque.32 He also observes, however, that it is difficult to exaggerate 
beyond recognition what one depicts, especially in caricatures: "Es ist 
schwer, sich in Gedanken zu einem Grade von Schonheit zu erheben, 
der das schonste in der Natur merklich ubertreffe; aber vielleicht ganz 
unmoglich, eine Karrikatur zu erfinden, die keinem Geschopfe Gottes 
ahnlich sehe." 33 Wieland thus presents his fiction as caricature, a kind 
of art unavoidably similar to life. Indeed, he explains how readers 
everywhere admired the Abderites' striking likeness to living persons, 
"die treffende Ahnlichkeit meiner Gemiilde." 34 He denies responsibility 
for such similarities, though, claiming that he unwittingly "painted" 
portraits when putting his idea of the Abderite character into a series 
of fictional events, "ein[e] Reihe von erdichteten Begebenheiten." 35 
This talent for making abstract thoughts and ideals seem concrete, for 
individualizing "allgemein[e] Charaktere oder !deale," is even noted to 
be the mark of a true poet, though it often results in unintentionallike-
nesses.36 Just as in his Schliissel, then, Wieland here reinforces the fact 
that his Abderites are fictional characters. 
The importance of fictionality for reading Die Abderiten is similarly 
expressed in terms of visual art throughout it. Like Wieland's other 
middle novels, it often links painting to narration and the perception of 
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ideals. As in his remarks on grotesques and caricatures, however, 
Wieland's vocabulary is also more precise here. Female Abderites have 
such a vivid imagination that they swoon upon hearing Democritus's 
description of Ethiopia, a kind of verbal "painting" that he therefore re-
solves to tone down: "In seinem Herzen beschloB er, kunftig seine 
Gemahlde nur mit Einer Farbe zu mahlen" (19 :42). The Abderites 
themselves associate painting and ideals when they assume that Ethi-
opians have no taste in beauty: "Was das fUr ein dummes Yolk seyn 
muB! Haben sie denn keine Mahler, die ihnen den Apollo, den Bac-
chus, die Gottin der Liebe und die Grazien mahlen?" (19 :43). Beyond 
using "Gemahlde" and "mahlen" to indicate the force of imagination 
and ideals, Wieland also employs the expression "helldunkel"-Ger-
man for chiaroscuro. It first occurs when Democritus mocks Abderite 
moralists for wanting the world to be like Cockaigne, an imaginary 
land of idleness and luxury that he considers impossibly utopian. One 
Abderite insists that he spell out this comparison with "das Mahrchen 
vom Schlaraffenlande" (19: 109), which the philosopher regrets: "Sie 
lieben eine starke Beleuchtung ... Aber zu viel Licht ist zum Sehen 
eben so unbequem als zu wenig. Helldunkel ist ... gerade so viel Licht, 
als man braucht, urn in solchen Dingen weder zu viel noch zu wenig zu 
sehen" (19:110-11). The analogy that Democritus draws should thus 
be "seen" in merely general terms. Although he admits taking details 
of his description from a Greek comedy, he denies intending it as per-
sonal satire. Wieland does not always cite chiaroscuro in contexts so lit-
erary or so benign. One of the shady lawyers in Abdera, for example, 
makes a fortune by using this same technique to tell half-truths: "Er 
steifte sich auf lauter unliiugbare Fakta: aber seine Starke lag in der 
Zusammensetzung und im Helldunkeln" (19: 197). As a narrative means 
to a rhetorical end, then, chiaroscuro seems morally ambiguous. 
In further remarks on Die Abderiten made in Der teutsche Merkur, 
Wieland himself alludes to the term "helldunkel," however, to explain 
why the novel needs to be read as a work of fiction. Like the shady 
lawyer's speeches, it is composed of falsehood and truth, a mixture that 
remains pleasing and useful as long as its readers are not too particu-
lar: "Die Geschichte der Abderiten ist eine Dichtung-wie alles andre 
Dichtwerk-eine Komposition von Wahrheit und Luge, von Licht und 
Schatten. W er sie als Komposition betrachtet, kann Freude dar an 
haben. Dem, der sie als einen kleinen Taschenspiegel, bloB zu seinem 
eignen Gebrauch, fiihren will, kann sie zuweilen Dienste tun. Aber wer 
sie als einen Reflexionsspiegel brauchen will, mag sich in Acht neh-
men!"37 In other words, Wieland's art is not a direct reflection of life 
but rather a combination of narrative light and shadow, of clear as well 
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as obscure references to reality. The targets of his satire in Die Abderiten 
accordingly seem as imaginary as Tifan, the enforcer of his social ideals 
in Der goldne Spiegel. Both novels certainly pertain to his contempo-
raries, but neither mirrors them in naive Widerspiegelung. Given this 
significance, the concept of chiaroscuro explains what might otherwise 
seem merely an ironic comment by Wieland on his satire: "Sollte aber 
jemand auf die Gedanken kommen, da:!S diese Abderiten wohl eine Art 
von Satyre auf kleine Republiken sein konnten; so lassen wir ihm un-
verhalten, da:!S es wenigstens des Verfassers Meinung nicht gewesen, 
eine Satyre zu schreiben; es ware dann, da:!S man diesem Wort eine Be-
deutung geben wollte, vermoge welcher jede Geschichte zur Satyre 
wl.irde." 3R Just because his story corresponds to life, it should not be 
taken as personal satire, that is, satire referring only to particular, real 
people. Wieland later expressed this same thought in another remark 
on Die Abderiten, again comparing poets to painters: "Wehe dem 
Dichter, dessen Gemalde niemanden gleich sehen!" 39 Since a technical 
term borrowed from painting, chiaroscuro, thus suggests the attitude 
that Wieland thought appropriate not only to writing but also to read-
ing his fiction, visual art seems the true key to Die Abderiten. 
Die Abderiten not only mentions visual art as prominently and as 
suggestively as Wieland's other middle novels; it also includes reveal-
ing remarks on aesthetic illusion, the overriding issue of fictionality 
raised in his later ones. Wieland makes those remarks in scenes about 
the theater, which he relates to both the Abderites' debate about taste 
and his essay on the Singspiel. Democritus speaks of the theater in 
Book 1, where he insists that the rules governing works of art can never 
be arbitrary. He explains that a poet must know both human nature, 
which should be the model (Modell) for dramatic characters, and the 
ways to touch the hearts of an audience. He adds that moving an audi-
ence is not enough, however, apparently reversing his stand on the rel-
ativity of taste. Whereas earlier he argued that black, too, could seem 
beautiful, now he claims that music made on the Gold Coast is not ex-
cellent just because it pleases the natives there. Indeed, he objects to 
making art either arbitrary or a matter of popular sentiment: "Eigen-
dunkel? Das ist es eben, was ich aus den Kunsten der Musen verbannt 
sehen mochte ... Aber das Geflihl eines ganzen Volkes, wenn es kein 
gelehrtes Geflihl ist, kann und mu:!S in unzahligen Fallen betruglich 
seyn" (19: 82). Democritus here recommends aesthetic education that 
applies to narrative fiction as well, since he also observes that children 
are moved by even the most ridiculous fairy tale. Convincing proof of 
the need to cultivate taste comes in Book 3, which tells how the Ab-
derites encourage their local playwrights at the expense of good taste 
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and how plays written elsewhere seem better suited, "ihren Geschmack 
zu bilden" (19 :256), but how taste also assumes a natural ability that no 
amount of cultivation can ever replace and that Abderites simply seem 
to lack. In short, everything tastes good to them -"Ihnen schmeckte 
Alles" (19:257). Still, they know that some things taste better than oth-
ers, and they can be strangely moved by the truly beautiful, an indi-
cation that they are not wholly without taste, "nicht . . . ohne allen 
Geschmack" (19:262). Book 3 thus poses anew questions of aesthetic 
taste only apparently settled in Book 1. 
The Abderites' own behavior in the theater hardly seems the answer 
to such aesthetic questions, but they prove far less silly an audience 
than they appear to be. Their own nonsensical production of Euripides' 
Andromeda admittedly attests to their poor taste. Bad casting, worse 
staging, and an awful performance do not prevent them from being 
swept off their feet and proud of all the havoc that they have wrought. 
This dubious success is the work of their Nomofylax, whose taste is 
confined to his own compositions and who goes to laughable lengths in 
order to make Euripides' play create the illusion of life, "urn die Illusion 
vollkommner zu machen" (19:290). The Abderites' strong reaction to 
such illusion, though, soon turns out to be their saving grace. At their 
botched performance of Andromeda, Euripides himself happens to be in 
the audience. They fail to recognize him, and when he introduces him-
self, they insist on comparing him to a bust that bears his name. This 
encounter has been linked to Wieland's sojourns in Mannheim, but it 
also shows how badly the Abdcrites muddle nature and art.40 Their 
preference for art proves to be a virtue, however, when Euripides 
stages Andromeda a second time, with his own actors under his own di-
rection. The Abderites are amazed by his professionally painted sets 
and could swear that the scenes in his story really are as they appear. 
Affecting music, acting, and declamation likewise create a degree of il-
lusion new to the Abderites, "einen Grad von Tauschung ... wie sie 
noch in keinem Schauspiel erfahren hatten" (19:351). The narrator ex-
plains that the Abderites' susceptibility to such illusion is not a failing 
and does not cast doubt on their reason. Indeed, he adds that they are 
human, too, all the more so, in fact, the more that they allow them-
selves to be deceived by such "Tauschungen der Kunst" (19:353). Not 
only the narrator, but also the author whose story he edits is fond of the 
Abderites for indulging this urge, "sich von den Kiinsten der Einbil-
dungskraft und der Nachahmung tauschen zu lassen" (19:353). Wie-
land thus takes Lucian's hint that the Abderites were not necessarily 
crazy when it came to poetic mimesis. 
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Wieland's narrator even regrets that refined and enlightened audi-
ences are not as ready to submit to aesthetic illusion, citing the Ab-
derites as an example for them to follow. To be sure, Euripides' per-
formance leaves them moonstruck, and they fall into outrageous 
paroxysms, but such theatrical lunacy seems preferable to its opposite, 
the petty rejection of all aesthetic illusion: "In der That haben Dichter, 
Tonkiinstler, Mahler, einem aufgeklarten und verfeinerten Publikum 
gegen tiber, schlimmes Spiel ... Anstatt sich zur Illusion zu bequemen, 
wo die Vernichtung des Zaubers zu nichts dienen kann als uns eines 
Vergnugens zu berauben, setzt man ich weiB nicht welche kindische 
Ehre darein, den Filosofen zur Unzeit zu machen" (19:353-54). This 
censure of pseudo-enlightened skepticism is more than a request not to 
spoil the fun of an evening at the theater, for it also helps discern the 
objects of Wieland's satire. Whatever other resemblances his readers 
bear to the Abderites-similarities sure to be embarrassing, his narra-
tor hints-they would do well to be as enchanted by the muses, even if 
dramatic artists themselves are not always sublime: "Unser eignes 
Gewissen mag uns sagen, ob und in wie fern wir in andern Dingen 
mehr oder weniger Thracier und Abderiten sind: aber wenn wirs in 
diesem einzigen Punkte waren, so mocht' es nur desto besser fUr uns-
und freylich auch fur den groBten Theil unsrer poetischen Sackpfeifer, 
seyn" (19 :356). Wieland's satire thus stops short of mocking a weak-
ness for aesthetic illusion. Indeed, the otherwise stupid Abderites' sur-
prising degree of cultivation was once thought to be a flaw of his novel, 
but their response to works of art has seemed to transcend their non-
sense, and their enthusiasm for the theater has been said to make them 
far more than mere philistines.41 The narrator also notes that poets 
must work hard and well to create and maintain aesthetic illusion, but 
Wieland's emphasis is squarely on the Abderites themselves. By rec-
ommending their receptiveness to such illusion, Book 3 shows the 
late eighteenth-century shift from making rules of art toward analyz-
ing responses to it, a shift from arbitrating taste to the philosophy of 
aesthetics. 
Further remarks in Book 3 reveal that the Abderites' example also 
holds for reading Die Abderiten itself. Wieland's readers, too, seem 
meant to accept aesthetic illusion. Just as the curtain is about to go up 
on Andromeda, the narrator requests that they join the audience: "Die 
Schauspielstunde ist inzwischen herbeygekommen, und wir versetzen 
uns also ohne weiters in das Amfitheater dieser preiswurdigen Repub-
lik, wo der geneigte Leser nach Gefallen ... Platz zu nehmen belieben 
wird" (19:279). Readers are here invited, albeit tongue-in-cheek, to 
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imagine the ensuing scenes about Euripides' play as vividly as the Ab-
derites see two performances of it. Acceptance of Wieland's own aes-
thetic illusion is encouraged again when the narrator explains Euripi-
des' presence in Abdera. Such unexpected appearances are common 
on stage, he writes, but must be accounted for when they occur in the 
orchestra: "So gewohnt man dergleichen unvermutheter Erscheinun-
gen auf dem Theater ist: so begreifen wir doch wohl, daB es eine andre 
BewandtniB hat, wenn sich eine solche Erscheinung im Parterre ereig-
net; und es ist solchen Falls der Majestat der Geschichte gemi:i.B, den Leser 
zu verstandigen, wie es damit zugegangen sey" (19:311-12). Here 
explaining a fictional event to make it seem plausible, Wieland helps 
readers accept illusion also associated with plays. These exchanges re-
call another at the outset of his novel. When readers seem impatient, 
the narrator responds that they should not allow themselves to be 
distracted: "W er mit Vergniigen und Nutzen lesen will, muB gerade 
sonst nichts andres zu thun noch zu denken haben" (19:6). This re-
quest for undivided attention is a condition, in fact, that the narrator 
thinks should govern his dealings with his readers: "Geduld! giinstige 
Leser, Geduld, bis wir, eh' ich weiter forterzahle, iiber unsre Bedin-
gungen einig sind" (19:5). Given that readers are asked to put them-
selves in the Abderites' place in Book 3 and to accept aesthetic illusion 
like that induced in the theater, such conditions seem part of the 
contract-the "bedingte[r] Vertrag" (26:247) or "stillschweigende[r] 
Vertrag" (26:260)-honored by art and its audience in Wieland's essay 
on the Singspiel. 
As models for readers of fiction, then, the Abderites seem parties to 
an aesthetic contract that supersedes the social one noted time and 
again in Wieland's other middle novels. Indeed, they replace the idyllic 
"Kinder der Natur" repeatedly cited in Diogenes, Der goldne Spiegel, and 
Danischmend to answer Rousseau's speculation about the moral course 
of society. To be sure, readers entering Abdera must abandon all hope 
of finding a social utopia. Wieland's narrator writes that the Abderites 
are foolish, however, not evil, that their good nature gives them the pa-
tience to deal with Democritus, and that they are so absurdly stupid as 
to seem sublime. They thus come off far better here than in Sterne's Sen-
timental Journey (1768), where Abdera is smeared as "the vilest and 
most profligate town in all Thrace." 42 They even recall the utopian 
"Kinder der Natur." Like both Psammis and Danischmend, the Ab-
derites forbid travel that might make one of them wiser than the rest. 
Some of their plays seem "eine Art von lebendigen Abderitischen Fami-
liengemiihlden" (19:270), moreover, a term reminiscent of the "lebendiges 
Gemiihlde" ( 6: 124) of Psammis surrounded by his children and the en-
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actment of Greuze's L'accordee du village in an equally ideal tableau vi-
vant. The only noble savages mentioned in Die Abderiten, though, are 
aesthetic "Kinder der Natur." Remarking that the arts have always 
seemed most moving to peoples still uncivilized, the narrator tells how 
the Abderites' fellow Thracians once succumbed to Orpheus because 
they listened to his songs like "blofie Naturmenschen" (19:355). In Wie-
land's "Schliissel," moreover, archaic Greeks seem best able to appreci-
ate the elements of fiction in Homeric poems, "das Wahre unter der 
Hiille des Wunderbaren, und das Niitzliche ... vereinbart mit dem Scho-
nen und Angenehmen" (20:292). Thus shifting the emphasis of Wie-
land's ideal "Kinder der Natur" from society to aesthetics and epic 
fiction, Die Abderiten is indeed a "Beytrag zur Geschichte des menschlichen 
Verstandes" (19, Vorbericht: 5), a title nearly-and not coincidentally-
identical to that of Wieland's collected essays on Rousseau, Beytriige zur 
geheimen Gesclzichte des menschlichen Verstandes und Herzens (1770). 
To argue that the Abderites' behavior in Book 3 casts them as aes-
thetic "Kinder der Natur," an ideal to be emulated by actual readers of 
Wieland's satire, is to regard them more kindly than previous scholars 
have. Book 3 has been said to treat the aesthetics of drama and the the-
ory as well as practice of opera, and Wieland's satire on theater in Ger-
many has seemed to reflect his own experience of it there, just as Eu-
ripides' performance of Andromeda conforms to Wieland's concept of 
the Singspiel.43 At best, though, the Abderites have seemed a "negative 
ideal," an antidote to the Graecomania inspired by Winckelmann.44 
Satire often works precisely by means of such pathetic contrasts, how-
ever, by showing how reality falls short of ideals, so one can rightly 
consider the Abderites' artistic urge germane to reading Die Abderiten 
itself. Their role for reading fiction is seldom mentioned favorably. 
Wieland's authorial narrator has been said to manipulate readers into 
the ironic "fictional field" of the novel, but insofar as the fictional ones 
whom he addresses resemble literal-minded Abderites themselves, 
they have not seemed models for their real counterparts.45 Similarly, 
the Abderites have seemed too gullible to set an example for actual 
readers of fiction.~" Nonetheless, the novel is said to teach its audience 
how to read satiric literature, a lesson closely tied to understanding its 
own satire as more than merely personal.47 In the last two books of Die 
Abderiten, moreover, its readers seem meant to use their own judgment, 
without Democritus, Hippocrates, Euripides, or the narrator to tell 
them what to think.48 Given the evidence presented here, the Abderites 
themselves seem to teach such readers best. By advocating aesthetic il-
lusion and hinting that the Abderites are an ideal audience for his 
story, that is, Wieland suggests that readers should be more, not less, 
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like them. Although he makes fun of their "Schauspielfieber" (19: 368), a 
malady that apparently also afflicts his fellow Germans, he does not 
simply expose the Abderites to ridicule. Like Don Sylvio, those silly 
Greeks display imagination and a taste for the marvelous that have 
gone awry but should not be eradicated. On the contrary, Wieland 
himself refines that taste in Die Abderiten for the sake of reading its 
satire properly-in other words, as fiction. 
Wieland's subtle lesson in the aesthetics of fictionality is less obvious 
in the second part of his novel, which comprises Books 4 and 5, "Der 
ProzefS urn des Esels Schatten" and "Die Frosche der Latona." Both 
show his satire at full strength but without the hints about how to read 
it given by precept as well as example in Book 3. Their relatively direct 
narration assumes, however, that his readers now need no further such 
instruction. At the beginning of Book 4, the narrator remarks that the 
Abderites' making a mountain out of a molehill will not surprise read-
ers who have come to know them from the foregoing chapters. What is 
more, he regrets that the manuscripts of their lawyers' speeches are lost 
but explains that the excerpts cited by him have a "Duft der Ab-
deritheit" (20: 128), a literal air of probability proving his story gen-
uine, "ein innerliches Argument, das amEnde doch immer das beste 
zu seyn scheint, das fur das W erk irgend eines Sterblichen, er sey nun 
ein Ossian oder ein Abderitischer Feigenredner, sich geben HiBt!" (20: 128). 
This stress on the internal logic of fiction is especially strong since it 
mentions not only fictional characters such as the Abderites' sycophan-
tic lawyers but also Ossian, the made-up author of James Macpherson's 
Fragments of Ancient Poetry (1760). "Der ProzefS urn des Esels Schatten" 
thus not only treats the motif of the shadow in a comic tradition that in-
cludes an adaptation of Wieland by Friedrich Durrenmatt, nor are its 
psychological insights confined to social behavior, its literary signifi-
cance to allusions to Jonathan Swift and Friedrich Gottlob Klopstock.49 
"Die Frosche der Latona" is similarly suggestive. It shows how imagi-
nation informs religion no less than aesthetics, it doubts the likelihood 
of myths that defy the "Lauf der Natur" (20:246), and it ends with the 
hope that the Abderites' story will last until their antics seem like 
"Geschichten a us einem and ern Planeten" (20: 288). Die Abderiten in-
cludes so much advice on how to read its satire mindful of fictionality, 
in fact, that it already recalls such a phrase, Breitinger's definition of lit-
erary fiction as a history or tale from another, possible world. 
Throughout Die Abdcriten, then, Wieland displays aesthetic concern 
with the fictionality of his satire, combining insights into imagination 
like those shown in Don Sylvia, analogies with visual art drawn in 
Fielding's Joseph Andrews, and further reflection on the social ideals in-
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spired by Rousseau in his other middle novels. Its subtitle-Eine sehr 
wahrscheinliche Geschichte-thus seems more than just an ironic com-
ment on narration that claims to be true. Wahrscheinlich here ought to 
be taken not in the sense of "probable" but rather in that of "verisimi-
lar," an indication that Die Abderiten should be read as fiction, not-at 
least not only-as an attack on Wieland's contemporaries. As fictional 
characters, that is, the Abderites should be understood to exist in their 
own, imaginary right. As implied by the full title of Bodmer and Brei-
tinger's essay on imagination, moreover-Vom Einjlufi und Gebrauche 
der Einbildungskraft zur Ausbesserung des Geschmacks (1727)-the culti-
vation of taste in Die Abderiten is related to the defense of fiction in Don 
Sylvia. Wieland's narrator remarks that the Abderites lack taste but 
know what they like, that they affect "ohne den mindesten Geschmack 
eine ungeheure Leidenschaft fiir die Ki.inste" (19:70), but as Fielding 
explains in Joseph Andrews, "Affectation doth not imply an absolute 
Negation of those Qualities which are affected." 50 Indeed, when it 
comes to accepting the aesthetic illusion created by plays, Singspiele, 
and literary fiction, the Abderites seem a chosen people. Like Don 
Sylvia, Die Abderiten also affords comic relief from more earnest writing 
on a subject closely tied to fictionality, here the social ideals that 
Wieland debates in his other middle novels. His satire in Die Abderiten, 
in fact, is simply the logical obverse of the idealism manifested in Dio-
genes, Der goldne Spiegel, and Danischmend. The import of such shifts of 
focus, too, is best explained by Fielding, who wrote that "it may not be 
always so easy for a serious Poet to meet with the Great and the Ad-
mirable; but Life every where furnishes an accurate Observer with the 
Ridiculous." 51 In this sense, and thanks in no small part to its treatment 
of fictionality as a trait of artworks other than novels, Die Abderiten 
seems consummate comic fiction. 

Part III. The Late Novels: Illusion 

7. Geheime Geschichte des Philosophen 
Peregrinus Proteus (1791) 
Seine Phantasie glich einem neugierigen Wanderer, 
der die einladenden baumbestandenen Nebenpfade 
der geraden Hauptstrafle vorzieht, seine 
Geschichten umspannten in kiihnem Wurf den 
Erdkreis, und im Moment, da er sie erfand, warf er 
das Netz seiner Imagination weiter aus, iiber die 
Riinder der Welt hinaus. 
-Michael Kleeberg, Proteus der Pilger (1993) 
The issues of imagination and ideals raised in Wieland's essays as well 
as in his early and middle novels remain important in his late ones-
Peregrinus Proteus (1791), Agathodiimon (1799), and Aristipp (1800-02)-
but they are regarded there along with the concept of illusion, the Tiiu-
schung considered both in his "Versuch iiber das deutsche Singspiel" 
and in Die Abderiten. The late novels show how such illusion concerns 
not only aesthetic enjoyment like the Abderites', moreover, but also the 
epistemological and ontological problems posed in Agathon and Don 
Sylvia. Those problems pervade the plots as well as narration of all 
three, which explore how closely illusion and delusion are related in 
their characters' attempts to lead either spiritual lives inspired by early 
Christianity or the examined kind famously favored by Socrates. 
Wieland thereby draws parallels between life and fictional literature 
that demonstrate as well as help resolve ambiguities inherent in the il-
lusion created by his own novels, not least in the idealistic, Kantian 
acceptance of fictionality apparent at the end of the third version of 
Agathon. The Tiiuschung thus studied in Peregrinus Proteus, which first 
appeared in Der teutsche Merkur in late 1788 and early 1789, is so severe 
as to be fatal, but it is explained, defended, and justified in ways that 
recall the sense and structure of Wieland's earlier novels. Here too both 
the marvelous found in literary fiction and the visual images conveyed 
by painting and sculpture reveal the power of a vivid imagination 
and high ideals. Wieland's title character succumbs to theatrical illu-
sion even more completely than the Abderites, moreover, so much so 
that such illusion seems "romantic," a term with historical links to the 
genre of the Roman. Illusion also informs Peregrinus's belief in Gnostic 
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Christianity and his conversion to Cynicism, both of which are related 
to Lavater's dubious science of physiognomy. Like Lavater's body lan-
guage, Peregrinus learns, figurative language too can be extremely 
misleading, an insight that connects his story to its complex narration 
by Peregrinus himself, his interlocutor Lucian, Lucian's sources, and 
Wieland's narrator. Peregrinus Proteus thereby indicates how Wieland's 
late novels continue to probe the complex, larger realm of fictionality. 
The novel is mostly a story told by Peregrinus to Lucian when they 
meet in Elysium sixteen centuries after their deaths. The historical Lu-
cian died sometime after A.D. 180, and the historical Peregrinus set 
himself on fire at the Olympic games of A.D. 165, an act recorded in Lu-
cian's "Passing of Peregrinus" (c. A.D. 169). Wieland translated this 
work as part of his Lucians von Samosatas Siimmtliche Werke (1788), and 
his novel begins with an excerpt from it, which shows Lucian doubting 
claims that Peregrinus was wise and divine, dismissing him instead as 
a vainglorious fool. Wieland then adds a dialogue between his fictional 
characters that is modeled on Lucian's Dialogues of the Dead .I That dia-
logue constitutes an autobiography of Peregrinus, an apology punctu-
ated by Lucian's occasional comments. Peregrinus rejects slander re-
ported in Lucian's treatise, but Lucian replies that he meant no harm 
and agrees to hear Peregrinus set the record straight. Peregrinus does 
so by recounting the main events of his life, which result from his er-
ratic imagination and his pursuit of spiritual happiness. Such eudae-
monism is so otherworldly that he fails to foresee how his attraction to 
young people in Parium as well as Athens can be construed as sexual, a 
mistake that he repeats when he travels to Smyrna and seeks the 
philosopher Apollonius of Tyana, whose supposed daughter Dioklea 
and her Roman mistress Mamilia Quintilla seduce him by posing as a 
priestess and the goddess she serves. Similar problems arise when 
Peregrinus is swindled out of his fortune by two mysterious men 
named Kerinthus and Hegesias, who preach Christianity to achieve se-
cret political aims. Peregrinus's stint as a Cynic in Rome proves equally 
futile, for he is seduced there by its emperor's daughter Faustina, a 
lapse that demonstrates how badly he can still be deceived. Reflecting 
on these repeated Tiiuschungen, Peregrinus confesses his folly but con-
soles himself with having convinced Lucian that though he was an en-
thusiast, he was at least an honest one: "Peregrinus Proteus steht nun, 
als ein Schwiirmer, wenn du willst, aber wenigstens als ein ehrlicher 
Schwarmer vor dir da" (28:219). 
This admission of forthright Schwiirmerei develops a theme found in 
Wieland's earlier novels, and its significance emerges from its similar 
connections to their settings, characters, plots, and narrative forms. 
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Much like Don Sylvio, Peregrinus misinterprets sense impressions be-
cause he has a lively imagination, a poetic cast of mind that Mamilia 
Quintilla shares with him as surely as Donna Felicia does with Don 
Sylvio: "Ihre Fantasie hatte, wie die meinige, in fri.iher Jugend einen 
gewissen dichterischen Schwung bekommen" (27: 187). In retrospect, 
Peregrinus dismisses Dioklea's rituals as so much "Feerey" (27: 138), but 
when she visits the prison where he is held for professing his Christian 
beliefs, she makes his cell seem like a "Zimmer eines Feenpalasts" 
(28:48). Indeed, Peregrinus and Lucian debate the right to deride 
Schwiirmerei, invoking the same test of ridicule applied in Don Sylvia. 
With his poetic streak, Peregrinus also resembles Agathon. He too, 
moreover, recites poetry like a professional rhapsodist and meets an 
important mentor in Smyrna. His attempt to improve Roman morals 
recalls Agathon's similar effort in Syracuse, and a friend warns him that 
an idyllic Christian family he once met could not possibly live up to his 
ideals for long and that he would have to escape it by taking "einen 
Sprung a us dem Fenster" (28: 128), the same kind of leap that the 
fictional Greek author of Agathon is said to take when his story fails to 
turn out well. Peregrinus similarly longs to get away from pagan 
"Kind[er] der Finsternis" (28:6) and to live among Christian "Kinder 
des Lichts" (28: 7), who seem just as utopian as the "Kinder der Natur" 
posited in Diogenes, Der goldne Spiegel, and Danischmend. Finally, like 
Schach Gebal, Lucian takes increasing interest in the story that he 
hears, a willing and grateful listener curious about its details and con-
vinced that it justifies Peregrinus. These many thematic and formal 
links to Wieland's earlier novels suggest that Peregrinus Proteus takes 
up business left unfinished there, returning to the multifarious prob-
lem of fictionality. 
This suggestion is clearest in the case of illusion. Here such Tiiu-
schung goes beyond the purely aesthetic kind that the Abderites experi-
ence in the theater. It is so important that tiiuschen is the first word of 
the novel proper, which conveys Peregrinus's surprise at seeing Lucian 
again: "Tauschen mich meine Augen, oder ist es wirklich mein alter 
Gonner Lucian von Samosata, den ich nach so langer Zeit wiedersehe?" 
(27: 29). This question is legitimate, since Peregrinus later recalls his ir-
rational tendency, "immer auf eine oder andere Art zu schwarmen und 
getauscht zu werden" (27:219). Actually, others deceived him less than 
he deceived himself, as Dioklea explains when describing his love 
for Mamilia Quintilla, whom he imagined to be a kind of Venus: "Sie 
tauscht dich! oder vielmehr du tauschest dich selbst mit einer Art von 
fantasierter Liebe" (27: 159). Lucian too finds him highly prone to self-
deception, a diagnosis that Peregrinus accepts with the help of hind-
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sight: "Ach! was mich hiuschte, war immer in mir selbst!" (28:54). Illu-
sion is not as simple, however, as such skepticism implies. Peregrinus 
calls Lucian its foe, a "Feind aller Tauschungski.inste" (28:98), but 
Lucian notes that even sworn "Gegner aller Tauschungen" (27:164) 
would envy Peregrinus's imagination. Apprised of his erotic fulfill-
ment, Lucian goes so far as to find delusion worthwhile: "Tauschung 
oder nicht! welcher Konig ... ja welcher Weise in der Welt hatte sich 
nicht urn diesen Preis tauschen lassen wollen!" (27:239). When he 
hears how Peregrinus was tricked by sham evangelists, Lucian again 
values deception: 11Armer-oder vielmehr nicht armer, reicher, an 
siiBen Tauschungen reicher Peregrin!" (28:54). Dioklea explains the 
II ganze Kette von Tauschungen" (28, Inhalt: 7) that misled Peregrinus, 
moreover, and says that it is always better to know the truth, II auch 
dann, wenn sie uns der schmeichelhaftesten Tauschungen beraubt" 
(28: 77), but she describes nature itself as the source of fantasies that, 
guided by reason, are a boon to humanity: 11Tauscht sie etwa nicht uns 
alle durch Fantasie und Leidenschaften? und sind, dieser Tauschung 
ungeachtet, Fantasie und Leidenschaften, von Vernunft geleitet, nicht 
unentbehrliche Springfedern des menschlichen Lebens?" (28: 79). Al-
though it causes him so much trouble, Tiiuschung thus rightly seems 
Peregrinus's reason for living. 
Tiiuschung proves so important throughout Peregrinus's life because 
it determines the way he thinks. For him, it is not just an accidental 
state of mind, but an unavoidable part of perceiving truth. He notes the 
difficulty of telling truth from mere appearances when he calls his 
weakness for Tiiuschung unwitting and unintentional: 11Ich bin getauscht 
worden, und habe andere getauscht; aber jenes immer unwissend, dieses 
immer ohne Vorsatz: ich gestehe beides offenherzig; aber am Ende ist 
es doch nur Gerechtigkeit, wenn ich sage, daB ich zu heiden fast immer 
durch Anscheinungen verleitet wurde, die so lebhaft auf mich wirkten 
daB ich sie fiir Wahrheit hielt" (28: 100). Peregrinus's feelings are equally 
strong when he describes sensing sights and sounds during daydreams 
so vivid that lldas, was wir ... erfahren, es uns vielleicht durch unser 
ganzes Leben unmoglich macht, dem Gedanken Raum zu geben, daB 
es Tauschung gewesen seyn konnte" (27: 127-28). Such powerful expe-
riences seem less subjective when Peregrinus insists that something in 
nature really corresponds to Gnostic concepts, just as Juno corresponds 
to the cloud that the mythological king Ixion mistakes for her. Skeptics 
like Lucian knew that such mystical concepts are Tiiuschungen, he recalls, 
but dreamers like himself saw much more in them: ~~wir Ixionen ... 
glaubten in der Wolke die Gottin, deren Gestalt sie uns vorspiegelte, 
selbst zu umfassen, und fiihlten uns selig, nicht nur, weil wir nicht 
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wujJten, daB wir getauscht wurden, und also unser Genzif3 (so lange die 
Tauschung dauerte) wirklich war; sondern auch, weil die Ahnlichkeit der 
Wolke mit der Gottin etwas wirkliches, und also der Gegenstand, der uns 
in diese Entzuckungen setzte, mehr als ein bloBes Hirngespenst war" 
(28: 14). Peregrinus here resembles Agathon, who similarly perceives 
something ideal in Archytas. What is more, Dioklea persuades Peregri-
nus that his Tiiuschung by Kerinthus concerned only the apparent form 
of Christianity, not its actual truth-"daB diese Tauschung nicht in 
der Sache selbst, sondern bloB in den Formen, oder vielmehr in den 
Hiillen liege, worin die Wahrheit sich zeigen musse" (28:81). Peregri-
nus proves so susceptible to Tiiuschung, then, not only because he 
thinks it true and trusts his own instincts but also because he believes 
that it neither diminishes his happiness nor discredits truth itself. 
Peregrinus's Tiiuschung is thus an epistemological problem posed in 
terms like those spelled out in Don Sylvia and Agathon and more or less 
explicit in Wieland's subsequent novels as well. Research on Peregrinus 
Proteus has sometimes stressed its allusions to people, politics, and 
other fiction of Wieland's day, occasionally asking whether this Roman 
about illusion can be called "romantic." Peregrinus has been compared 
to Franz Anton Mesmer, Alexander Cagliostro, Lavater, and Rousseau-
contemporaries whose psychic excesses Wieland exposed in his Teut-
scher Merkur.2 Parallels with Lavater are drawn especially often (Wieland 
later confessed having intended them)," not least because Wieland's 
narrator claims to write "zu dem unschuldigen Zweck, Menschenkunde 
und Menschenliebe zu befordern" (27, Vorrede: 6), an echo of the title of 
Lavater's Physiognomische Fragmente zur Beforderung der Menschenkennt-
nifl und Menschenliebe. Sengle thinks that Wieland softens harsh judg-
ments passed on Lavater, but others find him critical or refer to the 
Swiss pastor when calling Peregrinus the butt of Wieland's satire.4 
Some prefer to see Peregrinus as politically relevant, tying his personal 
striving to the emancipation desired by bourgeois secret societies dur-
ing the French Revolution.5 The dim view of those societies taken in his 
tale has seemed a "quotation" of Schiller's "Der Geisterseher" (1787), 
one revealing how indirectly Wieland's novel represents reality, and 
his similarity to the hero of Don Quixote-Lucian, though not above 
criticism himself,6 dubs him an "irrende[r] Ritter der cynischen Tu-
gend" (28:153)-has seemed proof that his moral heroism is romantic 
(romanhaft) in a prosaic world? The main phases of Peregrinus's life 
have even been likened to the major kinds of novels written in the En-
lightenment.8 It has also been noted that Wieland links the word "ro-
mantic" to literary imagination, not always negatively in Peregrinus 
Proteus, where references to Dionysian cults likewise help mark him as 
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a forerurmer of romanticism.9 While the novel has struck some as pre-
romantic in its sympathy for illusion and its dialogic form, however, 
others argue that Wieland was still ambivalent about Peregrinus's 
Schwiirmerei and that romanticism only later regarded such fantasies as 
objectively real. 10 The extent to which this Roman is romantic thus 
seems debatable. 
Closer consideration of Wieland's narration in Percgrinus Proteus has 
suggested how the illusion that he describes is related to the fact that 
the novel itself is fiction. Most scholars agree that the subjectivity ap-
parent in the narrative frame, a conversation between characters whose 
knowledge is limited, makes it difficult to define or distinguish truth, 
though they differ in their readiness to accept the concomitant illusion 
in life as well as art. Matthecka compares Peregrinus's and Lucian's 
subjective views with the narrative voice of Wieland's earlier novels, 
taking the relativity of their respective judgments as a sign of Wie-
land's growing skepticism.11 Jan-Dirk Muller writes that all the epi-
sodes in Peregrinus Proteus have to do with illusion and disillusion, 
adding that subjectivity is not regarded primarily as a source of error 
in the novel but that the notion of Tiiuschung makes sense only if illu-
sion is measured against the real. Like Lucian, moreover, readers can 
consciously enjoy the artful illusion created by Peregrinus's story.12 
McCarthy argues that the structure and style of the novel, which he re-
gards as "a vindication of the sincere fantast," correspond to Pere-
grinus's epistemology. Imagination is implicitly necessary to the cogni-
tion of truth there, he explains, which shows how closely fantasy and 
reality are related. 13 Peregrinus's initial critique of Lucian's storytelling 
has also been said to indicate that Wieland's own narration is pure 
fiction, removing any illusion of adhering to historical fact. 14 Similarly, 
Michael Voges contrasts the Tiiusclnmg connected to secret societies in 
the novel-Hegesias and Kerinthus stand for such Geheimbiinde-with 
the transparency of Wieland's narrative frame, the latter a literary 
fiction plainly revealed as such.15 Voges thus examines the artificial 
character of Wieland's fiction together with the reality of Peregrinus's 
illusions, a reality that he thinks adds a new dimension to the noveJ.1 6 
Given the complexity of Tiiuschung noted above, further study of it 
along such narratologicallines is needed. 
Wieland mentions illusion together with literary fiction from the 
moment that Peregrinus starts to look back on his life. His Schwiirmerei, 
like Don Sylvio's, is a product of his boyhood bookishness, which here-
calls in terms of imagination and the marvelous, and which connects 
his quixotic career to Bodmer and Breitinger's semantics. He explains 
his belief in spirits by citing Plato's Symposium, where Diotima defines 
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love as a daemon that appeared to him "durch eine sonderbare Art von 
Tauschung" (27:68). Such illusion reflects his earlier reading too. He 
was naturally receptive to sense impressions, he notes, and blessed 
with an extremely vivid imagination, talents tapped when his literary 
schooling began with Homer, who "unbeschreiblich auf meine Imagi-
nazion wirkte; vornehmlich alles Wunderbare" (27:55). He eagerly de-
voured such fiction in his grandfather's library, which included all 
kinds of marvelous stories, legends of gods and heroes, ghost tales, 
"Milesian fables," and the like. This grandfather was a dreamer, but he 
read about the marvelous merely for amusement, while his grandson 
took it seriously: "Ihm war das Wunderbare nichts als eine Puppe, 
womit seine immer kindisch bleibende Seele spielte; bey mir wurde es 
der Gegenstand der ganzen Energie meines W esens. Was bey ihm 
Traumerey und Mahrchen war, fullte mein Gemuth mit schwellenden 
Ahndungen und helldunkeln Gefuhlen groBer Realihi.ten, deren schwar-
merische Verfolgung meine Gedanken Tag und Nacht beschaftigte" 
(27:62-63). Lucian sums up the confusion caused by such keen read-
ing when he implies that Peregrinus is like Don Quixote: "Dein Gro8-
vater las die Geschichte der Abenteurer zum Zeitvertreib, und Du 
machtest alle mogliche Anstalten selbst auf Abenteuer auszuziehen" 
(27: 63). Recounting a dangerous liaison with his cousin Kallippe, Pere-
grinus too speaks of acting like a fictional character, explaining that 
he never expected to be "der ungluckliche Held dieses Mahrchens" 
(27: 71 ), the hero of a lascivious tale told by one of Lucian's sources. Lu-
cian observes that experience should teach one to be more careful, but 
Peregrinus objects that what has happened is no guide to what might, 
distinguishing "was meistens geschieht" from "was moglich ist" (27: 76). 
In addition to thus tracing Peregrinus's Tiiuschung to a weakness for 
possible-worlds semantics induced by fictional literature, Wieland fre-
quently associates it with the visual arts. As in his middle novels, such 
art connotes ideals, but the effect of painting is not strong enough for 
Peregrinus, who is aesthetically entranced by sculpture instead. In 
Smyrna, he asks to see a bust of Apollonius, an echo of the Abderites' 
encounter with Euripides, and this need for images of his ideals proves 
serious indeed. It derives from his belief that eudaemonism means see-
ing and enjoying increasing degrees of beauty, which he discovers 
thanks to Dioklea, whose scheme to seduce him defies common sense 
but strikes him as plausible: "Meine Einbildung war von fruher Jugend 
an mit allen Arten des Wunderbaren vertraut, und was im gemeinen 
Laufe der Dinge wunderbar heiBt, war, nach meiner Vorstellungsart, 
in dem hohern Kreise, zu welchem Dioklea gehorte, narurlich" (27: 
138). Such stress on the marvelous lends special weight to a painting 
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instrumental in Peregrinus's seduction, "ein wunderschones Gemahlde" 
(27: 138-39) of Venus and Adonis, which preoccupies him for hours 
since it seems to augur well for his meeting with Venus Urania, the 
goddess whose servant Dioklea pretends to be. The painted Venus falls 
short of his ideal, however, because she does not have the full effect 
that he expects to feel when he meets the goddess herself. Dioklea 
teaches him greater respect for such images, which she calls monu-
ments of former theophanies, and Peregrinus soon mistakes a statue of 
Venus for the actual goddess, an example of the force of aesthetic illu-
sion. "In der That wares doch wohl Tauschung" (27:151), he recalls, 
but Dioklea mentions that it might have been "blofSe Tauschung" 
(27: 155) only so that she can further manipulate him. As she later 
reveals, the sculpture was modeled on Mamilia Quintilla, whom Pere-
grinus therefore thinks a goddess when he meets her-another "abge-
zielte Tauschung" (27:217). Craving the marvelous, then, Peregrinus 
overreacts to aesthetic illusion induced by a piece of sculpture. 
Wieland discusses illusion not only by citing such paintings and 
sculptures but also by referring to visual art metaphorically. Peregri-
nus's mental images are presented as Bilder, his seduction and conver-
sion are cast in terms of chiaroscuro, and such terms are tied to the ef-
fect of verbal narration. He envisions Kallippe's Bild and searches for 
Apollonius, "dessen Bild keine Zeit aus meinem GedachtniB aus-
loschen kann" (27: 122). He returns from seeing Mamilia Quintilla's 
sculpture "mit einem neuen Bilde in meiner Seele" (27: 152), moreover, 
and says of Kerinthus, "sein Bild folgte mir" (27:256). Mamilia Quin-
tilla, Dioklea, and Kerinthus mislead Peregrinus by making such im-
ages seem helldzmkel. The first appears "in einer helldunkeln Wolke" 
(27: 162), the second puts her charms "in das vorteilhafteste Licht oder 
Helldunkel" (27:208), and the third keeps Peregrinus's reason cloaked 
"in dem gehorigen Helldunkel" (28: 10). While helldurzkel suggests Pere-
grinus's dim awareness of the world, 17 such terms borrowed from 
painting are related to verbal narration when Lucian notes that Peregri-
nus is unable to give him an idea of the true colors of invisible objects, 
an inability that Peregrinus finds frustrating: "Immer bleibt zwischen 
deiner Vorstellung, mein lieber Lucian, und dem was damahls in 
meiner Seele gegenwartiges Gefiihl und Anschauen war, der Unter-
schied, wie zwischen einem gemahlten Feuer und einem wirklichen" 
(27:339). Verbal and visual art are related yet again when Peregrinus 
talks about his idyllic Christian family. He fondly recalls its "Bild in 
meiner Seele" (28:103), praising the mother as an artist's model for 
the Virgin Mary: "Ein Mahler oder Bildner hatte, urn die Mutter des 
Gottgesandten darzustellen, kein vollkommneres Modell finden kon-
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nen" (27: 298). He himself, however, cannot paint a convincing verbal 
picture of the family for his friend Dionysius: "Ich bot also alle meine 
Mahlerkunst auf, ihm eine Abschilderung von [m]einer Familie ... zu 
machen: aber ich trug meine Farben so dick auf, daB mein Gemahlde 
gerade das Gegentheil dessen, was ich beabsichtigte, bey ihm wirken 
mui.Ste" (28: 118). Indeed, Dionysius says that such colorful rhetoric is a 
trick played by a wizard in Peregrinus's breast: "Die Farben, womit er 
dir die Seligkeit vormahlt, die im Schoof5e der vermeintlichen Engel ... 
deiner warten soll, sind Zauberfarben; das Licht, worin du diese guten 
Menschen siehst, ist Zauberlicht" (28: 127). Here too a kind of "paint-
ing" fails to tell the whole story. 
Peregrinus succumbs to the Tiiuschung common to verbal and visual 
art most completely when it is presented as theatrical. Like the Ab-
derites, he loses his head when he sees good acting, a momentary lapse 
that has lasting consequences. He does not attend an actual play, but 
Dioklea and Mamilia Quintilla put on erotic performances for him that 
literally leave nothing to be desired. Mamilia's villa is built for such 
dramatic purposes, a place "wo alles zu jedem Schauspiel, jeder The-
aterveranderung, die zu ihrer Absicht nothig seyn konnten, aufs sinn-
reichste eingerichtet und vorbereitet war" (27: 188). The morning after 
she takes the place of her statue and first embraces him, Peregrinus ac-
cordingly finds himself "in einem grof5en Parterre" (27: 191), a rococo 
garden where he gazes upon Mamilia Quintilla as she demonstratively 
bathes in the nude. She soon tires of this role, though, and they con-
summate their relationship, an act that delights but also disillusions 
Peregrinus, who finally understands the farcical part he has played, 
"der Held einer lacherlichen Posse" (27 :202). He uses this same vocab-
ulary when he tells Lucian "noch einige Scenen meines Lebens-Mimus" 
(27:210), and Dioklea drops her pretensions to priestliness as if they 
were a theatrical costume "mit der Gleichgiiltigkeit einer Schaus-
pielerin, die ihre Theaterkleidung von sich wirft" (27:211), proof that 
Peregrinus had been no more than the plaything of a merry widow and 
an aging actress, "einer-alternden Griechischen Schauspielerin" (27: 
189). He failed to foresee this sobering "Entwicklung des Lustspiels" 
(27: 189), and even later his shame is mixed with fond memories of 
such a pleasant illusion: "Ich schamte mich ... eine Theatergottin fur 
Venus Urania genommen zu haben, und erinnerte mich doch mit 
Entzucken der Augenblicke, wo mich diese Tauschung zum glli.ck-
lichsten aller Sterblichen machte" (27: 223). Indeed, when Mamilia 
Quintilla stages a bacchanal, he is publicly caught in the act of having 
sex with her, a humiliating conclusion to "dieses achte Satyrspiel" 
(27: 244). As is clear from his choice of such words, Peregrinus takes 
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theatrical illusion to even greater extremes than the Abderites, unable 
or unwilling to tell life from art's 
In the same erotic scenes that Peregrinus explains by likening them 
to theater, Wieland often uses the expression "romantic," connecting il-
lusion to concepts of fantasy and the marvelous that confirm its literary 
import. For all her rational plotting to seduce Peregrinus, Mamilia 
Quintilla seems romantic in this sense. He himself describes her as 
a young widow who decides to enjoy her husband's fortune "nach 
einem eigenen romantischen, aber ... nicht iibel ausgedachten Plane" 
(27: 186), a wealthy Roman lady, "deren Einbildung auf einen so ro-
mantischen LebensgenuB gestimmt war" (27: 188). Her desire to play 
the part of Venus Urania attests to her "Hang zu romantischen Ein-
fiillen" (27:232), moreover, a romantic inclination that lends Peregrinus 
what Dioklea calls "allen moglichen Reitz der Neuheit und des Wun-
derbaren" (27:212-13). Bodmer and Breitinger similarly linked the 
new and the marvelous in their aesthetics of literary fiction, which may 
well account for the poetic cast-the "dichterischen Schwung" (27: 
187)-of Mamilia Quintilla's imagination. To be sure, she leaves Pere-
grinus for a new object of her "launenvolle Fantasie" (27: 226), letting 
Dioklea have him, like all her other men, "so bald ihr die Fantasie zu 
ihnen vergangen ware" (27:232). She seduces Peregrinus so easily, 
however, that she is tempted to see in him more than a mortal, he re-
calls, and just as he thinks that she embodies an ideal of beauty, she 
wants to make her charms come close to a certain ideal perfection. Like 
Peregrinus, Mamilia Quintilla thus seems to have an imagination that 
is more than merely whimsical. She does not doubt the effect of putting 
him in a romantic spot where the marvelous serves her ends, of the 
"bloBe Versetzung in einen so romantischen, mit Iauter schonen Ge-
genstanden angefiillten Ort, verbunden mit dem Scheine des Wunder-
haren, den alles von sich werfen sollte" (27: 214 -15). Peregrinus adds 
that this romantic landscape pales beside the sight of Mamilia bathing, 
which he calls "ein ganz anderes Schauspiel" (27: 195). Tn this seductive 
setting, then, "romantic" connotes illusion closely tied to the mar-
velous and to poetic imagination. 
Peregrinus's Tiiuschung also pervades his religion. His imagination 
and ideals predispose him to believe in miracles and the men who per-
form them, but such faith is shown to be ambiguous, often abused 
though apparently justified in the case of Jesus. Lucian notes that mira-
cles attributed to the early Christians must have appealed to Peregri-
nus's imagination, and Peregrinus himself explains his attraction to 
their sect by citing his moral enthusiasm, which he says subjected him 
to new "Illusionen der Einbildung und des Herzens" (27:324) but also 
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brought him closer to human perfection. These illusions result from his 
urge to forget old fantasies and to live according to his ideals of har-
mony and beauty, "ohne Furcht vor Tauschung und Reue" (27:324). 
Kerinthus exploits this aversion to illusion, telling Peregrinus that he 
has been deceived long enough: "Du bist lange genug getauscht wor-
den, Peregrin!" (27:260). Hegesias similarly dupes Peregrinus by call-
ing his zeal to convert to Christianity a "Tauschung deines noch nicht 
ganz iiberwaltigten Selbst" (27: 329). A proselyte whose own fear of il-
lusion is thus used to fool him, Peregrinus has not lost his sense of the 
marvelous. He calls Kerin thus a "Wunderbares W esen" (27: 260) and 
defends his own credulity by finding a weakness for illusion necessary 
to the success of such miracle workers: "Wie wollten die Wunderman-
ner auch zurechte kommen, wenn es nicht solche gutwillige, jeder 
Tauschung immer selbst entgegen kommende Seelen in der Welt gabe?" 
(27: 277). Lucian is less generous, claiming that such figures either de-
liberately deceive their followers or unwittingly deceive themselves as 
well. As Kerinthus's agent, Peregrinus acts in the second way, re-
spected by believers "deren gro13ter Theil sich eben so treuherzig von 
mir tauschen lie13 als ich selbst getauscht war" (28: 30). Jesus, however, 
seems to behave in the first. Dionysius describes Jesus as an enthusiast 
in the best sense of the word, one who did not deceive himself about 
the marvelous means that he used to achieve his moral end. Is Peregri-
nus therefore right, at the height of his Schwiirmerei, to consider Jesus 
the ideal of humanity? Is Wieland arguing that morally motivated 
Tiiuschung can be condoned and called religion? 
Maintaining religious illusions for the sake of humane ideals is an is-
sue treated thoroughly inAgathodiimon. Peregrinus Proteus simply raises 
it before Peregrinus succumbs to other Tiiuschungen. When he em-
braces Cynicism, he sees his prior illusions for what they are, but does 
so only as a prelude to worse ones yet to come. While he is in prison for 
spreading the Christian gospel, Dioklea appears and identifies her-
self as Kerinthus's sister, revealing the political motives behind her 
brother's religious order. She has already explained the elaborate pains 
taken to create the "beneidenswiirdige Tauschungen" (28: 68) that 
Peregrinus enjoyed while living with Mamilia Quintilla, and when she 
exposes Kerinthus's similar machinations, he exclaims, "0 so war auch 
dies alles Tiiuschung!" (28:52). Worried that Dioklea too might be de-
ceiving him, he soon runs away. Perhaps he is suspicious because she 
says that their reunion is "ganz natiirlich zugegangen" (28:74), an echo 
of Don Sylvia that hardly encourages faith in facticity. In any case, he 
thus escapes "die Tauschung, die mir eine Wolke statt der Juno in die 
Arme gespielt hatte" (28:84), a modern Ixion no longer in love with a 
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mirage. Peregrinus is nonetheless still idealistic, going off in search of 
the philosopher Agathobulus, whom Dionysius describes as a model 
Cynic, and doing all he can to live up to such an ideal. He falls short of 
it in Rome, however, thirty years older than when first seduced by Ma-
milia Quintilla but still sensual enough to make a fool of himself by de-
siring Faustina and thereby betraying his asceticism. Misanthropic be-
cause he has so often been deceived, Peregrinus is now sure that he 
always will be, and he becomes a bitter recluse. A few students seek 
him out, but only because they entertain "die tauschende Hoffnung, 
durch den Unterricht eines weisen Mannes selbst weise zu werden" 
(28:209), and his own best hope seems suicide, the only way out of a 
world that he regards as "dieses verhaBte Land der Tauschungen" 
(28: 215). Although his religious illusions might be morally justified, 
then, and though he was satisfied while deceived by Mamilia Quintilla, 
Tiiuschung makes Peregrinus cynical to the point of self-destruction. 
Peregrinus's flings with Christianity and Cynicism both show illu-
sion at work on another level as well-that of physiognomy. If Peregri-
nus Proteus is critical of Lavater, it might also be expected to criticize 
his association of facial features with moral character. Faces are indeed 
important in the novel, where they sometimes correspond to morals 
but often seem misleading. Peregrinus recalls being blessed with "einer 
gliicklichen Gestalt und Gesichtsbildung" (27:55), and he is struck by 
Dioklea's similarity to Apollonius, "es sey nun daB es Tauschung oder 
Wahrheit war" (27:131). Such traits speak truly when they draw him to 
his friend Dionysius: "Die Heiterkeit und anscheinende Ruhe, die sich 
in der Fysionomie dieses Dionysius ausdriickte, zog mich eben so stark 
zu ihm, als ihn ich weiB nicht was in der meinigen hinwieder anzu-
ziehen und zu interessieren schien" (28: 23). Peregrinus is saved by a 
Cyprian merchant, moreover, whom he once lent money "auf die bloBe 
Biirgschaft seiner Fysionomie" (28: 144), trusting the face of a man who 
proved true to his word: "Gliicklicher Weise muBte es sich fiigen, daB 
die Fysionomie des Cypriers die Wahrheit gesagt hatte" (28: 144). Pere-
grinus never suspects foul play from pretty Faustina, however, "unter 
deren so lieblich lachelnden Gesichtziigen ich keine Schalkheit ahn-
dete" (28: 176), and Hegesias is likewise more dangerous than he looks. 
Peregrinus remembers trusting him at first sight: "Es war etwas in der 
Fysionomie dieses Mannes, das mir Vertrauen einfloBte" (27:291). 
Even after Hegesias starts to mislead him, Peregrinus cannot distrust a 
man, "der ... ein so sprechendes ZeugniB seiner Redlichkeit in seinem 
Gesichte trug" (27:292). He even believes stories about Jesus' miracles 
solely "auf das Wort und die ehrliche Miene meines Freundes Hege-
sias" (27:326). He also says that his cynicism had "eine ziemlich chri-
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stianische Miene" (28: 133), and he never doubted his religious calling, 
which Kernithus once seemed to see written all over his face: "Batte 
nicht der Unbekannte das Zeichen meiner Erwiihlung auf meiner Stirne 
gesehen?" (27:318-19). Peregrinus's faith in physiognomy thus seems 
part of his all-around Tiiuschung. 
Parallels with Lavater lie less in Peregrinus's analysis of faces, how-
ever, than in his animosity toward language. Like Lavater, he pays at-
tention to facial features because spoken and written words seem poor 
means of communication. He too desires a more transparent medium 
of human expression and divine significance, and his habit of feeling 
ineffably moved makes him receptive to music and dance as well as to 
Gnosticism. His sensations seem beyond words when he tries to tell 
Lucian how he felt at the foot of Mamilia Quintilla's statue: "Doch ich 
will nicht versuchen, unbeschreibliche Empfindungen, oder Tauschun-
gen, wenn du willst, beschreiben zu wollen" (27: 151). Similarly, he can-
not say what it was like to see Mamilia Quintilla herself: "Du wirst mir 
gem glauben, da:IS mein Gefiihl bey dieser Erscheinung-mochte sie 
nun Tauschung oder Wahrheit seyn-alle Beschreibung zu Schanden 
machen wiirde" (27: 182). In both cases, ineffability is tied to illusion, as 
it is when Peregrinus has the feeling that he is experiencing a daemonic 
unio mystica, "ein Gefiihl, unter welchem (wie viel Tauschung auch 
dabey seyn mag) alle menschliche Sprache einsinkt" (28: 11). Such illu-
sion seems avoided when Dioklea performs a pantomime for him, 
speaking to him "in einer allgemein verstandlichen, unmittelbar zur 
Empfindung und Einbildungskraft redenden Sprache" (27:238), and 
he is similarly moved by both the antiphonal chant of a Christian con-
gregation and the singing of his Christian family. The language that 
affects him most, though, is that of Gnosticism. Kerinthus speaks con-
vincingly of supernatural powers, and he promises to tell him the se-
crets hidden in Gnostic images. As Peregrinus tells Lucian in turn, 
Gnostic theosophy expresses philosophical concepts in symbols, im-
buing empty words with unknown beings and forces. He repeatedly 
translates such symbolic terms "a us der riithselhaften Bildersprache 
unsrer Sekte in die gewohnliche Menschensprache" (28:8), assuring 
Lucian that they made sense: "Alle diese pomposen Bilder waren keine 
Worte ohne Sinn" (28:9). Indeed, he sincerely believed that they were 
more than just illusions like the cloud that Ixion mistook for Juno. Pere-
grinus's problem with Tiiuschung thus includes such language too. Far 
from merely unable to describe religious experience,19 that is, Wieland 
is interested in semiotic questions of language here. 
Mindful of Lavater, one might say that Peregrinus takes Gnostic con-
cepts and language at face value. He describes them both in terms of 
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physiognomy, believing in them as strongly and taking them as liter-
ally as an overeager reader of fiction. Lucian notes the "mien" of Gnos-
ticism when he scorns its philosophy, "die sich die Miene giebt, das 
unergriindlichc GeheimnijJ der Natur ausfundig gemacht zu haben" 
(28: 13). Even more reminiscent of physiognomy are occurrences of the 
terms Schatten, SchattenrijJ, and Schattenbild, which all mean "silhou-
ette" in Lavater's Fragmente. Kerinthus promises to initiate Peregrinus 
into "Mysterien, wovon jene zu Eleusis nur tauschende Schatten sind" 
(27: 265), and Peregrinus recounts a sermon in which Kerin thus claimed 
that words to describe his eschatological vision failed him, though he 
exhausted the resources of language to trace "einen matten SchattenriB 
davon" (27:282). Verbal language here, like a silhouette, can give only a 
vague idea of what it represents. Lavater relied heavily on silhouettes, 
however, which could be drawn with the help of mechanical instru-
ments and thus showed their sitters' profiles accurately. Peregrinus too 
places great faith in such Schattenbilder when he insists on the reality 
of objects that one can only imagine: "Immerhin mogen also die Be-
strebungen der warmsten Einbildungskraft, sich zum wirklichen An-
schauen dieser unerreichbaren Gegenstande zu erheben, vergeblich 
seyn: so sind doch diese Gegenstande selbst wirklich; so besitzt doch 
die menschliche Seele das Vermogen sich eine Art von Schattenbildern 
von ihnen zu machen" (28: 15). This plea for the existence of ideal ob-
jects, then, alludes not only to the shadows cast in Plato's famous cave 
but also to Lavater's silhouettes. Such objects are related to fiction as 
well when Dioklea tells Peregrinus that he took Gnosticsm and its sym-
bols too literally: "Die erhabnen Offenbarungen der unsichtbaren Welt, 
... die du ... im lmchstiiblichen Verstande genommen hast, scheinen mir 
weder mehr noch weniger als die unschuldigste Poesic; entweder 
bildliche Einkleidungen groBer Wahrheiten ... oder Versinnlichung 
edler Zwecke" (28: 78). Peregrinus thus fails to grasp the fictionality of 
concepts conveyed in figurative, "physiognomic" language. 
If Peregrinus's Tiiuschung consists of such verbal, visual, theatrical, 
religious, philosophical, and physiognomic confusion so often and so 
closely tied to the issue of fictionality, how are readers to approach 
Wieland's novel itself? Should they suspend their disbelief but there-
fore risk repeating Peregrinus's mistakes, which start with avid read-
ing? Should they avoid all Tiiuschung but thereby violate the aesthetic 
contract explained in "Versuch tiber das deutsche Singspiel" and ex-
emplified in Die Abderiten? In other words, how are Peregrinus's fatal 
illusions related to the effect that Wieland thought his fiction should 
have? To answer such questions, one needs to regard the multiple lev-
els of Wieland's narration, which show marked ambivalence toward its 
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fictionality but also leave little doubt that Peregrinus's susceptibility to 
illusion is a weakness that readers of his story would do well to in-
dulge, albeit with greater caution than he. That narration is the sum of 
tales told by Peregrinus, Lucian, a source cited in Lucian's "Passing 
of Peregrinus," and the narrator of Peregrinus Proteus, whose remarks· 
are confined to a foreword added to the novel when it appeared as a 
book in 1791 and whose tone resembles the one that Wieland takes in 
two related works-"Eine Lustreise ins Elysium" (1787) and "Ueber 
die Glaubwi.irdigkeit Lucians in seinen Nachrichten vom Peregrinus" 
(1788). Each of these narrative voices expresses a different attitude to-
ward imagination, the marvelous, and literary fiction, and only by con-
sidering their combination can one fully understand how Wieland 
treats the topic of fictionality here. Examined in this way, in fact, the 
concept of Tiiuschung connects its plot to problems of fictionality posed 
by its own narrative form. Peregrinus Proteus too might thus be called 
"metafiction." 
The foreword to the novel shows both the narrator's sympathy with 
its hapless hero and a playful attitude toward imagination, the exact 
opposite of Peregrinus's Schwiirrnerei. The narrator rejects Lucian's 
"Passing of Peregrinus," but his irony about his own omniscience 
recalls Lucian's skepticism. In "Ueber die Glaubwi.irdigkeit Lucians 
in seinen Nachrichten vom Peregrinus," moreover, Wieland defends 
Lucian against the charge of calumny. The narrator recalls Lucian's 
portrait of Peregrinus as a foolish, half-crazed charlatan, wondering 
whether Lucian was sufficiently impartial and doubting that Peregri-
nus could have been both a deceitful fraud and an enthusiastic fantast. 
This moral puzzle, he observes, remains insoluble for readers who 
want to be fair to a man no longer around to defend himself. His own 
respect for Peregrinus seems diminished, though, when he explains 
overhearing the two dead men in Elysium, a feat that he claims to per-
form by means of a dubious psychic ability, "einer kleinen Naturgabe ... 
die ich (ohne Ruhm zu melden) mit dem beri.ihmten Geisterseher Swe-
denborg gemein habe, und vermoge deren mein Geist zu gewissen 
Zeiten sich in die Gesellschaft verstorbener Menschen versetzen, und, 
nach Belieben, ihre Unterredungen mit einander ungesehen behor-
chen, oder auch wohl, wenn sie dazu geneigt sind, sich selbst in Ge-
sprache mit ihnen einlassen kann" (27, Vorrede: 5-6). In this variant of 
Wieland's usual Quellenfiktion, the narrator ridicules visionaries like 
Peregrinus. He also professes to use his own spiritualistic gift only for 
pleasant distraction, not to found a new religion or hasten the millen-
nium, schemes that Peregrinus supports as a tool of Gnosticism. By 
contrast, the narrator regards Lucian as a good friend. Wieland too 
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likes Lucian, whom he assumes meant to tell the truth about Peregri-
nus and whose story he thinks credible, if incomplete. Hardly "eine 
verlaumderische Erdichtung," he argues, it plausibly explains Peregri-
nus's death, which is "ein innerer Beweis ihrer Wahrheit." 20 Lucian thus 
meets some of Wieland's own criteria for writing fiction true to life. 
Psychological likelihood and internal coherence, in fact, are primary 
characteristics of Peregrinus Proteus too. 
Despite intending to clear Peregrinus's name, both Wieland and his 
narrator thus sound closer to Lucian when discussing products of liter-
ary imagination. The narrative case is not always so clear. In the intro-
duction to Peregrinus Proteus, and in the novel proper as well, Lucian is 
shown to use imagination more earnestly than he allows, and Peregri-
nus seems anything but an advocate of the marvelous, talking of narra-
tive truth and verisimilitude instead. The two regard imagination to-
gether with Schwiirmerei, and Lucian recalls scorning the latter, while 
Peregrinus replies that their very presence in Elysium now proves him 
wrong. Lucian agrees but adds that only "das hitzige Fieber in einem 
hohen Grade" (27:31) could have made him imagine that they would 
ever meet there. This high fever recalls the Abderites' Schauspielfieber, 
likewise a symptom of vivid imagination. Peregrinus also says that Lu-
cian's writings certainly show no lack of imagination, but Lucian ex-
plains that he used his imagination only in jest, "daB ich die Imagi-
nazion nie anders als zum Spielen gebrauchte" (27:32). He also objects 
to people who use their own more seriously, prophets and dreamers 
whom he thinks dangerous fools. Lucian himself nonetheless signifi-
cantly embellishes the main source cited in "The Passing of Peregri-
nus," an unnamed speaker who sharply criticizes its title character. Lu-
cian explains that this speaker was not made up, "kein Geschopf von 
meiner Erfindung" (27:44), but that his oracle unfavorable to Peregri-
nus was, being "eine Verschonerung von meiner eigenen Erfindung" 
(27:46). Peregrinus censures such inventive half-truths, a fault that he 
finds common to other writers too: "Man kann, denke ich, immer da-
rauf rechnen, daB Schriftsteller, denen es mehr urn Beyfall als urn 
strenge Wahrheit zu tun ist, sich eben kein Gewissen daraus machen 
werden, der Komposizion zu Liebe manchen Eingriff in die Rechte der 
letztern zu thun" (27:46). Peregrinus promises to tell Lucian the truth, 
moreover, and he excuses the anonymous speaker's poetic embellish-
ments: "Obrigens sind diese Verzierungen ... zu gewohnlich, als daB 
man dem Ungenannten ein groBes Verbrechen daraus machen konnte, 
sie, vielleicht ohne historischen Grund, der bloBen Wahrscheinlichkeit 
zu Ehren hinzu gedichtet zu haben" (27:92). Here it is Peregrinus who 
seems closer to Wieland's idea of credible literary fiction. 
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Not only do Lucian and Peregrinus show a complex attitude toward 
concocting fiction; Lucian's admission that Peregrinus was right to 
imagine places such as Elysium also makes the narrator's initial irony 
about traveling there ring hollow. Lucian is soon persuaded by Peregri-
nus's story, moreover, and the narrator never reappears. His signifi-
cance seems clear from "Eine Lustreise ins Elysium," however, where a 
similar narrator mocks his own gift for reaching Elysium but then also 
betrays sincere faith in at least some fiction. As in Peregrinus Proteus, 
this second narrator possesses a gift that enables his spirit to roam be-
yond his body. He explains this psychic talent not only by citing the 
mystic Emanuel Swedenborg but also by referring to Arabian Nights 
and to fairy tales, which he ironically claims are as credible as they are 
well-known. Lavater seems chided too when the narrator adds that this 
rare gift furthers "die ... allgemeine Menschenliebe" (28: 237) and when 
souls in Elysium have familiar physiognomies. The narrator's skeptical 
opinion of fiction changes, though, when he mentions Homer. He apol-
ogizes for writing a prologue that tries the patience of readers used to 
Homer's style of starting in medias res, he expects that finding the 
philosophers' stone and fountain of youth in Germany would unleash 
"eine ganze Ilias von Verwirrung und Unheil" (28:232), and he invokes 
"Vater Homer" (28: 256) to prove his point that monarchy is the best 
form of government. In matters of literary form, metaphors, and poli-
tics, then, this narrator relies on Homer, the same poet who initially in-
spires Peregrinus. He also relies on Lucian. As Wieland's mouthpiece, 
he explains that he wanted to visit Elysium after translating Lucian's 
Dialogues of the Dead, and he does not know what to do there until he 
meets "den Lucianischen Menippus" (28:243). Such references to Lu-
cian's writings also occur in Peregrinus Proteus, where Peregrinus tells 
Lucian that Dionysius recommended "das Ideal, das du in deinem 
Cyniker aufgestellt hast" (28: 132) and that a certain Cejonius described 
Rome "mit den Worten deines Nigrinus" (28:158). In the foreword to 
the novel, moreover, Lucian himself is identified only as "Lucian der 
Dialogenmacher" (27, Vorrede: 8), a name that likewise stresses his own 
narration of literary fictions. Indirectly, the ironic narrator of Peregrinus 
Proteus thus shows sincere respect for characters, concepts, places, and 
authors associated with such fictions. 
Knowing how to read Peregrinus Proteus, then, is not simply a matter 
of finding its narration more like Lucian's skepticism or Peregrinus's 
Schwarmerei. With his subtle comments on that narration itself, Wie-
land recommends an attitude toward fictionality more balanced than 
such extremes. In other words, one needs to know how the Tiiuschung 
recurring throughout Peregrinus's life also pertains to reading Wie-
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land's literature. This narrative knowledge involves some unexpected 
twists and turns. Enthusiastic Peregrinus criticizes skeptical Lucian for 
writing about him in ways inconsistent with verisimilitude and truth, 
and the narrator of Wieland's novel feels sympathetic but dubious 
about Peregrinus, while the similar narrator of "Eine Lustreise ins Ely-
sium" ends up relying on the same poet, Homer, whose stories 
set Peregrinus on the road to suicide. This ambivalence audible in 
Wieland's narrative voices makes sense when compared to his plot, 
which shows his hero repeatedly taking aesthetic illusion too far. First, 
the taste for the marvelous that Peregrinus acquires as an avid reader of 
fiction exaggerates the possible-worlds semantics connecting Wieland 
to some current theories of fictionality. Second, the erotic traps set by 
Dioklea and Mamilia Quintilla are sprung by Peregrinus's overreaction 
to painting and sculpture and reveal him to be a Pygmalion misled by 
his own mental images. Third, his seduction succeeds because he sub-
mits to theatrical illusion even more completely than the Abderites. 
Citing Wieland's allusions to physiognomy helps explain Peregrinus's 
similar submission to Gnosticism, given his interest in faces and his im-
patience with verbal language. He takes the abstract terms of Gnosti-
cism literally, misconstruing figures of speech that are as suggestive 
but also as imprecise as Lavater's silhouettes. Peregrinus never knows 
that Tiiuschung can be temporarily induced by art without directly af-
fecting life, despite all its seriousness. Readers shown the ambivalence 
toward fictionality apparent in Wieland's several narrative voices are 
better able to draw such distinctions and thus to see how aesthetic illu-
sion is a state of mind appropriate to perceiving Wieland's novel itself. 
Thanks to such highly "self-conscious" suggestions about its own fic-
tionality, which are often made with regard to other arts, Peregrinus 
Proteus certainly does seem a romantic Roman. 
8. Agathodiimon (1799) 
Uber den Schein liiflt sich viel, vom reinen Daseyn 
wenig sagen. Als ich mein Buch uber Johannes 
vollendet hatte, fiihlte ich mich am Anfange, legte 
die Feder nieder und sagte: "ich bin kein Mahler." 
-Herder, "Von Gottes Sohn" (1797) 
Wieland links epistemological, ontological, and aesthetic qualities of 
Tiiuschung even more closely in his second late novel, Agathodiimon 
(1799). He does so by treating such illusion not as the pathological 
symptom of one man's Schwiirmerei, as in Peregrinus Proteus, but as a 
practical means of mass, enlightened pedagogy. Because most people 
neither think nor act according to reason, he hints, benignly deceiving 
them by appealing to their superstition is an acceptable way of making 
them behave. In the course of his plot, both popular fantasies and reli-
gious beliefs turn out to be useful fictions, much like a Kantian "as-if." 
Wieland's title character, the neo-Pythagorean philosopher Apollonius 
of Tyana, admits private doubts about such public Tiiuschung, however, 
wondering whether its ethical ends justify this dubious means. Schol-
ars likewise debate the sense of Tiiuschung in Agathodiimon, asking 
whether the novel, in theme as well as form, transcends the Enlighten-
ment and displays a kind of romanticism. This question is best an-
swered by considering Wieland's story in broad terms of fictionality. 
Apollonius explains belief in daemons, for example, by discussing 
imagination and the existence of possible worlds. Verbal and visual art, 
he adds, meet the human need to imagine such supernatural beings, 
but both also hypostatize their referents, thereby distorting abstract 
concepts by making them seem concrete. Music, however, is shown to 
avoid this semiotic fault, deeply moving its audience while represent-
ing cosmic harmony less deceptively. Wieland's polyphonic narration 
similarly avoids simplistically reifying its referent. Credulous peasants 
and one of Apollonius's biographers believe in the marvelous too 
strongly to get their facts about him straight, but Apollonius himself 
and his servant seem reliable sources of information that Wieland's 
main narrator, Hegesias, uses to tell the philosopher's true story. Other, 
actual biographers have compared him to Jesus, whom Apollonius 
greatly admires, though he does not credit the evangelists' news of 
miracles and foresees that Christianity will corrupt Jesus' teaching, not 
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least because the faithful will take its symbolic language literally. In the 
end, Wieland discourages such literalistic reading by describing and 
demystifying Apollonius instead of Jesus, the actual hero of Agathodii-
mon. He thus discounts and transcends an aesthetic illusion created by 
his own novel, a narrative twist that anticipates romantic irony. 
Reaching these conclusions about Tiiuschung in Agathodiimon re-
quires starting with its subject, its narrative frame, and its plot. Apollo-
nius of Tyana flourished around A.D. 100, and his few extant works 
include a biography of Pythagoras. His own biographers Damis of 
Nineveh and Flavius Philostratus portray him as a wise prophet and 
devout wonder-worker, and pagan apologists such as the Neoplatonic 
philosopher Porphyry often hailed him as a "Hellenistic Christ." 1 
Wieland describes him favorably too, as the title Agathodiimon implies, 
since it means "good spirit." After spending most of his life trying to 
reverse the moral decline of the Roman Empire by reviving popular 
belief in pagan gods, Wieland's fictional Apollonius has retired to the 
mountains of Crete. Hegesias happens upon him there and hears the 
story of that life from both Apollonius himself and his servant Kymon. 
Both call Damis's biography wildly inaccurate, and Hegesias spends 
three days listening to their own, sober account of the philosopher's 
vita, later writing it down in letters addressed to a friend, Timagenes. 
As a young man, Apollonius was inspired by an ideal of human nature 
informed by reason, not imagination or religious belief. He founded a 
Pythagorean society to help people live up to this ideal, but the paraly- . 
sis of their reason caused by their weakness for religious enthusiasm 
persuaded him to exploit their superstitions first. Some prejudices and 
errors are beneficial, he found, and should not be exposed until a new 
order is firmly in place. This attempt to improve public morals via 
people's urge to believe in the marvelous and the supernatural made a 
strong impression, since Apollonius often performed apparent miracles. 
His society also took political action by helping assassinate the des-
potic emperor Domitian, but he agrees that belief in a spirit that ani-
mates and governs the world is the only way to tame the passions of 
simple people and lighten the load of the educated. Accordingly, he 
praises Jesus for having taught a "praktische Theosofie" (32:466) that ex-
presses the supreme ideal of moral goodness and human perfection. 
Like Kant, Apollonius thus accepts the existence of God as a useful 
idea, the kind of ethical postulate that Vaihinger called "fictions." Wie-
land also likened this view of religion to Fichte's as well as his own.2 
Presented in this way, Apollonius and his story recall Wieland's ear-
lier novels, especially Peregrinus Proteus. He himself traces superstition 
to people's belief that their dreams are real, an explanation of the 
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"Glauben an iibernatiirliche Dinge, oder, so zu sagen, an eine zweyfaclze 
Natur" (32: 193) that resembles similar ones given in Don Sylvia. He 
also notes that trying to realize utopian dreams does much harm, an 
echo of the ironic "Republik" concluding Diogenes, and his manipula-
tion of religious beliefs reminds one of the history of Scheschian in Der 
goldne Spiegel, the evil fakirs in Danischmend, and Latona's sacred frogs 
in Die Abderiten. Like Archytas, moreover, Apollonius never indulges 
his imagination, and he was such a handsome boy that painters and 
sculptors may have pursued him, as they do Agathon. His good looks 
also raise the issue of physiognomy, which is so revealing in Peregrinus 
Proteus. Like Peregrinus, he recalls having "eine vorziiglich gliickliche 
Gestalt und Gesichtsbildung" (32:62), and he strikes Cretan goatherds 
as "ein langer hagerer Greis von einer Ehrfurcht gebietenden Ge-
sichtsbildung" (32: 12). Hegesias likewise admires his "majestatische 
Gesichtsbildung und ehrwiirdige Gestalt" (32:284), and Apollonius 
agrees that most people bear resemblances to animals, which one could 
almost always see, "vorausgesetzt daB er auch alle bekannten Arten 
von Luft- Land- und Wasserthieren fysionomisch studiert hatte" (32: 
317). Appearances are deceptive in Agathodiimon, though, which also 
develops the theme of Tiiuschung. The Orphic order that Apollonius 
takes as his model has two kinds of members: Schwiirmer who deceive 
themselves as much they do others, and superiors who do not delude 
themselves about their irrational methods. The first are unsuspecting 
collaborators like Peregrinus, and the second are mystagogues such as 
Theofranor, "ein groBer Meister in der Tauschungskunst" (32:89), 
who, like Dioklea, argues that nature itself furnishes many salutary il-
lusions. The Tiiuschung thus essential to Apollonius's scheme also per-
tains to his narrative, which he tries to relate without it, telling Hege-
sias, "Denn fur dich ... soil hier keine Tauschung seyn" (32: 40). An 
audience of one, Hegesias is in the same position as Lucian, then, while 
Apollonius assumes Peregrinus's narrative role. Indeed, Agathodiimon 
seems the inverse of Peregrinus Proteus. It too regards Tiiuschung, but 
from a superior point of view. 
The attitude that Apollonius himself takes toward Tiiuschung is clear 
from how he discovers and dismisses but then nonetheless deploys it. 
Pondering the existence of God, the young Apollonius soon learned 
that imagination produces strange illusions: "Ich iiberlieB mich der 
Einbildungskraft, und erkannte gar bald ihre magischen Tauschun-
gen" (32:472). If people used their reason to its full extent, he ar-
gues, they would not need such illusions, which also result from reli-
gious belief at odds with their own inner instincts: "Der Mensch, iiber 
welchen die Vernunft so viel Macht hat als ihr zukommt, wozu sollte er 
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die Tauschungen der Einbildungskraft und eines Glaubens, der seinem 
innern Gefiihle Gewalt anthut, vonnbthen haben?" (32:52). Theo-
franor, however, taught Apollonius that "Tauschung ihrer Sinne und 
Einbildungskraft" (32: 87) is an indispensable aid to making people 
observe religion and obey the law, as long as sensual impulses still 
outweigh their reason. He did not doubt that early Greek religious and 
political figures were right to fool their followers by using such "heil-
same Tauschungen" (32:88), and Apollonius came to consider "diese 
Art von wohlthatiger Tauschung" (32:246) innocent and necessary to 
his own plan. No one wishing to cure the moral infirmities of mankind 
can make the least impression on the lower classes, he thinks, "ohne 
ahnliche Behelfe und Tauschungen" (32:252). To the gullible goatherds 
who are his only neighbors, for example, his reputation as a beneficent 
daemon is such a harmless illusion, "eine Tauschung, die ihnen un-
schadlich ist" (32:42). Restoring such simple people's faith in pagan re-
ligion, moreover, which has so badly deteriorated that it appears about 
to collapse, seems an end that justifies the means of his secret society, 
whose few superiors regarded such belief as the only way to preserve 
civil order, the welfare of the human race, and hope for a better future. 
As Apollonius puts it, "Gestehe, Hegesias, daB ein solcher Zweck auch 
tauschende Mittel, sobald sie tauglich sind, rechtmaBig macht!" (32: 
84). Although he saw through it and found it unworthy of rational hu-
man beings, then, Apollonius gladly used Tiiuschung to educate the rest. 
He also doubts his justification of such deliberate Tiiuschung, how-
ever, which he liked to induce in a way that later revealed what it was, 
though he does not wholly oppose deceptive fantasies and even finds 
at least one illusion pleasant. In retrospect, he knows that his moral 
cause was noble, but he questions his means as well as his own later 
justification of illusions. In practice, he favored illusions that were only 
temporary. To help poor peasants farm more rationally, for example, he 
couched his simple advice to clear and drain their fields in terms of a 
holy oracle, a trick that the brightest of them subsequently understood. 
This was a Tiiuschung containing its own antidote, lasting only until it 
had its desired effect, a "Tiiusclzung ... , die, so zu sagen, ihr Gegengift 
bey sich fuhrt, weil sie in eben dem Augenblicke, da sie ihre abgezielte 
Wirkung gethan hat, als Tauschung erkannt wird. Sie fallt dann, wie die 
Schale von einer reifen Frucht, von selbst ab, und die Wahrheit, deren 
Hiille sie war, bleibt allein zuriick" (32: 130). Thus using illusions to 
convey abstract truths is easy, Apollonius adds, because most people 
are afflicted with a strong urge to be deceived, "mit einer ... groBen 
Anlage und Neigung sich tauschen zu lassen" (32:316). He thinks it re-
markable, for example, how readily most deceive themselves to con-
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ceive of the infinite. To imagine the future lasting longer than the past, 
he explains, just because one can logically posit an endless series is 
"eine blol3e und ziemlich grobe Tauschung" (32:329). When he says 
that life after death is probable, however, he sees no harm in letting 
one's imagination probe the future. At the age of ninety-six, he also 
notes how well Kymon's family cares for him, doing everything pos-
sible, "urn mich in die angenehme Tauschung zu setzen, als ob mein 
Leben im Elysium schon angegangen sey" (32:41). Far from staging 
Tiiuschung in ways that he neither doubts nor reveals, Apollonius thus 
explains why people are so prone to it, especially when they envision 
the afterlife. He does not dismiss the solace that such notions afford 
them, and he even expects such a future life for himself soon, one an-
ticipated by a present, pleasant illusion. 
Like Apollonius, scholars studying Agathodiimon express mixed feel-
ings about the concept of Tiiuschung. They debate the extent to which 
Wieland approves of it, regarding the novel as more or less in agree-
ment with the Enlightenment. Martini considers Tiiuschung a pedagogi-
cal tactic that frees people's humanity by using the fetters of their imag-
ination, while Hans Wurzner thinks it politically meaningful, since 
Apollonius seems to oppose Jacobinic abuse of political beliefs.3 Thome 
calls Apollonius's psychology of illusions a radically empirical critique 
of religion, noting both that imagination seems the source of metaphys-
ical as well as erotic illusions and that the ethical potential of Christian-
ity makes it an illusion elevated above all others.4 Karl Heinz Ihlen-
burg contends that Tiiuschung is a theme linking the various sections of 
Agathodiimon, the structure of which he thinks closely connected to its 
justification. Wieland reveals that Apollonius has renounced Tiiuschung 
only after Hegesias hears the story of his life, for example, which there-
fore takes on the character of a new illusion. 5 Jan-Dirk Muller writes 
that Apollonius's reforms fail because they rest on Tiiuschung and that 
Wieland's critique of religious illusions includes their rise in Hegesias.6 
Voges replies that Tiiuschung is indispensable to Wieland's novel, being 
its object as well as its means, and that Hegesias's literary initiation-
his introduction to the utopian nature of its setting-legitimates such 
illusion.? In 1780, the Berlin Academy of Sciences similarly asked 
whether illusion could be expedient among the lower classes, a ques-
tion about the Enlightenment that Wieland has seemed to answer in 
Agathodiimon.8 The novel appears to agree with Lessing's Erziehung des 
Menschengeschlechts (1780), where religion is said to anticipate the 
course of reason, revealing the same things sooner, and Apollonius has 
been dubbed a hero of the Enlightenment, though his philosophy does 
not seem satisfied with it.9 While Voges insists that Agathodiimon is the 
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didactic kind of art prescribed by the Enlightenment, moreover, Thome 
argues that it thematizes the rational limits of the Enlightenment and 
resembles the "new mythology" called for by the early romantics.10 
Considering how Tiiuschung can be reconciled with reason thus in-
volves both the content and the form of Agathodiimon. 
Formal and thematic concerns similarly coincide in studies treating 
the fictional nature of Wieland's narration. The many perspectives 
shown in its dialogues and letters seem mirrors that put his story into 
innovative relief, and the fact that it is fiction has seemed appropriate 
to his larger purpose. Martini finds that Wieland's achievement lies in 
putting common knowledge into a dialogic, multiperspectival form 
that combines opposing points of view and lends Apollonius depth.n 
BeiBner regards this dialogic style as a new way of conveying the me-
diateness of Wieland's storytelling, and Sengle thinks that the many re-
sulting "refractions" afford epic distance.12 Since Hegesias transcribes 
his conversations in letters, Agathodiimon is an epistolary novel too, 
whence Wolfgang Albrecht calls it a bold, successful experiment.13 
Thoughts of fictionality thus suggested by its form also seem suited to 
its subject matter. Both the poetic guise of a novel, Johanna Mellinger 
argues, and the religious issue of early Christianity have less to do with 
reason than imagination.14 Thome notes the social and anthropological 
import that Agathodiimon has as fiction and that transcends its antiquar-
ianism, while Albrecht finds it proof that Wieland's concept of poetry 
encouraged his spirit of humanity.15 Matthecka adds that its narrative 
frame is Wieland's first unironic fictive reality, and Jan-Dirk Muller re-
gards the allegorical structure of the novel as a metaphor for the 
utopian reality experienced by Hegesias.16 Voges likewise stresses He-
gesias's initiation into a realm of utopian knowledge shown as a "trans-
parent" or "reflexive" fictional medium making social and political 
criticism itself utopian, itself a "romanhafte Reflexion." 17 As Voges 
puts it, Agathodiimon fashions the reflexive utopia of the late Enlight-
enment, as a novePH This transparency of Wieland's literary method 
is also said to lend legitimacy and dignity to aesthetically mediated 
knowledge. 19 It thus seems logical to pursue the issue of fictionality, 
beyond the kinds of parallels cited so far, by linking his stress on 
Tiiuschung to the concept of aesthetic illusion. 
The aspect of fictionality most prominent in Agatlwdiimon first takes 
shape in Apollonius's remarks on belief in daemons, the same belief 
that causes Peregrinus's frequent Tiiuschung. He attributes such belief 
to most people's habit of imagining supernatural beings only in human 
form, but his similar critique of fanciful utopias seems tempered by his 
sympathy for better, possible worlds. Unlike the Cretan goatherds who 
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dub him "der Agathodiimon" (32: 14), Hegesias doubts that daemons 
exist, and Apollonius agrees: "Es hat-fur die Menschen wenigstens-
nie andere Damonen gegeben als Menschen" (32: 22). Apollonius traces 
the idea of daemons to two conflicting causes, people's instinctual urge 
to transcend the visible world and their inability to exceed the limits of 
human imagination. The result is an illusion, "ein mehr oder weniger 
tauschendes Bild" (32:24), one hiding the fact that daemons are simply 
idealized human beings. Hegesias asks whether this inability means 
that daemons exist only in the human imagination, and he sums up 
Apollonius's opinion that they have "keine andere Existenz ... als die 
sie durch die Gesiinge der Dichter, den MeiBel der Bildhauer, und den 
Glauben des Yolks erhalten" (32: 32). Apollonius similarly associates 
superstition and poetry when he says that the human habit of always 
imagining a better world leads to the utopias of poets and philoso-
phers, "diese lieblichen Traume der Dichter und Filosofen von einem 
goldnen W eltalter, von Cotter- und Heldenzeiten, von Unschuldswel-
ten, Atlantiden und Platonischen Republiken, womit die Menschen 
sich von jeher so gem haben einwiegen lassen" (32:25). Such sweet 
dreams seem more than soporific, however, when Apollonius explains 
the human urge to transform the empirical world into imaginary ones. 
This urge strikes him as solipsistic, but he also says that the empirical 
world is not the real one, calling it "die Welt der Erscheinungen und 
Tauschungen, welche man sich irriger Weise als die wirkliche vorzu-
stellen gewohnt ist" (32: 24). Sounding like Peregrinus here, Apollonius 
seems privy to another, better world. His remarks on the human form 
and imaginary existence of daemons, in fact, are ambiguous too. 
That Apollonius accepts the existence of possible, fictional worlds is 
plain when he later returns to the theme of the supernatural. He repeats 
that there is more to the world than meets the eye, defining nature 
broadly enough to account for places described in poems while betray-
ing quixotic faith in the results of his own politics. K ymon notes that 
belief in the supernatural is, paradoxically, part of human nature. This 
insight helps explain how, in Don Sylvia, "alles Wunderbare naturlich 
zugeht," for it hints that there is nothing unusual about Don Sylvio's 
psyche. In this sense, the existence of the marvelous is natural, an opin-
ion that Apollonius shares when he explains so-called supernatural 
things as either products of human imagination, and therefore natural 
in a way, or part of some higher order, and therefore only apparently 
supernatural, since they simply lie beyond the scope of the world that 
people perceive with their senses, which should not be mistaken for 
nature itself. Strictly speaking, then, nothing is supernatural, "oder die 
Natur muBte nicht Alles was ist, war, und seyn wird, umfassen" (32: 183). 
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With this loose idea of nature, Apollonius sounds much like Bodmer 
and Breitinger stretching the limits of poetic mimesis. He admits that 
nature includes chaos as described by ancient Greek poets, and he asks 
credulous wedding guests if they have ever seen another poetic place, 
the fruit trees hanging over Tantalus in Hades: "Habt ihr, fuhrer zu 
den Casten fort, jemahls den Garten des Tantalus gesehen?-Sie ant-
worteten: Ja, im Homer; denn in den Tartarus sind wir nie hinab 
gestiegen.-So wiBt ihr, versetzte Apollonius, daB dieser Garten ist 
und nicht ist" (32: 155). Apollonius thus suggests that this location ex-
ists, if only in a poem, not in the actual world. He blurs this boundary, 
however, when voicing his hopes for future emperors. If Trajan's suc-
cessors follow Nerva's good example, he argues, a golden age awaits 
the world. Although highly skeptical of just such utopias, Apollonius 
thinks that he has made one possible. Thus wishing that his own poetic 
kind of dream would come true, he acts according to Wieland's obser-
vation, made in 1774, that he was a philosophical Don Quixote.20 
Despite his sympathy for some poetic, possible worlds, Apollonius 
faults art that describes or depicts the gods, as skeptical of verbal and 
visual images as he is of daemons. Anthropomorphic concepts of su-
pernatural beings, he thinks, are found not only in superstition but also 
in poetry and fine art, which likewise traffic in Tiiuschung. He says that 
daemons are human beings ennobled by popular belief that priests, po-
ets, and artists support. Poets and artists too imagine such spirits in hu-
man bodies. Indeed, neither can help making the gods seem human, 
even if they remove the physical imperfections of their models: "Zwar 
kann und soll der Dichter und der bildende Kunstler, urn uns wiirdige 
Gottergestalten zu zeigen, die Menschen, die er zu Modellen zu neh-
men genothigt ist, von allen der Einzelnheit anklebenden Mangeln be-
freyen; kann und soll sie in ihrer reinsten Schonheit denken, ... aber 
nichts desto weniger werden seine Cotter, sobald er sie erscheinen laBt, 
zu dem was sie in seiner eigenen Einbildung zu seyn genothigt sind, zu 
Menschen" (32:28). While artists are thus constrained by their imagina-
tion, their work takes on a life of its own in the eye of its beholder. Even 
if Jupiter actually appeared in all the majesty bestowed on him by 
Homer and Phidias, Apollonius says, one could not distinguish him 
from their images: "Was hattest du da gesehen, als ein Bild, das dir 
Dichter und Mahler oft genug vorgemahlt haben, urn es deiner Einbil-
dungskraft einzupragen?" (32:33). With these arguments about the 
structure of understanding and the experience of phenomena, Apollo-
nius sounds like Kant defining the limits of human knowledge. Kymon 
seems less critical when he compares Apollonius's remarkable memory 
to a large, well-ordered picture gallery, but he also observes that many 
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people found Apollonius's miracles as natural as sculptors' busts, and 
Apollonius's account of such magic as "tauschend[e] Kiinste" (32:190) 
recalls his remark that Zeuxis's statue of a centaur joins the animal and 
spiritual halves of human nature only in an artistic, optical illusion. 
Even if one believes that possible worlds exist, then, how can one not 
think artists' images of their inhabitants deceptive? 
Apollonius makes several further remarks on verbal and visual art 
that suggest an answer to this aesthetic question. In addition to decry-
ing the Tiiuschung common to them, he also distinguishes poets from 
sculptors on moral and semiotic grounds. He criticizes poets for mak-
ing the gods seem morally dubious, a fault that he finds less serious in 
the case of sculptors. The latter do all that they can to present the gods 
as decent and even sublime, he explains, whereas the former under-
mine Greek religion, an unjustifiable sin: "Unlaugbar haben die Letz-
tern sich am wenigstcn an den Gottern versiindiget. Denn was ihre 
Kunst vermag, haben sie gethan, uns anstiindige und sogar erhabene 
Vorstellungen von denselben zu gewohnen: da hingegen Homer und 
seine Familie gegen den Vorwurf, daB sie sogar die groflen Cotter, an 
welche die offentliche Verehrung der Hellenen vorzuglich gerichtet ist, 
als Muster der unsittlichsten Handlungen aufgestellt, vielleicht mit den 
rohen Sitten seiner Zeit zu entschuldigen, aber nie zu rechtfertigen ist" 
(32: 188-89). Despite this condemnation of poets, Apollonius attributes 
the decline of religion less to them than to sculptors. Poetry makes the 
gods seem human, but it still leaves some room for imagination, hear-
gues, unlike the art of Phidias, Alkamenes, Scopas, and Praxiteles. In 
fact, the gods have come to seem identical with the particular images 
assigned them by such sculptors: "Denn obschon auch die Dichter den 
Gottern eine Menschen-ahnliche Gestalt zu geben genothigt waren, so 
behielt doch die Einbildungskraft by ihren Darstellungen noch einige 
Freyheit; da sie hingegen durch die genau bestimmten Gotterbilder un-
srer Kiinstler gefesselt wurde, und daher mit der Zeit ganz naturlich 
erfolgen muBte, daB der Gott oder die Gottin mit ihrem Marmorbilde, 
so zu sagen, Ein Ding wurde, und, indem man sich die Cotter nie an-
ders als unter diesen bestimmten Formen dachte, unvermerkt die 
Bilder selbst an die Stelle derselben traten" (32:210-11). Indeed, Apol-
lonius thinks that moral order has collapsed since the Greek gods seem 
no more than statues. For reasons at once moral and aesthetic, then, an 
art avoiding such hypostatization-one even more abstract than po-
etry, perhaps, so that it might give imagination even freer rein-would 
better indicate what lies beyond the empirical world. 
Wieland describes such an art in Agathodiimon: music. Apollonius is 
not a neo-Pythagorean for nothing, admiring moral consonance similar 
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to Pythagoras's "harmony of the spheres," and the powerful effect of 
songs sung for Hegesias shows how well such harmony suggests pos-
sible worlds. Recalling his decision to be like Pythagoras, Apollonius 
tells how he mortified his flesh, arguing that one lives up to human na-
ture more truly, the more one's body resembles a lute used to make a 
musician's spiritual harmonies audible, "je mehr der Korper einer rein 
gestimmten Laute gleicht, die dem Tonkiinstler bloB dazu client, die 
melodischen Harmonien, die er in sich selbst spielt, horbar zu machen" 
(32: 76). He admits that sensual pleasure, refined by reason, might lead 
to no little moral perfection and inner harmony, and he sounds skepti-
cal when Hegesias says that it is sometimes necessary to believe that 
our fate is benign, that "jeder einzelne MifSklang sich im Ganzen in die 
reinste Harmonie auflose" (32:50). Doubting such theodicean notions, 
Apollonius wonders whether the thought that present dissonances will 
be resolved in a harmony that humans do not hear can have much ef-
fect, "ob der Gedanke, 'die MifSkHinge, die jetzt mein Ohr zerreifSen, 
werden in eine Harmonie, die ich nicht hare, aufgelost,'- ob dieser 
Gedanke, so lange mein Ohr gepeinigt wird, eine sonderliche Wirkung 
thun kann?" (32:51). The effect that songs have on Hegesias, however, 
is as strong as it is spiritual. After Apollonius, talking like Kant, tells 
him that one can never know what daemons themselves are like, one's 
knowledge of them being limited by the structure of the human mind, 
Hegesias hears a voice singing, "eine liebliche Singstimme ... , deren 
reine Silbertone, von dem schonsten Echo vervielfaltigt, meine ganze 
Aufmerksamkeit nach dem Ort, woher sie zu kommen schienen, hin-
zog" (32:38-39). This hint that music can help one know a reality 
higher than that of phenomena is later reinforced when Kymon's wife 
and daughter sing a Pindaric ode, a performance that makes Hegesias 
feel disembodied and transported to the heavenly dwelling of the im-
mortals, moved by the "Macht des Gesanges iiber das menschliche 
Herz" (32: 215). The power of music here thus seems an epistemologi-
cal matter. 
Apollonius explains such strong effects of music on the evening of 
the second day that Hegesias spends with him. They both hear another 
song suggesting other worlds, one that does so distinctly yet also less 
deceptively than the art of painting. Apollonius likes to collect himself 
at the end of every day by listening to soothing music, and Hegesias 
feels uplifted, as he had before, but he also observes that this new song 
is polyphonic, a formal feature that heightens its psychological effect. 
Apollonius calls it a "Psychagogikon" (32:373), in fact, and Hegesias 
confesses that he has never heard "eine so seltsame Art von dissonie-
render Harmonie" (32: 369). He feels deeply affected by such harmony, 
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moreover, as if he were carried off to a better world on the wings of 
song: "Mein ganzes W esen schien sich nach und nach in Harmonie 
aufzulosen, und mir war zuletzt, als ob alle diese lieblichen Tone zu 
lauter atherischen Geistern wiirden, die mich in ihre Mitte nahmen, 
und auf ihren weit verbreiteten machtigen Fliigeln in eine andere 
bessere Welt empor triigen" (32:372). This feeling is so otherworldly 
because music avoids the fault that visual art commits by seeming too 
concrete. At first, Apollonius explains the effect of the song, a canon, by 
comparing acoustic intervals other than octaves to demitints, interme-
diate shades of color in paintings: "Diese Grund- und Mitteltone brin-
gen in einem vielstimmigen oder mit Instrumenten begleiteten Gesang 
ungefahr eben dieselbe Wirkung hervor, wie die Mitteltinten in einem 
Gemahlde" (32: 368). He soon adds, however, that music gives a clearer 
idea of cosmic harmony than light, colors, and chiaroscuro. Indeed, he 
knows no way to convey a better sense of the more rational order and 
intellectual life that he expects to find when he dies: "Ich kenne nichts, 
was einer mit zarten Sinnen und erhohter Einbildungskraft begabten 
Seele einen anschaulichem Begriff und weniger tauschende Vorgefiihle 
von einer vollkommneren Ordnung der Dinge und einem geistigern 
Leben geben konnte, als diese Art von Musik, die du eben gehort hast" 
(32: 373-7 4). Music too stimulates the imagination, then, but it does so 
with a minimum of Ti:iuschung. 
The Pythagorean polyphony that Apollonius likes to hear also makes 
words superfluous, a semiotic consequence significant for Wieland's 
narration. Hegesias writes that words cannot describe the effect of the 
canon, and Apollonius prefers to do without them. Music is a more im-
mediate, intellectual language, he argues, one that speaks for itself in-
stead of referring to something else: "Ich bedarf bey einer Musik, wie 
die heutige, keiner Worte, die mir ihren Sinn erst erklaren und sie 
gleichsam in meine Sprache iibersetzen miifSten; ich bedarf nicht nur 
der Worte nicht dazu, sondern sie storen mich sogar im reinen GenufS 
derselben, indem sie den freyen Flug meiner durch sie Ieichter beflii-
gelten Seele hemmen, und meine Aufmerksamkeit zerstreuen, und von 
dem, was mir die Musen in ihrer eigenen geistigen Sprache unmittel-
bar mittheilen, durch Vergleichung der Worte mit dem, was sie aus-
driicken sollen, abziehen" (32:374-75). Just as he also objects to poetry 
that describes the gods in all-too-human form, Apollonius here resists 
translating the meaning of music into words that must be compared to 
their referents. In both cases, he opposes reifying concepts that cannot 
be reduced to sensory experience and that he thinks should remain ab-
stract. Moreover, as soon as Hegesias retires, K ymon and his family sing 
the song again, but so softly that Hegesias cannot hear the words, which 
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convinces him that Apollonius is right, "daB eine Musik, wie diese, uns 
in ihrer eigenen, unsrer Seele gleichsam angebornen Sprache, anrede, 
und keiner Obersetzung in eine willkiihrliche kalte Zeichensprache 
bediirfe, urn von ihr verstanden zu werden" (32: 376). Unlike cold and 
arbitrary verbal language, then, music is the innate language of the hu-
man soul itself. If he did not know who was singing, Hegesias adds, he 
would believe that their voices came from another world, the invisible 
one that he soon enters in his dreams. With this suggestive force, but 
without the explicitness that devalues both sculpture and poetry, mu-
sic solves the problem of how to represent the supernatural. Although 
it dismisses with words, it therefore also affords a semiotic model for 
the narration of Agathodiimon. 
One cannot narrate a novel without using words, of course, but 
Agathodiimon is nonetheless strikingly like the music that moves Hege-
sias. It too is polyphonic, comprising several narrative voices with a 
strong combined effect, and those voices speak at increasingly abstract 
levels, thereby leaving its referent aptly implicit and invisible. Like mu-
sic, in fact, the narration of the novel is an art best explained as only in-
directly representing the supernatural. The goatherds who live near 
Apollonius and think him a daemon, for example, are also the least re-
liable narrators. Their readiness to believe fantastic tales recalls Bod-
mer and Breitinger's definition of the marvelous, but Apollonius dis-
credits such gullibility, distinguishing actual people from fictional 
characters. Hegesias says that the goatherds' favorite subject is mar-
velous stories, "wunderbare Geschichten" (32:9-10), and that no one 
in the world is as inclined as such Cretans to tell and believe incredible 
tales, "unglaubliche Dinge zu erzahlen und zu glauben" (32: 10). The 
goatherds talk of such things as if they had actually seen them, but He-
gesias questions their narrative veracity, citing the same concept of 
Tiiusclzung crucial to Apollonius's plan for reviving popular religion: 
"Ob nicht etwa der erste Erz~ihler zuweilen ohne seine Schuld sich 
selbst getauscht haben, oder von anderen getauscht worden seyn 
konnte?" (32: 11). After Apollonius has explained such simple people's 
belief in daemons, Hegesias also understands how they make the 
merely unusual seem marvelous, "wie diese guten Leute, in ihrer aber-
glaubischen Einfalt, ungewohnliche Erscheinungen zu wunderbaren zu 
erheben wissen" (32:39). Bodmer and Breitinger similarly explain the 
marvelous as the extreme form of the new, but Apollonius is skeptical, 
calling faith in magic and its "Zaubermahrchen" (32: 93) proof of the 
power of imagination over common sense. Not so easily deceived, he 
resists one woman with a reputation for seducing men as successfully 
as Homer's Circe, and sees through another who tries to frighten him 
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by appearing as Hecate, "wie sie von den Dichtern geschildert wird" 
(32: 103). Avoiding confusion of fact and fiction, Apollonius thus dis-
pels the kind of Tiiuschung that fools the goatherds who describe him to 
Hegesias. 
The goatherds are not the only narrators who misrepresent Apollo-
nius because they believe in the marvelous. Damis of Nineveh, his bi-
ographer, is shown to be equally liable to credit the supernatural and 
distort the facts of Apollonius's life. Damis's love for the marvelous 
seems an imaginative foible, though, that cannot obscure the grain of 
truth present in his unlikely stories. Hegesias, Kymon, and Apollonius 
all read and dismiss his biography. Kymon is especially harsh, calling 
it a fantastic "Mischma[s]ch von Milesischen Mahrchen und Land-
fahrerliigen" (32:219) and a "Wundergeschichte" more far-fetched 
than "alles, was in dieser Art je gefabelt worden ist" (32: 220). This 
strong dislike of narrative fabulation is compounded by K ymon's 
ironic compliment that Damis was a master at turning commonplace 
events into old wives' tales, "ein wahrer Meister in der Kunst, eine 
ziemlich alWigliche Begebenheit in -ein Ammenmahrchen zu ver-
wandeln" (32:156). When Apollonius interjects that Damis certainly 
possessed a felicitous imagination, Kymon concedes that he has done 
no more than all"Liebhaber des Wunderbaren" (32:167), fans of the 
marvelous who mislead their readers not because they are liars but be-
cause their imagination gets the better of them -"nicht, weil sie uns 
vorsetzlich beliigen wollen, sondern weil sie im Erzahlen von ihrer 
Liebe zum Wunderbaren in eine so lebhafte Begeisterung gesetzt wer-
den, daB sie das, was sie mit ihren Augen sahen, von dem, was ihre er-
hitzte Fantasie hinzu thut, selbst nicht mehr zu unterscheiden vermo-
gen" (32: 167). Thus unable to distinguish fact from fantasy because he 
is so inclined to believe in miracles, Damis is a tool, like Peregrinus, 
that Apollonius uses to sway the even more credulous masses. Like the 
Abderites, however, Damis is always ready to let others laugh at his 
folly, and his stories of wonders worked by Apollonius are not without 
at least some basis in fact, as Kymon notes: "Aber allen Mahrchen, wie 
ungereimt sie seyn mogen, liegt immer etwas Wahres zum Grunde" 
(32:313). Strange but true in this sense, Damis's writing seems the work 
of a narrator too superstitious for his own good but useful for further-
ing that of others. 
While tales told by Cretan goatherds as well as Damis sound dubi-
ous because both think the marvelous directly at work in the world, 
Kymon and Apollonius seem more reliable narrators. Kymon knows 
that Apollonius's apparent miracles result from manipulating the 
imagination of the masses, and Apollonius calls his own narration as 
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accurate as possible, admitting that it might nonetheless contain unin-
tended Tiiuschung. Unlike Damis, Kymon seems a credible witness of 
the many wonders that Apollonius supposedly worked, which he ex-
plains by revealing how most can be attributed simply to power over 
people's imagination. Apollonius's seeming ability to raise the dead can 
be explained this way, though news of such episodes usually spreads 
in the "Gestalt eines Mahrchens" (32: 149). Apollonius himself explains 
events like his disappearance from Rome at the time of Domitian's 
death more rationally than Damis's "Wundermahrchen" (32:300), tak-
ing care to cast his story in a more credible narrative form. It is truthful 
for being told in the first person rather than the third, he says to Hege-
sias, since the former does not exceed the limits of his self-knowledge: 
"Hatte ich mich verbindlich gemacht, dir von mir selbst wie von einer 
dritten Person zu reden, so konntest du ein billiges Mif:trauen in meine 
Wahrhaftigkeit setzen; denn noch nie hat ein Mensch sich selbst gese-
hen, wie er einen andern sieht. Aber ich versprach dir nur was ich hal-
ten kann, mich dir darzustellen wic ich mich selbst seize" (32:59). He 
might deceive himself from this subjective point of view, but Apollo-
nius finds this possibility part of being only human: "Hat die Eigen-
liebe demungeachtet geheime Tauschungen, die ich selbst nicht gewahr 
werden kann, und die einem unbefangenen fremden Auge vielleicht 
nicht entgehen, so laB mir die Entschuldigung zu gute kommen, daB 
ich mich zwar fiir keinen gewohnlichen Menschen, aber ... nu r fiir einen 
Menschen gebe" (32:60). Apollonius thus sounds honest about not be-
ing an omniscient narrator. He seems as fallible as Damis when he adds 
that he can deceive Hegesias only by deceiving himself, but his general 
sobriety makes his story appear judicious. 
At the four levels of Wieland's narration noted so far, the story of 
Apollonius's life seems more reliable, the less its authors represent him 
as a superhuman being. Hegesias seems caught in the middle of these 
several levels, at first regarding him in a mood to believe in the mar-
velous, but later required to tell that story truly, without Tiiuschung. He 
also describes his writing by using terms borrowed from visual art that 
help decipher the narration of Agathodiimon as a whole. He is skeptical 
of the goatherds but eager to meet Apollonius after hearing their fairy-
tale account of him, their "mahrchenhafte Erzahlung ... von diesem 
vermeinten Genius" (32: 17). Apollonius appears just as they describe 
him, moreover, convincing Hegesias that imagination works in myste-
rious ways: "Es ist ein wunderlich Ding urn unsre Einbildungskraft" 
(32: 19). His imagination jogged by tall tales, that is, Hegesias too is 
tempted to see more in Apollonius than a human being. He is so curi-
ous to know who Apollonius is, in fact, that he almost blurts out this 
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penchant for the marvelous, nearly crying, "Welch ein wunderbares We-
sen bist du?" (32:43-44). Apollonius nonetheless picks Hegesias to tell 
his story more truly than writers who he knows will do nothing but 
damage by falsifying it or falling victim to such psychological Tiiu-
schung: "Meine wahre Geschichte konnte der Welt vielleicht ni.itzlich 
werden: verfalscht oder in ein tiiuschendes Licht gestellt, kann sie nicht 
anders als Schaden thun" (32:45). In his first letter, Hegesias likewise 
tells Timagenes that a carefully written narration suits his subject bet-
ter than a rambling conversation, which would miss many a trait of 
such a remarkable man, "manchen nicht gleichgultigen Zug an dem 
Bilde dieses merkwurdigen Menschen" (32: 8). This allusion to a visual 
image is even clearer when Hegesias warns that his writing conveys no 
more than a pale outline of the colorful figure that Apollonius cut for 
him: "Was du hier empfangst, wird doch weiter nichts als ein leicht 
gefiirbter UmriB des lebendigen Bildes seyn, welches Agathodiimon 
selbst mit enkaustischen Farben meinem Herzen einbratmte" (32:8). 
Since Apollonius himself finds all such visual art semiotically crude 
compared to music, however, Hegesias's narration seems flawed from 
the start after all. 
This ambiguity is only apparent, though, when regarded from the 
final level of Wieland's narration. No one there writes or speaks so ex-
plicitly, and Apollonius turns out not to be the hero of Agathodiimon. In-
stead, he himself admits falling short of Jesus, having only seemed 
what Jesus actually was. Images suggested by Hegesias's writing can 
therefore rightly help portray Apollonius, but Wieland hints at the less 
tangible life of Jesus in narration modeled on the more abstract art of 
music. To reach this conclusion, one needs to recall the parallel tradi-
tionally drawn between the lives of these spiritual leaders and to note 
its relevance in previous studies of Agathodiimon. The two were com-
pared not only by pagan apologists, as noted above, but also by more 
modern authors. Hierocles, a Roman governor in Egypt under Diode-
han, claimed that Apollonius was greater than Jesus, whereas Eusebius 
of Caesarea (c. 263-339?), a Greek church historian, chided both Hiero-
cles and Philostratus, arguing that Apollonius, far from being equal to 
Jesus, was simply a charlatan.21 In 1793, Johann Balthasar Luderwald 
likewise took Hierocles to task, favoring religion based on reason in-
stead of superstition, but finding Apollonius utterly unworthy of com-
parison with Jesus.22 This conclusion is far more extreme than the one 
encouraged in Agat/wdiimon, and Mellinger claims that Wieland did not 
use Luderwald's treatise, though she considers Jesus the hero of the 
novel.23 Ihlenburg counters that Apollonius is its main character, while 
Martini interprets him as a great man whose ceding to Jesus makes the 
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latter seem even greater.24 (In less scholarly terms, this same parallel 
has also been drawn between Wieland and Goethe.) 25 Sengle argues 
that the novel was occasioned by Johann Gottfried Herder's "VomEr-
loser der Menschen" (1796) and "Von Gottes Sohn" (1797), a claim re-
jected by BeiBner, who regards an earlier Latin translation of Ralph 
Cudworth's The True Intellectual System of the Universe (1678) as the 
source of Wieland's sympathetic account of Apollonius.26 In any case, 
Agathodiimon has also been said to express Herder's ideal of human-
ity since Wieland too thought that Christian ethics surpassed those 
of antiquity.27 All of these issues, though, involve Wieland's narrative 
technique. 
That technique can be explained by observing just how Wieland's 
Apollonius compares himself to Jesus. He does so in terms of Tiiu-
schung. Apollonius raises the issue of deceptive appearances when he 
finds the similarity between himself and Jesus so remarkable that even 
he was briefly deceived (getiiuscht) by it but also concedes that Jesus 
was a contemporary, "der das war, was ich schien" (32:345). His own 
seeming piety and apparent miracles amounted to deliberate decep-
tion, "absichtliche Tauschung" (32: 387), Apollonius admits, while Jesus 
did not want to deceive anyone, and could have done so only by de-
ceiving himself first: "Er wollte nicht tiiuschen, und wurde jemand durch 
ihn getauscht, so war ers selbst vorher" (32:386). This possibility of 
self-deceptive proselytizing recalls Peregrinus's dubious Schwiirmerei, 
however, and Hegesias asks whether Jesus was really so innocent, 
whether he did not at least tolerate deceptions staged by his support-
ers: "Aber sollte dein Held wirklich von allen tauschenden Mitteln zu 
seinem, wenn du willst, edeln und wohlthatigen Zweck so frey gewe-
sen seyn, wie du annimmst, oder sich nicht wenigstens durch ein lei-
dendes Verhalten zu den Tauschungen bequemt haben, die von seinen 
Freunden ihm zu Liebe veranstaltet wurden?" (32:400-401). Apollo-
nius finds nothing wrong with such a performance (Veranstaltung) if it 
fans the nearly extinguished flame of human morality. When Jesus 
died, for example, his disciples despaired, believing not that he had 
intentionally deceived them, but that he had deceived himself: "Sie 
glaubten zwar nicht, daB er sie vorsetzlich habe tauschen wollen; aber 
sie glaubten, er habe sich selbst getauscht" (32: 415). After the Resur-
rection, though, they were sure that their belief in him was not decep-
tive: "Sie waren nun gewiB, daB ihr Glaube an ihn sie nicht tauschen 
konne" (32: 421). Jesus' superiority to Apollonius might thus seem to 
rest on the power of positive thinking, but Apollonius also notes how 
much he differs from other, Greek sages: "Der Jiidische Weise scheint 
neben den unsrigen ein Mann a us einer and ern Welt zu seyn" (32: 386). 
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By means of Tiiusc!zung more earnest than a mere didactic trick, Jesus 
would be the perfect hero of fiction defined as a story set in other, pos-
sible worlds. 
Apollonius highlights such literary potential when he foresees how 
Jesus' fame will spread, making remarks on narrative credibility, poetic 
images, and figurative language. Christianity sets itself apart from pa-
gan Tiiuschung, he explains, but like the language of Gnosticism that 
misleads Peregrinus, its verbal and visual signs will be taken too lit-
erally. Apollonius says that early Christianity needed to appear to 
achieve what pagan polytheism had tried to bring about "durch eitle 
Tiiuschungen" (32:431). Jesus' sense of purpose assuredly enabled him 
to perform much that was marvelous, he adds, but rumor and biogra-
phers doubtless distorted such acts as badly as his, Apollonius's, own 
deeds were skewed. Indeed, Apollonius thinks the Christian gospels so 
incredible that they often seem more like fairy tales than solid, reliable 
evidence: "Uberhaupt fehlt diesen Erzahlungen, wiewohl ihnen nicht 
alle Glaubwiirdigkeit abzusprechen ist, doch sehr viel von dem, was 
von einer zuverlassigen Urkunde gefordert wird, und dem Schreiber 
einer wahren Geschichte das Zutrauen der Leser erwirbt. Sie sind im 
gemeinsten Mahrchenton erzahlt, mit Widerspriichen und unglaub-
lichen, zum Theil schlechterdings unmoglichen Wunderdingen ange-
fiillt" (32:383). These narrative criteria are the same ones that Wieland 
establishes for novels in Agathon. Apollonius also traces Jesus' success 
to Jewish prophets who embellished their predictions about the Mes-
siah with poetic language, "mit den prachtigsten und reitzendsten Far-
ben der Dichtkunst" (32:411). Christians too will either invent new 
words or invest old ones with new meanings, he adds, their language 
already consisting of many curious figures of speech, "eine Menge son-
derbarer figiirlicher Redensarten" (32:436). Christianity will lead to a 
new daemonism, moreover, as soon as images of its saints seem talis-
mans corresponding to invisible archetypes in heaven. Such verbal and 
visual signs quickly become more powerful than the ideas that they de-
note: "In kurzem wirken die blof?en Zeichen derselben, Worte oder sym-
bolische Bilder, in welche jeder so viel selbstbeliebige Bedeutung legen 
kann als er will, starker als die Ideen selbst" (32: 426). Apollonius thus 
foresees that faith in Jesus and his sincere illusions will degenerate into 
mere idolatry as Christianity and the language of its dubious Gospels 
undergo semiotic corruption. 
As "self-conscious" fiction, Agathodiimon not only relates but also 
avoids such hypostatization, narrated in a way that does not reify its 
hero, and thus develops Wieland's earlier treatments of Tiiuschung. 
It tells the story of Apollonius only as a prelude to the even more 
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remarkable one of Jesus, whom it neither describes nor depicts, how-
ever, in verbal or visual images like those shown to abet superstition 
and idolatry. Such indirect narration resembles poetry, painting, and 
sculpture less than music, an art better suited to represent the super-
natural, which it does not make seem misleadingly concrete. This semi-
otic significance of music has not been noted in previous studies of the 
novel. Music has seemed a symbol of the social concord enjoyed by 
Apollonius and Kymon's family, and one of Apollonius's speeches has 
been compared to an Orphic hymn, but the fact that the historical De-
mocritus and Archytas, models for main characters in two of Wieland's 
other novels, thought highly of Pythagorean harmony is a better clue 
to the narration of Agathodiimon.28 Drawing such generic parallels to 
other arts, Wieland also defines the illusion that his novel induces as 
Tiiuschung containing its own antidote, like the educational kind pre-
ferred by Apollonius. He creates a fictional character, Apollonius, who 
gradually takes shape but then admits to falling short of an even 
greater, more remote ideal: Jesus. While his secular message is still 
largely consistent with the moral theory of the Enlightenment, then, 
Wieland's new attitude toward the fictionality of his narration pre-
figures the kind of aesthetic reflection known as romantic irony. That 
attitude develops the notion of Tiiuschung defined as aesthetic illu-
sion in his essay on the Singspiel, recommended despite being taken to 
extremes in Die Abderiten, and revealed as suspect if indulged too 
sincerely in Peregrinus Proteus. It also examines fictionality in the art 
of music, thereby extending current theoretical limits to that concept. 
Precisely by not telling the whole story of Agathodiimon, Wieland 
thus suggestively links its subject matter to its narration. When told 
that Jesus was thought to have ascended to heaven on a cloud, He-
gesias balks: "In einer Ode laB' ich das gelten; aber prosaisch von der 
Sache zu reden,-" (32:418). In Agathodiimon, Wieland overcomes this 
objection, narrating the poetic in prose, the metaphysical in supreme 
"metafiction." 
9. Aristipp und einige seiner 
Zeitgenossen (1800-1802) 
BUcher wie "Aristipp," die gleichzeitig eben so 
reinlich das Stahlskelett der Triigerkonstruktion 
zeigen, wie die "Fiille" rnenschlicher und geistiger 
Ereignisse bewiiltigen, gehiiren in allen Literaturen 
zu den groj3ten Seltenheiten, und sollten von jeder 
Schriftstellergeneration irnmer wieder studiert 
werden. 
-Arno Schmidt, Berechnungen I (1955) 
Illusion is also the issue tied to fictionality most important in the last 
of Wieland's three late novels, Aristipp und einige seiner Zeitgenossen 
(1800-2). Named for the philosopher Aristippus of Cyrene, a student 
of Socrates who first proposed the doctrine of hedonism, the novel 
deals less with daemonism or didactic Tiiuschung, however, than with 
the aesthetic pleasure afforded by fine art. By analyzing such art while 
casting Socrates as a secular saint, it shifts the emphasis placed on mu-
sic and Jesus in Agathodiimon, and by discussing aesthetic pleasures so 
strong as to be fatal, it further regards the kind of delusions that lead to 
Peregrinus's death. Its title character enjoys Tiiuschung consciously and 
in moderation, but its heroine, the hetaera Lais, takes such illusion to 
greater lengths. This difference of degree not only raises the questions 
about imagination and ideals posed in Wieland's earlier novels, but 
also helps settle scholarly arguments about the literary character and 
quality of Aristipp, which has often seemed little more than a long gloss 
on the history of philosophy. Its import is clear from Aristippus's open-
ing remarks on poetry and sculpture, not least because he often links 
such verbal and visual arts, likening the prose of Xenophon's Anabasis, 
for example, to Polyclitus's statuesque canon of physical beauty. The 
effect of visual art is shown in scenes reminiscent of the Abderites' 
craze for theater and Peregrinus's passion for statues, moreover, while 
that of verbal art is studied in letters about Aristophanes' Clouds, a 
comedy said to abet Socrates' execution, and about two Platonic dia-
logues: Phaedo, which drives one of its first readers to suicide, and Sym-
posium, which helps explain Lais's demise. Aristippus similarly judges 
Plato's Republic according to its effect as a work of fiction, regarding its 
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Socrates as a character whose narrative physiognomy is tied to Plato's 
notion of literary mimesis. Although Wieland openly declares his own 
sympathy for fiction only in notes and glossaries, as the "editor" of 
Aristipp, he thus subtly examines the illusion that it induces. Indeed, 
the issue of illusion unifies his sprawling text, the difference between 
Aristippus and Lais playing itself out in ways that make this final novel 
the height of his "self-conscious" fiction. 
As in Wieland's earlier novels, the events shown in Aristipp seem 
meaningful because its main characters perceive and present them dif-
ferently. Its story line is tortuous, tracing personal liaisons among con-
temporaries of Aristippus. Like him, most are modeled on historical 
figures who flourished in the late fifth and early fourth centuries B.c., 
and they move easily in the philosophical, literary, and artistic circles 
of Athens in the thirty years following the Peloponnesian War. Writing 
letters to each other as they come and go from that defeated city to 
other regions of Greece and the Mediterranean, they all give vivid ac-
counts of its cultural life. They exchange thoughts on Socrates, for ex-
ample, who is their mentor right up to the moment of his death and 
whose personality is one focal point of the novel. Another is the erotic 
and intellectual charm that Lais holds for Aristippus, at least when 
these two pen pals are not otherwise occupied with their respective 
senses of cosmopolitan independence. A third focus is the work of 
painters and sculptors such as Parrhasius, Scopas, and Timanthes, who 
appear in the novel both to explain their intentions and to discuss the 
effect of their art, thereby recalling Wieland's essay on the ideals of 
Greek artists. A fourth is Plato, acknowledged to be Socrates' most fa-
mous student, whose abstract idealism distorts his master's more tangi-
ble teachings. Wieland locates these four axes of what little action there 
is in Aristipp against a background of social and political unrest, and 
the letters sent to and from Aristippus include digressions on the rela-
tive merits of democracy, oligarchy, and tyranny-the forms of gov-
ernment prevailing in Athens, Cyrene, and Syracuse, respectively. 
Aristippus avoids politics, however, preferring aesthetic pleasure in-
stead, which he takes in everything from the Olympic games to history 
written by Xenophon and plays by Aristophanes. Indeed, his strong in-
terests in Socrates, Lais, visual art, and Plato are all linked by the con-
cept of aesthetic illusion and its application in life as well as literature. 
Accordingly, Aristipp provides insights into the Tiiuschung considered 
in some of Wieland's essays and other novels too. 
It does so partly by employing characters, themes, and commentary 
also found in those other novels. Like Agathodiimon, Aristipp is an epis-
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tolary novel about a philosopher, and Aristippus is less important than 
Socrates, whom he, sounding just like Apollonius singing the praises of 
Jesus, hails as the purest moral embodiment of humanity ever seen, 
"die reinste sittliche Gestalt, in welcher die Humanitiit je der Welt per-
sonlich im wirklichen Leben sichtbar geworden ist" (33:63). Such a 
concern with the appearance of an ideal in real life is characteristic of 
Aristippus, who does not believe in popular religion but thinks it use-
ful for maintaining order among the masses and, taking this position 
further than Apollonius, claims that one needs to assume the existence 
of the divine if one is not to succumb to solipsism. What is more, he 
meets a Pythagorean who observes how people have to imagine divin-
ity in a human form and how poetry produces vague images that the 
art of sculpture must make more concrete. Other remarks on the psy-
chological force of visual art recall Peregrinus Proteus and Don Sylvia. 
Like Mamilia Quintilla, Lais poses nearly nude for a statue of Venus, 
and when Aristippus sees her undressed, she warns him that Ixion did 
not do well to boast of thus spying Juno, while, like Don Sylvio, one of 
her young admirers fancies that she has been turned into that statue by 
some evil magician. Litigious Athenians' "ProcefSfieber" (33:55) echoes 
Die Abderiten, as does Aristippus's taste for comedy that avoids per-
sonal satire, and Diogenes of Sinope appears in Aristipp too, where 
Plato's utopia and its model citizens are regarded even more skep-
tically than in Diogenes. Such parallels seem clearest in the case of 
Agathon. The historical Agathon hosted the dinner described in Plato's 
Symposium, and Lais's final lover poses as a reader of poems, the same 
job held by Wieland's fictional hero. Moreover, Lais is Aristippus's 
neighbor on Aegina, just as Danae lives next to Agathon in Tarentum, 
and one of her protegees is called Chariklea, the name that Danae takes 
there. Aristippus even learns oratory from Hippias, with whom he vis-
its the tyrant Dionysius, and admires the Sophist's knowledge of the 
real world, "der wirklichen Menschen ... und des Laufs der Welt, nicht 
wie wir ihn aile gem hatten, sondern wie er ist" (33:277-78). Like 
Wieland's other novels, then, Aristipp involves several kinds of fictions 
and delusions, thereby addressing the topic of fictionality on a broad 
scale. 
Aristippus seems strangely disposed to literary fiction, displaying 
considerable ambivalence toward Tiiuschung. Skeptical of imagination, 
he encourages certain illusions while remaining committed to under-
standing them. Hippias derides myths about gods and heroes as mere 
phantasms and consigns them to the amusing but unscientific "Gcbiet 
der Dichter" (34:44); Diagoras of Melos, another philosopher whom 
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Apollonius meets, likewise shuns the marvelous, explaining how he 
once listened to such tales but did not believe them and tried to dis-
cover their natural causes, "d. i. woher wohl die dabey vorwaltende 
Tiiuschung gekommen" (34:336). Aristippus similarly ignores his 
imagination, aware that it almost always leads him astray, and he dis-
misses idealistic abstraction as illusory, but he hardly objects to Tiiu-
schung. He likes seeing happy crowds of people, for example, which 
make him feel philanthropic for no good reason: "Denn da wiege ich 
mich unvermerkt in die siiBe Tauschung ein, sie alle fur gut und wohl-
wollend zu halten" (33: 133). He also believes in looking on the bright 
side of life: "An diese sollten wir uns dann, wenn wir weise waren, fest 
halten, ohne spitzfindig nachzugriibeln, wie viel davon etwa bloB 
Tauschung seyn mochte" (34:23). This preference for pleasant Tiiu-
schung is equally strong when Aristippus wants to feel useful, longing 
for "die angenehme Selbsttauschung, daB ich der Welt zu etwas niitze 
sey" (35:26), but he also wants to understand such illusion and self-
deception. When he thinks that he has seen the ghost of Lais, his friend 
Kleonidas explains how his reason drew a false conclusion, "dessen 
Tauschung sie keine Zeit hatte wahrzunehmen" (34:251), and in a let-
ter to Plato's nephew Speusippus, Aristippus himself strikes such a 
dear-headed balance, writing that Tiiuschung can be pleasant and even 
beneficial but that one always needs to be aware of its limits, too: "Es 
giebt, wie du weiBt, angenehme und sogar wohlthatige Tauschungen; 
aber es ist immer gut, in allen menschlichen Dingen ... klar zu sehen; 
zu wissen, wamz, wo, und wie wir getauscht werden, und auf keine Art 
von Tauschung mehr Werth zu legen als billig ist" (36: 285). Unlike 
Hippias and Diagoras, Aristippus thus welcomes Tduschung, albeit 
with an underlying caveat. 
If Aristippus seems likelier to accept the realm of literary fiction than 
philosophers who reject it together with Tiiuschung, Lais takes such 
a penchant for illusions too far. She entertains them just as self-
consciously and with equal self-control, but she eventually succumbs 
to self-deception, acting like a literary character come to life. An intel-
lectually emancipated woman, she turns the battle of the sexes into one 
of wits, convinced that her own happiness when pleasing men is a 
passing Tiiuschung, one seldom recognized as such: "Aber daB beides, 
das Gluck das ich gebe, und was ich dagegen zu empfangen scheine, 
im Grunde bloBe Tauschung ist, davon sind die W enigen, mit den en 
ich bisher den Versuch gemacht habe, so gut iiberzeugt als ich selbst" 
(35:246). Antipater, the son of Kleonidas, adds that her having no illu-
sions about love sets Lais apart from other beautiful women: "Die 
Tauschungen, wodurch die Eitelkeit, Unschuld, oder Schwache eines 
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schonen W eibes sich selbst iiber das, was die Manner Liebe nennen, 
verblenden kann, hat vermuthlich bey ihr nie Statt gefunden" (35: 289). 
Aristippus similarly predicts that Arasambes, Lais's Persian lover, will 
suffer when he learns that he can never induce in her the same illu-
sion that he mistakes for real passion, but Aristippus also observes 
that Lais's amusing herself with Arasambes' wealth is a costly self-
deception, and Learchus, a fellow citizen of Lais in Corinth, notes how 
willfully she deceives herself in her ultimate infatuation with a Thes-
salian wastrel: "Sie sieht zu hell, urn nicht zu sehen, daB sie ihr ganzes 
Gluck in eine bloBe Tauschung setzt; aber sie will getauscht seyn, und 
so ist sie es denn auch wirklich" (35:348). After Lais disappears, never 
to be seen or heard from again, Aristippus agrees that she combined 
remarkable judgment with a boundless capacity to deceive herself, 
"eine ... unerschopfliche Gabe sich selbst zu tauschen" (36:29). Far 
from merely coquettish or deliberately frigid, 1 a free spirit modeled on 
Julie von Bondeli, Sophie von La Roche, and Sophie Brentano, 2 or one 
whose story reflects Wieland's larger concept of women but seems to 
have little to do with the rest of his nove1,3 Lais thus embodies the pre-
cariousness of Tiiuschung. 
Lais's rise and fall seem particularly instructive for relating such illu-
sion to the issue of fictionality. She has high ideals and a vivid imagina-
tion, and she lives out her fantasies and then loves against her will in 
ways that prove the truth of poetry. Like the title character of Wieland's 
Musarion, she is a kind of philosopher herself, inspired by an unattain-
able moral ideal of womanhood. The same rich imagination that pro-
duces this ideal also causes her downfall, however. Not only can she 
well imagine Socrates' last hours without having witnessed them; tired 
of Arasambes, she also longs for her old surroundings, which appear 
transformed in the "Medecn-Kcssel der Fantasie" (34: 211 ). Artists and 
performers at Arasambes' court amuse her for a time by enacting the 
extravagant products of her imagination, "die Kinder meiner iippigen 
Fantasie" (34:223), she explains, but Aristippus knows that her natural 
indolence stymies its force. Kleonidas says that she has acquired the 
bad habit of satisfying her every whim, "jede Fantasie, die ihr zu Kopfe 
steigt" (34:256), and Aristippus asks for patience with her fertile imag-
ination, while Learchus calls her running off with the Thessalian ne'er-
do-well another of her fantastic caprices. Lais's imagination thus re-
sults in her self-deceptive fling, which is also related to literary fiction. 
She insists that she will never behave like Euripides' Phaedra nor 
throw herself from a cliff, like Sappho, refusing to believe poets who 
say that love defies reason. She admires Xenophon's Cyropaedia as a 
work of fiction, however, and is scared by the passion that seizes its 
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Araspes, a merely imaginary man whose effect on her perplexes Aris-
tippus: "Sollte denn das Beyspiel eines Araspes, der ... auBer der Ein-
bildungskraft des Dichters der Cyropadie nirgends existiert hat, von 
so schwerem Gewichte seyn, daB es eine so weise, ihrer selbst so 
machtige, und durch eine Erfahrenheit von zwanzig Jahren zum ruhig-
sten Selbstvertrauen so sehr berechtigte Frau ... furchtsam machen 
miiBte?" (35: 279). Fictional characters are also suggestive when Lais 
moves to Thessaly, the cradle of many Greek myths, and lives in 
Pharsala, "diesem dichterischen Lande" (35: 216), for when she is de-
serted there, Aristippus sadly reflects on the drama of her life, sure that 
she fell as nobly as Euripides' Polyxena. He too thus links her fateful 
Tiiuschzmg to a fictional character. 
Previous studies of Aristipp show why regarding such effects of 
fiction is part of grasping its full significance. The reception of the 
novel has been checkered, not least because some read it primarily as 
history, social criticism, or pop philosophy rather than as a novel. 
Wieland himself called it one of his best and most important works, 
but Schiller preferred not to think of it as an aesthetic composition, and 
its ideals as well as its main characters left him cold.~ Heinrich Prohle 
likewise admits that its artistic form is weak and faults it for lacking a 
clearly defined theme, while Sengle brands it a long-winded cross be-
tween learning and fiction, a largely unedifying encounter with the el-
derly Wieland.5 Armin Sinnwell, however, raises the possibility that 
Aristipp is an orderly, systematic composition.6 Such judgments often 
mirror their own authors' views on the mix of fiction and history in 
Aristipp. To Prohle, Wieland's adherence to the few facts known about 
the actual Aristippus makes it seem less like a novel than his similar 
works, whereas his frequent departures from the historical record con-
vince Sinnwell that it is not a dry collection of facts, but a radical at-
tempt to translate epistemological and aesthetic premises into art? Ac-
cording to Helmut Kind, Wieland's historical interests are stronger in 
Aristipp than in his other novels and its parallels to his own times 
weaker, while Knuth Mewes finds its names of actual persons and 
places less important than their associations with the eighteenth cen-
tury.8 Mewes adds that Aristipp is less a novel than a vehicle for philos-
ophy, a position like that of Thomas Hohle, who similarly links 
Socrates' execution to the French Revolution and Aristippus's politics 
to constitutional reforms in the Helvetic Republic, and who observes 
that Aristippus's commentary on Plato's Republic no longer resembles a 
novel, at least not as the genre had previously been known.9 Precisely 
because its poetic nature has been neglected, 10 paying closer attention 
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to its treatment of fictionality seems crucial to assessing the quality and 
coherence of Aristipp. 
The need for such a new approach is similarly clear from studies that 
discuss its narration, especially when they interpret the novel as a fic-
tional conversation in the style of Plato's dialogues. Since Aristippus 
remarks on that style, Aristipp is said to define its own narrative form, 
revealing its implicit poetics along with Wieland's stance toward Kant 
and the romantics, a stance toward illusion best described by compar-
ing verbal and visual art. Consisting of letters written and answered by 
a host of characters and thus reminiscent of the myriad footnotes to 
Danischmend, the novel has a narrative form praised as subjective and 
multiperspectival, one in which contiguity and contemporaneity seem 
more appropriate than a single plot line.U Aristippus's criticism of 
Plato is said to spell out the principles of Wieland's own dialogic style, 
moreover, a style defined in ways that help us judge the artistic quality 
of his late novels. 12 Such criticism reflects a realistic concept of the 
novel, that is, while modifying the model provided by Plato's Republic 
is said to create the form of Wieland's fictional reality. 13 Letters cannot 
be equated with loose talk, Mewes adds, though the principle of Wie-
land's narration is universal communication.l-1 Thome finds that narra-
tion utopian, a kind of fictional dialogue ideally preserving the dis-
course of the Enlightenment on a level far removed from practical 
political constraints, 15 and Klaus Manger discerns a comprehensive po-
etics of conversation in Aristipp, distinguishing levels of fictionality-
fictionalletters from stories that they contain, for example-and ap-
plying its critique of Plato's Republic to German romantics' political 
fictions. 16 While Matthecka argues that the form of the novel conveys 
subjective idealism and a phenomenology like Kant's, in fact, its cri-
tique of Plato has often seemed aimed at Kant, Fichte, or philosophy in 
general. 17 Wieland tries to show that such thinkers' systems are fictions 
(Dichtung), says Sengle, to whom Aristipp conveys "illusionism" more 
conscious than the early romantics' aesthetic abandon.18 Whether illu-
sion is more rewarding than reason in the novel has been debatable,19 
but Tiiuschung is also occasioned by the paintings described there and 
presumably viewed as actively as the novel is meant to be read.20 Aris-
tippus's frequent remarks on such visual art would thus seem a clue to 
the role of fictionality in his story. 
Fictionality, illusion, and the visual arts are indeed related from the 
outset of Aristipp. In its initial letters, Aristippus compares his own 
prosaic cast of mind to the imagination of poets, scorns the illusion of 
heroism produced by the Olympic games, and hails the more aesthetic 
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kind that he feels in the presence of sculpture. He starts by describing 
his trip from Cyrene to Athens, having seen neither tritons, which 
populate the sea, according to poets like Kleonidas, nor mermaids, a 
fact that proves the difference between the two friends, II den groBen 
Unterschied, den die Cotter zwischen euch Dichtern und uns andern 
prosaischen Menschen machen, zu meiner nicht geringen Demiithi-
gung" (33: 5). His envy of poets seems genuine here, since he adds that 
Kleonidas's visions would delight him, even if he could not see beyond 
the surface himself. Passive appreciation of poetic spectacles also 
marks Aristippus's attitude toward the Olympic games, which he ini-
tially views as grand, gruesome drama that appears to prove the truth 
of poets' tales of heroic deeds, II die Erzahlungen der Dichter von den 
unglaublichsten Thaten der Gottersohne" (33: 25). He is soon saddened 
and repulsed by such sham tragedy, though, which creates an illusion 
of myth that could not last: 11Aber die Tauschung war von kurzer 
Dauer" (33:26). Aristippus senses a more enduring kind of illusion 
when he sees another sight in Olympia: Phidias's statue of Jupiter. It 
too fills him with a strange feeling of awe, one that he says surpasses 
even poets' imagination and that he attributes to its titanic, colossal 
proportions. Large and small may be deceptive (tiiuschende) concepts, 
he adds, but he gladly lets himself be fooled by them. Although he is 
keen to explain the effect of Phidias's statue, then, Aristippus enjoys the 
illusion necessary to such art, as he indicates when noting how a 
balustrade keeps Phidias's audience from coming too close: "Denn bey 
einem Kunstwerke, wo am Ende doch alles auf eine gewisse Magie, 
und also auf Tiiuschung hinauslauft, muB man die Zuschauer nicht 
gar zu nahe kommen und zu gelehrt werden lassen'' (33:45). A pro-
saic connoisseur willingly charmed by art, Aristippus seeks aesthetic 
illusion. 
Phidias's Jupiter is just one of many examples of visual art cited in 
Aristipp. Others show how such art also informs its setting, its debates 
on aesthetic matters, and its accounts of Wieland's characters, espe-
cially Lais. Aristippus collects art, and his story is set in post-Periclean 
Athens, which he calls the temple of the Muses, seat of taste, and home 
of the fine arts. He also holds forth on a painting by Parrhasius called 
Demos, which shows a crowd of Athenians leaving some public as-
sembly. Aristippus thinks that this group portrait is a good historical 
painting but that it fails to show the universal idea of demos, a goal im-
possible in Parrhasius's art. Lais disagrees, replying that allegory was 
not the painter's intention, and Parrhasius himself confirms that Demos 
is not allegorical, though characteristic of the citizens of Athens. In a 
note, Wieland tells how some scholars find this painting similar to 
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Raphael's School of Athens, a parallel that Manger remarks when he 
stresses the perspective of readers in Aristipp, but such generic ques-
tions also seem tied to the issue of Tiiuschung. Parrhasius shows Aris-
tippus two other paintings that surpass all that the latter has ever 
seen in illusive vivacity, "an tauschender Lebendigkeit" (34:85), and 
Kleonidas views works by Parrhasius and Timanthes, writing that their 
rival Zeuxis is admired for the illusion created by his coloring, "des 
Tauschenden seiner Farbung" (34:91), and that Timanthes has given 
Lais a painting that shows how artistic mimesis conveys an illusion of 
its sitter's spirit, "einen ... tauschenden Widerschein des unsichtbaren 
Innern" (34: 92). Kleonidas also asks Aristippus to educate Anti pater 
by molding him as if he were a piece of marble, and Anti pater both re-
gards and describes Lais as if she were a statue, while Learchus notes 
that she refines art by modeling for painters and sculptors. She was 
once sold for the price of a statue, in fact, and just as she later poses for 
one of Venus sculpted by Scopas, her Thessalian lover sits for one of 
Achilles by Aristippus's friend Eufranor. On litera~ as well as meta-
phorical levels, then, numerous references to visual art in Aristipp 
confirm Lais's close association with illusion. 
Explicit comparisons of visual and verbal art likewise suggest why 
Lais is so susceptible to Tiiuschung. Aristippus and his friends often 
link painting to poetry, reinforcing the role of imagination and illusion 
in narration such as hers. Phidias's inspiration for his statue of Jupiter is 
said to have come from reading the Iliad, and Socrates calls him a 
Homer among sculptors, "ein Homer, der, statt in Versen, in Marmor 
und Elfenbein dichtet" (33: 247). Kleonidas similarly has a talent for ver-
bal as well as visual art, being both a poet and a painter, and he ex-
plains Timanthes' portraits of Ajax and Iphigenia as allusions to 
Homer and Euripides. Timanthes adds that he never meant to leave 
anything to the imagination of his audience by hiding Agamemnon's 
face in the latter painting, saying that artists should be as clear about 
such things as they possibly can. The tricks played by imagination are 
subtler in Aristippus's closest analogy of verbal to visual art, which he 
draws when discussing Xenophon's Anabasis. This story of forlorn 
Greek soldiers' heroic retreat is not distorted or colored, he claims: 
"Alles erscheint in seiner eigenen Gestalt und Farbe" (34: 190). Xeno-
phon studiously avoids milking it for any extraordinary and marvel-
ous effect, he adds, forgoing the opportunity to paint a prettier pic-
ture, "das AufSerordentliche und Wunderbare der Thatsachen durch 
Kolorit und Beleuchtung geltend zu machen" (34: 190). Such comments 
would not flatter a painter or poet, Aristippus knows, but they are the 
highest praise for a historian. Hippias says that Xenophon's apparent 
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truthfulness is an illusion that fools the unsuspecting reader, an "an-
genehme Tauschung ... , daB er, ohne allen Argwohn durch diesen Ton 
selbst getauscht zu werden, immer die reinste Wahrheit zu lesen 
glaubt" (34:195-96). All readers are to blame if they are deceived by 
historians who try to tell the truth, he thinks, but Xenophon's account 
of himself as an ideal general is a Tiiuschung that smacks of poetry. Lais 
relates her affair with Arasambes, moreover, in detail that she finds 
typical of Herodotus, who Hippias says appeals to readers' imagina-
tion more openly. She also tells the story of Amor and Psyche in a way 
acclaimed for being both painterly and poetic, so her own narration im-
plies such graphic illusion. 
Qualities shared by visual and verbal art also help explain Lais's be-
havior when Aristippus cites various "canons" connected to extreme 
effects of some painting and sculpture. As historiography, he claims, 
Xenophon's Anabasis is comparable to the canon or standard of human 
beauty set by one of Polyclitus's statues. Filistus similarly writes a his-
tory of Sicily according to such a canon, taking his own point of view as 
a subjective but authentic angle on Dionysius. Diogenes calls every 
kind of philosophy an intellectual or ethical ideal or canon for some-
one, moreover, and Antipater remarks that Aristippus's skepticism 
hardly means that sensual lust alone is not deceptive, refusing to take 
such charges by his critics as the canon of truth. Aristippus himself 
clarifies such apparent contradictions between subjective impressions 
and objective standards when he objects to Plato's concept of beauty. 
The effect of light, color, shape, and texture results from the nature and 
structure of our sensory organs, he notes, so we have no choice but to 
take our sensations as the measure of beauty and ourselves as "den 
Kanan der Natur" (34: 300). Plato's idea of beauty, by contrast, is the re-
sult of an illusion, "die Frucht einer natiirlichen Tiiuschung" (34:303), 
since one can nearly always imagine objects being more beautiful than 
they appear. One could also imagine a moral character equivalent to 
Polyclitus's canon, he adds, but the notion that one can always think up 
something more beautiful than what is found in nature is pure illusion, 
"bloBe Tauschung" (34: 306). The consequences of taking such illusion 
too seriously are clear in two episodes about the effect of visual art. 
Aristippus appreciates the artful Tiiuschung briefly induced in him by a 
painting of his first encounter with Lais, an illusion that lasts far longer 
for a visiting Abderite, while young Chariton is seized with longing for 
the statue of Venus that Scopas modeled on Lais, with a passion for 
"ein bloBes Fantasiewerk des Ki.instlers" (35: 105) that recalls not only 
Pygmalion but also Lais's fear of falling in love as hopelessly as 
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Xenophon's Araspes. Lais cures Chariton but cannot avoid later suc-
cumbing to her own idealistic, subjectively valid delusions. 
Just as extreme effects of visual art are plain in the cases of Chariton 
and the Abderite, that of verbal art is shown in remarks on Aristo-
phanes' Clouds. The play portrays Socrates as a casuistic quack, a 
Sophist who charges a fortune to teach his students to twist facts, and it 
is sometimes blamed for his trial in 399 B.c., when he was similarly ac-
cused of corrupting Athenian youth. Aristophanes is absolved of such 
blame in Aristipp, but passages on his comedy underscore the illusory 
force of fictional characters that troubles Lais. She herself reports how 
Aristophanes is upset that Socrates' accusers take The Clouds seriously, 
and Aristophanes explains that he only meant to criticize the Sophists' 
newfangled pedagogy and deleterious influence, an intention com-
pletely misunderstood by whoever regards the play as satire aimed at 
the actual Socrates. He distinguishes Socrates from his character of the 
same name, adding that The Clouds is not responsible for whatever hap-
pens to the philosopher. These disclaimers seem aimed at Plato, who 
thought Aristophanes morally irresponsible for slandering Socrates, 
and Aristipp contains many allusions to The Clouds critical of Plato. If 
some people, including Plato, take The Clouds too seriously, however, 
Aristippus does not take it seriously enough, calling Socrates' trial a 
comedy that will end as honorably for him as the play once did. Such 
faith that one can laugh off real accusations as easily as those made in a 
play is equally mistaken when Antipater describes how Lais has been 
libelled by a rejected suitor, a poet, insisting that she need be no more 
concerned by his attack than Socrates by The Clouds, since his caricature 
resembles her as little as Aristophanes' Sophist did the actual Socrates. 
This is ominous solace indeed, especially since one of Socrates' own ac-
cusers is such a minor poet. Aristippus and his protege thus fail to fore-
see the powerful effect of fictional characters on people less aestheti-
cally disinterested than themselves. Especially since The Clouds favors 
philosophy that is more like poetry than logic, praising education that 
teaches morals from mythology, these characters' mistake reveals that 
Lais is not alone in misconstruing the relationship of literature to life. 
Lais herself considers aesthetic qualities of fiction wholly apart from 
its more immediate effects in letters on Plato's Phaedo, a dialogue about 
the immortality of the soul that shows Socrates surrounded by his dis-
ciples on his dying day. Three of them-Plato, Aristippus, and Kleom-
brotus-are absent, a fact that Plato mentions. In Aristipp, high-strung 
Kleombrotus is haunted by his image of the dying Socrates. Plato sends 
him a copy of Phaedo, telling him to read it, and Kleombrotus feels so 
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guilty for dallying with Lais in Socrates' hour of need that he commits 
suicide. Aristippus calls Phaedo the book that put Kleornbrotus over the 
edge, "das Buch, das ihrn den letzten StoB gegeben hat" (34:67), and 
his suicide attests to the power of such fiction, for its author seems a 
poet, an even greater Schwiirmer than Kleornbrotus. Aristippus explains 
Plato's own absence by saying that he begged off sick in order to be free 
to have Socrates say whatever he, Plato, wanted. To this charge of po-
etic license, Aristippus adds that Phaedo is a prose poem and a "Mit-
telding von Dialektik und Poesie" (34: 104), claiming that Plato would 
have been a poet if his natural talent for fabrication and allegory, his 
"Hang zurn Fabulieren und Allegorisieren" (34:75), were not inhibited 
by his characteristic casuistry. This interpretation of Phaedo as fiction 
makes sense, for Plato's Socrates admits writing poetry, cites Horner as 
an authority on the heavens, and compares himself to a tragic charac-
ter. Aristippus does not kill himself after reading it, though, less af-
fected by such literature than Kleornbrotus. Hippias is even cooler to-
ward the dialogue, which he parodies, and Lais sounds almost callous 
in her praise. After briefly regretting Kleornbrotus's death, she extols 
Phaedo as a story more beautiful than anything else ever written in 
Greek, admiring its psychological and narrative artistry. Such complete 
aesthetic detachment amounts to hubris, since Kleornbrotus dies by 
throwing himself from a cliff, as Lais, refusing to love as blindly as Sap-
pho, says she never would. Furthermore, Lais soon meets Arasarnbes, 
with whom she first discovers Tiiuschung caused by verbal and visual 
art, so her reaction to Phaedo highlights how hard she eventually falls. 
Lais and her response to literary fiction change dramatically by the 
time she reads another of Plato's dialogues, his Symposium. It too is con-
sidered proof of Plato's gift for "poetry," for writing fiction as vivid as 
visual art, that is, but unlike Aristippus, who relates discussion of it in 
a matter-of-fact tone, Lais turns out to be a fanciful narrator herself, 
falling in love in a way that shows how deeply Plato's story moves her. 
Like Phaedo, Symposium strikes Aristippus as a cross between philoso-
phy and poetry, a "Zwitter von Filosofie unci Poesie" (35: 129), and its 
author is once again credited with a knack for abstraction, a "Hang 
zurn Sym[b ]olisieren unci Allegorisieren" (35: 180), this time by the 
philosopher Praxagoras. Praising it in terms even higher than those 
Lais uses to describe Phaedo, in fact, Aristippus hails Symposium as a 
great step forward for Greek literature, as prose that could lead to the 
kind of formal model already supplied by Greek poets, sculptors, and 
architects. Eufranor takes such parallels between the arts even further, 
adding that Plato's portrayal of Alcibiades should be the canon for all 
poets describing people with an eye to both beauty and truth, the same 
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problem that Wieland tries to solve in Agathon. Like its narrator, Aris-
tippus calls his own style more sober, respecting Symposium as "eine 
Art von Poem" (35: 150), but also proud of being "ein bloBer Erziihler" 
(35:151) in his own account of a dinner where Lais and her guests 
discuss it. Aristippus nonetheless lists "Milesische Miihrchen" (35: 129) 
among the narrative virtues of Symposium, and Lais has the last word 
by telling such a tall tale, the story of Amor and Psyche, a myth more 
incisive than Plato's abstractions. This is the tale later called poetic as 
well as painterly, "eines von den wenigen, wo die dichterische Dar-
stellung mit der mahlerischen in Einem Punkte zusammentrifft" (35: 
207-8), a tribute to its imaginative vividness, and her imagination 
plays a similar role when she falls for her Thessalian, since her attrac-
tion to him, as Aristippus explains, takes the erotic course plotted by 
Plato's Aristophanes in Symposium. In the end, then, the illusory effect 
of literary fiction on Lais seems downright fatal. 
If various characters' comments on Phaedo and Symposium confirm 
the role of literary fictionality in Lais's Tiiuschung, Aristippus's exegesis 
of the Republic explains why he enjoys such illusion more cautiously. 
Asked for his opinion of this dialogue, "von dieser neuen Dichtung un-
sers erklarten Dichterfeindes" (36: 34), he examines it as the work of a 
Plato opposed to poets, paradoxically considering it as a poetic work of 
art, "als dichterisches Kunstwerk" (36:126). Any such dialogue is an 
invention, composition, and imitation of nature that must observe the 
rules of verisimilitude and decorum, "des Wahrscheinlichen und Schick-
lichen" (36:35), he writes, but Plato breaks them by making Socrates the 
author of a story so long and detailed that it seems unlikely to have 
been told in a single day, as Plato claims. Worse than such poetic 
license, "aile diese Unwahrscheinlichkeiten" (36:38), is the dispro-
portionate structure of the Republic, which has so many peripheral 
episodes that one often loses sight of its main point. A fictional dia-
logue should resemble as closely as possible an actual conversation 
among urbane, educated people, Aristippus notes, an artistic ideal that 
Plato seems to have ignored. Plato is a philosophical poet, then, "unser 
poetisierender Filosof oder filosofierender Dichter" (36: 132), but one 
whose logic and literary urges are at odds. Even his philosophy strikes 
Aristippus as a fiction, however. Like a poet, he makes one marvelous 
thing seem credible by inventing others, building his house of cards 
out of thin air, Aristippus says, especially when he invents (erdichtet) 
the ideal of a just man at issue in the Republic, a figment of his imagina-
tion that results from letting his poetic fancy loose in the endless realm 
of ideas. Plato's story at the end of the Republic about the rewards 
awaiting such a just man after death is a similarly unbelievable and 
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unnatural fiction, Aristippus adds. Its celestial images are impossible 
for readers to envision coherently, "in Einem Gemiihlde" (36: 254), and it 
is a tale, "ein bloBes Miihrchen" (36:256), too fantastic to be called po-
etry. Aristippus thus faults the style of the Republic as well as its sub-
stance, linking its literary and philosophical fictions. 
This skepticism reflects Aristippus's ambivalence toward Tiiuschung. 
Averse to such illusion on an intellectual level, he accepts its use for 
aesthetic effect, which he thinks Plato fails to achieve. Platonic ideas are 
meant to transcend the world of phenomena and illusions, he knows, 
but he thinks the hero of Plato's story at the end of the Republic de-
ceived (c;;etiiuscht) by seeing things that are really only symbols, and 
even Speusippus agrees that believing in Plato's ideas is probably an il-
lusion: "Ob nicht in diesem Allen viel Tauschung seyn konne, oder 
wirklich sey, kann ich selbst kaum bezweifeln" (36: 278). Aristippus ad-
mits that readers as easy to please as Socrates' small audience in theRe-
public can accept such illusion. By comparing his utopia to a painter's 
canon, a useful if impossible ideal, Aristippus explains, Plato lends it a 
kind of fictional reality, "eine Art von hypothetischer Realitat ... , 
woran wenigstens alle die Leser sich geniigen lassen konnen, die der 
magischen Tauschung eben so willig und zutraulich als die beiden 
Sohne Aristons entgegen kommen" (36: 197). Critical of such hypothe-
ses, Aristippus adds that Plato deceives us by having his Socrates feign 
ignorance, even if others cannot see his sleights of hand, "daB er uns 
tiiuscht, wenn gleich nicht jeder Zuschauer ihm scharf genug auf die 
Finger sehen kann, urn gewahr zu werden wie es damit zugeht" 
(36: 145-46). Plato's Socrates, he reveals, initially plays his role "bis 
zum Tausch en" (36: 52), but then plainly speaks for his idealistic au-
thor, who does not always heighten the illusion that Socrates himself is 
talking, "die Tauschung der Leser, als ob sie hier den beriichtigten 
Eiron wirklich reden horten" (36: 89). Plato can impersonate Socrates 
well enough that one feels inclined to wink at this illusion, but it lasts 
only briefly, for Plato's own voice is clearly audible behind his narrative 
mask: "Hinter dieser Larve sieht er zuweilen ... dem wahren Sokrates 
so ahnlich, daB man einige Augenblicke getauscht wird: aber seine 
Stimme kann oder will er vielmehr nicht so sehr verstellen, daB die 
Tauschung lange dauern konnte" (36: 122). Indeed, Plato destroys 
this illusion, and his Socrates is often no more convincing than the 
"Pseudo-Sokrates" (36: 137) of Aristophanes' Clouds. Even when read 
as purely literary fiction, the Republic thus fails to satisfy Aristippus, 
unable to make him feel sufficient aesthetic illusion. 
Plato's narrative failure to put himself fully in Socrates' shoes is also 
tied to the notion of physiognomy. As in Peregrinus Proteus, this pseudo-
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science connotes Tiiuschung, and it clarifies the literary aspect of the at-
titudes toward such illusion taken by Aristippus and Lais. At times, 
Aristippus writes, Plato removes the mask that he wears to play 
Socrates in the Republic, revealing his own physiognomy instead: 
"Dieser scheint sogar von Zeit zu Zeit die unbequeme Larve ganz 
wegzuschieben, und uns auf einmahl mit seiner eigenen, von jener so 
stark abstechenden Fysionomie zu uberraschen" (36: 122). Aristippus 
likewise has intellectual profiles in mind when insisting that even he 
resembles Socrates "im Ganzen dcr Fysionomie" (34: 309), but he also 
observes Socrates' facial features, along with those of Diagoras, Antis-
thenes, and Aristophanes, whose physiognomies he finds suited to 
their professions. He even asks if something in his own face repels 
Socrates: "Oder ist ihm irgend ein Zug in meiner Fysionomie zu-
wider?" (33: 194). Socrates' face looks crude compared to his character, 
however, which Aristippus calls superior precisely for differing so 
markedly from his irregular appearance. This example of physiog-
nomic fallibility seems cited to refute Lavater, who tried hard to find 
something good to say about Socrates' ugliness. In any case, it contrasts 
with the trust that Lais places in faces. She not only possesses one that 
Aristippus finds charming; she also observes that of Socrates, who 
similarly praises hers, and comments on facial features of both her pro-
tegee Lasthenia and the love-sick Chariton. She is also attracted to 
Plato, whom Kleonidas calls "eine der geistvollsten Fysionomien" 
(35:40), and whom she thinks will be a lady-killer if his physiognomy 
is as spirited and beautiful as Speusippus likewise claims. Aristippus 
suggests curing this fascination with Plato by having Lais come see for 
herself the "Schonheit seiner Fysionomie" (35: 132), but she later has a 
dream inspired by Phaedo, one in which she envisions winged heads 
having various physiognomies, then meets Arasambes and Amor, and 
which makes her fear Araspes' extreme passion. Reacting to real as 
well as fictional physiognomies, then, Lais seems far more likely than 
Aristippus to mistake appearance for reality. 
Considering Plato's poorly masked narrative voice in the Republic not 
only reveals how literary fiction can lead to Tiiusclumg in much the 
same way that physiognomy does; it also shows Aristipp to be an artful 
argument against Plato's censorship of literary mimesis. Like Lais's 
many illusions, this argument turns on the issue of fictionality. Aristip-
pus simply dismisses the infamous attack on all mimetic arts in Book 
10 of the Republic, where Plato defines them as mere imitation of objects 
that in turn are only particular examples of universal ideas. Aristippus 
calls this notion nonsense bordering on madness, though he does not 
always belittle such ideas. In remarks on Plato's diatribe against poets 
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in Books 2 and 3 of the Republic, he notes that artists are not as danger-
ous as Plato thinks, but he praises this episode as one of the best in the 
book, and though he argues that Plato's moralistic theory of the arts 
should not be used as a universal canon, he calls it a principle valid in 
a utopia meant to be a model of justice and moral perfection. Like 
Wieland's Diogenes, Aristippus acknowledges such principles, as long 
as no one actually applies them. Since he thus both defends poetic 
mimesis and accepts Plato's basic assumption, if just for the sake of ar-
gument, Aristippus's critique of Plato's narration shows a heightened 
awareness of fictionality. Indeed, in Book 3, Plato discusses two kinds 
of narration by "fabulists or poets," which he defines in terms of narra-
tive voice. One is "pure" and found in lyric poetry, where poets speak 
for themselves, while the other is achieved either wholly by imitation, 
as in tragedy and comedy, or in combination with the first, as in epic 
poetry. Plato welcomes narrative mimicry of virtuous acts and words, 
but thinks it wrong to impersonate unworthy characters, and requires 
keeping all imitation to a minimum. By mentioning his narrative mask, 
Aristippus thus puts Plato on par with actors, favoring the kind of nar-
ration that Plato finds least desirable and disregarding the limits that 
he imposes on poetry. Indeed, this mask recalls the dramatic form of 
the "mime," the source of the term "mimesis." Aristippus's criticism of 
Plato's Socrates in terms of physiognomy and Tauschung thus reflects 
fundamental disagreements about the role of mimesis and acceptable 
limits of fictionality. 
Given how Aristippus analyzes the Republic, criticizing both Plato's 
ideas and his narration as fictions, one might wonder whether Aristipp 
itself meets his aesthetic criteria. Does Wieland's own narration, that is, 
induce aesthetic Tiiuschung more successfully than Plato's? One cannot 
answer this question for other readers, of course, but Wieland does 
avoid the faults that Aristippus finds with Plato, directly expressing his 
views on the fictionality of his story, for example, only in the notes that 
follow each volume of Aristipp. By thus banning any narrator from the 
foregoing letters, he makes his Quellenfiktion seem marginal, but he of-
ten mentions the issues raised in remarks on such fictional sources in 
his other novels. He thinks it unnecessary to document all cases of 
historical fact, "alles, was in diesem W erke historisch wahr ist" (33: 358), 
or to explain events seeming merely probable, "woes auf bloBe Wahr-
scheinlichkeit ankommt" (33:358). This latter remark admits the possi-
bility that Aristipp is simply fiction, which he confirms when noting 
a certain inaccuracy: "Ich sehe also weder wie dieser Knoten, wofern 
unsre Aristippische Briefsammlung acht seyn sollte, aufgeloset, noch 
wie der Urheber derselben, falls sie erdichtet ist, von dem Vorwurf 
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einer groben Unwissenheit oder Nachlassigkeit frey gesprochen wer-
den konnte" (33:372). To his playful profession of ignorance here, 
Wieland adds the request that readers simply imagine things to be as 
they are wrongly reported, that they turn a blind eye to historical accu-
racy, that is, just as when he explains that the Antipater mentioned by 
Diogenes Laertius need not be the same man as his own, fictional one: 
"Ob es eben derselbe ist, den wir aus diesen Briefen kennen lernen, 
oder nicht, kann uns gleichgultig seyn, wenn der unsrige nur gekannt 
zu werden verdient" (35: 358). Even this justification of fiction is sur-
passed, though, by a note telling how the historical Kleombrotus killed 
himself after reading Phaedo, apparently because he wanted to see 
whether his soul too was immortal. Wieland finds the reason given in 
Aristipp, Kleombrotus's shame after reading that he was absent at 
Socrates' death, far more probable or verisimilar (wahrscheinlich), a cri-
terion he elsewhere cites to justify his story in general.21 Wieland thus 
reveals having invented an important episode about the effect of liter-
ary fiction itself. 
The same may also be said of Aristipp as a whole. In the many ways 
adduced here, it too concerns the aesthetics of fiction like itself, refining 
the concept of Tiiuschung considered in Wieland's other late novels as 
well. This aesthetic concern seems fitting insofar as Aristipp is fiction 
named for a philosopher who thought sensations the only source of 
certain knowledge. Its title character is accordingly less susceptible to 
fantasies and fictions than the enthusiastic Lais, a difference shown by 
their responses to visual and verbal art, by their reactions to fictional 
characters and narrative physiognomies in Xenophon, Aristophanes, 
and Plato. This is not to say that Aristippus simply speaks for W ie-
land himself. Not only does he draw aesthetic conclusions shown to 
be wrong, interpreting Parrhasius's Demos as allegory and failing to 
foresee the deadly effect of Aristophanes' Clouds during the trial of 
Socrates; just as the historical Aristippus of Cyrene based his ethics on 
subjective sensations but did not think that they conveyed knowledge 
of things in themselves, Wieland's fictional one also avoids seeing any-
thing more than aesthetic illusion in such art only at the cost of feeling 
neither the heights nor the humiliation known to Lais, who succumbs 
to Tiiuschung less wisely. Indeed, it is she, not Aristippus, who goes 
to the extremes of rapture and ridicule familiar from the sublime 
Schwiirmerei of Wieland's earlier heroes-Don Sylvio, Agathon, Da-
nischmend, Peregrinus, and even the Abderites. She is the quintessen-
tial, quixotic character found over and over in Wieland's novels, the 
one who, much like its model in Cervantes, lives and dies according to 
grand delusions inspired by fictional literature. By contrast, Aristippus 
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seems safe but sorry, a commentator whose refined consciousness of 
Tiiuschung keeps him from being moved as deeply. Conveying such se-
rious reservations about its title character, such strong ambivalence 
about theoretical awareness of literary illusion, Aristipp may indeed be 
read as Wieland's last word on the wider subject of fictionality. 
Conclusion 
Die Kunst aufzuhoren, zu ji"i!tlen, was genug ist, und 
nicht ein Wort mehr zu sagen, niclzt einen Strich 
mehr zu thun, als nothig ist damit die abgezielte 
Wirkung erfolge ... ist fur den Dichter wie fur den 
Mahler ( und warum nich t fur jed en Schriftsteller?) 
eine grofie und schwere Kunst! 
-Wieland, "Die Kunst aufzuhoren" (1775) 
With the neat explanations of aesthetic illusion given by the jaded title 
figure of Aristipp, Wieland conveys thoughts on the subject of fictional-
ity that seem far removed from the naive experience of literary imagi-
nation gained by the juvenile hero of Don Sylvia. Aristippus sounds 
more like a hardened literary critic, that is, than a hopelessly quixotic 
reader of fairy tales. As the tragic example of Lais proves, however, 
Wieland never lost interest in such avid readers' Schwiirmerei. In his in-
tervening novels, he examines their enthusiasm from many angles, ty-
ing it not only to illusion and imagination but also to social ideals. In 
each, he thereby explores the pros and cons of fictionality, which he re-
gards as both a distinctive feature of his stories themselves and a dis-
tinguishing characteristic of the fanciful notions, moral laws, political 
utopias, religious beliefs, and artistic concepts that they describe. This 
broad understanding of fictionality is best defined in terms of various 
current theories. Such terms provide a logical, literary, and linguistic 
context for evaluating Wieland's indirect and less systematic study of 
the traits, referents, and truths of fiction. Indeed, the theoretical frame-
work established by recent research helps show how his nine novels 
cohere, since all are informed by his insights into the nature of fiction-
ality, literary and otherwise. Those novels show why we should take 
fictions seriously, yet not literally; how to suspend disbelief without 
also suspending our judgment. The purpose of this study has been 
not only to read Wieland's novels in light of recent literary theory, 
however, but also to show how knowing them enriches such theory 
in turn. With his reflections on their narrators' attitudes and tech-
niques, their characters' minds and manners, and their readers' expec-
tations and responsibilities, they suggest that grasping the concept of 
fictionality is essential not only to making sense of all fictional litera-
ture but also to leading a meaningful human life. In their revelations of 
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the psychological, epistemological, and ontological aspects of fictional-
ity thus defined, they also seem proof that its significance can be 
gauged only by analyzing narrative practice in careful detail. Reading 
Wieland closely thus helps us understand the larger issues involved in 
all "self-conscious" "metafiction." 
As noted in the introduction, the concept of fictionality is insepara-
ble from the modem novel, a genre met with much resistance in eigh-
teenth-century Germany. Current theorists have been more receptive, 
ready to consider many semantic and aesthetic aspects of such texts, 
most notably the distinction between fiction and nonfiction now drawn 
in narratology, speech-act theory, linguistics, and reader-reception aes-
thetics; the question of reference posed in possible-worlds semantics; 
and the issue of fictional truth raised with the aid of analytic philoso-
phy as well as semiotics. These aspects suggest how widely the concept 
of fictionality can be applied, not only in interpretation of fictional lit-
erature but also in the wider sense of philosophical fictionalism. 
Wieland's novels treat that concept both ways, as being pertinent to 
both his prose and actual people's lives. He thereby changed the his-
tory of the German novel, which had been more advanced in theory 
than in practice, overcoming many religious, moral, and aesthetic ob-
jections and using lessons that he learned from Bodmer and Breitinger, 
among others, who redefined verisimilitude, mimesis, and the mar-
velous. While some previous studies of his work mention fictionality, 
few examine its treatment in his novels and none has shown its 
significance as a thread that runs through them all. It pervades them in 
ways suggested by three of his own essays. "Unterredung mit dem 
Pfarrer von ***" considers moral aspects of the imagination needed by 
readers as well as authors of fiction, distinguishing romances from 
fictional "history" a la Fielding and refuting the accusation of moral 
laxness, citing Hogarth's satirical drawings. "Uber die ldeale der Grie-
chischen Kiinstler" addresses similar questions of human nature and 
artistic ideals, taking a sober attitude toward the ancients and a favor-
able one toward all artists' imagination. "Versuch tiber das deutsche 
Singspiel" defines aesthetic illusion as the result of a tacit contract be-
tween the creators of opera and its audience, a collusion sometimes en-
couraged in eighteenth-century fiction as well. Current theories of fic-
tionality can thus be connected to the history and poetics of the novel 
in Wieland's Germany. 
Imagination is the issue tied to fictionality considered most closely in 
his two early novels. In both, his fictional characters, bogus editors, and 
implied readers all show it to be an ambiguous attribute, one that 
makes its possessor ridiculous as well as sublime. In Don Sylvia, this 
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ambiguity afflicts a reader of fairy tales whose puerile fancies are re-
placed by purer sentiment. His wild imagination hardly seems unnat-
ural, though, and his literary urge is shared by other characters, whose 
long debate about the patently fantastic "Biribinker" relates his avid 
reading to notions of fiction discussed by early adherents of possible-
worlds semantics and by Gottsched. Wieland diagnoses Don Sylvia's 
imagination instead of deriding it, just as some contemporaries came to 
regard Don Quixote as a sympathetic figure rather than a fool. His nar-
rator respects literary imagination and readily uses it himself, asking 
readers of Don Sylvia to do the same, advice that its initial reviews 
confirm was sorely needed. Agathon addresses this same problem more 
earnestly, treating controlled imagination as the mark of moral ideals 
and credible novels alike. Its story is meant to teach virtue and wisdom, 
which prove to be at odds, and Wieland's attempt to reconcile them re-
quired three different endings. His forewords both cite a fictional 
source and define narrative truth in terms of verisimilitude and "his-
tory," also admitting less objective evidence as well as scruples about 
describing human nature accurately. Links to Euripides' Ion and to 
Plato's dialogue of that name hint that his frame of reference is simply 
intertextual, signs of a poetic conundrum likewise clear from his am-
bivalence toward imagination, fictional "history," and his spurious 
source as he puts his narrative theory into practice. Pleasures of the 
imagination prove dangerous yet desirable, a contradiction that Aga-
thon feels more consciously than Don Sylvio and that besets Wieland's 
"editor" as well, most blatantly in the final scenes of his successive ver-
sions, which first show ironic detachment from his happy ending, then 
satisfaction with well-meant autobiography, and finally a new accep-
tance of fictionality in both his own narration and Archytas's Kantian 
ethics. A moral-literary" as-if," Agathon stresses both halves of the term 
Bildungsroman. 
Just as Wieland's two early novels regard imagination from recipro-
cal points of view, his four middle ones all express strong concern with 
ideals, a second issue connected to fictionality in his essays. Each 
shows Wieland debating Rousseau, whose social ideals they link to the 
reading and writing of fiction presented according to artistic ones 
found in the visual arts. The cynical hero of Diogenes is ironic in his 
"Republik," a parody of Rousseau's designs for returning to nature, 
critical of putting such utopian notions into practice. Irony informs the 
story of his life too, a fiction in which painting implies civilized deca-
dence but can also convey social ideals sincerely. By comparing literary 
and visual images, Wieland tries to transcend the irony crucial to "self-
conscious" novels. A similar attempt is made in Der goldne Spiegel, 
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which shows a royal audience averse to fiction but intrigued by a 
Rousseauean hero, yet unwilling to introduce corresponding reforms. 
Both the fake annals of "Scheschian" and their explicit reception betray 
shifting attitudes toward the fictionality that Wieland's medium and 
message have in common. His allusions to visual art similarly hint that 
novels and social ideals are related, useful fictions. Difficulties translat-
ing fiction into action also occur in Danischmend, which shows how in-
stilling social ideals can be like abusing imagination for less salutary 
reasons. It too concerns "Kinder der Natur," Rousseauean innocents 
whose survival seems offset by irony in luxuriant footnotes but is illus-
trated in a sentimental tableau vivant. The manipulation inherent in 
Wieland's storytelling is also exposed to readers and thus rendered 
moot. The effects of other arts seem especially clear in Die Abderiten, 
where Rousseau's social contract is replaced by the aesthetic one de-
scribed in Wieland's essay on the Singspiel. As political animals, the 
Abderites are ridiculous, but they rightly submit to illusion in the the-
ater, thus setting an example for readers of Wieland's satire, which is 
fiction like Fielding's comic prose and art like Hogarth's caricatures, 
not just an attack ad hominem. With their reliance on the visual arts to 
suggest social ideals, Wieland's middle novels thus convey indirect, in-
creasing acceptance of the concept of fictionality, broadly defined and 
applied. 
The aesthetic illusion treated so humorously in Die Abderiten is taken 
seriously in his three late novels, where it is an issue related to fiction-
ality, one that their protagonists accept to different degrees and that ac-
cordingly has differing implications for reading them. In Peregrinus 
Proteus, such Tiiuschung is fatal, for its title character never knows that 
his erotic and religious adventures so often deceive him because he 
fails to comprehend their aesthetic character. His Schwiirmerei causes 
him both happiness and humiliation when he overreacts to poetry, 
painting, sculpture, and theater. He is likewise fooled by appearances 
when he misinterprets physiognomy and figurative language, but 
Wieland's narration nonetheless encourages readers to credit the fic-
tional nature of this subtly romantic Roman. How to accept the truth of 
such fiction without having to believe everything one reads is a prob-
lem more elegantly solved in Agathodiimon. Its Apollonius uses Tiiu-
schung to educate people like Peregrinus, exploiting their religious 
superstition to enlighten them, but he doubts such deception and be-
lieves in supernatural worlds better represented by Pythagorean music 
than by visual art or verbal language. Wieland's narration likewise 
avoids reifying its referent, Jesus, thus suggesting an illusion that con-
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veys its own antidote thanks to a kind of romantic irony. Such reflec-
tions are most deliberate in Aristipp, which repeatedly analyzes aes-
thetic pleasures. While Aristippus is skeptical but willing to accept 
Tiiuschung, Lais succumbs to it, affected by literary characters and act-
ing like them, too. The novel discusses such strong effects of verbal as 
well as visual art, above all in long passages on Plato's Republic that 
criticize Socrates as a fictional character who fails to induce sufficient 
illusion because Plato's narrative voice is poorly masked. Wieland him-
self avoids this narrative fault, thereby breaking Plato's rules limiting 
literary mimesis, though his Aristippus seems prosaic compared to 
Lais. Thus taking Tiiuschung to mean both illusion and delusion, in life 
as well as literature, Wieland's late novels display a heightened aware-
ness of fictionality along with its underlying ambiguities. 
It might seem surprising that such general aspects of fictionality are 
apparent in the novels of an author who once insisted that execution, 
not invention, was the better part of his art. 1 As recent theories cited 
above attest, however, raw originality is but one measure of fiction, 
which has to do with far more than just belles lettres. The others in-
volve various definitions of fictionality, a concept now applied not only 
to literary texts, to "feigned" written narratives about imaginary facts, 
but also to "fiction" more broadly considered. Indeed, fictionality has 
been defined as a product of narrative style, a result of semantic con-
vention, an attribute of fictional literature as well as its referents, and 
an attitude toward the larger realm of the fictive. In these senses, it per-
tains not only to aesthetic consciousness but also to pragmatic commu-
nication, being a matter of logical propositions as well as linguistic 
assumptions. While some of these criteria are regarded as fixed, more-
over, given once and for all, others seem fluid, changing with historical 
mentalities. Although he seldom mentions it in such explicit, abstract 
terms, Wieland treats the notion of fictionality in these suggestive 
ways, as the foregoing conclusions about his novels show. His most 
telling contribution to current discussions of that notion may well lie in 
his observations on arts other than literature, where his discourse shifts 
from musings on common narrative concerns to comments on the vi-
sual arts, the theater, and music. Those observations extend the reach 
of fictionality even beyond the other representational arts, a step that 
recent theorists have only begun to take. Diogenes and Agathodiimon 
might thus be Wieland's most notable efforts, since they show him 
turning his attention to painting and music as further paradigms for re-
marks on fictional literature. In any case, such shifts are signs of how 
subtly the concept of fictionality informs his novels, where its social, 
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epistemological, and anthropological aspects may be summed up-as 
the title of this study and its preface imply- as "noble lies," "slant 
truths," and "necessary angels." 
With their revealing emphasis on the concept of fictionality in all its 
complexity, then, Wieland's novels show and tell a great deal about 
defining fiction, knowing its referents, and accepting its truths. They 
do so in part because many of their characters-Don Sylvio, Danisch-
mend, Peregrinus Proteus, and even Apollonius and the Abderites-
resemble Don Quixote, readers of fiction too avid to be satisfied with 
actual life. Making one's way in the "real" world, moreover, seems to 
involve exploring and explaining the possible ones that they posit. By 
raising these fundamental literary concerns while remaining between 
the extremes of "romantic" fantasy and enlightened satire, Wieland 
urges us to grasp the concept of fictionality yet to take novels seri-
ously-precisely because it pervades them. Learning this lesson is cru-
cial to making sense of Agathon, for example, since the end of its final 
version seems less stilted and abrupt if read as a logical outcome of the 
thoughts on fictionality developed in Wieland's other novels. A further 
reason why he entertained those thoughts seems obvious in a report of 
a meeting that occurred when Napoleon passed through Weimar in 
1808. The emperor supposedly asked Wieland why Agathon, Diogenes, 
and Peregrinus Proteus were written in such an equivocal genre, one 
that easily leads to confusion because it mixes romance with history. 
According to the Prince de Talleyrand, Wieland answered that he had 
wanted to teach humanity useful lessons, and therefore required the 
authority of history, while he mixed the ideal with the romanesque in 
order to make the examples that he cited agreeable and easy to fol-
low. He preferred good novels to human nature, however, remarking 
that thoughts sometimes seem worthier than deeds: "Les pensees des 
hommes valent quelquefois mieux que leurs actions, et les bons ro-
mans valent mieux que le genre humain." 2 If true, this report confirms 
the comprehensive faith in fictionality professed in Wieland's several 
novels. Besides, even if false, it demonstrates the depth that he lends 
their proverbial lesson: se none vera, eben trovato. 
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